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9, 10a, 10b.
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AnSk.

Av.
Avg.

Bd.

Blv.

BPIns., Nos. 
1 - 8
CJSc.

Inscriptions 
Name of the
Inscription Date

Ayitigevava Pillar 10th c.A.D.
Inscription

A&£iyakanda Cave Inss. 1st c. B.C.

Anuradhapura Slab Ins. 6th c. A.D,
Anuradhapura Slab Ins. 
of Kassapa V.

Alut-vava Pillar Ins.
*A$avIragolla Pillar Ins.

10th c. A.D

Buddhanne-hala Pillar 
Ins.

Bilibava Pillar Ins.
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Pavilion
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6th or 7th 
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3rd c. B.C.
3rd c. B.C. 

to
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the Text
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EZ. I, 
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EZ. IV,1
EZ. I,
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EZ. II, 
41 - 42

EZ. IV, 
139-140

CJSc. II

1Por the sake of convenience most of these abbreviations 
have been adopted from WPSI.
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Inscription Date

GdR. A, B. 

GnD.

GtP.

HbR.

Ip.

JrP.

Jv.

JvCm.

K429
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Nos. 692; 731
G*araii$igala Rock Inss. 
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2nd c. A.D. 
8th c. A.D.

Ins. on a Pillar frag- 10th c. A.D. 
ment at the Gonnava 
Devale

Giritale Pillar Ins. 10th c. A.D.

Habassa Rock Ins.
Iripinniyava Pillar 

Ins.
A Fragmentary Ins. on 

a Pillar discovered 
near Jaffna Road, 
Anuradhapura

Jetavanarama Ins.

A Fragmentary Ins. 
from Jetavanarama, 
now in the Colombo 
Museum

2nd c. A.D. 
10th c. A.D.

10th c. A.D.

3rd c. A.D.

4th c. A.D.

Kaludiya-poku$a Ins. 10th c. A.D.
A.S.I. no. 429

Ref, to
the Text

CJSc. II

It H

H »»

EZ. Ill, 19 

" IV, 189

M III,
139 - 140

H IV, 217
" I,168 -  169
" III,
127 - 126

" I,
255 - 256

" IV,
281 -  282

" III,
258 - 25S
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Kb.

Kg.
KhC.
Km.

KSI.

KvP.

Lg. , 1, 2. 

Mdg.

MdS.

Mg.
MgP.

M*P.

Mr.

MuP.

Mv. , 1, 2 

Ng.

Name of the 
Inscription

Kiribat-Vehera Pillar Ins

Kirigallava Pillar Ins.
Karamba-Hinna Cave Ins.
Kukurumahandamana Pillar 

Ins.

Kirivehera Slab Ins. 

Kivuleka^a Pillar Ins.

L ab u- aj a- b'dndi - g al a 
Inss. nos. 1, 2.

Ma^irigiriya Pillar Ins

Mahadali-mahana Slab Ins

Morago^a Pillar Ins.
Maiagape Pillar Ins.

Mannar Kacceri Pillar 
Ins.

Maharatmale Ins. 

Liada-Ulpata Pillar Ins.

M51ahitiya-vel§-gala 
Inss. nos. 1£.

Nagama Pillar Ins.

Date
Ref, to
the Text

10th c.A.D. EZ. I,
159-160

H • EZ.II, 4.
1st c.B.C. EZ. I, 14
10th c.A.D. EZ. II,

23 - 24

1st or 2nd EZ. Ill, 
c. A.D. 215

9th or EZ. Ill, 
10th c.A.D. 290

5th c.A.D. EZ. Ill, 
250

10th c.A.D. EZ. II,
30 - 31

5th c.A.D. EZ. Ill, 
218

10th c.A.D. EZ. 1,204
" EZ. IV,

183-184
" EZ. Ill,

103-105
1st c. A.D.EZ. I,

61 -  62
10th c.A.D. EZ. 3V,

56 - 57
1st c.A.D. EZ. Ill, 

154-155
" EZ. II,

17 - 18
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N1D. Nilagama Rock Ins. of 6th or 7th " IV,

Da^a-mugalan c. A.D. 294 - 295
NpC. Na-Ulpata Cave Ins. 1st c. B.C. " I, 147
NpR., a, b, c. Na-Ulpata Rock Inss. 2nd c. A.D. w I, 148

no s. a, b, c.
Nt. Noccipotana Pillar Ins. 10th c. A.D. w II, 7 - 6
PCm. A Fragmentary Pillar " M IV?

Ins. in the Colombo 250 - 251
Museum

PcP. Pollonnaruva Council " " IV,
Chamber Pillar Ins. 4 1 - 4 2

PkCm. Colombo Museum Pillar M " III»
Ins. of Kassapa IV 273 - 275

Pkm. Perumaiyan Ku^am Rock 2nd c. A.D. M I, 69
Ins.

Pkn. Pahala KayinaJtama Rock " H III, 162
Ins.

PIS. Puliyan Kulam Slab Ins. 10th c. A.D. " I,
186 - 187

Pm. Palum&kicc&va Ins. 2nd c. A.D. " I, 211
PvP. Pollonnaruva Pillar Ins. 10th c. A.D. H III,

293 - 294
Rb. Rambava Pillar Ins. " " I ,  174
RG. A Rock Ins. of the 4th c. A.D. n IV, 227

Reign of Cothabhaya
RgR., i f 2, 3 Three Rock Inss. at 8th c. A.D. M IV,

Rassagala 174 - 175
RVg., 1, 2, Rock Inss. from 6th c. A.D. " IV,
3, 4 Vessagiriya nos. 132 - 133

1 - 4 .
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SSI.

StC., 1 , 2 , 3

Tb.

Tgffi.

TpS.
Vg., 1, 2 

VgR.

VgRBC., 1,
2a, 2b, 3,
4, 6, 7, 9, 
10, 11, 12
VgRCC., 6, 8 

VgRS.

VgSDp.

VmS.

Name of the
Insoription Date

Ruvanvalisaya Pillar 5th c. A.D. 
Ins.

Seven Sinhalese Inss. 7th or 8th< 
nos. 1 - 4  c. A.D.

Seven Sinhalese Inss. 8th or 9th
nos. 5 -7 c. A.D.

Inss. on the Stone 10th c. A.D.
Canoe within the 
Citadel of 
Anuradhapura

Timbiriv&va Pillar M
Ins.

Tonigala Rock Ins. 4th c. A.D.

ThQparama Slab Ins. 2nd c. A.D. 
Vihare-gala Rock Inss. "

Vessagiri Rock Ins.No. 1 "
Vessagiri Rock ’B 1 2nd c. B.C.

Cave Inss. nos. 1,
2a, 2b, 3, 4, 6, 7,
9, 10, 11, 12

Vessagiri Rock *C* M
Cave Inss. nos. 6, 8

Vessagiri Rock Ins. of 3rd or 4th 
Sirinaga II c. A.D.

Vessagiri Slab of 10th c. A.D.
Dappula V

Velmilla Slab Ins. of "
Sena III

Ref, to
the Text

EZ. Ill, 122

" IV,
143 - 145 
" IV,
148 - 149
" III,
132 - 133

" II,12 -  13
" III,
177 - 178
" III, 116
" III,
165 - 166

" I, 21

" I,
18 - 20.

" I, 21

" IV,
221 -  222
" I, 25

" III,
298 -  300
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hame of the 
Inscription DateAbbreviation

VpGp. Vallipuram Gold Plate Ins. 2nd c.A.D.

VtC.
VtR.
VuP.

Vev&l-Tanna Cave Ins. 
Yeval-Tanna Rock Ins. 
Viya-Ulpata Pillar Ins

1st c. B.C.

9th or 10th 
c. A.D.

Ref, to 
the Text

EZ. IV,2

" I, 15C
" I, 152
" IV, 
179.

itj
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE Of THE INSCRIPTIONS1

3rd o. B.C

CJSc. II, 
nos. 615; 
617.

3rd o. B.C. - 
1st c. A.D.

CJSc. II, 
nos. 543; 544; 
551; 618-621; 
630-632; 651; 
653-656; 659; 
671; 672; 674; 
681-686; 
693-695; 715; 
732; 744; 745; 
747.

2nd c. B.C.

CJSc. II, 
nos. 388 402;

477;
517;

463; 465 
506; 516 
518; 522 
YgRBC., 1, 2a, 
2b, 3» 4 > 6, 7, 
9, 10, 11, 12; 
VgRCC. , 6 , 8

2nd or 1st c
B.C.

CJSc. II,
nos. 466-469; 
502; 513

1st c. B.C.
AndC. , 1, 2,
3, 4a, 4b, 5,
6, 7* 8a, 8b,
9, 10a, 10b.
CJSc. II, no. 486,
KhC. ;
NpC.;
VtC.;
VtR.

2nd c. A.D.
CJSc. II, 
nos. 692; 731; 
HbR. ;
NpR., a, b, c. ; 
Pkm. ;
Pkn.;
Pm.;
TpS.;
Vg., 1, 2;
VgR.
YpGp.

Is tv: c.B. C 
or A.D.

CJSc. II, 
no. 661

1st or 2nd c

3rd c. A.D. 
Jv.

IbIlc. A.D.
CJSc. II, 
nos. 480 
527; 532 
537; 680 
Mr. ;
Mv.

483;
535;
730;

3rd or 4th c. 
A.D.

YgRS.

A.D.
KSI.

4th c. A.D,
JvCm.;
RG. ;
TgR.

^These are tabulated according to the century only and their 
arrangement within the century is according to the alphabetical 
or numerical order.
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5th c. A

Lg*>MdS.
RvP.

8th c. A
GdR•) a, 
RgR• * 1» 
3.

6th or 7th c. 7th or 8th c.
.D. 6th c. A.D. A.D. A.D.
2; AnS.; BPIns. SSI. nos. 1 - 4

NgR.; nos. 1 - 8 ;
RVg., 1, 2, N1D.
3 9 4 •

8th or 9th o. 9th or 10th c. 
• D. A.D. A.D.
b;
2,

SSI., KvP.;
nos. 5, 6, 7* VuP.

10th c. A.D.
Ag. ; 
AnSk. 
Av. ; 
Avg;
Bd. ; 
Blv. 
GrnD. 
GtP.
Ip. ; 
JrP. ; 
K429; 
Kb.;
Kg. ;
Km. ; 
Mdg.; 
Mg. ; 
MgP. ; 
MkP. ; 
MuP. ; 
Ng.;
Nt. ; 
PcP. ; 
PkCm. 
PIS.; 
PvP. ; 
Rb. ; 
StC. ,
VgSDp.; 
VmS.

1 , 2, 3
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MORPHOLOGY OF THE NOUN IN 
SINHALESE INSCRIPTIONS UP TO THE TENTH CENTURY A.D.

INTRODUCTION

The process of the evolution of Modem Indian from Old 
Indian through various stages of Mid. Indian has been too 
often dealt with in great detail by scholars of repute to 
need repetition here* Yet it is perhaps desirable to 
recapitulate in very brief general terms the main tendencies 
of the morphological development of the noun, which produced 
Mod* Indian, by way of introducing a historical study of 
the morphology of the Sinhalese noun as recorded in the 
Ceylon inscriptions from the 3rd century B.C. to the 10th 
century A.D. For the evolution of the Sinhalese noun as 
evinced in this unbroken, though at times very meagre, series 
of records follows generally the same lines as those of 
Mid. Indian to Mod. Indian.

The process of simplification and generalisation of 
inflexional endings already noticeable in Sanskrit is 
hastened and strengthened by the further phonetic decay of 
the end of the word in Mid* Indian. This process of
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inflexional decay helped the popular tendency of reducing 
the vast and complicated types of inflexion to a bare 
minimum, and this in turn resulted in the reduction of the 
variety of stems to a simple few, the majority of m. and n. 
stems falling in line with a-stem forms and the f. i-, u- 
nouns tending to generalise in flexion, centring round the 
f. a-nouns [BIA., p. 124-]. All consonantal stems we re
vocalised either by dropping the cons, or by adding a vowel 
[v.GPLL. §75, BIA., pp. 130 sq.].

As the Aryan system of noun inflexion had a threefold 
character of enfolding gender, number and case, it was but 
natural that these three grammatical categories in turn undei 
went modification in Mid. Indian along with the generalisatic 
and modification of the stem and inflexional endings [v. BLM. 
§179]* Thus the strict system of grammatical gender becomes 
loose and confused [v.WATG.§§ 2-24; GPLL. §76; PPkG. §§ 356- 
358]. The number of case forms are reduced, but their 
employment remains the same [v. WIPk. pp. 7-8; BIA.pp.140, 
150].

2. A further stage of this process of evolution, brought
about by the phonetical changes such as the further modifi
cation of consonantal groups, the elimination of unstable 
consonants, vowel changes, assimilation and contraction as 
well as further generalisations of form is marked by the lata 
Prakritic stage represented by literary Prakrits of the dramj
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and of the Jains, when the method which begins in Sk., of 
resorting to auxiliary words, i.e. post-positions, to 
re-inforce the case sense, sees a further stage of developmenl 
[v. CODB.Intro, p. 19]* The final stage of the development 
of Prakrit morphology is represented in the Apabhramsas, at t l  

end of which the old synthetic system of morphology which 
was tottering in Pk., completely collapses. All declensional 
types were reduced to practically one with a few fossilised 
forms of f. and n. declensions. Post-positions for 
reinforcing cases multiply and are established [v. CODB.#
p.19].

5. . Prom its ruins emerges, in the birth of Mod. Indian,
a new analytic system of syntactical structure with post
positions or post-fixes, to perform the function of old 
worn-out and simplified inflexions. This stage was 
reached in India according to Chatterji after 1000 A.D*
[v. C0DB^§ 20 p.71].

It has been already remarked that the ancient system 
of noun inflexion had a three-fold character of case, 
number and gender. The final disappearance of that system 
in Mod* Indian, therefore naturally had its repercussions 
in these three spheres. Thus we find the emergence of 
the direct and the indirect cases, modification of number

1either in its new method of indication or in its complete
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loss, and the evolution of grammatical gender, in the method 
of formation or in its reduction to only two genders m. and 
f. or in its complete disappearance.

‘ SINHALESE.
4-. The earliest Sinhalese as recorded in the inscriptions

of 3^d c. B.C. shows unmistakable evidence that it was a Mid. 
Indian dialect descended from Sanskrit having affinities 
with the eastern group of Mid. Indian. It has affinities 
in phonology and morphology with Eastern Asokan, ArdhamagadhI 
and MagadhI [v. Intro, to WPSI., BSOAS. Vol. XI, Part 3* 
p.587; TND. Intro, p.12; BLM. §§ 4, 7]* The inscriptions 
of the early period are very brief cave records of donations 
and as such the material is too meagre to permit a compre
hensive study of all the aspects of morphological forms of 
the language of that period. Yet they are sufficient to 
enable us to form the view that the conditions of 
morphology as seen in them are similar to those of early
inscriptional Prakrits of India. In this study we shall 
attempt to trace as far as possible the evolution of the 
Sinhalese language in its morphology of the noun from the 
early Mid. Indian stage found in 3rd c. B.C. up to the 
appearance of Mediaeval Sinhalese of the 10th century 
inscriptions.
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5-

6a.

CHAPTER ONE

STEMS:
The chief phonological factors underlying the evolution 

of noun stems and words are the weakening of the ending, the 
influence of 'word accent1 as well as that of heavy and 
light syllables and the loss of weak consonants and vowel 
contractions, which had a long and gradual process of 
development [v. GGSL. §§ 22-23, V/PSI. §§ 24, 26-37]- The 
development of various types of stems through their successiv< 
stages in chronological order is traced below within the 
limits of the material available in the inscriptions under 
consideration.

Original disyllabic stems consisting of short light 
syllables have remained disyllabic throughout the centuries 
up to the present day, owing to the fact that the second 
syllable was accented. The examples in the inscriptions are

(1) The theory of fword accent1 is a hypothesis put forward 
by Geiger to explain certain phonological developments 
in Sinhalese, v. GGSL. §§ 22 sq. The nature of this 
’accent1 is not very clear, perhaps tonal, as in Sk. 
and Mid. Ind. To me it appears to be an indefinite 
term for an element tending to reduce preceding and 
following syllables. It seems to be confined to the
first two syllables of a word and was generally 
attracted by the heavier of the two.
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e.g.
-giri 2nd c. A.D. [TpS.], -giri 3rd c. A.D. [Jv.], -gari

6th c. A.D, [RVg.], -gara 7th c. A #d . [BPIns., 1-8], 
-giri 10th c. A.D. [K429* ; Ng. ; Bd. ; Mdg. ; 
AnSk.] (Sk. P. Pk. giri- ‘mountain*).

*
-Siri 2nd c. B.C. [VgRBc., 2b], Sari- 4th c, A.D. [TgR.],

sara- 5th c. A.D. [MdS.], S[i]ri- 5th c. A.D. [Lg.,1], 
Siri- 10th c. A.D. [K429* ? Tb. ; Mg. ; Mdg. ; AnSk. 
Blv. ; Pis.] (Sk. £ri-, P.Pk. siri-, 1prosperity1, 
‘majesty*, ’glory*). 

ta$a- 2nd c. B.C. [VgRBC., 10], tapa- 10th c. A.D. [Ng.], 
(Sk. tr$a-, P. Pk. ti$a-, ’grass’).

-tala 10th c. A.D. [AnSK. ; VgSDp.] (Sk. P. tala-, ’top*,
* surface).

-tala 10th c. A.D. [Mdg.] (Sk. sthala-, P. Pk. thala-, 
’land*).

daka- 2nd c. A.D. [TpS. ; Pkm.], id. 3rd c. A.D. [Jv.], id.
6th c. A.D. [NgR.], diya- 10th c. A.D. [Ip. ; Nt. ;
Bd.] (Sk. P. daka-, ‘water’), 

pata- 2nd c. A.D. [KSI.], piya- 8th c. A.D. [SSI., 4, 6],
id. 9th c. A*D. [KvP•], id. 10th c. A.D. [Rb. ; Ip. ; 
Mdg.] (Sk. P. pada-, Pk. paya-, paa-, ’foot’), 

pala 6th c. A.D. [RVg., 2, 3], id- 7th c. A.D. [BPIns.,
6, 8], id. 10th c. A.D. [Bd.] (Sk. P. Pk. phala-,
’fruit’).
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pita-ha 2nd c. B.C. [VgRBC., 1], pita- 2nd c. A*D. [Pkm. ], 
piya-, mod. (Sk. pitr-, P. piti-, pitu-, Pk. pia-, 
pii-, piu-, ’father1)*

6h. Exceptions:-
There are, however, a few rare instances of the 

reduction of the original disyllabic stems of the rhythmic 
type to long monosyllabic stems, in the inscriptions as 
well as in the mediaeval and the modern language, e.g. Sk. P. 
dadhi- (’curd1) has already become di (writing for dl?) [TgR.] 
in 4-th c. A.d . , though its intermediate form or later loan 
form from Pali is preserved in 10th c. A.D. in the form dihi 
[Rb. ; Ip. ; K4-29 • ], cf. mod. dl-kiri (’curd1). Sk. P. 
pada- (’foot’) which we have already seen as piya- (see above 
pata-, § 6a) in 8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D, is further 
contracted into pe- [Kg. ; Rig. ; Avg.] in 10th c. A.D. though 
the form preserved in the modern language is piya. Sk. 
ghrta-, P. ghata (’clarified butter’) has its Sinhalese form 
in gi-tel [VgSDp.] in 10th c. A.D. Perhaps through gi <
*giy {  *giya ^  ghata-, and its uncompounded form in 
Sinhalese is always gl. Sk. madhu- (’honey’; fBassia 
Latifolia’) is found in 4-th c. A.D. in the zero Norn, miya 
(’honey’) [TgR.] and in 10th c. A.D. it has become mi- in 
ml-gas, °gasa, °van (VBassia Latifolia’) [Av. ; Kb. ; Pis. ; 
Bd.] In Mod. Sinhalese too we have the same form ml for 
both meanings. It is interesting also to compare the
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following instances of * * *  ̂ - found in classical and mod. 
Sinhalese.
Sk. £a£a-#P. sasa- :
Sk. P. bhaya- :

Sk. P. nidhi-

Sk. P. gava- (?)
Sk. P. gati-

i ,

This parallel development of the original disyllabic 
stems consisting of short syllables becoming long 
monosyllables may perhaps be due to the fact that they 
represent a different stratum of the language wherein the 
accent was not on the second syllable but on the first 
syllable. It is also not improbable that they represent 
the more genuinely inherited words whereas the other 
group which remained disyllabic represent later loans in 
the language. In any case, the example of the type giri-, 
siri- , tarLa-, tala-, pala-, could not develop into long 
monosyllabic stems, because they consist of an intervocalic 
consonant which has persisted in Sinhalese without being 
eliminated unlike such consonants, as k, g, t, d, v, s, h.

Sinh. sa, ha (hare);
M (fear), side by side with

biya;
" (treasure), 10th c. A.D.

[DhpAGp., 4 ] .
" ^a (cattle);

(f state1, Condition1, 'mode of 
existence') 10th c. A.D. [DhpaGp.,
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7* Disyllabic stems of the type hasta- and sala~became
monosyllabic stems ending in consonants about 8th c. A.D* 
by the disappearance of the final vowel. Before this final 
stage was reached, however, they appear to have gone through 
a gradual process of development leading up to it.

7a. From the earliest times up to c. A.D. the
disyllabic stems of the above type with the rhythm - ^ 
remained disyllabic, generally ending in -a (which was 
written always as -a).

Examples:-
2nd c. B.C. puta- [VgEBC., 3t 2a, 4, 6, 9> 12] (Sk. putra-, 

P.Pk. putta-, ’son1).
1st c. B.C. puta [VtR. ; VtC.l; see above put a- 2nd c. B.C.

gama- [VtR.] (Sk. grama- P. Pk. gama-, ’ village'^
Buda-rakita [NpC.] (Sk. P. Pk. Buddha-), nom. 
prop.
-gaga-hi [Mv.,2] (Sk. P. ganga- ifc., ’river’). 
puta [AndC., 1, 3> 8a, 9b]; see above puta 
1st c. B.C.
raja- [Mv., 1], raja-ha [Mv., 1, Mr.] (Sk. 
raja- ifc., P. Pk. raja- ifc., ’king’).

2nd c. A.D. ata [TpS.] (Sk. hasta-, P. Pk. hattha-,
1 band’).
kama [Pkm. ] (Sk. karman-, P. Pk. kamma-, ‘work*) 
keta- [Pkm.] (Sk. k^etra- P. Pk. khetta-, ’field
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2nd c. A

3rd c. A

4th c.

.D. gama [Pkm. ; KSl]; see above gama- 1st c. B.C.
paca [Vg., 1; Pm.] (Sk. P. panca, ’five1)*
diva [VpGp.] (Sk. dvlpa-, P. dlpa-, * island1 )• 
pute (Norn. sg. of st. fm. puta-) [Vg., 2; 
HbR.];see above, 1st. c. A.D. puta. 
puti, id. [Pkm. ; Pm. ; Tps.]. 
raja [Tps. ; NpR.]j see above raj a- 1st c. A.D.

• D. ata [Jv.] (Sk. Asta-, P. Pk. a'ffcha-, * eight1).
cata [VgRS.] (Sk. Chatra-, P. Chatta-,
umbrella).

ft. t e i u ,
tela- [Jv.] (Sk. taila-, P. Pk. tela-,^’ oil*).
-paka ’lunar day1 [VgRS.] (Sk. paksa-, P.
Pk. pakkha-,'the half of a lunar monttf) . 
puta- [Jv. ; VgRS.]; see above pute 2nd c. A.D.

. . masa [VgRS.] (Sk. P. masa-, ’month1).
raja-ha [Jv.], raji (nom. sg. of st. fm. 
raja-) [Jv. ; VgRS.]; see above raj a- 2nd c.A.D. 
hala [Jv.] (Sk. sal a-, P. 5ala-, ’hall*).

..D. -ada [TgR.] (Sk. ardha-, P. addha-, ’half’).
cata [RG. ; TgR.]; see above cata 3rd c. A.D*
-cada- [ibid.] (Sk. candra-, P. Pk. canda-, 
’moon’).
-tela [TgR.]; see above tela- 3rd c. A*D. 
pasa-hi [ibid.] (Sk. par£va-, P. Pk. passa-, 
’side’, ’direction’).
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4th c. A.D. -paka- [ibid.]; see above paka- 3rd c. A.D* 
paca [ibid.]; see above paca 2nd c. A.D.
puta- [TgR. ; RGr.]; see above puta- 3rd c. A.D
-masa- [TgR.]; see above masa 3rd c. A.D.
raja-ha [ibid.]; see above raj a-ha 3rd c. A.D. 
-vasa [ibid.] (Sk. vam^a-, P. vamsa-, nine1,
'race*).
vasa-hi [ibid.] (Sk. P. varsa-, P. vassa-,
1 year1).
-jSona- [ibid.] (Sk. P. sena-) , nom. prop.

5th c. A*P* at a [MdS.]; see above ata 3rd c. A.D.
tela- [ibid.]; see above -tela 4th c. A.D* 
pasa-hi [Lg., 1]; see above pasa-hi 4th c. A.D. 
puta- [Lg., 1, 2 ; Mds. ; RvP.]; see above 
puta-- 4th o. A*D.
Buda-dasa- [RvP.]; see above Buda-rakita- 
lst c. B.C*
ra[je] (Nom. sg. of raja-) [MdS.]; see 
above raj a-ha 4th c. A.D.
vasa- [Lg., 1]; see above -vasa 4th c. A*D. 
-sena- [RvP.]; see above -sena- 4th c. A.p.

7b. The stem final - a of this type of disyllabic stems
appears to have been weakened owing to its final position as
well as the influence of the accent of the preceding heavy
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syllable and the resulting indeterminate vowel, before its 
final disappearance in 8th c. A.D., appears to be represented 
graphically in its reduced form -i from 4-th c. A.D. to 7th 
c. A.D.; cf. §§ 9b, lOd.

Examples of the stem final -a represented as -i before 
its disappearance in 8th c. A.d*-
4-th c. A.D. Abi [in Anul-Abi, RG. ] (Sk. amba- ’mother*,

’good woman’ , as title of respect. ”In South 
Indian languages ambn is corrupted into ammS 
and is often affixed to the names of goddesses 
and females in general” v. MWSkD. s.v. amba). 
puni-vadanaka [JvCm.] (Sk. punya- Pk. pu$$a- 
’merit*); cf. below pin 10th c. A*D. 
bevi-ni [JvCm.] (Sk. P. bhava- ’state*); 
cf. bav (mod. Sinh).

5th c. A.D. tabi [RvP.] (Sk. Sthambha-, Pk. •fhambha-,
P. Pk. thambha-, ’post*).
raji-mahavaherahi [Mds.] (Sk. raja- in cpd., 
’of the king, ’royal* ; cf., raj- 9 ^  c« A.D. 
raj, rad. 10th c. A.D.

6th c. A.D. -sari (in saga-sari) [NgR.] (Sk. sara-,
’property* ’wealth’); cf. sar 10th c. A.D*

6th or r _
7th c. A.D. Dali- Mugalana, nom. prop. [N1D.] (Sk. damstra-

P. datha-); cf. Da^a-meya 6th c. A.D. and 
Da^-siva 8th c. A*D.
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6th or
7th c. A.D. -raji-mahavahara'ta [N1D.]; see above raji-

5 th c. A.D.; cf. raj- 9th c. A.D*, raj, rad 
10th c. A.D.
vasi-hi [N1D.] (Sk. varsa-, P. vassa, ’year1); 
cf. vasa-hi 4-th c. A.D. [§ 7a] and later vas-hi.

Cf. also trisyllabic stems as bayali 4th c. A-D* [TgR.]
(P. bidala-) , Kasapi- 6th c. A.D. [RVg.,1] (Sk. kasyapa-,
P. Kassapa-), -arami- 6th or 7th c. A*D. [N1D.] (Sk. P.
arama- Monastery1), pohoyi- [ibid.]; v. § lOd.

7c. In one instance the reduced stem final -a of this type
of disyllabic stems is represented as -u, e.g. budu- 
[RVg., 2, 3], (Sk. P. buddha- ’enlightened1) as against 
bud- 8th c. A*D.

g
7d. However, even after the stem final -a was weakened

and reduced to.the neutral vowel -i or -u, it continued 
to be written in most cases as -a until it dropped in 
circa 8th c. A.D. It was probably due to the learned and 
conservative practice of spelling.

Examples of stem final written as -a after its weakening 
to -i or -u:
5th c. A.D. ata, ’eight* [MdS.]; v. a£a [§ 7a].

tela, ’oil’ [ibid.]; v. tela [§ 7a]. 
pasa-hi, ’in the province*, [Lg., 1]; v. 

pasahi [§ 7a].
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5th c. A.D. puta, 1 son1 [Lg.,1, 2; Mds. ; RvP.]; v.
puta [ 7a].

Buda-dasa [RvP.]; v. Buda- [§ 7a].
vasa- [Lg., 1] (P. vassa-, ’rainy season1).
-sena- nom. prop [RvP.]; v. -sena- [§ 7a].

6th c. A.D. Dala-meya, nom. prop. [RVg., 4] (P. dStha,
1 tooth’).

bava [RVg., 2, 3] (Sk. P. bhava-, ’state*). 
raja- [RVg.,1]; v. raja, [§ 7a]. 
saga-sari [NgH.] (Sk. P. saAgha-, ’community’) 
~~sara (intveva-sara , ’tank and the field 

depending on it*) [NgR.] (Sk. -sara- 
’depending on’ ).

m
7e. The final vowel -a of this type of stems, which was

weakened into -i or -u (4th c. A*D. - 7th c. A.D.) drops 
at about 8th c. A.D. and thus they became consonantal 
monosyllabic stems.

Examples:-
8th c. A.D. kir, ’milk* [RgR., 3] (Sk. kslra-, P. Pk.

khlra-).
-tan, ’place’ [RgR., 2]; (Sk. sthana-, Pk.

Thana-)•
tel, oil [RgR./3]; see above tela- 3rd c. A.D.

4th c. A.D., 5th c. A.D. [§§ 7a, d]. 
Dal-siva, nom. prop. [RgR.; 3]5 see above Dali 

6th or 7th c. A.D. [§ 7b], Dala 6th c.
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8th c. A.D. A.D. [ 7d].
hat, 'cooked rice' [GcLR., B] (Sk. bhakta-, P.

Pk. bhatta-) .
Bud-nahamalun, nom. prop. [GdR., A]; see 

above budu- [§ 7c], Buda- [§ 7a].
Sen-hu-, nom. prop. [RgR., 1]; see above

-sena- 5t h  c. A.D., 4th c. A.D. [§ 7a].
8th or _ *
9th c. A.D. -nav-hi, 'in the ship' [SSI., 7] (Sk. nava-) •

bud, 'enlightened' [ibid.]; see above Bud-
8th c. A.D., budu- [§7c]. Buda- [§§ 7a,d].

raj-, 'king * [KvP.]; see above raji-, § 7h,
raja- 5t h  c. A.D., 4th c. A.D., 3rd c.
A.D., 2nd c. A.D*, 1st c. A.D. [§ 7a].

10th c. A.D. at, 'eight* [Mg.; AnSk.]; see above afra
5th c. A.D., 3rd c. A.D. [§ 7a].

a<J-, 'half' [K429. ]; see above -afla- 4th
c. A.D. [§ 7a].

at, 'hand' [K429- ; AnSk.]; see above
at a 2nd c. A*D. [§ 7a].

Kam, 'work' [Rb. ; Ip. ; Nt. ; Tb. ; Km. ;
Kg. ; Mg. ; Mdg. ; Ag. ; AnSk.]; see
above kama, 2nd c. A.D. [§ 7a].

kir, 'milk* [Rv. ; Ip.]; see above kir
8th c. A.D.

Ket, 'field' [AnSk.]; see above keta-
2nd c. A.D. [§ 7a].
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10th c. A.D. gang, 1 river1 [Nt.]; see above -gaga-hi
1st c. A.D. [§ 7a]. 

gam-, ’village1 [K429* ; Rb. ; Ip. ; Mdg. ;
Ansk. ; Avg. ; Pis.]. 

gab, ’room1, ’chamber’, * inner apartment’ [Av.]. 
-gab-hi [AnSk.] (Sk. garbha-, P. Pk. gabbha-). 
gim-in (Inst. sg. of gim- ’heat*) [PIS.] (Sk.

grisma-, P. gimha-). 
sat, ’umbrella* [Kg. ; AnSk. ; Blv. ; VgSDp.]; 

see above cata 4th c. A.D., 3rd c. A.D*
[§ 7a]. |j

sand, ’moon’, ’month’ [K429- ; Av. ; Pl£.];
see above -cada- 4th c. A.D. [§ 7a]. 

tan, ’place* [Nt.] (Sk. sthana-, Pk. thana-);
cf. above -tan 8th c. A.D. 

tal, ’palmyra palm’ [Av.] (Sk. P. tala-). 
tej, ’majesty’ [AnSk.] (Sk. tejas-, P. teja-, 

tejo-).
ted, id. [VgSDp.]; see above.

. tel, ’oil* [Rb. ; Ip. ; VgSDp. ; Ng.]; see above 
tel 8th c. A*D., tela- 5th c. A.D*,
4th c. A.D., 3rd c. A.D. [§§ 7a, d]. 

da<J, * fine’ [Tb.] (Sk. P. Pk. dan<Ja- 
’punishment*). 

dajj<J,id. [AnSk.]
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10th c. A.D. -pak-, 1 lunar day* [Kg. ; Tb. ; Av. ; VgSDp.];
see above -paka- 4-th c. A*D., 3rd c.
A.D. [§ 7a].

-vak-, id. [Ip. ; Nt. ; Ng. ; Bd.]. 
pas-, ’district1, ’direction’ [Rb. ; Ip. ;

Blv. ; Km. ; Mg. ; Ag. ; Nt. ; KvP. ;
Mdg. ; Avg.]; see above pasa-hi 
c. A.D., 4-th c. A.D. [§ 7a].

-pi<JL, ’morsel*, ’lump* [Tb. ; Mdg. ; Mg.]
(Sk. P.. pinda-). 

pind-, id. [AnSk.].
pin, ’merit’ [Pis.]; see above pu^i-, 4-th c.

A.D. [§ 7b]. 
put, ’son’ [JrP. ; VmS.]; see above puta-

5th c. A.D., 4-th c. A.D., 3rd c. A.D.,
1st c. A.D*» 1st c. B.C., 2nd c. B.C.,
[5 7a].

ba$-var, ’section of a religious text*, [AnSk. ] 
(P. bhana-). 

bat, ’cooked rice* [K4-29*> Rb. ; Ip. ; Mdg. ;
AnSk.]; see above bat 8th c. A.D. 

bar, ’weight’ [Mdg] (Sk. P. bhara-).
Bud-das-, nom. prop. [AnSk.]; see above bud-, 

Bud- 8th c. A•D., budu- 7th c. A.D.
[§ 7c], Buda-dasa- 5^h c. A.D. 
Buda-rakita- 1st c. B.C., [§ 7a].
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10th c. .D. Bud-, ’Enlightened One1 [AnSk.]; see above. 
Buj-, id. [AnSk.]
mas, ’month1, [VgSDp.]; see above masa 

4-th c. A.D., 3^d c. A.D* [§ 7a]. 
mas-hi (Loc. of above mas, month) [Av,Pls]. 
raj, ’king1 [AnSk. ; VgSDp.]*, see above raj- 8tt 

or 9th c. A.D*, -raji- 6th or 7th c.
A.D. [§ 7b], raj a- 5th c. A.D., 4th 
c. A.D., 3rd c. A.D., 2nd c. A.D.,
1st c. A.D. [§ 7a]. 

rad, id. [Rb. ; Ip. ; Tb. ; Km. ; Kb. ] .
rat-, ’country* [Ip. ; Rb. ; Av. ; Km. ? Mg. ;

Mdg. ? Ag. ; Blv. ; Avg.] (Sk. rastra-,
P. Pk. rattha-). 

ruk, ’tree* [Bd.] (Sk * ruk§a-, P. rukkha-). 
-var, ’turn’ [AnSk.] (Sk. P. vara-).
-vas, ’family’, ’line*, ’dynasty’ [Mdg. ?

AnSk. ; Blv. ; Pis.]; see above vasa- 
5th c. A.D., 4th c. A.D. [§ 7a].

vas-ag, ’rainy season’ [Pis. ; AnSk. ; VgDSp.];
see above vasi-hi 6th or 7th c. A*D.
[§ 7b], vasa-hi 4th c. A.D. [§ 7a]. 

sar-, ’property’, ’wealth’ [Pis.] (Sk. P.
sara-); see sari 6th c. A»D. [§ 7t>]*

-sar (in va~sar, ’field depending on tank*) 
[AnSk.] (Sk. -sara-, ’depending on’);
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10th c. A.D. see -sara 6th c. A.D. [§ 7<i]*
hal-, ‘hall* [AnSk. ; Mdg.]; see hala- 

3rd c. A.D. [§ 7a]. 
ved-,’medicine’, ’doctor of medicine’ [Km. ;

Mdg. ; AnSk.] (Sk. vaidya-, P. vejja-).

8. Disyllabic nouns of the type dvlpa- (--) ending in
- a, which consists of an initial open long syllable 
followed by an intervocalic weak consonant became monosyll
abic by the dropping of the final vowel by about 8th c. 
A.D.f i.e. the time when the disyllabic stems of the type 
hasta- and sala became monosyllabic, by dropping the final
syllable [v. § 7e]. It is possible that this group* too

andremained a-ending^ disyllabic from the earliest times up to 
5c. A.D. as in the case of the previous group [v. §7a]. 

The examples of this type occurring in the inscriptions 
before the 8th century are very rare.

8a. Examples remaining disyllabic & ending in;-a:
2nd c. B.C. Naga, nom. prop. [VgHBC, 2] (Sk. P. Naga-).
1st c. A.D. Naka, id. [Mv., 2. Mr.] ( -do- ).
2nd c. A.D. -diva, ’island’ [VpGp.] (Sk. dvlpa-, P.

dip a-) .
5th c. A.D. Deva-giriya, nom. prop. [Lg., 2] (Sk. P.

deva- £pd).

8b. In the absence of any examples of this type occurring
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8c.

in the period between 5th c. A.D. - 8th c. A.D., it is not 
possible to show whether or not the stem-final -a was weak
ened to -i during that period as in the case of the type 
stambha- and sara- which became tabi and sari. But as this
group is exactly of the same irythmic type as sara-, it is 
probable that during 5t h  c. A.D. - 8th c. A.D. the stem-final 
was weakened to -i or -u in this group as well, before its 
final disappearance in 8th c. A.D.

There is definite evidence that this group of stems 
became monosyllabic by about 8th c. A.D. by dropping the 
final vowel and in the first instance these monsoyllabic 
stems ended in the spirant y or v which is the reduced form 
of the original weak intervocalic consonant.

Examples:
• •

8th c. A.D. -pay (in A-pay, a title indicating heir
apparent) [RgR., 3] (Sk. P. -pada- 
nadded to titles as a token of respect,f) 

pay-ak a measure of land [GdR., a] (Sk. P.
pSda- quarter).

-pay-ha (in raj-pay-ha), an honorific added 
to titles etc. [SSI., 5]* see above 
-pay.

div, 1 island* [GdR., a] (Sk. dvipa-, P.
dipa-); see -diva 2nd c. A.D. [§ 8a].
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8d.

9th o. A.D. ay-, ’income*, ’revenue* [VuP.] (Sk. P. aya-);

cf. lw. aya- [Av.].

10th. c. A.D. div, ’island* [AvJ,; Mdg.; AnSk.; Blv.; VgSDp.;

Avg.]; v. div above. 
nay-nen (Inst, of nay-, ’sound’, ’noise*) 

(AnSk.] (Sk.Panada-).
mey-in, mev-ak (st. fm. mey-, ’cloud’) [PIS.] 

(Sk.P.megha-). 
rov, ’disease’ [AnSk.] (Sk.P.roga-).

lov, ’world* [AnSk.; VgSDp.], lov-ak [PIS] 
(Sk.P.Lloka). . 

ley-ak (in s'and-ley-ak, ’digit of the moon*

gP is.] (Sk.P. lekba-). 
sey, ’expert’ [PIS.] (Sk.P.cheka-).

Perhaps it is in the 8th c. A.D. itself that the 
above stems began to undergo a further change, as they 
appear to have gone through further contraction by dropping 
the final spirant y or v and lengthening the preceding vowel 
by compensation. However most of the recorded examples 
belong to the loth oentury, A.D.
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Examples:-
8th e. A.D. a (writing for a? see below a.); 'income•

[RgR..;]; cf. ay- [§8c], 
ge (w. for g§?) [RgR.2, SSI., 6] (Sk.P.geha-, 

'house').
-na- (in Dala-na-, nom.prop.,)[SSI., 4]

(Sk.P.naga-).
10,th. c. A.D. a- (same as above a 8th c. A.D.) [i.p,; kg.;

Tb.; Ng.; Km.; Bd.; Mdg.; Ag.; Blv.]; 
v. above a, ay-; cf. lw. aya-. 

gi- [ VgSDp* ] (Sk. ghrta-, P. ghata-,'clarified 
butter).

ge- [Av.; Bd. ? AnSk.] (Sk.P.geha-, "'house'). 
ge (w. for ge?), Gen. postp. [K429-; PIS.]; 

see above.
dl (same as above div [§8c]) [AnSk.], (Sk.

dvipa*»» P.dlpa-).
-na- (in Dala-na-, nom.prop.) [K429. ] (Sk.P.

naga-); v. above -na- 8th c. A.D.
Na- in Na-girigala and Na-giriya, nom.prop.

[Bd.] (Sk.P. Naga-).
[na]-nen (Inst, of st.fm.na-, 'sound') [VgSDp.]

(Sk.P.nada-); v. above nay-nen. [§ 8c] and 
cf. Clas. na-.



pa, ‘foot* [Mg* ] (Sk.P.pada-); cf. above pay [§ 8c]. 
pa. a measure of land [Av,] (Sk.P.pada-); cf. above 

pay-ak [§ 8c]. 
le-, ’writing* [AnSk.] (Sk.P.lekha-).

si-, *lion* [AnSk.; VgSDp.; PIS.] (Sk. simha- 

P.siha-).

Though the above stems have become ultimately 
monosyllabic, ending in a long vowel, they resume the earlier 
ending in the spirant y or v when inflected, even in the 
modern language. In the medieval and classical period of 
the language both the types of stems existed side by side, 
as is seen in the examples given in § 8c. and § Sd.

Examples illustrating the resumption of the spirant 
before vowel terminations :-
ge- (house): gey-in, Inst,
di- (island): div-in, 11
pa- (foot): pay-in,- "
ro- (disease): rov-in, M

15- (world): lov-in, "

gey-i, Loc.; besides ge-hi; 
div-a-ta, Dat.; 
pay-ata, do.; 
rov-ata, do.;

lov-ata, do.

Original disyllabic stems of the rhythmic type -- *
V v

ending in *1 may be divided into two categories according
to the character of the oonsonants preceding the stem-final -j

«**
They are (i> nouns in which the £Lnal-I was preceded by two



or more consonants or a stable single consonant that 
persisted in Sinhalese and (ii) nouns in which the final -I 
was preceded by a single unstable consonant which ultimately 
disappeared in Sinhalese. With regard to the stem-final,

both these groups appear to have shared the same fate up to 
about 8th c. A.D. Prom 8th c. A.D. onward they develop on
two different lifaes, just as in the case of a- stems of the
rhythmic type

Up to about 4th c. A.D. both these categories
remain i-ending as in the Mid. Ind. e.g.:

•Canal* [Mv., 1] (Sk*a£i-, P.a^i-;
cf. SkP. ali-).
id. [HbR.]; see above.

’share1, ‘tax* [Pkm.; TpS.] (Sk.

prapti-, P. patti-). 
tank [Vg„l, 2; Pm.], (Sk.P. vapi-).

id. [Jv.; VgRs.]; see above.
(same as above pati 2nd c. A.D.) [Jv.].

id. [RG.]

(same as above vavi 2nd & 3rd c. A.D.)
[rgl] .

Owing to the •accent* on the first heavy syllable 
the final -i appears to have been weakened and reduced to -a

1st c. A.D.

2nd c. A.D. sii
iati,

" vavi.
3rd c. A.D. vavi,

" Pati,

4th k . A.D. pati,

n vavi



from about 4th c. A.D. and thus the original i- ending stems 
continue to end in -a till about 8th c. A.D. Though some 
of the examples given below are words rather than stems in 
their context, it matters little for the problem concerned 
here, as they all are inanimate nouns which take zero 
inflexion in Nom.-Acc. fig.-pi. , v. §§ 20d, 47, 74.

(i) 4th c. A.D. Vegha-, ve$a, •increase*, ’interest*
[TgR. ] (Sk. Vyddhi-, P. Vafl̂ Lhi-).

5th c. A.D. do. do. do. do. [RvP. , Lĝ l],

peta, * share* (of merit) [RvP.]', see
above pati [§ 9a].
veflha, vefla [RvP.; Lg. 1]; see above
veflha-, vefla 4th c. A.D.

6th c. A.D. peta, * share* [NgR.]; see above peta
5th c. A.D.

(ii) 6th c. A.D. veva-, *tank', [NgR.]; see.above vavi,
4th c. A.D., 3rd c. A.D., 2nd c. A.D.
[§ 9a].
Boya- in Boya-gonulami, [Rvg. , 2];
B(o)ya- in B(o)ya-opulavana- [Rvg., l]
(Sk.P. bodhi-); cf. Boy- 10th c. A.D.
[§ 9c], Bo 10th c. A.D. [§ 9d].
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7th or 8th o. A.D. (1) -gata in piya-ga£a, •step1, lit.
•knot for feet* [SSI., 4] (Sk. 
granthi-, P. gan$hi-,‘knot).

This weakening of the final -i to -a may he compared 
with the contrary weakening of the final fi to -i during the 
corresponding period before its final disappearance in 8th c. 
A.D., in the group of disyllabic nouns dnding in -g of the 
same r|Rrthmic type -w[v. § 7b].

9c. About 8th c. A.D. the final vowel -i already
weakened to -a as seen above, now disappears completely. 
Disyllabic stems are thus reduced to be monosyllabic ending

(i) in a consonant in the case of those which originally had 
a consonantal group or a single stable persisting consonant 
preceding the final -i and (it) in the spirant y or v tin the
case of those which had a skigle weak consonant preceding -i.

(i) Monosyllabic stems ending in consonants:
8th or 9th c. A.D. -gdt in piya-g&t> ’step' [SSI, 6]; see

above -gdta 7th or 8th c. A.D.
10th c. A.D. kit, •fame* [AnSk.; Pis.; Bd.; Mdg.;

Avg.] (Sk. klrti-, P. kitti-).
pet, ’approach*, 'avenue* [Bd.] (Sk.
prapti-); of. peta- 5th & 6th c. A.D.
[§ 9b], pati - 2nd, 3rd & 4th c. A.D.



10th c. A.D. pet-a, in the 'range', 'row' [Mg.] (Sk.pankti-
P.Pk. panti).

" pel, 'text' [AnSk.] (P.pS^i-, cf. sk.P.pali-).
,f him, 'ground' [Av.; Bd. ; PIjS.] (Sk.P. bhxHmi-).

" Sat, 'sword', 'spear' [AnSk.] (Sk. sakti-,
P.satti-).

(ii) Spirant-ending monosyllabic stems:-
10th c. A. D. Jay-in (Acc. pi.), ’communities* [AnSk.]

(Sk.P.jati-).
” day-in (Abl-rlnst.) kindsr, things’[ AnSk. ];

see above.
" Boy- (in Boy-im, I, Boy) [Kg.; Ng.; Kb.; AnSk.]

(Sk.P.bodhi-); cf. Boya- 6th c. A.D.
[§ 9b].

" Vav, 'tank' [EZ.I, 94,( 52, 117,/. 17]; see
* ; v 7 V  • • k ■' ' ' Z '

above veva 6th c. A.D. [§ 9b].
But the group (ii) was further contracted before long 

into monosyllabic stems ending in long vowels by dropping 
the spirant and lengthening the preceding vowel by 
compensation. This may be compared with the similar develop
ment in § 8d.

Examples:
10th c. A.D. da; 'rank', 'birth' (<ddy) [Blv.; PIS.]; see

above, day-in, Jay-in [§ 9c].
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* 9e.

10.

10a.

10th c. A.D. Bo-; (w. for B5), nom. prop. (<boy-), [Bd.;
AnSk.; PIS.]; see above Boy-, Boya-,
[§ 9c, b].

va-; tank, (<vav-), [AnSk.]; see above v&v,
veva-, vavi [§ 9c, b, a].

These monosyllabic stems, however, as in the oase of
§ 8e resume the earlier form ending in a Spirant,- when 
inflected with vowel terminations, in the medieval as well as 
in the mod. language.

e.g.: day-a, Dir.- Obi.. ; day-in Abl.-Inst.
vay- a, do. do. ; vav-en do. etc.
The original trisyllabic noun stems ‘may be divided 

primarily into two groups with regard to their ultimate 
evolution, viz. (i) those that evolved into monosyllabic 
stems and (ii) those that evolved into disyllabic stems.

Group I became monosyllabic by virtue of the heavy 
accent of the initial syllable. It may be further divided 
into two categories, viz. (i) those that became a single 
open monosyllable and (ii) those that became a single closed 
syllable. Trisyllabic stems which consisted of medial 
unstable consonants liable to be lost in Sinhalese through 
becoming spirants, became single open syllables; and those 
that consisted of a medial stable consonant that persisted in



Sinhalese or of a consonantal group, became a single syllable 
stem, ending in a consonant.

The material available in our epigraphical records, 
for tracing the development of this group of stems through 
their successive stages is very meagre. Fortunately, 
however, there is one example which recurs in successive 
periods enabling us to trace its development. If we may 
take this example as typical of group I, then we may assume 
that the trisyllabic stems of its type became disyllabic 
stems by1 vbwel contraction in the medial or final position 
by about 1st c. A.D. and remained so in all probability till 
about 8th c. A.D., when, as is generally the case with all 
stems, the final vowel dropped. The example referred to is

Y ^' V  ‘ t

\ted.#caitiya- (cf. Sk, caitya-), P. cetiya- which was 
written ceta 1st c. A.D. and 3rd c. A.D., oeya 5th c. A.D., 
and sey, se, sa 10th c. A.D.

i. Examples
2nd c. B.C. agata, •come1 [VgRBC-,1, 3] (Sk.P. agata-).
1st c. B.C. id. [VgRCC., 4].
1st c. A.D. ceta, ’shrine* [KSI.] (Ved.*caitiya-, sk.oaitya-

P.cetiya-).
3rd c. A.D. ceta-hi, (Loc.) id. [Jv.]; see above.
5th c. A.D. ceya, id. [MdS.]i
8th c. A.D. #sey- id.



10th c. A.D. sey-giri, nom. prop. [AnSk.],
se-giri, id. (se- for s5-? or sa-?) [AnSk.].

da, (being) of birth or rank [PIS.] 
(Sk.*jatika-, P*3atika-).

nay-an (Obi. pi.), relatives [AnSk.] (Sk. 
Jflatika-, P.fiatika-); mod. na-.

pahay-a (Loc.), •mansion* [VgSDp.]
(Sk.prasada-, P.pasada-). 

pah a-hi , id. [VgSBp*].
pa- id. [AnSk.] .
le (w. for 15), ’writer*, •secretary* [Rb.;

Ip.; Kg.; Ib.; Av.; Ng.; Mdg.; Avg.] 
(Sk. P. lekhaka-). 

a, •come1 [Blv.; Avg.]; see above agata
2 - 1st. c.. B.C.

ii. Examples:
1st c. A.D. dora-hi, (Loc.), *door*, [KSI.] (Ved.*duvara-,

Pk. duvara-, cf. Sk. dvara-).
10th c. A.D. dor id. [AnSk.; Av. ]

dor-in (Inst.), id. [K429]
* * * r nkat, warrior or ruling caste [BlvJ' /
(Sk.kfatriya-, P.Jflaattiya).
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10b.

10c.

10th c. A.D. mul, 'group' [AnSk.] (Sk. samu$ha-).
mul-in (Inst.) id. [ibid.] 
mul-a, (Loc.), id.; [ibid.]
hir, 'sun' [K429*; AnSk.; VgSDp.]

r • • • * /

(Ved.#si3riya-, P.stfriya-, cf. Sk. sELrya-).
Hil-a (Loc.), nom.prop. of a lunar month [Rb. ]

(Sk. sltala-, P. sltala-).
Hel, Sinhalese' [Rb.; Ip.] (P. slhaj.a-,

cf. Sk. Simhala-).
It is noteworthy that the monosyllabic stems of the 

above group (i), which end in open long vowels differ from 
those resulting from the original disyllabic stems [§ 8d] in 
that the monosyllabic stems resulting from trisyllables remain 
long even when inflected, tfiereas that of the monosyllabic 
stems resulting from disyllabic stems become short in 
inflexion, e.g. sa-; say-a; pa-: paya; na-; njy-a as
opp. to ge; gey-a, gey-in; pa: pay-a, pay-in; ro: rov-a, 
rov-in; lo: lov-a, lov-in; na (Sk. P. naga- cobra): 
nay-a etc., see § 8e.

Group II of trisyllabic stems that have been 
ultimately reduced into disyllabic stems may be further 
divided into three categories in accordance with the ending 
of the stem in its final form:-
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LOd.

(i)- Stems that have become disyllabic with a final
closed syllable,

(ii) » i *  m « m with a final long
open syllable.

(iii) n n n n n w i t h  a f ± nal

short syllable.
Category (i):
The trisyllabic stems which ultimately became 

disyllabic ending in a closed syllable appear to have
contained originally two stable inter-vocalic ocnsonants or 
consonant groups. Those examples whose original unstable 
inter-vocalic consonants are still preserved in the

disyllabic stems resulting from trisyllables, are not 
inherited stems but loans from Pali. The proto-types of
category (i) remained trisyllabic like others till about
8th c. A.D. when the final vowel disappeared. The, final -a
was weakened into a neutral indeterminate sound before it
really disappeared as is evident in a few examples like
bayali, 4th o. A.D. (P. bidala-, split pea) [TgR.];
arami-, 6th - 7th c. A.D. (Sk. P. arama-) [NIH];
kasapi-, 6th c. A.D. (Sk. Kasyapa-, P. Kassapa-) [RVĵ ., l];
pohoyi-, 6th - 7th c. A.D. (P. Pk. posatha-) [N1D.].
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In these the indeterminate neutral sound resulting from -a
is represented graphically as -i. Perhaps it was due to
conservative orthodox spelling that this sound was not
represented universally in all examples of writing of the
period. This weakening of -a in the stem final may be
compared with that of disyllabic stems in § 7b, and also the
weakening of final -i to -a in another type of disyllabic
stem given in § 9b.

Examples of trisyllabic stems remaining trisyllabic
till about 7th - 8th o. A.D. and then becoming
disyllabic with a final closed syllables-

lst c. B.C. bam aria-, ’Brahman* [And C. , 6] (Sk.?I .
brahmapa-, Pk. bamhapa-).

1st c. A.D. hamapana (w. for hamapana, Dat.-Gen.pi. ,)' to
the monks* [Mr.] (Sk. 4ramap-,
P. samapa-).

2nd c. A.D. hamana, ’monk* [NpR., c]; see above.
3rd c. A.D. asana, ’seat* [Jv.] (Sk. P. asana-).

kubara, 1 field * [ibid.], etymology?
utara, ’north’ [ibid.] (Sk.P. uttara-).

4th c. A.D. utara, id. [TgR.]; see above.
h«mana-na (Dat.Gen. pi.), 'to the monks’

[jvCra.], see above hamanana.
avasa-hi ( Loc.), ’in the residence’ [jvCm.]

(Sk.P. avasa-).
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6th c. A.D. kubura, *field* [An S.]; see above kubara
3rd c. A.D.

Bamana-gar iya, nom. prop. [NgR.]; see above 
bamana-.

Kasaba-giriye, nom. prop. [RVg. , 4] (Pk. kassaba-
cf. Sk. kaiyapa-, P.kassapa-).

Kasaoi-gari, id. [RVg. l] (Sk. kaiyapa-,
P. kasaapa-).

6th or 7th c. A.D. -arami- •monastery* (in Tisa-arami*-raji-
maha-vaharata, nom. prop,) [N1H]
(Sk.P.arama-).

pohoyi- (in pohoyi-davasi) [ibid.]
(P.Pk. posatha-, Pk.posaha-).

8th c. A.D. kubura, ’field* [SSI., l]; see above kubura
6th c. A.D. kubara 3rd c. A.D.

kumbur, i d .  [ G r d R . ,  a] 5 see above.
avul, *confusion*, ’dispute* [ G r d R . ,  b]

(Sk.P. akula-).
pah an, ’stone’ [ G r d R . ,  a] (Sk. pa§apa-, P.pasapa-)
Mihid, nom. prop, [ibid] (P. Mahinda-);

cf. Mihind, 10th c. A.D.
9th c. A.D. ararn, ’monastery? [KvP.], see above arami-

6th c. A.D.
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10th c. A.D. apis, •desiring little1 [PIS.] (Sk. alpeccha-,
P. appiccha-). 

aram, [Km.; Ansk.]; see above aram
9th c. A.D. & arami- 6th c. A.D. 

avas-, [AnSk.], see above ayaaa-hi t 4th c. A.D 
asan, [ibid.], see above asana 3rd c. A.D. 
utur, [Kb,], see above utara 4th and 3rd o. A.

cf. mod. uturu- 
Kasub, nom. prop. [AnSk.; Blv.; Tg.; Mg.],

see above Kasaba- 6th c. A.D. 
kasun, •gold* [An Sk. ] (Sk. kaficana-,

P. kaftcana-). 
kutfbur- hi (Loc. of kuflfbur-, ’field1) [Bd.];

see above kuSbur, kubura 8th c. A.D. , 
kubura 6th c. A.D. , kubara 3rd c. A.D. 

Jculup, ♦compassion* [PIS.] (Amg. kalupa-,

cf. Sk.P. karu$a). 
pahap, [Bd.; Km.]; see above pahap

8th c. A.D.
Bamup-, [Kb.], see Bamapa- 6th c. A.D., 

bamapa- 1st c. B.C.
Mihind, nom.prop. [Bd.; PIS.], see above

Mihid 8th c. A.D. cf. also Mihind-u- 
[Mdg.], 10th c. A.D.
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IOth c. A.D. mahan, 'monk' [AnSk.]; see above ham ana- 4th o.

A.D. and ham ana-na (w. for hamapa-na)
Ist.o. A.D.

(kukul)-giri-pet*a. nom. prop. [Mg.] (Sk. P. 
kukkuta-).

kukul-an (Obi. pi. of kukuj.-, fowl); see above. 
Kill fig, nom. prop. [Kb.; Bd.; Ng. ] (P. Kalinga-), 
dakun, ’south’, ’southern’ [Kb.; AnSk. ]

(P. dakkhapa-) • 
pugul, ’personal’ [AnSk.] (P. puggala-). 
sakur. ’jaggery* [VgSDp.] (Sk. sarkara-,

P. sakkara-). 
sakur, ’honour' [Ip.] (Sk. satkara-, P. 

sakkara-)•

sakar, id. [VgSDp.]; see above.
To the above stems ending in consonants terminations 

are added directly.
IOe. Category (ii):

The characteristic of this group is that the
original stem contains generally a stable consonant or a cons.
group preceding the second vowel and an unstable consonant
preceding the final vowel. The examples which do not conform
to this rule appear to be later loans. The evidence in the
inscriptions which is by no means abundant shows that the 
stems of this category remained trisyllabic till about 6th c.



A.D. with the exception of one proper noun viz. Abhaya which 
became Aba (w. for Aba?) in 2nd c. A.D. Though it cannot be 
proved conclusively in the absence of any examples occurring 
in the period 6th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D. it is pcaBsible that 
these stems generally continued to be trisyllabic till about 
8th c. A.D. as is usually the case with other groups of 
stems [cf. §§ 7e; 8c; 9c; 10a, f, g.] Even after Abhaya 
became Aba (W. for Aba) in 2nd c. A.D. it was sometimes 
written as Abaya in leber centruies presumably due to 
conservative spelling or being a loan-frm.
Examples of category (ii):-
1st c. B.C. A[baya]ha (Gen. sg.), nom. prop. [AndC., l]

(Sk.P.Abhaya-).
Abaye, (Nom. sg. of Abaya-) id. [Mv., l];

see above.
Abhaya-, nom. prop. [Mr.]; see above.

(w. for Abaya), id. [Pm.]; see above

1st c. A.D.

2nd c. A.D.

3rd c. A.D. 
4th c. A.D.

Abeya
Aba
Abaya,
Aba

(w. for Aba), id. [Vg. , 2]; see above 
id. [Jv.]; see above.
(w. for Aba), id. [TgR.]; see above.

ariya- , ’noble* [ibid.] (P.ariya-,

cf. Sk.arya-).
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lOf.

id. [Lg. , l]; see above.
(w. for Aba), nom. prop. [RvP.]
(P. Abhaya); see above Aba, 
•mountain*, *hill* [Lg* 1]
(Sk.P. giri 4 ka-). 
id. [Lg., 2]} see above.
id. [NgR.]; see above.
id. [RVg., 4]; see above.
(w. for Aba), nom. prop. [RVg., 3, 4]; 
see above Aba 5th c. A. D.; 4th c.
A.D.; 2nd c. A.D.

The inscriptions under consideration unfortunately 
do not appear to offer any examples of the above type 
occurring between 6th c. A.D. and 10th c. A.D. They occur 
again in the 10th century in the disyllabic form ending in 
long -a or -T, which is the result of the contraction of the 
last two syllables in the stem, perhaps by dropping first 
the final vowel in about 8th c. A.D. and then the spirant 
£ or v with the compensatory lengthening of the preceding 
vowel.
Examples:
10th c. A.D. -girl [AnSk.]; see above giriye, garlya-

6th c. A.D.; -giriya-, -gariya- 
5th c. A.D.

5th c. A.D. Ariya-,
-Aba

-gariya-,

-girijra-.
6$h c. A.D. gariya-.

giriye, 
Aba-



ari, •holy*, *noble* [AnSk.]; see above 
ariya- 5th c. A.D. , 4th c. A.D.

Aba, nom. prop. [PIS.].
Abha, id. [Kg.; Tb.; Mg.; Bd.; Mdg.; Ag.;

Blv.; Avg.; Nt.; AnSk.; VgSDp.]; see 
above Aba 6th c. A.D., 5th c. A.D., 4th c. 
A.D., 2nd c. A.D., A Abaya 3rd c. A.D.,
2nd c. A.D. & 1st c. A.D., (Abaye) &
Abhaya- 1st c. A.D.

Oka, nom. prop, of a dynasty [Mdg.; AnSk.;
Blv.; PIS.] (P.Okkaka-). 

tala, 'spot* [Mdg.; AnSk.] (Sk. P. tilaka-). 
tala, 'lake* [PIS.] (Sk. tajaka-, tabaka-,

ta^aga-; P. tabaka-; Pk. ta£aga-, ta$aa-)< 
nava, •lodging* [AnSk.] (Sk. P. nivasa-).

Category (iii):
There does not appear to be any fundamental distinc

tion in Sinhalese between the original stems of category (ii) 
and those of category (iii) with regard to the constitution of 
their phonemes except perhaps the position of the accent in 
the two groups. The category (ii) appears to be accented
on the second qjdLable while the categroy (iii) appears to be
■ - I ■



accented on the first syllable. This assumption may 
explain the long final vowel in the resulting disyllabic 
stems of the category (ii) and the short final vowel in 
those of the category (iii). It is also possible that the 
short final vowel of the latter group is due to a secondary 
shortening.

The stems cf the category (iii) with the exception 
of two exa?>les appear to have remained trisyllabic till 
about 8th c. A.D. when they became disyllabic.
Examples:
2nd c. B.C. bariya, 'wife1 [VgRBC., 2b] (P. bhariya-,

cf. Sk. bharya-), cf. Clas. Sinh. biri. 
1st c. A.D. pavata, 'mountain' [Mv. l] (Sk. parvata-, Pk.

pavvaya-); cf. Glas. & Mod. Sinh. 
pavu-.

2nd c. A.D. -donika- 'valley' [Vg., 1, 2] (Sk. dropika-,
P. dopika-); cf. Clas. & Mod. Sinh. 
deni-.

karis-ehi (Loc. of 'karisa-'), a measure of 
land [Pkm.] (P. karisa-).
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3rd c• A.

4th c. A.

6th c. A*

8th c. A.

D. -kari-hi, id. [Jv.].
-kiri(ye), id. [ibid.].
-gamika- •villager* [ibid.] (Sk. gramika-,

P. gamika-); cf. Clas. & .Mod. 
Sinh. garni-.

D. -pava[ta]-, pavaya, •mountain* [TgR.]*, see
above pavata- 1st c. A.D.

-miliya, ’expense*',, •price* [ibid.]
(Yed.♦muliya-, cf. Sk. mulya-). 

-gamakehi , (Loc. of gamaka-), village-"[ ibid. ] 
(Sk. gramaka- P. gamaka-); 
cf. Mod.-gamu-.

kariha, a measure of land [AnS.]; see 
above kiri(ye), kari^hi, 3rd c.

tr ’ » . /

A.D., karisehi 2nd c. A.D.
-gamaya-hi, Loc. of gamaya-, [RVg., 3];

see above gamak^ahi 4th c. A.D.
-gamaya-ha (w. for gamayahi, Loc. of

gamaya-) [BPIns. 1, 6], see above
gamayahi, & gamakehi, 4th c. A.D.

D. kriya (w. for kiriya-), a measure of land
(SSI., 1]; see above kariha 6th c 
A?D. kiri(ye), karihi, 3rd c. A.D.
karisehi 2nd c. A.D.
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8th - 9th c. A.D. kiri-y-ak, i d .  [ G r d R . ] ;  see above.
10th c. A.D. kiri,. id. [Av.; Mdg.; Blv.]; see above.

pavu ’mountain* [AnSk.; PIS.]; see above
pavata, 1st c. A.D.

gamu, 'village* [AnSk.]; see above gamaya-
6th c. A.D. gamakehi, 4th o. A.D.

t •
daru, Ht. child [Bd.; Blv.; Avg.; PIS.]

(Sk. P. daraka-). 
elu, 'goat* [Av. ; Mdg.] (Sk. e$aka- P. ej.aka-,

Pk. e^aga-). 
mila-y-at (Dat. of st. fm. mila-, 'price')

[AnSk.]; see above miliya, 4th c. A.D. 
sanga-, belonging to 'Sangha* [ibid.] (Sk.

sanghika-, P. sanghika-) 
saha- , nom. prop, of a clan [ibid] (Yed.

Zakiya-, cf. Sk. Sakya-). 
sanda, 'evening' [K429] (Ved.*sandhiya-, 

cf. Sk. sandhya-). 
somi-, 'gentle' [AnSk. VgSDp.] (Mid. Ind.

somiya-, Ved. *saumiya-, cf. Sk. saumya-) 
k*ami-, 'worker*, 'officer' [Mg.]; see below, 
kami-y-an, Obi. pi. id. [Rb.; Ip.; Kg.; Ng.;

Km.; Kb.; AnSk.; Blv.; Avg.] (Sk. 
karmika-, P. kammika-, Pk. kammiya-).
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lOh.

lOi.

The t¥D exceptions to the above rule in this 
category are Sk. pratyaya-. P. paceaya- (requisite- of a
monk) and Sk. P. phanita- (honey) which had already become
disyllabic stems in paca 2nd c. A.D. [TpS.] and peni» 4th
o. A.D. [TgR.] respectively. Both these words have
continued to be disyllabic to the mod. times. Por the
former became pasa 10th c. A.D. [AnSk.; PIS.], while the
latter became mod. pani.

It is difficult to see why the similar phonemes in 
stem-finals should produce different results, e.g. the final 
-iya, -ika or -ita has ultimately become either (i) -I,
(ii) -i (iii) -a or (iv) zero.

(i) 10th c. A.D. girl: 6th c. A.D., 5th c. A.D.
gariya-. giriya- [§§ lOe, f]
(P. Sk. girika-). 

arl: 5th c. A.D., 4th c. A.D. ariya.
[§§ lOe, f] (P. ariya-).

(ii) 10th c. A.D. somi: [v. § lOg., s.v.] (Mid. Ind.
#somiya-, Ved. #saumiya-, cf.
Sk. saumya-). 

irftmi: [v. § lOg, s.v. ] (P. kammika-,
Sk. karmika-).



mod. pani: 4th c. A.D. pepi (w. for pe$I-)[§ 10h].
" depi: 2nd c. A.D. dopika- [v. § lOg. s.v.]

(P. do$ika, Sk. dropika-).
(iii) LOth c. A.D. mil a* 4th c. A.D. -miliya [v. § lOg.

s.v.] (Ved. *m\iliya-, cf. Sk. unilya-).
sSha: [v. § 10g?«s.v.] (Mid. Ind. *Sakiya-,

Ved. *6akiya-, cf. Sk. £akya-). 
s,19ga; [v. § lOg. s.v. ] (P. serighika-, Sk. 

sanghika-;).
sandas [v. § lOg. , s.v.] (Mid. Ind. *sandhiya-,

Ved. sandhiya-. of. Sk. sandhya-).
kata: (w. for kata) [PIS] (P. khattiya-,

Sk. k§atriya-). Further cf. isira 
[AnSk; PkCm.] (P. issariya-.).

(iv) 10th c. A.D.
kftt: (also kata for kata?) [Blv.]

(P. khattiya, Sk. k§atriya-).
hir; sun [K429, AnSk., VgSDp.] (P. suriya-,

Ved. pQriya-, cf. Sk. surya-).
It is possible that (i) & (ii) are connected, (ii)

being due to a further weakening of (i), through the
secondary shortening of -I. Alternatively the difference
of the two groups may be explained as being due to the



difference of the position of ’accent* in th® two groups of
stems. In that case we have to assume that in the first 

* *group the accent was on the second syllable & in the second 
group it was on the first syllable [v. § 10g.]. The 
group (iv) may denote a further stage of either (ii) or (iii) 
resulting from the dropping of the final vowel -i or -a,
e.g. hir < hiri < sfiriya- & kat < kata-< \ate < *khattja~ - 
< khattiya-.

PBFW. has attempted to explain the development of -a
in (iii), e.g. saha, safig% and kata, as being due to a ---
î > a —  a [v. WPSI. § 10. 10], ignoring examples like milS 
(< *muliya, cf. Sk. mfilya), isira (< issariya-, v. § 10. j), 
biseva ( < *abiseviya < *abhisekika, cf. P. abhisekika) etc. 
in which there is no preceding a —  to explain the final
a. He also has brought under the same formula the final 
-a (< -iya) in the Sinh. Ger. by way of supporting his 
theory, giving examples like **vanda < *vafidi < #vafidl < 
♦vafidia < #vandia < #vandiyaw and "vajamba, banda, pam&nat 
vada and jnar̂ a". His explanation of the final -a (< -iya^ 
in the Ger. will appear to be obviously wrong vfoen we 
oonsider other exaples of Gerunds with the final -S ignored 
by him in advancing his theory, e.g. gena [Tb., Ng.; AnSk. ]
(< *gephiya, cf. JM. g|phiya, Mg. gSphia); bifida [PIS.]



(< *bhindiya, cf. S. Mg. bhindia); mis& [Nt.; Kb.; Mdg.] 
(<P. muficiya); sjta [Kb.; PIS.] (< si$iya, [EZ. I, 33> 1*8] 
< *ci$}hiya); Bifida [AnSk.; VgSDp.] (< *chindiya, cf. AMg. 
chindiya) etc. where there is no preceding umlaut a as 
presumed by him to account for the final -a. Therefore in 
the light of all this evidence against PBPW. we have to 
conclude that the Sinh. stem final -a of the 10th century is 
not due to assimilation with a preceding -a but a direct 
result of the development of the phonemic group -jya-, -ika- 
or -ita- in their prototypes.

The double treatment of this phonemic group leading
V

to -i, on one hand, in one group (v. above i - ii) and to
on the other hand, in the other group (v. above iii) may 

perhaps, be explained as being due to two independent lines 
of development representing two different linguistic strata 
Hence, perhaps, issariya> 1. isiri [Jb.] & 2. isira [AnSk.]. 
There is also another alternative possibility that this 
difference arose as the result of the position of the 
• accent1.

e.g. 1. giriya > *giriy > girl (later giri);
t tariya > # ariy > arl (later ari).

2. muliya- > *milia > #mile > mila
sanghika- > *sangiya > #safigia‘> sSnge > safigS.



Cf. also issariya- > *isiria > #isire > isira as opp. to
t  »issariya- > *isiriy > *isirl > isiri.

In the first instance the stem final drops making
it end in -*iy which is further contracted into -I by
dropping and lengthening -i to -I by compensation. In 
the second instance -y- drops allowing -ia- to be contracted 
to -*e which is then further reduced to -& owing to the 
natural weakness of pronunciation of the ending-vowel; 
a resulting from the weakening of -e in the final position
is not rare in Sinh. [v. GGSL. § 107. 3*].

Quadri.syllabic stems Eire not go frequently recorded 
in the inscriptions as disyllabic and trisyllabic stems and 
they are not represented in all the centuries. If it can 
be conceded that one example may be taken as showing the 
general state of affairs, then we may assume that the 
quadri.syllabic stems remained so at least till about 6th o. 
A.D. when they became trisyllabic stems ending in a vowel,
e.g. parumaka- (2nd c. B.C.) > purumu- (6th C. A.D.). It 
appears from the examples available that generally the 
quadrltsyllabic stems recorded are formed by the addition 
of the pleonastic suffix -ka to the a-ending trisyllabic 
stems, and the leter forms show that -a-ka in such stems was 
generally contracted into -u, although the process of this 
contraction is not very cleeLr. Perhaps it was caused as
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the result of -aya- (<-a-ka) being contracted into a single

phoneme which became an indistinct vowel in the final weak 
position and which tended to be pronounced more like a 
labial -ft and still later it became an actual -u.

Examples of quadrisyllable stems which became tri- 
syllabic stems ending in vowels in about 6th c. A.D. and 
then continued as trisyllabic till 10th c. A.D..
2nd c. B.C. p arum aka-, title having the sense of "His

or Her Highness" later "His 
Majesty" etc. [VgRBC., 2a.; 2b;
4; 6; 7]*(Sk. paramaka-, ’most 
excellent*).

1st c. B.C. parumaka-, id. [And C., 2; 3; 8a; 9; 10b];
see above. 

purumaka-> id. [VtR.]; see above.
2nd c. A.D. karanaka-, to do, action, doing [Pkm.],

*■ /(Sk. P. karapa^ka)
/

3rd c. A.D. karanaka-, id. [Jv. ], see above.
4th c. A.D. amanaka-, a measure of grain [TgR]

(P. ammapaka).
5th c. A.D. karanaka- [MdS.]; see above karanaka-

3rd c. A.D., 2nd c. A.D.



purumaka- [ R vP. ], see above pur urn aka;
parumaka-t 1st c. B.C.; parumaka 
2nd c. B.C.

6th c. A.D. purumu-, [AnS.]; see above and note
-aka- > —u— *

6th or 7th c. A.d .
- *

purumu-, 
10th c. A.D. ajar a,

[NIP.]; see above.
•teacher* [AnSk.] (P. acariya-, 
of. Sk. acarya-). 

isiri, 'prosperity* [Tb.] (P. issariya-)<
isirS, id. [PkCm»]; see above,
isira-y-en (Inst, of st. fm. isira-), id.

[AnSk*]; see above. 
karanu [Kg.; Mg.; Mdg.; AnSk.]; see

above karanaka- 5th o. A.D.;
3rd o. A.D.; 2nd c. A.D. 

karana, 'to do', 'doing', 'action' [Av.;
AnSk.] (Sk. P. karapa-). 

kabali, 'portion' [Bd.;] (Mid. Ind. *
♦kabhallika-, cf. AMg.; kabhalla- 
P. kabala-, 'morsel').
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10k.

10th o. A.D. purumu-v-o, Norn. (pi. of respect) [AnSk.];
see above. purumu 6th c. A.D., 
purumaka- 5th c. A.D., lsit c. B.C. 
p arum aka- 1st c. B.C., 2nd c. B.C. 

piribo, •enjoyment1 [Tb.; AnSk.] (Sk. P.
paribhoga-). 

senevi, ’general* [Kb.; Ip.; Km.; Mg.;
Blv.; Ag.] (Sk. senapati, cf.
Mar. sepavi).

Some stems, however, appear to have developed 
further and become disyllabic ending in consonants,
e.g.
8th or 9th c. A.D.

rajol, £ ’royal family or household*, ’officers 
of the royal household* etc. [SSL, 5] 
(Sk. P. raja-kula-).

10th c. A.D. radol» id. [AnSk.] see above.
radol-en, id. (Inst.-Abl.) [AnSk.]; see 

above.
radol-an. id. (ani. Obi. pi.) [PIS.]; see 

above.
adur, ’teacher* [K429.]; see above ajara 

10th c. A.D. [§ 10j].
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11.

isir, ’prosperity* [Tb.]; see above isiri,
isira, 10th c. A.D. [§ 103].

The early vowel stems that became consonantal 
between 8th c. A.D. and 10th c. A.D. by dropping the final 
vowel could end in any consonant inherited from a stable 
consonant or a consonantal group or spirant resulting from 
an unstable oonsonant excepting -h. It is important to 
notice this phenomenon at this stage in view of the fact* 
that certain consonants were not permissible at the end of 
a stem or a word during the later period [v. GGrSL. § 4> n.4].
a. Examples of stems ending in -k:

pak [Kg.; Tb.; Av.; VgSDp.]; vak [ip.; Nt.; Ng.;
Bd.]; ruk [Bd.].

b. Examples of stems ending in -g:
gafig [Nt.]; Kilifig [Kb.; Bd. ; Ng.].

c. Examples of stems ending in
te.l [AnSk.]; buj. (for bud) [AnSk.]; rai- [KvP.;

AnSk.; VgSDp.].
d. Examples of stems ending in

a£ [Mg.; AnSk.]; bat [AnSk., Blv.]; ra£ [AnSk.;
Nt.; Ip.; Rb.; Km]; [SSI., 6].



Examples of stems ending in

ad [K429-]; dad [ T"b. ]; dafid [AnSk.]; pid [Tb.; Mdg 
pipd [ AnSk.].

Examples of stems ending in
bap [AnSk.]; kul up [PIS.]; pah an [ G r d R . ,  a; B d .  ; 

Km.]; bamup [Kb.]; mahan [AnSk.]; dakup [Kb.; 
AnSk.; Blv.].

Examples of stems ending in -t:
at [K429-; AnSk.]; Icet [AnSk.]; sat [Kg.; AnSk.; 

Blv.; VgSDp.]; put [JrP.; VmS.]; bat [GrdR. , b ,  

K429.; R b .  ; Ip.]; rat [Kg.; Ng. ; T b . ] .

Examples of stems ending in -d:
sand [K429.]; Bud [SSI, 7]; bud [AnSk.]; 
rad [Rb.; Ip.; Tb.; Km.; Kb.]; ved [Km.; Mdg.]; 
Mihid [CrdR. , a]; Mihifid [PIS.; Bd. ].

Examples of stems ending in -n.
tan [Nit.]; tan-hi [PIS.]; tan [RgR. ; 2; Rb. ; 
Ip.; Tb.; Av. ]; tun [Av. ; Kb.]; ran [AnSk.; 
K429-; VgSDp.]; asan [AnSk.]; kasun [ibid.]. 

Examples of stems ending in 
dap [PIS.]

Examples of stems ending in -b:
gab [Av.]; gab-in [AnSk.]; Kasub [AnSk.; Blv.;



Examples of stems ending in -m:
kam [Rb.; Ip.; Nt.; Tb.; Km.; Mg.; Mdg.; AnSk.]; 
gam [K429.; Rb.; Ip.; Mdg.; AnSk.; Avg.; Pis.]; 
gim [PIS.]; aram [Km.; AnSk.].
Examples of stems ending in
ay [ VuP. ]; nay-nen [AnSk.]; pay-ha [SSI.; 5]; 
sey [PIS.].
Examples of stems ending in -r:
kir [RgR., 3> Rb.; Ip.]5 bar [Mdg.]; var [AnSk.]; 
hir [K429-, AnSk.]; utur [Kb.]; dor [AnSk.; Av.]; 
Kubur [GdR., a]; sakur [VgSDp.]; sar [AnSk.; PIS.]; 
sakar [VgSDp.]; isir [Tb.]; adur [K429*].
Examples of stems ending in -Is
tal [Av.]; tel [RgR., 3; Rb.; Ng.]; hal [AnSk.;

• • ' A  ' • ' * . J*.' .. . W ■
Mdg.]; avul [GdR., b]; radol [AnSk.].
Examples of stems ending in -v:
div [GdR., a; AnSk.; Av.; Blv.; VgSDp.; Avg.];
rov [AnSk.]; lov [ AnSk.].
Examples of stems ending in -ss
pas 1 [Mdg.; Ag.; AnSk.; Blv.]; pas 2 [Rb.; Ip.; Blv.] 
mas [VgSDp.]; vas [Mdg.; AnSk.; Blv.; PIS.]; 
apis [PIS.]; avas [AnSk.].



r. Examples of stems ending in
Dal- [NgR. t 3]; pel [AnSk. ]; mul [AnSk. 1;
Hel [Rb.; Ip.]; kukul [Mg.].

Geiger correctly observes "the cerebrals $ $ p. 
and lingual the voiced mutae g, d, b and the 
consonarts r, h are not admitted at the end of a word in 
modern Sinhalese. After such consonants an auxiliary 
vowel (a, i, u) is added" [v. GGSL. § 4> n.4] and also 
adds incorrectly "It must, however, be noted that this 
addition of an auxiliary vowel did not take place before 
the 12th century. In the mediaeval inscriptions up to
the 11th century all final short vowfcls with or without
anusvara were dropped even after a cerebral r and 
[v. ibid. § 23, lc].

We have noticed above [§§ 7e; 8c; 9c; lOd; 11] 
that in the majority of cases the final vowel whether 
short or long dropped in a certain set of circumstances 
and the stem became consonantal about 8th c. A.D. 
irrespective of the character of the consonant, however, 
with the exception of h. It is true as Geiger observes 
that an auxiliary vowel was later added to the stems 
ending in certain consonants like g, £, jl, d, b, ^ 
and r. But the beginning of this .practice of adding
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auxiliary vowels to those stems appears to be much earlier
than the I2th century. The evidence in the inscriptions/
shows that this tendency started during the period 8th c. 
A.D. - 10th c. A.D., though it was not made an invariable 
rule as in the later language. The following examples are 
worthy of notice in this connection.
8th c. A.D. g&t-a [SSI., 4] (ifUnis is not a pre-8th c.

A.D. archaic form still retained)
(P. gap^hi, •knot*); cf. g&t [SSI., 6]. 

Dal-a-Na, nom. prop. [SSI., 4] (P. Da^ha-
Naga-). (This too is not a very clear 
example as it can be an archaic form 
from pre-8th c. A.D. period before 
dropping the final vowel); cf. Dal- 

Siva [RgR., 3] (Da$ha-Siva).
10th c. A.D. kir-i t •milk* [Tb.; Avg.]; cf. kir, 8th c.

A.D. [RgR., 3] (P* khlra-, Sk.k§Ira-). 
dand-a, da&d-u-, * * punishment', 'fine'

[AnSk.] (Sk. P. dap$a-); cf. dad, 
daftd [Tb.; AnSk.]. 

bar-a, 'weight', 'load' [PIS.] as against 
bar [Mdg.] (Sk. p. bhara-).



mul-a, 'group', 'fraternity' [PlS.J as 
aga. mul [AnSk.] (Sk. samil^ha-).

utur-u, 'north' [Kb.] as aga. utur [ibid.]
(Sk. P* uttara-).

kulun-u, 'compassion* [PIS.] as aga. kulup
[ibid.] (cf. AMg. kalupa, Sk. P. karupa)•

pahaa-a, 'stone' [Bd] as aga. pahan [GdR., a; 
Bd.; Km.] (Sk. pa§apa-, P. pasapa-).

Mihiftd-u, nom. prop [Mdg.] as aga. Mihid 
[GdR., a] Mihffid [PIS.; Bd.]
(P. Mahinda-).

This tendency of adding auxiliary vowels to stems 
ending in oertain consonants goes on progressively until 
it is established as an invariable rule to make those 
consonants inadmissible as stem finals thus making them 
vowel-ending stems in the mod. language. However the 
auxiliary vowel later added to these consonantal stems 

drops in inflexion [v. GGSL. § 96. 3]*
In connection with this feature it is interesting 

to note that a somewhat parallel phenomenon appears in 
the so-called 'enunciative vowel' in Dravidian [v. 
kanapathi Pillai: UCR., vol. I. pp. 35 - 41 ]•



Mr. A. Master informs me that the final -u dates in 
Kanarese from about the 9th century A.D. but are only 
added to 'continuants', as no classical Dravidian language 
has words ending in occlusives.
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C H A P T E R  T W O  

Gender

13* Gender in Aryan languages is a grammatical category
affecting morphology and syntax of substantives and 
adjectives. For it is displayed to a large extent in 
their declensional forms as well as syntactical relations • 
Though according to Jespersen, "natural or notional 
category" corresponding to the grammatical category of 
gender is sex, and the sex is apparently at the base of 
distribution of gender in some nouns, it is "impossible to 
find any single governing principle" underlying the dis
tribution of words into masculine, feminine and neuter.
This is clearly demonstrated by Jespersen when he points 
out that in some cases names of male beings are f. or n. 
and names of female beings are m. or n . , while names of 
things and ideas without any notion of sex are either f. 
or m. [v. JPG. pp. 55 - 56; p. 228]. It is on account 
of this reason that Jespersen holds the view that "the 
distribution of words into these three classes is partly 
rational and partly irrational", while Vendryes opines that



there is "no rational basis for grammatical gender"
[VI., p.12].

Similarly there is no definite uniform principle 
underlying the division of words into the three genders in 
Indo-Aryan. The distribution of words into the three 
genders in Sk. appears to fall into three categories, 
viz. 1. those whose gender is determined by the notion of 
sex underlying the word, e.g. pity, m. ’father',; matr«
f. 'mother'; 2. those whose gender is determined by the 
ending of the stem or the derivative suffix, e.g. pra.ja-,
f. 'people*, 'subjects'; mala-, f. 'garland'; nadl-,
f. 'river', netra-, n. 'eye'; 3* those whose gender is 
determined neither by the meaning nor the ending, e.g. 
darabt m. pi. 'wife'; kalatra-, n. id.; mitra-, h. 
'friend'; naman-, n. 'name'; asman-, m. 'stone'; 
drsad-, f. 'stone', 'rock'; ap-, f. 'water'; apa-, n. id. 
var-, n. id.

Thus there is an enormous number of words 
indicating inanimate things or ideas whose gender may be 
m. f. or n. without any apparent principle underlying 
them.

In spite of many instances of incongruity there



has been some correspondence between male and masculine, 
female and feminine, and inanimate and neuter. There has 
been, therefore, some natural tendency in the popular mind 
to bring about uniformity between grammatical gender and 
the notional categories of sex and non-sex. Prof. Bloch 
thus -^points out that there is already in Sk. a tendency 
to identify the inanimate nouns with the n. gender, and create 
new n. forms side by side with the earlier m. forms of 
inanimate nouns [v. BIA. , pp. 150-151]*

The Mid. Ind. being inherited from the Old Ind. , 
its gender remains the same in its grammatical character.
It is, however, simplified, though oonfused, as the result 
of several forces at work. The main forces appear to be 
the simplification and standardisation of noun stems and 
the popular tendency to analogical formation. The progress 
of this development towards the various treatments of 
gender in Mod. Ind. is traceable through Asokan, Pali and 
diverse Pks. [v. WATG. §§ 2 - 42; GPLL. § 76; PPkG. §§
356 - 359]. Even in the Old Ind. masculine and neuter were 
distinguished only in the Norn, and the Acc. , the same form 
being employed for both, in the remaining cases. The 
beginning of the tendency to merge the n. with the m . , even
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in the Nom. and the Ace. , which at last completely 
supplanted the n. in some Mod. Ind. languages is seen in 
Asokan [v. WATG. §§ 12, 14, 16; HIA. , pp. lxii, lxxvi, 
xc, civ, cxvi, cxxvi]. Pali shows in a few instances a 
tendency by which the inanimate sense of the noun over
powers the traditional grammatical gender and turns a few 
m. and f. inanimate nouns into n. in inflexion and very 
rarely also in syntax [v. GPLL. § 76]. The dual movement 
of merging the n. gender with the m . , irrespective of the 
sense of the word, on the one hand, and the inanimate 
sense of the word influencing the gender of the original 
m. and f . inanimate nouns and changing them into n . , on 
the other hand, may be traced in the confusion of gender 
in literary Pks. as well [v. PPkG. §§ 356 - 359].

These diverse tendencies reach their culmination 
in Mod. Ind. languages. The tendency aheady noticed in 
certain Mod. Ind. dialects of reducing the number of 
grammatical genders differentiated in case inflexions 
ultimately results in their complete disappearance in the 
East, with the decay of old case inflexions. For Eastern 
Bengali, Assamese and Oriya have completely lost 
grammatical gender but have preserved the common Mod. Ind. 
differentiation between animate and inanimate nouns in the
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Acc. case [v. BLM. § 180; CODB., p. 722; BCGrMAL. II. § 30, 
p. 147]. Bengali also shows a distinction in animate and 
inanimate in respect of the plural declension [v. NMBL. 

pp. 13 - 15].
Prof. Bloch attempts to explain the peculiarity 

of the loss of grammatical gender in the Eastern group of 
Mod. Ind. as being due to a Tibato-Burman influence,
[BLM. § 180], while Chatterji, on the other hand, surmises 
that it could be due to Kol speakers having adopted Aryan 
speech in N. Eastern India [CODB. § 483, p. 722]. Either 
of these conjectures need not necessarily be the case, as 
this simplification is only the ultimate logicaL sequel to 
a movement started very early and progressively achieved 
with the increasing phonetic decay of case inflexions that 
maintained the grammatical distinction of different 
genders. It can, therefore, be quite a natural evolution 
in Eastern Aryan itself without any extraneous influence.

The treatment of gender in other Mod. Ind. groups 
is less drastic. The loss of n. through merging with the 
m. is finally accomplished in Hindi, SirxLhi, PattjabI and 
Kashmiri where only the m. and the f. gender prevail as 
grammatical genders, f. nouns generally agreeing with 
their prototypes in Mid. Ind. In most cases the
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distribution of words into m. and f. is arbitrary and has 
no definite principle as is usually the case with 
grammatical gender. In this group of languages the 
adjective is partly invariable and partly variable 
according to the gram, gender of the qualified substantive. 
Besides, they all discriminate between the animate and the 
inanimate in the Acc. case [v. CODB. § 483, p. 720;
BCGrMAL.II, § 30, p. 147; KGH. , pp. 49 - 50, 89, § 678;
TSGGL. § 13, PP. 88 sq. , 455 sq. ; TSGPL-, p.10; WGKL. ,
pp. 16, 19].

Nepali too has two genders m. and f. and generally
resemble the above group of languages in this respect,

*except in the fact that there is some uniform principle 
underlying the distribution of gender. For all the nouns 
indicating males and inanimate things are regarded as m. 
while only the animate nouns indicating females are regarded 
as f. As usual the discrimination between the animate and 
the inanimate is also made in the Acc. inflexion of the
direct object [TNG., pp. 9 - 10].

On the other hand, Gujarati, Marathi and 
Bhadravahl have inherited and preserved the three 
grammatical genders of Old and Mid. Ind. The distribution
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of substantives into the three genders, except in the case 
of nouns indicating sex, is quite often arbitrary, and has 
no definite principle, as is to be expected in gram, gender.
A distinction, however, is made between the animate and the 
inanimate in the inflexion of the Acc. of direct object, 
as is usual in other Mod. Ind. [v. BLM. § 180, CODB. §. 483, 
p. 720; BCGMAL. , II, p. 147, § 30; TSGGL., pp. 26 - 28, 33; 
JCMG. , pp. 73 - 75; Siddhesvara Varma; Neuter Gender in 
Bhadravahl, IL. , Vol. I, pt. II - II% 1931, pp. 2 - 3].

These languages in respect of the preservation of 
the three grammatical genders resemble the Mod. Indo- 
European languages in Europe which have preserved the three 
grammatical genders, e.g. German. This group thus appears 
to represent one extreme while the Eastern group represents 
the other extreme in the development of Mod. Ind. gender.
The mean between the two extremes is held by Hindi, Sindhi, 
PafijabI and Kashmiri group which is comparable to Romanic 
languages in Europe. For French, Italian, Spanish etc. 
have retained only m. and f. These European languages, 
however, have preserved the n. or rather the inanimate 
gender in the pronouns, while Indian languages have only 
one demonstrative pronoun to represent all genders.
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It has been already pointed out that there were 
some traces of a popular tendency, recorded in the Indo- 
Aryan literary dialects from the early times, to bring 
about conformity between male and m., female and f. , and 
inanimate and n. [v. §§ 14, 15]* These traces perhaps 
reflect a natural tendency in some spoken dialects to 
reduce the arbitrary and chaotic distribution of gender, 
from a purely grammatical basis to a logical and rational 
notional basis of animate beings (as prepresented in the 
two sexes) and inanimate things. In spite of such a 
tendency, the main character of the Old and Mid. Ind. gram, 
gender with its arbitrary distribution has been inherited 
and preserved in the Mod. Aryan languages of India in a 
more or less modified form excepting in the case of the 
Eastern group. However, this tendency of distinguishing 
the animate from the inanimate also is preserved 
linguistically in some respect or other in all Mod. Ind. 
and this is particularly so in the syrtax of the direct 
object.

But it was 3fift for Sinhalese to take up this trend 
of development of animate and inanimete oonception 
represented by the substantive as the only basis of



determining gender. The conflict between the anomalous 
gram, gender in the inanimate substantive and a growing 
consciousness of the inanimate notion underlying the word 
asserts itself more strongly in favour of the identification 
of n. with the inanimate, along with the gradual weakening 
and disappearance of the gender signifying case termina
tions. Thus this movement begun as early as Old Ind. 
towards replacing Old Ind. gram, gender with a system based 
on the idea of natural or notional gender, distinguishing 
primarily between nouns of animate beings and those of 
inanimate things and ideas, and secondarily between nouns 
indicating male beings and those indicating female beings 
reaches its logical culmination in Sinhalese in the 
development of gender. For Sinhalese replaced the old n. 
with an inanimate gender embracing all the nouns which 
indicate inanimate things and having its own peculiar 
pattern of cases and case inflexions [v. § 60] distinct 
from those of the animate substantives which embrace all 
the nouns of living beings irrespective of any grade. An 
animate substantive is considered either m. or f. according 
to the sex of the animate being indicated by the substantive. 
This division of nouns in Sinhalese, though based on notion,
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is grammatically important as it is clearly distinguished, 
just as the old gram, gender was distinguished, by the 
inflexional system. All animate nouns in Mod. Sinhalese 
have the same pattern of inflexion with the slight 
difference that the f. Dir.-1Obi., sg. termination is 
different from that of the ra. but there is no distinction 
in the pi. inflexion [v. §§ 61, 71.].

Corresponding to these three genders based on male, 
female and inanimate, the demonstrative pronoun in Mod. 
Sinh. has three forms having three different declensions 
applicable to male beings, female beings and inanimate 
things, respectively, unlike other Mod. Ind. languages 
e.g. Hindi which has only one pronoun for all. Again 
Sinhalese differs from those Mod. Ind. languages which have 
gram, gender, in respect of the adjectives. For the 
adjective in Sinh. is invariable, while in Mod. Ind. with 
gram, gender it is partly variable and partly invariable.

This new system of gender in Sinh. based on notion
as opposed to arbitrary gram, gender will be referred to
hereafter as natural or notional gender.

The solution of this problem on this simple and
practical basis is partly due to the loss of inflexions



and partly due to the psychology of the people who spoke 
the language. It may he the result of a natural course 
of evolution of the language in Ceylon without being 
necessarily the result of action of an undefined non-Aryan 
substratum as suggested by Prof. Bloch [BIA. , p.152].
Cf. English which discarded grammatical gender while German 
retained it. There is an apparent broad similarity 
between the conception of gender in Sinhalese and that in 
Dravidian as contrasted with gram, gender in early Aryan. 
That is to say that the gender both in Sinh. and some 
Dravidian, (e.g. Tamil) is founded on a purely notional 
plane, whereas gender in Aryan as such exists on a 
grammatical plane having very little to do with the notion 
represented by the noun excepting in the case of some 
substantives denoting sex. This apparent similarity is a 
coincidence and does not indicate any connection or 
influence. We have already seen traces of how notion was 
beginning to play a part in the evolution of gender in Sk. 
itself as well as in Mid. Ind. [v. §§14, 15]• Further, 
the distribution of gender in Dravidian is based on a 
principle entirely different from that in Sinh. It groups 
nouns into two classes as ’rational* and *irrational* or
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’high caste* and 'casteless' or ’superior’and ’inferior'. 
The category of ’rational’ in Tamil includes generally the 
human beings and superhuman beings, while children and 
lower beings as animals etc. are put together with the 
inanimate things and are called 'irrational'. All the 
irrational nouns whether representing the animate or the 
inanimate are grammatically treated exactly in the same 
way without any distinction [v. BSGLD., pp. 5 sq.,
CCGD. , pp. 117 sq. ]. Mr. Alfred Master is of opinion that 
the notion of gender in Dravidian is based on the idea of 
'the owner' and 'the chattel’. This system therefore is 
on a footing entirely different from that which obtains in 
Sinhalese. There can be thus no question of Dravidian 
influence in Sinhalese gender.

The earliest inscriptional Sinhalese appears to 
have possessed grammatical gender consisting of mainly two 
classes, viz. 1. masculine-neuter and 2. feminine, and in 
this respect it resembles that form of Asokan which 
Woolner calls Eastern [v. WATG., pt. I, xxvi] and AMg. 
which possess broadly speaking the same phenomenon. But 
this system in inscriptional Sinhalese was replaced before 
long by the evolution of a new conception of gender based
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on the notion of animate and inanimate. As gender is a 
factor closely related to case inflexions in Indo-Aryan it 
must he studied in relation to word groups. By examining 
the development of case inflexions in those word groups it 
will be shown that the animate-inanimate distinction of 
substantives replaced old gram, gender very early in 
Sinhalese.

What characterises the animate group in inflexions 
is the total loss of the old Instrumental, Dative, Ablative 
and Locative cases and the development of a Dat. inflexion 
formed by the addition of a quasi—termination (developed 
from a post-position) to the Gen. This group of nouns 
also preserves the sg. and the pi. distinction. On the 
contrary the inanimate group is distinguished by the loss 
of the pi. inflexions and the retention of an Abl.-Inst., 
Gen.-Loc. and a Dat. formed from a quasi-termination added 
to the stem, while the zero case form identical with the 
stem served as a Nom.-Acc. The early establishment of 
these characteristics is shown below in detail.

Evidence of the Nom. case:-
The tradition of the merging of the n. Nom. Sg. 

with the m. Nom. sg. in -e found in the Asokan and also
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in dialectal forms of AMg. and Mg. [v. PPkG. § 357] is fully 
in evidence in the early inscriptions! Sinhalese [v. § 45]. 
The instances of the m.-n. Nom. Sg. in -£ used for both the 
animate and the inanimate without any distinction help to 
establish the date of the beginning of the new deviation of 
the inanimate nouns from the animate ra. nouns. Por while 
the animate m. nouns continue the same Nom. sg. in -e up 
to the 2nd century A.D. and then in its reduced form -i 
(< -e) very likely up to about 8th c. A.D. (attested up to 
6th c. A.D.) the inanimate noun appears to have abandoned 
the Nom. sg. in -e after the first century B.C. and in its 
place was used the Nom.-Acc. Zero case form up to the 
10th c. A.D. without any distinction of number [v. §§ 35,

36]. This deviation of the inanimate noun from the 
animate noun in respect of the Nom. inflexion beginning from 
circa 1st c. B.C. is the first sign of a discrimination 
between the animate and the inanimate in the system of 
inflexion.

Examples of m.-n. Nom. sg. in -£ (1st c. B.C. - 
2nd c. A.D.):

(i) m. (animate): Bahike, nom. prop., Pusagute, id.,
Tise, id. [Vt R.]; Abaye, nom. prop. [Mv., 1;
NpR., b]; pute, •son* [Mv., 1; Mr.; Vg., 2;
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HbR. ] 5 -ra.le, 'king* [Mv„ 2; Mr.; Vg. , 1;
Pkn.; Vg. , 2]; marumaka^iakane, •grandson* 
[Mr.]; marumaneke, id. [HbR.]; -tere,
•Elder* [KSI.]; amete, •minister*; Isigiraye, 
nom. prop* [VpGp.]; Nake, id [HbR.].

(ii) n. (inanimate); 3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. B.C. or 
Is t c. A. D. 
ekapatake, ? [CJSc. II, no. 615]; patake 
[CJSo. II, nos. 618 - 621]; Mahasuda^ane, 
name of a cave [CJSc. II, nos. 618; 620; 672]; 
ManapadaAane, id. [CJSc. II, nos. 467; 469]; 
senasane, 'lodging* [CJSc. II, no. 468]; 
tube, *tope' [VtCL; CJSc. II, no. 527]; dane, 
'gift' [CJSc. II, nos. 619; 672; 522; AndC*,
4a; 4b; 8a; NpC.; CJSc. II, no. 535]; lepe, 
•cave* [CJSc. II, nos. 543; 544; 551; 388;
463; 477; 506; 516 - 518; 522; 620; 621; 630;
653 - 656; 661; 671; 672; 674; 681; 682;
VgRBC., 1; 2a; 2b; 3; 4; 6; 7; 9 - 12; VgRCC. ,
6; 8; CJSc. II, nos. 467; 469; 502; 513;
AndC., 1; 3; 6; 7; 8b; 9; 10a; KhC.; CJSc. II,
nos. 480; 483; 486; 532; 535; 537]*
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Examples of m. (animate) Norn. sg. in -i (2nd c.
A.D. - 6th c. A.D.);
2nd c. A.D. maharaji, ‘great king* [Pkm.; Pm.; TpS.;

NpR., a]; puti, ’son* [Pm.; TpS.].
3rd c. A.D. maharaji, ‘great king* [Jv.; VgRS.].
5th c. A.D. SfiIrinakayi, nom. prop. [Lg., l].

Sivayi, id. [Lg., 2].
• ’ % i  "f

. . .  , . . • ' ' * •

In contrast with the above instances of m.-n. Nom. 
sg. in -e and those of animate m. Nom.sg. in -î , the 
following instances of inanimate Nom. sg. are in zero 
inflexion, and thus they mark a deviation from the animate 
from about 1st c. B.C. to 10th c. A.D. The same zero 
inflexional form was used for Acc. too.
1st c. B.C. Aritagama, name of a village (P. ari$-J;hagaino,

Sk. ari^^agramalju .) [VtR.].
2nd c. A.D. kotasa, ‘share*, ‘part* [Pkm.]. (P. ko$$haso,

Sk. *ko§$aijisafcL, m.) .
Matayiya, Abaviya, Gaviflaviya, names of 
fields [HbR.].

4th c. A.D. tela, ‘oil* (P. telaiji, Sk. tailara, n.)
miliya, ‘price* (Ved. #mGliyam, cf. Sk. 
mulyam, n.)



4th c.

5th c. 

6th c.

7 th c.

8th c. 
10th c

A.D. Iona, ‘salt* (P. Pk. lopaip, Sk. lavapam, n.) 
palahavata, ‘green herbs*? (?P. Pk. 
*palasava$$ai£j3k. *palasa+vpttam, n.) 
veda, ‘interest*, ‘gain* (P. va$$hi, f. Sk. 
Vpddhi, f.) [TgR.].

A.D. vedha, id. [RvP.].
peta, ‘merit*, ‘acquisition*, ‘share*,

‘revenue* (P. patti f. Sk. prapti f.) [ibid.] 
A.D. peta, id. [NgR.].

pala, 4fruit', [RVg.] (P. Pk. phalaiji, Sk. 
phalam, n.).

bava, ‘state*, ‘condition*, [RVg., 2, 3, 4] (P* 
Pk. bhavo, Sk. bhava£, m.). 

veva, ‘tank* [NgR.] (P. vapi, f., Sk. vapifc f.) 
sara, ‘irrigated land’, lit. ‘what depends on* 

(the tank), [ibid.] (P. saro, Sk. saralj m. 
depending on)•

A.D. -gata, ‘knot*, [SSI., 4] (P. Pk. gapthi, m.,
Sk. granthi^ m.)

A.D. gilt, id. (< g&ta; see above), [SSI., 6].
A.D. per%h&r, * immunity * , [Nt.]. (cf. Sk. parihSrika-). 

kapu, ‘post*, ‘pillar,’ (Pk. khapu, cf. P. khanu 
m. * stake *). [Mg.].
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20e. There are however two apparent exceptions to this 
rule, as we notice two inanimate a-houns, employed in Nom. 
sg., ending in -i# They are 5th c. A.D. tabi (•post*, 
'pillar1) [RvP.] and 5th c. A.D. -sari in saga-sari 
(property of the sapgha) [NgR.]. In tabi and -sari, one 
is tempted to discover a Nom. sg. termination in -i which 
is reduced from the Nom. sg. termination -e of the
inanimate nouns [v. § 20 b ii], as the Nom. sg. in -i,

/reduced from -8, is found to have existed in the animate 
noun from 2nd c. A.D. to 5th o c. A.D. [v. § 20, c],
side by side with a few instances of zero inflexion of the 
proper nouns in Nom. function [v. § 62b]. But as there
are no examples of the inanimate Nom. sg. in -i (< -e) at
all before this period and the last appearance of an 
inanimate Nom. sg. in -e, was in 1st c. B.C. or 1st o. A.D., 
one has to be careful in running to such a conclusion.
If however these forms tabi and sari represent the first 
century B.C. *tabe < Sk. stambhab m. and *sare < Sk. sSrefr 
m. or saram n., then in 2nd c. A.D. the final -e should 
have been reduced to -i. Hence in 4th c. A.D., the heavy 
a in the first sellable, (followed by the 2nd c. A.D. - i) 
should have been transformed into an umlaut vowel e/a,



producing the form» »tabi and *s&ri, rather than tabi and 
sari, if PBFW.'s hypothesis is correct [v. WPSI. § 10, 9] 
It is thus difficult to take them as reduced Nom. forms 
in -e, found in 5th c. A.D. and 6th c. A.D.

On the other hand the final -i in these words may 
be explained as a development of the neutral vowel in that 
position preceded by a heavy syllable, on its way to the 
final disappearance in the 8th o. A.D. These words 
stambha- and aara- being disyllabic words with the accent
on the first heavy syllable became monosyllabic words,
along with other words of the same type about 8th o. A.D. 
by the loss of the final vowel [v. § 7b, e, & cf. §§ 9b, 
10d]. This disappearance of the final vowel in such 
position, apparently did not take place just by one stroke 
it is the result of a long process of the weakening in 
pronunciation of the final vowel, preceded by a heavy 
accented syllable. There are signs that this weakened 
final -a before it disappeared finally, was sometimes 
represented graphically as an -i, from 4th c. A.D. to 7th c
A.D. For examples see § 7b.

It is also remarkable that these two words occur
as the final words in their respective records and -i may
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be compared with the device of ending off a passage in Pali 
by employing a particle ntiw, as this tradition continues 
in medieval and mod. Sinhalese in the employment of a final

particle -i or £i °r £a at the end of a sentence. An 
example of such a final particle î is found in the 10th 
century vat-sirit-i [PIS, 1. 24 - 25] at the end of a 
passage.

It is thus seen that there have been no examples of 
Nom. inflexion (except that of zero) of the inanimate noun 
after 1st c. B.C. or A.D., while the animate noun continued 
to have this inflexion for a much longer period. This 
fact, therefore, may be taken as evidence of a discrimination 
between animate and inanimate substantives in Nom. 
inflexion from about 1st c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D.

Evidence of the Inst, cases-
There are four instances of m. (animate) nouns in 

Inst. sg. -ena occurring during the period 2nd c. B.C. - 
1st c. B.C. i.e. before the period of discrimination 
between animate and inanimate in inflexion. They are 
Catena, nom. prop. [CJSc. II, No. 469], Mitena, nom. prop, 
[ibid. no. 468], Ayena, id. [ibid. no. 466]; Pusagutena, id. 
[VtC.]. But the instrumental form of the animate noun



completely disappears after this period. To appreciate 
the full significance of this fact in respect of animate- 
inanimate distinction, it must be contrasted with the 
frequent occurrence of the Inst, case forms of the 
inanimate noun found in inscriptions, as well as its 
retention up to the present day as a living case form. 
See §§ 48, 60a, b; 72, . 75 for further details.

Examples of inanimate Inst, case forms in 
inscriptions:
1st c. A.D. koturu-(ni), 'with a vase' [Mv., l].
2nd c. A.D. kutara-ni, id. [TpS.].
4th c. A.D. -bevini, 'by the condition' or 'state',

cf. Sk. P. bhavena. 
magini, 'by way' or 'means', cf. Sk. P.

maggena [JvCm.]. 
avi.yakiriiy-eni / 'in (the form of) capital* 

[TgR.].
8th c. A.D. bavin, < bevini; see above. [GdR.].

va.ianin, 'by order', cf. Sk. P. vacanena 
[ibid.].

10th c. A.D. va.ianin, id. [PcP.].
This evidence supports the view that the animate- 

inanimate distinction in respect of Inst, case began
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about 1st c. A.D.
22. Evidence of the Loc. casei-

Loc. case of the animate noun is completely absent
■ /

from the time of the earliest records. In contrast to 
this, the Loc. case of the inanimate is preserved in a 
variety of forms and it is also still a living case in 
Mod. Sinhalese. Inscriptional records show its existence 
in respect of the inanimate substantives from 3rd c. B.C.
[v. § 51]• As the absence of any recorded Loc. form of 
the animate in the limited material of the early cave 
inscriptions with no scope for using the Loo. of the

i

animate or its* equivalents is no conclusive proof that it
did not exist in the early period of grammatical gender,
it is difficult to fix definitely the date of discrimination

* ■
of the animate and the inanimate in respect of the Loc.
case. It may, however, be assumed that this discrimination
took place very early, at least about the same time as that
of the Inst, case, if not earlier. For examples of
inanimate Loc. forms see §§ 51b, c, d, e; 77b, c, d, e,
^ > 8 > b.

23* Evidence of the Gen. cases
25a. All nouns ending in -a, whether m. or n. had the

same Gen. inflexion during the Old Ind. and Mid. Ind.
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23b.

periods. The position in Sinh. is as follows. Both the 
animate and the inanimate nouns have the same Gen. sg. 
inflexion inherited from Old Ind. up to 3rd c. A.D., though 
the inanimate noun took this form very rarely, its function 
being mostly performed by the Loc. or the stem form 
prefixed to the word to which it is syntactically related. 
After this period the inanimate a-steras appear to have lost 
the old Gen. sg. form altogether and the alternative method 
above stated is firmly established [v. §§51* 77]•

i
The animate noun on the contrary continues to have 

the historical Gen. form with its phonetical modifications 
proper for each succeeding period. For examples of m. 
(animate) Gen. sg. see §§ 49b, d, e, (3rd c. B.C. - 2nd c.
A.D.) and § 63; (2nd c. A.D. - 8th c. A.D.). For 
examples of n. (inanimate) Gen. sg. see §§49c, f (2nd c.
B.C. - 3rd c. A.D.).

The inanimate nouns ending in -î  which were 
regarded as f. in the Old and Mid. Ind. appear to retain 
the Mid. Ind. f. Gen. sg. in -iya, (w. for -iya (?) cf.
P. Inst.-Abl.-Gen.-Loo. sg. -iya in jatiya [GPLL. § 86],
Pk. Inst.-Abl.-Gen.-Loc. sg. in -la, -la in rula, rula etc. 
[PPkG. § 385]), in common with that of the corresponding 
animate f. nouns up to 3rd c. A.D. in these inscriptions,



e.g. (i-) (inanimte) f. Gen. sg. -vaviya (2nd c. A.D.) 
Cof the tank* [Pkm.; Tps.], cf. P. vapiya; daka-patiya 
(3rd c. A.D.) *of the water share* [Jv.].

( ii) (animate) f. Gen. sg. Roplya (3rd c. B.C.) 
fof RopI* [CJSo. II, no. 653]; Peviya (3rd c. B.C.) *of 
Devi* [ibid. 756]; samaniya (2nd c. B.C.) [ibid. 516]; 
Anudiya (1st c. B.C.) *of Anu$i* [AndC. 2].

For further examples of f. Gen. sg. in -iya, see 
§58 b ii (inanimate).

Thus the retention of the Gen. sg. of the f. nouns
V

ending in -I, without any distinction between animate and 
inanimate appears to indicate that the gram, gender, as 
opposed to the notional gender of animate and inanimebe 
existed in respect of Gen. of f. nouns ending in -i up to 
3rd c. A.D. This view is further supported by the fact 
that after this period, these (inanimate) f. nouns lose 
the Mid. Ind. Gen. form and fall in line with the 
inanimate nouns ending in -a, in respect of inflexions as 
they are reduced to a-stems in the succeeding period 
[v. § 9b]. Thus the syntactical relation earlier 
indicated by the Gen. is denoted by the simple stem form 
being prefixed to the noun which is qualified by it as 
an adjunct.
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23c.

e.g. 5th c. A.D. veva dakapeta ('water share of the tank' ) 
de peta kara ka$aya ('having remitted the tax of the 
two shares') [NgR.]. Contrast the above Gen. sg. vaviya 
with st. fm. veva, & patiya with peta.

Instances for the tendency of the Loc. case to 
replace the Gen. in inanimate words are found from 2nd c. 
A.D. e.g. ra.jehi amete Isigiraye, 'Isigiri, the minister 
of State', 2nd c. A.D. [VpGp.].

From 3rd c. A.D. the Gen. of the inanimate is 
completely replaced by the Loc. case, while the Gen. of
the animate continued till 8th c. A.D. when it became the• j
general Obi. sg. of the animate noun [ §§ 49c, e, f; 63].

Examples of the inanimate Loc. replacing the Gen. :
4th c. A.D. Udihi^ ve$ha, 'the interest of Udi' , [TgR.].

bayalihi^- veflha, do. of bayali' [ibid.].
mevataka-vanahi^ gaheki^iiya cijavaya,

'leaving the capital of this much of
things* [ibid.].

k8th c. A.D. may lu gal-n5vhi phala, 'the fruit (i.e. merit)
of the stone canoe installed by me*
[SSI., 7j.

^Unlike in Apabhram^a, the termination -hi in the above 
instances is not Gen. but Loc. & it is found only with the 
inanimate nouns. For its Loc. origin & development see 
§§ 51. at *>t c, e; 7^b.
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10th c. A.D. lui.j-̂ asnehi anusasa, *in the power of the
dispensation of the Buddha*. [PIS.].

All this evidence goes to prove that in respect of 
Gen. inflexion, the discrimination between the animate and 
the inanimate was settled at least by about 3rd c. A.D. 

Evidence of the Dat. case:
The date of discrimination between the animate and 

inanimate in respect of Gen. case is further supported byi «
the evidence of the composite .1 Dat. formed by the addition

4of the post-position -ataya or -ata to the Gen. case form. 
There are examples of both the animate and the inanimate 
nouns forming this type of Dat. by adding the post-position 
to the Gen. without any discrimination, occurring in 1st c. 
A.D. to 2nd c. A.D. e.g.:
1st or 2nd c. A.D. b i kus agah-at aye, *to the community of

monks* [NpR., a].
2nd c. A.D. bikusagah-ataya, id. [VgR., 1].

Yakuh-ate majibika dini, *ma;)ibika was
granted for the purpose of gruel*
[Pkm.].

However, when the inanimate noun lost its Gen. 
termination -ha about 3rd c. A.D. the post-position ataya 
or ata was no longer added to the Gen. of the inanimate 
but directly to the stem form, while the animate noun
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continued to form the Dat. by the addition of the post-position 
to the Gen. in -ha in contra-distinction to that of the 
inanimate.

*

The following instances of the inanimate comp. Dat. are
. 'f .- t • -  *  , * > ' 'c 7 i *  t,

formed by the addition of the post-position to the st. fm.
• * v *. J

• ^ * • . V -

5th c. A.D. Ariyavasavat^ata.ya, ’for the purpose of
y'jfcy

maintenance of Ariyavasa ceremony1 [Lg., 1],
6th c. A.D. cara-pacay^ata dine, ’given for the four

requisites1 [NgR.],
[Bamapaga]riya vaher*ataya dinaka, ’given to 
the monastery at Bamapagariya* [NgR.], 

and may be compared with the following animate comp. Dat. 
examples formed by the addition of the post position to the Gen. 
sg. in -ha:
3rd c. A.D. ^bikusagah ̂ ata.ya dini, ’gave to the community of

monks’ [Jv.],
4th c. A.D. bukusagah^ata dini, id. [RG.],
5th c. A.D. mapurumukah^ata ve$ha vayu, ’may there be

prosperity to His Majesty’ [RvP.].

Note that saga (P. sangha-), though a collective noun 
and therefore properly an inanimate word, is regarded here 
evidently as animate when compounded with biku and applied to 
the Buddhist monks out of respect or as the result of it being 
personified. This Buddhist technical word remains an animte 
noun even in Mod. Sinhalese.
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25a.

6 th c. A.D. blkusagah»ata, 'to the community of monks'

[NgR],
10th c. A.D. mahara;l-h at» 'to the great king* [AxiSk.].

Evidence of number:
The most important grammatical characteristic which 

distinguishes animate noun from inanimate noun is the 
retention of the pi. number in the animate group up to the 
present day as opposed to its disappearance in the inanimate 
group very early, at least in 2nd c. A.D. if not earlier. 
There are no inanimate nouns with pi. significance recorded 
in the inscriptions before 2nd c. A.D. Prom this century 
onwards inanimate nouns occur in the same form without any 
gram, distinction to differentiate the sg. from the pi. up 
to 10th c. A.D., though contexts would have demanded such a 
grammatical differentiation according to the normal practice, 
with regard to number, in other Indo-Aryan dialects. Por a 
detailed discussion on this topic see §§ 34 - 36.

Por examples of animate nouns preserving gram, 
number in sg. and pi. see § 40a, b.

The following examples of inanimate nouns will 
clearly show that the inanimate nouns came to be distin
guished from the animate nouns by the absence of gram, number 
at least from 2nd c. A.D.
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[The terras sg. and pi. are used against the 
following examples, not because they are gram. sg. or pi. , 
but because they have the idea of sg. or pi. according to 
the context and would harve been treated so, even gramma
tically in normal circumstances, in other contemporaneous 
Indo-Aryan dialects].

2nd c. A.D. Acc. sg. kubura, •field*, [NpR.]; ceta,
•shrine1, [KSI.]; daka, •water*, [TpS.]? 
pohata-kara, ’Uposatha hall* [Vg.l]; 
bera, •drum* {'Pkm. ]; ali, ’canal* [HbR. ]; 
vavi, ’tank* [Vg.,1, 2; Pm.; NpR., a]; 
pasu, ’silt* [ Vg.,1 ].

Acc. pi. paca-sahasi kahavana, *five hundred 
kahapanas* [Pm.]; catara paca, ’four 
requisites (for a monk)* [TpS.]; (cf.
P. catu-paccayani, cattari paccayani); 
catara dorahi patagafla, * steps at the 
four entrances* [KSI.].

Loc. sg. pohatakarahi, *in the Uposatha hall* 
[Vg. 2]; Upala vibajakahi, *in the 
divisiofl of Upala* [Pm.]; Ekadorika- 
viharahi, *in the Ekadorika monastery*
[Vg., 1],
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2nd c. A.D. Loc. pi. Yasa-kotasahi eka kojasa  dini,
•one share out of (?) Yasa’s shares ___
was given* [Pkn.]; catara-dorahi, *at 
the four entrances* [KSI.].

3rd c. A.D. Acc. sg. daka-pati kara, ’tax on water
share* [Jv.]; kubara, ’field* [ibid.]; 
asana-hala, ’sitting hall* [ibid.]; 
huti, ’offering* [ibid.].

Acc. pi. catara ayika, ’four ayikas * [ibid.]; 
do pati, *two shares * [ibid.].

Loo. sg. Utaramaha-cetahit *at the Utaramaha- 
cetiya* [ibid.]; viharahi, *at the 
monastery* [ibid.].

4-th c. A.D. Acc. sg. Ariyavasa, ’(ceremony of reciting)
Ariyavasa* [TgR.]; kiniya, ’capital* 
[ibid.]; cata, ’umbrella* [TgR.; VgRs. ; 
RG.]; veda. vedha, 'interest* [TgR.]; 
pati, ’share*, ’tax’; vavi, ’tank* [RG.].

Acc. pi. mevatakavedhavataka gepa, ’havir^
taken interests from these things* O^gR.].

Inst. sg. -bevini, *by the state* (of), i.e. 
on account of [JvCra.] (cf. Sk. P. bhavena).
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4th c. A.D. Inst. pi. nana-maginl, 'by diverse ways*
[ibid.] (Inst. sg. Sk. margena, P. 
maggena).

Loc. sg. nakarahi, 'in the city* [TgR.]; 
utarapasahi, 'in the Northern Province'
(or 'quarter') [ibid.]; tinavanaka vasahi, 
•in the third year' [ibid.].

Loc. pi. mevataka-vanahi, gahe kipiya
ci^avaya, 'having left the capital of 
these things', (lit. in this much of 
things) [ibid.].

5th c. A.D. Acc. sg. amapadana, (?) 'sacred food' [MdS.];
mula, 'expense' [ibid.]; vefla, 'interest' 
[Lg. 1].

Acc. pi. ekasata kahavana, 'one hundred 
kahapanas' [Lg., l]; visiya kahavapa, 
'twenty kahapanas' [Lg., 2].

Loc. sg. nakarahi, 'in the city' [Lg., 1]; 
-pasahi, 'in the Province' (or 'quarter') 
[ibid.]; viharahi-, 'in the monastery' 
[MdS.].

Loc. pi. eka sataka kahavapehi, 'on one 
hundred kahapanas' [Lg., 1].



6th c. A

7th c. A

10th c.

D. Acc. sg. kubura, 'field* [AnS.]; peta,
'share' [NgR.]; siya, 'hundred' [N1D. ].

Acc. pi. sayaka kahavana, 'hundred kahapanas' 
(RVg., 4].

Dat. sg. vahir-ata. *to the monastery* [AnS.].
Dat. pi. oara pacay^ata, 'for the purpose of 

four requisites (of monks)' [NgR.].
D. Acc. sg. kubura, 'field'; cata, 'umbrella' 

[SSI., l]; pala, 'fruit' [ibid., 4]; 
phala, id. [ibid., 7]. 

l.D. A c c . sg. (a-nouns):
abhaya, 'freedom from fear' [Ng.; Nt.]; 
abhiseka, 'consecration' [Kg.]; akula, 
'disturbance' [StG. ]; guna, 'virtue' 
[AnSk.]; bhaya, 'fear' [Km.]; biya, 
id. [AnSk.].

Acc. pi. (a-nouns):
satara pasa, 'four requisites (of monks)' 
[AnSk.]; saftgun siddhanta piya, 'abandoning 
the traditions of the clergy* [ibid.].

Acc. sg. (a-nouns):
ekajfta, 'one rule' [PkCm.]; aniya,



•injustice' [AnSk.]; [Ulalfighana, 
'transgression' [Mdg.]; tala, 'pond* 
[PIS.*]; ba, 'share' [ GriD. ]; saha, 
'assistance' [Ng.; Pl$.].

Acc. pi. (a-nouns):
satara pavala sima atu^u ko$, 'having 
included the boundaries of Pour Payala 
(field)' [Rb.];
Posonavulle sima atulu ko$, 'having 
included the boundaries of Posonavulla'

[IP.].
Acc. sg. (i-nouns):

kitti, 'fame* [Blv. ]; dihi, 'curd' 
[K429]; siri, 'glory', 'splendour', 
[AnSk.; VgSDp.; GtP.].

Acc. pi. (i-nouns):
kabali, 'allotments' [PkCm.; Kb.; Bd.; 
PcP.].

Acc. sg. (u-nouns):
kanu, 'post' [VuP.; Kg.; Nt.; Tb.; Ng.; 
Km.]; pamanu, 'descendible grant of 
land' [AnSk.]; -pavu, 'rock', 'mountain' 
[ibid.]; badu, 'rent' [VmS.]; -mafiflulu, 
'country' [Tb.; PkCm.; Mg.].
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10th c. A.D. Acc. pi. (u-nouns):
me hama katayu£u» *all these duties* 
[VgSDp.]; havurudu pata, ’looking forward 
to years’, i.e. yearly [Ng.].

Acc. sg. (nouns anding in consonants):
rat * ’country’ [AnSk.]; pahan, ’stone’ 
[GrdR.; Bd.]; mahan, ’monk’ [AnSk.]; 
sat, ’umbrella* [Kg.; AnSk.; Blv. ; VgSDp.; 
Avg.; Pl§.] etc.

Acc. pi. hama da&fl, ’all fines* [AnSk.]; 
sima pahan, ’boundary stones’ [Km.]; 
rahan, ’whips’ [PIS.]; at, ’hands’ [K429]; 
sirit, ’customs’ [ip.; AnSk.] etc.

Por further examples see § 36.
25b. . On the contrary there are three apparent

exceptions to this rule occurring in 2nd c. A.D. They 
are

(i) Mid. Ind. n. Nom.-Acc* pi. catiri pacani (cf.
P. cattari pacoayani), ’four requisites (of monks)’ 
[Pm.],

(ii) Inst. pi. paca-satehi1 in Upaladopika vavi

^Paranavitana thinks it poeBible that this form too 
is pacasatehiya with the -ya worn out at the end of the 
line on the rock.



pacasatehi kipiya, ’having bought the tank 
Upaladopika for five hundred (cf. P. paflca-satehi) 
[Vg., 1] and

(iii) Old Dat. pi. pacasatehiya in pacasatehiya pasu
ovaya, ’having removed the silt for five hundred’
(cf. Ved. Dat. pi. *£atebhiya$, Sk. &atebhya£)
[ibid.].

Granting these readings are correot, if they are not 
loan-forms from some Pk. dialect, they appear to represent 
the Sinh. n. pi. forms of the period of gram, gender prior 
to that of notional gender. They by no means represent the 
typical Sinh. of the period. These worn out pi. forms 
appear to be already archaic and dead for 2nd c. A.D.
Their presence may be due to the pedantry of a court scribe, 
as both the inscriptions in which these forms oocur record
royal grants to monasteries and hence it is difficult to
take them as characteristic of the period. Por a detailed 
discussion on this subject see § 37*

Thus the evidence of number inflexion definitely 
establishes that the distinction between animate and 
inanimate nouns was made as early as at least 2nd c. A.D.
It is possible that the absence of inflexion denoting gram.



number in inanimate nouns goes back to a period even
earlier, though there are no recorded instances of any 
pi. occurring before that period.

Table showing the dates of the beginning of the
distinction between animate and inanimate nouns, in respect
of various cases and number:

Case and Number
m. - n. Nom. Sg. -e

m. Nom. sg. -i

Nom.-Acc. 2ero

Inst. sg.

Gen. inflexion 
sg.

Gen. inflexion lost 
or replaced by 
Loc.

Comp;i. Dat. Sg. :- 
i. Gen. + post

position
ii. St. fin. «♦ post

position
Loc. sg. - pi.

Animate

2 & ic &.b a?d .-

2nd c. A.D. 
8th c. A.D.

2nd c. B.C. - 
1st c. B.C.
3rd c. B.C. - 
10th c. A.D,

Is t c. A.D. — 
10th c. A.D.

Inanimate
3rd c. B.C. - 
1st c. A.D.

1st c. B.C. - 
10th c. A.D.

1st c. A.D. - 
Mod. Sinh.

2nd c. B.C. - 
3rd c. A.D.

3rd c. A.D. - 
Mod. Sinh.

2nd c. A.D.

5th c. A.D. - 
Mod. Sinh.

3rd c. B.C. - 
10th c. A.D

Gram, pinumber: retained till 
Mod. Sinh.

absent 2nd c. A.D. 
- 10th c. A.D.



The transition to the inanimate distinction begins 
in 1st c. B.C. and is accomplished completely in 3rd c. A.D. 
since when the following characteristics of the inanimate 
inflexion are established:
Nom.-Acc.: zero termination 2nd or 1st c. B.C. -

10th c. A.D.

Inst. sg.: exclusively for inanimate 1st c. A.D. to

Mod. Sinh.

Loc. sg.: exclusively for inanimate 1st c. A.D. to
Mod. Sinh.

Gen. case: lost and replaced by the Loc. 3rd c. A.D.
to Mod. Sinh.

Gofl£pv>. Dat.: formed by adding post—position to the
st. fm. 3rd c. A.D. to Mod. Sinh.

PI. number: disappears in the inanimate 2nd c. A.D. to
10th c. A.D.
The feminine Gender:
The result of replacing gram, gender by developing 

an animate and inanimate gender in Sinh. appears to be the 
loss of gram, gender in" m. and f. animate nouns through 
the decay of gender signifying inflexions. There are only 
a few f. nouns preserved in inscriptions under consideration
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28a.

Though they do not furnish us with sufficient material to 
study in detail the fate of the f. gender in its course of 
development in relation to all case inflexions, yet it is 
possible to see that the f. nouns gradually cease to have a 
distinct gram, gender as such. Already we saw how f. 
nouns of inanimate significance gradually became simply 
inanimate by losing gram, gender [v. § 23b.]. Animate f. 
nouns ultimately appear to become rather like nouns 
indicating female beings than nouns having gram. f. gender. 

The fate of Sk. f. a-nouns (animate)
The feminine nouns inherited from Sk. a-nouns 

(animate), occurring in the inscriptions in the zero/stem 
form in apposition to other f. nouns are given below. The 
final -a in them is merely a graphical representation of -a 
[v. WPSI. § 1].
3rd c. B.C. Tisa (w. for Tissa) [CJSc. II, 756] (cf.

P. Tissa, Sk. Ti§jya).
upasika (w. for upasika, ’female devotee1)

[CJSc. II, 653, 537,; VgRBC., 1, 2b]
(cf. Sk. P. upasika).

2nd c. B.C. upasika, id. [VgRBC., 11].
jhaya (w. for jaya) [ibid., 6] (Sk. P. Jaya,

'wife').
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2nd c. B.C. bariya (w. for bariya) [ibid., 2b] (P.
bhariya, 'wife1, cf. Ved. *bhariya,
Sk. bharya).

1st c. A.D. • Pigala (w. for Pingala) [CJSc. II, 480]
(Sk. P. Pk. Pingala, nom. prop.).

5th c. A.D. Kamarla] (w. for Kamala) [RvP.] (Sk. P. Pk.
Kamala, nom. prop.).

There is nothing in these examples to indicate 
definitely the existence of the gram, gender or otherwise, 
as the inflexional terminations are not attached to them.

On the contrary the following examples in the 
inscriptions of 2nd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D. may point to the 
existence of grammatical gender of the f. a-nouns, as they 
have preserved the Mid. Ind. Gen. sg. inflexional form 
as in Pali. This Gen. termination later disappeared owing 
to phonetic decay, thus paving the way for the loss of 
Mid. Ind. gram, gender in Sinhalese.
2nd c. B.C. Gen. sg. Citaya, [VgRBC., 2b] (cf. Sk.

citrayafc, P. cittaya, ’of Citta’.)
.7 i i '  i y . ' i

Ti(la)ya, [VgRBC., l] (cf. Sk. '
Ti§yaya]ji» Tissaya).

Paretaya, [VgRBC., 11] (cf. Sk. 
♦Paretayafc? P. *Paretaya).



2nd c. B.C. Gen. sg. (Samana)ya, [VgRBC., 6] (cf. Sk.
*&ramapayalj, P. #Sama^iaya).

1st c. A.D. Gen. sg. Dpalaya [CJSc. II, 537] (cf. Sk.
utpalaya£, P. uppalaya)

According to the phonological developments of the 
2nd c. A.D., it may be presumed that this distinctly 
feminine inflexion of the a-noun was lost during that 
century paving the way for the loss of gram. f. Por in 
that century the intervocalic -y- in that position dropped 
and the vowels were contracted [v. WPSI. § 43 > 3b].
cf. ceta (2nd c. A.D.) < oetiya-, shrine [KSI.],

/paca (2nd c. A.D.) < pacoaya-, requisite [TpS. ].
Also of. Dat. sg. saga (2nd c. A.D.) (< sagaya) [NpR., b] 
as opposed to sagaya (1st c. A.D.) (< sanghaya), [Mv., 1] 
[v. § 50 b, c]. Thus the form resulting from the loss of 
this Gen. sg. of the f. inflexion in 2nd c. A.D. may have 
been identical with the m. nouns like Aba, 2nd c. A.D.
(P. Abhaya-) [Vg., 2], and this may have tended to bring 
about the loss of the grammatical distinction of the f. 
(animate) a-nouns. This view is supported by the fact 
that there is an attested instance of f. Aba (5th c. A.D.), 
Inst. sg. phonetically contracted from the prototype 
♦Abayaya (P. Abhayaya, Sk. Abhayaya, Inst. sg. of
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abhaya f.), indicating the syntactical relation of 
indirect Agent, (i.e. Inst, of Agency) in Aba .... jitra 
Kamala Aba karavika 'Jiabi, 'the pillar caused to be built 
by Kamala Abhaya the daughter .... Abhaya' [RvP.]. This 
form Aba, f. Inst, of Agency is not distinct from its 
counterpart m. Aba, (i) Norn, of apposition, 2nd c. A.D.
[Vg., 2], (ii) Gen. of apposition, 4th c. A.D. [TgR.],
(iii) Norn. sg. 6th c. A.D. [RVg., 4].

-Abi in AMJL-JLBI (4th c. A.D.) [RGj*J probably
A  .

represents Sk. amba, which was used as a title of respect 
not only in Sk. but also in South Indian Dravidian 
languages in the form of amma affixed to the name of 
goddesses and females in general [v. MWSkD. s.v.]. If 
this conjecture is correct we may explain the final -i as
being the graphical representation of the weakened final
. of

-a^disyllabic noun, whose first syllable is a heavy aoeentedr
one, before its loss in 8th c. A.D. [ §§ 7b, e, 20e].
Paranavitana however suggests that this Abi may be 
identical with Abi used in the pre-Christian era, as title 
of princesses and may be the same as Sk. ambika- [v. EZ. IV, 
p. 228 fn. 1]. The following objections may be raised 
against his suggestions. The title Abi $ used ifor pbincesses
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occurring in the pre-Christian records was always used 
before the name and never followed it. e.g. Abi Anuradiya 
2nd c. B.C. [CJSc. II, 465]; Abi Savera, Abi Saveraya 
[ASCAR. July 1936, 445]« His derivation of 2nd c. B.C. 
Abi from Sk. ambikak is not possible according to the 
history of phonology, as the trisyllabic ambika- could not 
be reduced to disyllabic Abi in 2nd c. B.C. [v. §§ 10, e, 

g. h].
The Sk. f. a-nouns of the type kanta-, 'woman1 , 

may have thus gone through a form like *kati, before they 
became consonantal ending monosyllabic stems like kat- in 
8th c. A.D.

There are two other f. nouns probably originally 
ending in -a, preserved in 10th c. A.D.

(i) mehesana, ’queen* in the expression "Dak-div-po^o 
mehesana parapuren hirai, *lord of the Queen of 
the Land of Lanka-dlpa, by the right of descent* 
[PISf.; YgSDp. ] is very likely derived from Mid. 
Ind. *mahesana-, Sk. *mahe§ana-, ’great lady*, 
cf. Sk. mahe§anl-, *g*eat lady*, name of Parvail 
and Sk. mahe§ana- m. ’great lord* [v. MWSkD., 
s. v. J.
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(ii) Yona/yon, ’young lady’, in the expression ”Lak div- 
po^o yona/yon parapuren himi”, ’lord of the 
young lady of the Land of Lanka-dlpa, by the 
right of descent’ [Av.; Blv. ; Avg.], is very 
likely derived from Mid. Ind. »yuvana, ’young 
lady’, cf. M. .iuana- [PPkG. § 403], cf. also 
Sk. Yuvanyu- m. f. n. ’youthful’, yuvanaka- 
m. f. n. id. This word occurs in the medieval 
clas. Sinh. in the Obi. pi. form pura-yonan, 
”city damsels” [KSil., Ver. 14]; nava-yonan, 
’young damsels' [Sas., ver. 169]* [For 
Wickramasingha's interpretation and etymology of 
mehesana and yona/yon see EZ. I, 26, fn. 10;
248, fn. 7. See also Paranavitana EZ. Ill,
81, 315].

In the medieval and mod. Sinhalese nouns inherited 
from Sk. f. a-nouns (animate) have been reduced to either 
consonantal stems like kat- < Sk. kanta- or vowel stems 
like afigana- < Sk. angana-, in accordance with the laws of 
phonology, and they appear to be nouns indicating female 
beings rather than of f. gram, gender; at least in the 
pi. inflexion, they are definitely so; e.g. compare the



following occurring in the language from the 10th c. 
onwards•

Dir, pi.81 • fin *.
i

m. minis- man

f. kat- yoman 
m. muva- deer

minis-hu
(minissu)
kat-hu
muv-o

f. aftgana- woman afigan-5

Ohl. pi. 
minis-un

kat-un
muv-an
aftgan-an

However it must be admitted that in the sg. there 
is a difference in the inflexional termination beginning to 
appear from about 10th c. A.D. e.g.

m.
St. fm.<

minis-
f. kat
m. muva-
f. afigana-

Dir-r-Obli'. sg. 
minis-a 
kat-a 
muv-a 
afigan-a

The fate of Sk. f. I-nouns (animate):
Unfortimately there does not exist enough material 

in our inscriptions to study this question in detail. It 
is reasonable to believe that, as in the case of the f. 
a-nouns, the nouns formed with the f. suffix -I preserved 
the gram, gender in the early period. The following are 
the instances of f. I-nouns in the forms identical with



the stem found in the early inscriptions.
2nd c. B.C. Yaha^ini- [VgRCC., 6],

" Revati- [CJSc., II, 516],
" Abi [CJSc., II, 465; ASCAR. ,

July, 1936, 445],
1st c. B.C. Anufli [AndC., 3, 8a].

Though these examples devoid of inflexional 
terminations do not definitely indicate the existence of 
gram, gender in the f. I-nouns, the following instances of 
the Gen. sg. show the existence of the gram, gender as in 
Pali, at least, in respect of that case. Por they appear 
to preserve a f. Gen.sg. form similar to that of Pali.
3rd c. B.C. Roniya Gen. sg. 'of Ropi', [CJSc., II, 653]

M Deviya 'of Devi* [ibid. 756].
2nd c. B.C. Samaniya 'of Samapi', [ibid. 516].

H Anuradiya 'of Anuradi', [ibid. 465]*
1st c. B.C. Anudiya 'of Anu$i*, [ibid., 2]
1st c. A.D. Anudiya id. [CJS0. II, 480]

The f. morpheme -î  (for I?), however, does not 
appear to continue for long, as this -i becomes an -a, due 
to phonetic decay, thus losing its f. gram, function, 
which it possessed in the Old and Mid. Ind. Por 6th c. A



records the Mid. Ind. P. f. pajinl (sk. rajttl) as r(e).1 ana

and rej(e)na (prob. for r&j&na) in the same inscription,
AnS. „ Later in the 10th c. A.D. the same word appears as
-r&.jna [PIS., JrP. ] and rajna (? error for ra.jna) [VgSDp.].
Unfortunately there are no more examples of this type.
We may however oonclude that the old f. nouns with the f. 
suffix -I have ultimately lost the characteristic suffix 
-I owing to the phonetic decay and have fallen in line 
with other derived animate nouns, just as in the case of
the f. a-nouns.

In medieval and mod. Sinh., however, there are f. 
nouns formed by either of the f. suffixes -i or -ini t
still living in the language [v. GGSL., § 94]. These may
be due to a later revival of the f. suffix -i under the 
influence of loan-words from Sk. and P.

i * l *The fate of 3k. f. -tp-nouns of relationship:-
I ' *

The evidence in the inscriptions seems to indicate 
that these nouns too preserve the Mid. Ind. f. gender 
inflexion from 3rd c. B.C.to 1st c. A.D. A f. noun that 
occurs several times in our records from 3rd c. B.C. 
appears to belong to this group though its direct prototype 
is not met with in Sk. This word is jhita (w. for jhita?),



•daughter', occurring in 2nd c. B.C. in the form jhita 
[VgRBG., 2b; CJSc. II, 5, 6; 465]* It again occurs as
jita in 4th c. A.C. [RG.] and as jitra in 5th c. A.D.
[RvP.]. It is also found in the Gen. sg. form as
.1 hit ay a 3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D. [CJSc. II, 7 54 ] •

This may be going back to an Old Ind. f. noun in
“III having the sense of 'daughter'. There may be

phonological difficulties in deriving it from -Sk. duhitr 
(daughter), particularly because it is preserved in the 
Gen. sg. form duhitaya (3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D.)
[CJSc. II, 535]. If it is not connected with Sk. duhitp- 
in some way or other, we have to presume an Old Ind.

prototype like *jhitr-, 'daughter'. Cf. Beng. jhl,
Or. .jhia, 'daughter'.

The gender of this group of f. nouns even in the 
Old Ind. depends on the meaning of the noun and not on 
the termination as can be seen in pitr- (father) and 
matp- (mother). They fall in line with other consonantal 
and vowel ending animate nouns in medieval and mod. Sinh. , 
as words indicating female beings.
cf. Mod. Sinh. mav- = Sk. maty (mother) Mid. Ind. matu-,

mata-,
du- = Sk. duhitp- (daughter), Mid. Ind.

♦duhitu-.



It is now clear that Sinhalese has not preserved 
the system of the gram, gender found in Old and Mid. Indian, 
but has replaced it circa 2nd c. A.D. with a system of 
natural or notional gender, i.e. by a system based entirely 
on the notion of life and sex underlying animate 
substantives on the one hand, and that of their absence 
underlying inanimate substantives on the other. Geiger, 
however, observes "Instead of the old division according 
to the final vowel or consonant of the stem, two groups of 
substantives are distinguished in Sinhalese. A. Those 
that denote animate beings in general. B. Those that 
denote inanimate objects. C. Besides there is in 
Sinhalese a group of words denoting female beings. There
fore Sinhalese has preserved in inflexion the three genders. 
It shares this with Marathi and Gujarati ..." [GGSL. § 93]. 
This observation tends to confuse the issue. Por from 
the statement "Therefore Sinhalese has preserved in 
inflexion the three genders", a person who knows Sinhalese,
but does mt know anything about gender in Old and Mid. Ind.

»
may deduce that gender in Old and Mid. Ind. is based on the 
notion of the animate and the inaniimate as in Sinhalese, 
while a person who knows nothing about Sinhalese, but is 
familiar with gender in Old and Mid.Ind. may conclude that 
the inflexions of the three gram, genders found in Old and
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Mid.Ind. are inherited and preserved in Sinh. as they are in 
Gujarati and Marathi. This interpretation is further 
confirmed by his grouping Sinh., in respect of gender, with 
Marat-hl and Gujarati which preserve the arbiirary character of 
the three gram, genders of Old and Mid. Ind. But the facts 
about gender in Sinh. as examined and discussed above will have 
shown that nothing could be further from the truth. Moreover, 
the statement that Sinh. has preserved the three genders in 
company with Marajihl and Gujarati is contradicted by Geiger 
himself, when he admits that the two groups of substantives 
animate and inanimate are distinguished in Sinh., if by this 
he means that it is the basis of gender in Sinhalese. It is 
true that Marathi and Gujarati too like all other Mod. Ind. 
languages, distinguish between animate and inanimate in the 
instance of the syntax of the direct object by the employment 
of Dat. of object for the animate and Nom.-Acc. of object for 
the inanimate. But this mode of discrimination of the 
animate and inanimate does not form the basis of the system of 
gram, gender in those two languages, unlike in Sinhalese.

In his grouping of Sinh. in respect of gender, with 
Marathi and Gujarati, Geiger, of course, gets the support of 
Prof. Bloch as he refers to BLM. § 180. But Prof. Bloch has 
definitely changed his view since then, as cab be seen in
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p. 150, L ’Indo Aryan, 1934^ where he quite rightly does not 
connect gender in Sinhalese with that in Marathi and Gujarati, 
but fully recognises it as a new development based on the 
distinction of animate and inanimate.

The above study of gender in Sinhalese inscriptions 
will have also disproved another contention of Geiger that 
wthe differentiation of declension I A II, (i.e. the division 
of nouns to animate and inanimate groups), is comparatively 
late", which he bases on the inadequate evidence of a few 
•archaic* instances of inanimate nouns in animate pi. forms 
found in the literature of the 13th century. Instances like 
bera-hu (drums) referred to by Geiger as occurring in the 
13th c. in animate pi. inflexion do not really show the early 
state of affairs with regard to gender in Sinh. as may be seen

in the inscriptional evidence from 1st c. A.D. to 10th c. AD. 
and therefore they are not archaic survivals but artificial 
literary creations.

These artificial literary formations of animate pi. of 
the inanimate noun seem to be due to two influences at work. 
First, there is the tendency that started in the 10th c. and 
grew later on of differentiating the sg. from the pi. even in

^As Geiger does not refer to this later work of Prof. Bloch 
anywhere in his Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, 1938, it is 
clear that he had not seen it before the publication of his own 
work.



the inanimate noun [ § 39 ] • In the living language of the 
people this appears to have been done, of course, by a new 
device of adding a special pi. suffix -val whose origin is 
obscure [v. Appendix to the Chapter III on Number], to the 
inanimate stem. It is not unlikely that the conservative 
pundits were reluctant to admit the new suffix of popular 
speech in their learned language, but preferred to extend the 
’animate* pi. inflexion to the inanimate noun for this purpose. 
In this connection it may be recalled that there was a 
parallel of such a tradition among the Tamil scholars who 
extended the pi. suffix originally added only to rational 
nouns (i.e. the counterpart of Sinh. animate nouns) to the 
irrational nouns (i.e. the counterpart of Sinh. inanimate 
nouns), in the later polished literary Tamil.

There is also another possibility that it is due, at 
least in part, to the result of a tendency of learned poets to 
personify the inanimate by using animate inflexion. This is 
borne out by the fact that in literature when the aniittate 
pi. inflexion of the Nom. was used with the inanimate noun, 
the predicate was always used in the pi. whereas when the 
inanimate pi. form became the subject the verb remained in the 
sg. In any case, the use of the animate pi. form with the 
inanimate appears to be purely a literary convention of
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comparatively later date, which did not exist in the living 
language of the people at any time, nor did it survive even in 
the literature of the later times, and as such cannot be taken 
as valid evidence supporting the view that the differentiation 
of animate and inanimate in Sinhalese is comparatively late.

It is also interesting to note that this problem of 
gender in Sinh. has defied even the traditional scholars in 
Ceylon from the ancient times. For even the great classical 
Sinh. scholar of the 13th c. who wrote Sidat Saftgara, the only 
classical Sinh. grammar in Sinhalese,says:

Saku-sat anuseren
ata da sadana'fa lingu-b3
no p&ne vahara vesesek
puma itiri lifigu deka vina [v. Sidat, p.53]»
"In accordance with Sanskrit grammar,
Though there is gender distinction to the nouns,
There does not seem to be a usage
Excepting the two genders, masculine and feminine."

After the foregoing examination of gender in Sinh. it 
is hardly necessary to point out how unfounded is the view 
expressed by this author, if he meant by it the category of 
gender in Sinhalese as we understand it in grammar.
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Appendix to Chapter II on Gender.

The Use of the Inanimate Noun with Animate Significance

As we have discussed the development of animate and 
inanimate groups of nouns in Sinh. it may be of interest to 
observe another allied phenomenon which may be described as 
the use of the inanimate noun with animate significance, found 
in the 10th c. inscriptions, though it may not be strictly 
within the sphere of morphology. The following discussion of 
these instances will be of interest also from the point of view 
of grammar, in relation to inflexion, in this employment of 
inanim. noun with animate significance.

(i) tudi and soli are two words meaning particular kinds 
of drums, as can be seen in the following instances:

a. tudiya soliya gasa no vadna kot isa, ’and not
to enter by beating on tudi and soli (drums)’
[ GnD. ].

b. tudi soli no gasanu isa, ’and not to beat tudi
and soli (drums)* [Sangilikanadarava Ins. quoted 
by Paranavitana, EZ., III, 147].

c. tudi soli ber, ’drums tudi and soli ’ [it'dva Ins.
quoted by Para. ibid.].



d. soli bera tudi gattan no vadna isa, 'and those 
who took soli drums and tudi not to enter* 
[Pallekagama Ins. quoted by Para. ibid.].

See also Para. EZ. Ill, 146 - 148.
But in the following instances these words tudi and 

soli and also nala ('flutes') are used not as inanimate 
objects, but with a personal significance referring to the 
individuals who play the instruments:

a. tudi soli no vadna isa, 'and tudi and soli (i.e.
those who beat tu$i and soli drums) not to 
enter'. [GtP.].

b. tudi nala rajkolk&miyan no vadna kot» 'officers
of the royal household, tudi and nala (i.e. 
drummers and flautists) not to enter* [Ambagamuva 
Ins. EZ. II, 214, 1. 44].

It is a noteworthy fact that the inflexion of tudi 
and soli, when they mean persons, remain the same as when 
they are employed as inanimate substantives.

(ii) suvar mahavar:
The exafct etymology and the meaning of the two terms 

suvar and mahavar are still uncertain. Wickramasinghe 
translates them as "goldsmiths" and "chief artisans" [EZ. I, 
171]. But, as Paranavitana points out [EZ. IV. 191* fn. 2], 
the context in which they occur shows that they may indicate



some kind of imposts remitted in the case of lands to which 
the immunities were granted. Para, conjectures that -var 
in suvar and mahavar is derived from Sk. vara-, •turn' and 
may denote in a secondary sense the forced labour which was 
exacted from the peasants. Hence, he thinks, mahavar (< 
♦mahavara-) means principal turn of service and suvar, the 
secondary turn of service, taking the latter to be a 
contraction of »sulu-var as opposed to mahavar. This deri
vation and the rendering appear to be rather forced and far-
fetched, and quite apart from the fact that there is no 
evidence to show the existence of *suluvar, a contraction of 
*suluvar into suvar is not possible according to the laws of 
phonology, as ^ is one of the stable consonants which never 
disappear in Sinh. phonology.

It may be possible, in my opinion, to trace the terms 
suvar and mahavar to Sk. sukara-, 'charity', 'benevolence', 
and Sk. mahakara-, *a land revenue' or 'rent* respectively.
The eurhemistio term 'benevolence' is well known in English 
history as a device employed by certain English kings to hide 
the odious nature of a certain levy they made on their 
subjects, as this levy was made out to be a 'benevolence1 or a 
'loving gift* made to the king. Hence, if the example in 
English history may be taken as a paralle,* suvar (sufcara-) 
may indicate a forced levy of such a nature, besides the
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alternative possibility that it meant a tax oollected for
public charities; mahavar (mah&kara-) probably meant a land
tax as its Sk. prototype suggests.

Whatever be the exact derivation of these words, the
question that concerns us here is their employment in their
contexts in the inscriptions, sometimes as inanimate words

at
indicating a certain kind of impost and^other times as animate 
nouns indicating some officers who were probably connected with 
the levying of this impost; e.g.
in pu(da) sut-vat suvar mahavar no ganna kot isa, ’and not to

• * 1 levy gifts, tolls, charity tax" (suvar) * and land tax (mahavar)
an

[GrhD], the words in question are used in^inanimate sense. On 
the contrary in the clause .. * suvar mahavar rad-kol-kSmiyan 
no vadna kot« •• * suvar (collectors) mahavar (collectors) (and 
other) officers of the royal household not to enter’1 [lp.;Rb.], 
they definitely refer to some officers probably connected with 
the levying of these imposts, and as such they are used with 
personal animate signification. Again the zero inflexion 
remain the same in both the applications of these words.

(iii) deruvahS (or °h§.) dekamt&n:
These two words of obscure origin and sense, perhaps 

mean two treasuries and two departments (?) as suggested by

^This may also be rendered as "the royal officers (such 
as) suvar and mahavar not to enter”.
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Para. [v. EZ. Ill, 143 - 144]. Whatever be the actual sense, 
it is clear that these words were used first in the sense of 
an institution or office, with inanimate significance, 
and later in a personal, animate sense to indicate a class of 
officials connected with this office, e.g.

a. deruvanS dekamtan vassan no vad .. [PCm.]
b. (deruvana dekamtan) v&ssan no vadna kot isa [VmS.], 

'and occupants (or employees) of deruvana and 
dekamtan not to enter'.

c. deruvana dekamtan vassan v&dg akul no karanu isa,
' and oc cupants of deruvagia and dekamt&n not to enter
and cause confusion' [EZ. I, 33* 1* 25].

In the above instances these words definitely have an 
inanimate significance, as they appear to indicate some 
institutions.

Yet in instances such as:
a. deruvani- dekamtan no vadna kot isa [Km],
b. dekamt&n deruvana no vadna kot isa [Rb; I.] 'and

deruvana and dekamtan not to enter',
these words clearly refer to personal individuals (i.e. 
officials?) who were connected with the institutions of 
dgruvanS and dekamtan, and as such may be said to have an 
animate signification. Again it shouldbe noticed that no 
animate inflexion is added to these nouns, when they are



employed to refer to persons.
(iv) maftgdiv piyadiv:

Other variants that occur are: 
maftg-diva piyadiva [Rb.], maftgdiva pediva [Kg.], mangdiv 
pediv [Mg.], maftgdiva [pediv'd] [YraS.], maftgiva piyafigiva [Tb.], 
mafigiva(pegi)va DNg.], mafigiva piyagiva [Km.], magiv (pediv)
[ Avg. ], magiva pegiva [ GtP. 1.

This pair of wordsoccurring frequently in so many 
variant forms in the 10th c. grants of immunities is also of 
obscure origin and meaning. Wickramasinghe deriving them 
from Sk. #marga-jTva- and *pada-;)Iva- translates them as *those 
who live by highway robbery' and 'those who live by vagrant 
habits' [EZ. I, 171 fn. 1, 2.], and elsewhere, as tramps and 
vagrants [EZ. II, 5]* But Para, points out [EZ.III, 1461 that 
"in a pillar inscription from Mihintale [AIC., No. 115] the 
phrase 'mangdiv pediv no vadna isa* is followed by sesu radkol 
k&miyan no vadna isa” ('not to be entered by other royal 
officers'), proving that meftgdiv and pediv in that record were 
meant to be some category of royal officers. Thus in all the 
instances where these two words and their variants occur along 
with the verbal phrase ”no vadna kot isa", there is no doubt 
that they were employed with ^ personal animate signification, 
meaning some royal officers. But this seems to be due to a
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secondary application of originally inanimate words. For they 
appear to be employed in the original inanimate sense in 
"mafigdiv pedi[vl no ganna lcot isa", *not to levy maflgdiv pediv* 
[Rig.], where they refer very likely to a certain kind of levy. 
But in the two instances *mangdiva piyadiva sorun kothavan

* v ino ganna kot isa1 [Rb.], and •mangdiv piyadlv sorun kota van 
no ganna kot isa* [ip.], they may be rendered either in the 
inanimate sense as "and not to take mangdiva piyadiva (imposts) 
thieves and murderers" or in the animate sense of royal 
officers as "and thieves and murderers not to be arrested by 
mangdiva and piyadiva officers". Grammatically both these 
renderings are possible. But the latter rendering is 
possible only if these officers were charged with the arrest of 
criminals like thieves and murderers. But as they are more 
likely to be officers connected with the levying of imposts 
•mangdiv1 and •piyadiv*[v. Mg.], it may be preferable to take 
the occurrence in these two records also in the inanimate 
sense of '•impost*.

In the above examples, the presence of inflexions
typical of the inanimate is maintained even when they are used 
to denote animate beings. This fact shows beyond any doubt
that they were primarily inanimate words but were employed
secondarily to refer to the persons connected with those
institutions. Such an extension in the use of inanimate



nouns constituting attributes to refer to persons connected 
with them is not peculiar to Sinhalese alone, as can be seen, 
for instance, in the use of the word ’crown* in English to 
denote the king, as well as the inanimate object, ’crown*. 
Though some may consider this employment of an inanimate noun 
to convey an animate sense as a mere figure of speech like 
metonymy belonging to the sphere of stylistics, the grammatical 
problem involved in the above examples shows that it belongs 
also to the sphere of grammar.
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Ĉ H A P T E R  T H R E E  

Number
32. The grammatical category of number is both a

morphological and a syntactical problem. It is morpholo
gical in so far as it is expressed through some morpheme.
Its purpose is generally to indicate formal singularity or 
plurality (and in some languages even duality or triality) 
of , words. . Though grammatical number may have had as its 
basis the social or arithmetical notion of number, gramma
tical singularity or plurality of words does not necessarily 
depend on numerical singularity or plurality of the objects 
denoted by the words. In other words grammatical number is 
not identical with the social or arithmetical notion of 
number, just as gram, gender is not identical with the 
social factor of sex. Although Jespersen has not clearly 
postulated this opposition in his discussion of number 
[v. JPG., pp. 188 - 211], the examples he has given in his 
discussion may be taken as an illustration of it.

Substantives, designated by Jespersen as 'mass- 
words’, indicating so-called ’uncountables1 are found both 
in sg., as Eng. water, butter, air, music, tact, admiration, 
justice, and in pi., as Eng. victuals, dregs, lees, 
proceeds, measles, rickets, etc., although the objects
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denoted by these words do not admit of any numerical classi
fication as one or more than one. It is thus seen that the
singularity or plurality of the above examples is purely a

theformal grammatical convention having nothing to do with.social 
notion of number. Jespersen has shown that the substantives 
of this category are treated differently in different 
languages in respect of their gram, number.

Sometimes the sg. form represents more than one, as 
in the use of the word ’fish' when it means living animals* or 
in. the use of the word ’sheep* to indicate one or more than 
one. Consider also collective nouns which are grammatically 
sg. but numerically pi. e.g. Sk. m.sg. jana a, ’person*, 
•people*, ’subjects*.; f. sg. praja, •subjects’,.*people’.
Cf. Eng. people, peoples, ’five dozen oranges* as opp. to 
* dozens of men*, *three score apples* as opp. to •scores of 
people*. The category known as ’generic sg.* may be taken 
as another group of instances of the gram. sg. representing 
numerical plurality or rather ’omniality*, e.g. ’man is 
mortal*; *a cat is not as faithful as a dog*; ’the cat is 
not as faithful as the dog*. The same *omnial* idea is 
sometimes expressed through the logically more natural pi. 
number as in * cats are not as faithful as dogs’.

The morphological sg. in the secondary words illus
trates the same phenomenon. Cf. the sg. number i*1 •*«*•
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printed book section* and *a two volume novel* as opp. to 
*a savings bank* and *the Contagious Diseases Act*.

There are also instances of the gram. pi. used in 
nouns and pronouns when they actually indicate only one 
person or one object, e.g. Sk. m. pi. darafr, *wife*. Eng. 
pi. trousers as opp. to Fr. sg. un pantalon. In many 
languages the 1st. pi. pron. as Eng. we, Sk. vayam & Sinh. 
api, often refers to the single speaker. Similarly the 2nd 
pi. pron. *you* often refers to only one person.

Even the dual, as shown by Jespersen, does not 
necessarily indicate two objects, as opp. to one or more than 
two. In Sk. Mitra Vhrupau, the two duals Mitra and Varupau 
do not indicate two Mitras and two Varu^ias, but Mitra as a 
double of Varupa and Varupa as a double of Mitra.

It is also worthy of notice that sometimes gram, 
number has altogether different functions, like the use of pi. 
for respect or superiority, which is found in so many 
languages. In Sinh. it is very commonly found not only with 
ordinary nouns indicating persons, but also with proper nouns,
e.g. piyano, hon. pi. ’father*; m&niyg, hon. pi. ’mother*;
suami-daruvano, hon. pi. ’lord*; Buduhu, hon. pi. (Exalted)
Buddha; Anandayo, Norn. pi., (Worthy) Ananda; VSdghayan,
Obi. pi. (Bespected) Ved5haf etc.

Further, the gram, number in the verb and the adj.
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has nothing to do with a numerical singularity or plurality 
of the action or state denoted by the vb. or of the quality 
indicated by the adj. It is purely a grammatical formality 
necessitated by the syntactical rules of concord. The Mod. 
Eng. verb has discarded gram, number except in the 3rd sg. 
just as the Eng. noun has discarded gram, gender. There is 
no number in the verb in Mod. Danish as well as in 
colloquial Sinhalese and Malayalam1.

In discussing the problem of number in grammar, it 
seems thus reasonable to make a distinction between gram, 
number and the social or arithmetical number which is 
generally expressed by some definite numeral or some quasi
numeral pronominal adjective like 'all*, •many1, ’some',
•few1, •each*, •every* etc.

The most characteristic feature of the noun in 
Indo-E., Indo-Ir. and Old Ind. with regard to gram, number 
was that it did not possess special morphemes to signify 
number, as distinct from case. For the synthetic inflexional 
system of the noun had the three-fold purpose of indicatirg 
case, number and gender simultaneously unlike some 
agglutinative systems of inflexion such as the Dravidian, 
which possess special morphemes to indicate number, as

^I am indebted to Mr. Master for this information 
regarding MalaySlam.
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distinct from case. With the decay of case-number 
inflexions from Mid. Indian onwards to Mod. Indiap, it was
therefore inevitable that the number had to suffer, at least
in its method of indication, and new devices had to be found 
as substitutes, if the conception was to be maintained. We 
thus find in some Mod. Ind. languages besides the remnants 
of old pi. inflexions, profuse use of words indicating a 
•group* or ’multitude* which are added to the nouns, when it 
is necessary to indicate the sense of plurality [v. CODB.
§ 488]. Prof. Bloch points out that this device, which is
found already in Mid. Ind. and generalised in Mod. Ind., has 
its origin in such expressions as •kumbhakara-kula-, bandhu- 
.1 ana- in Sk. [v. BIA. , p. 155]*

When words in the sense of group or multitude, such
as loka-, kula-, or their mod. equivalents are joined to 
nouns to give the sense of plurality, it must be admitted 
that their real function is, strictly speaking, not that of
gram, number as found in the synthetic stage of the
language, but is rather that of numerals. In other words, 
it means that the Mod. Ind. languages, which have lost the 
case-number inflexions, have in the process lost gram, 
number as well as case, in spite of substitute devices. The 
substitute device of appending nouns of multitude, possibly 
developed through the influence of non-Aryan languages
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possessing no grammatical number, or through the logical need 
of indicating numerical plurality in practical everyday life, 
appears to have the function of the numeral or the social 
number, rather than the gram, number which it replaces. This 
becomes clearer when we consider the fact that the nouns 
when accompanied by definite numerals do not take this 
substitute device to indicate plurality, as seen in instances 
such as Beng. paflca jana, ’five men*; bSni pakha, ’two wings* 
or *sides*, (In these examples -a is not a pi. sign. cf. eka 
.1 ana, 'one man*); dui maga, *two ways*; tini bhuana, *the 
three worlds* as opp. to *kamini-kula*♦ *ladies*, lit. *group 
of ladies*; pakhi-kula, *birds*, lit. *group of birds*.
For the substitute *nouns of multitude* have a function 
similar to that of numerals of multitude in indicating 
numerical plurality rather than purely formal gram, plurality. 
A mod. grammarian of Beng. expresses the same idea when he 
says of Beng. "Names of inanimate things have no pi. form but 
when plurality of idea needs to be fully expressed it is 
necessary to add some word to convey that idea". [WBG., p. 35]* 

On the other hand the western group of languages (e.g. 
Marathi and Sindhi) have retained the gram, number as they 
have preserved the pi. inflexions inherited from the old Norn., 
Inst., or Gen., but now employed as Direot and Indirect cases.
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34* Sinhalese which developed on its own individual lines
in respect of Gender appears to show no less individuality 
in the development of its number. Aocording to the 
evidence of inscriptions the gram, number is partly preserved 
and partly lost in Inscriptional Sinhalese and its develop
ment is closely linked with that of the animate and the 
inanimate gender. For, we notice that while the animate

noun preserves gram. eg. and pi. with its few surviving 
inherited case-number inflexions, the inanimate noun appears 
to have lost the gram, number as such altogether at least up 
to the tenth century A.D. [v. § 25a.]. This may be seen 
in the new features of the inanimate noun that followed the 
loss of Mid. Ind. gender, viz. the employment of a single 
form identical with the stem, to function as Nom.-Acc., 
irrespective of number, and the retention and employment of 
the historically sg. Inst, and Loc. forms to have case 
functions irrespective of number.

35. When a new gender emerged in the place of old n.
gender, founded on the notion of the inanimate, it was 
perhaps only natural that those inanimate nouns came to lose 
number as well. The loss of pi. number in the inanimate 
group of substantives is apparently not due to the loss of

* i

pi. case-number inflexion through phonetic decay. As a 
matter of fact, a set of originally sg. case forms (e.g. Inst,
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& Loc.), which have become peculiar to the inanimate noun 
have not only persisted in Sinhalese resisting phonetic 
decay which they should have undergone in normal circum
stances, but also are still living cases in this group. It 
is remarkable that their corresponding pi. forms are con
spicuous by their complete absence from the earliest times 
when the phonetical conditions were similar to those of 
Mid. Ind. and as such could not have been lost owing to 
phonological reasons, if they ever existed in the Sinh. 
usage. It is also noteworthy that phonetic decay did not 
affect the plurals in the corresponding animate group, as 
they have preserved both sg. and pi. in Direct and Oblique 
Cases, inherited from old inflexional terminations of the 
a-stems. Even when the phonetic decay brought about the 
disappearance of the historical Norn, and Aoc. sg. inflexions 
of the animate noun, they were replaced before long by the 
extension of the historical Gen. sg. form to cover the Acc. 
sg. and Norn. sg., thus restoring gram, number in the animate 
group of slibstantives. The real reason for the disappearance
of pi. or rather gram, number in the inanimate group of 
substantives should, then, be sought not in phonological 
causes, but in the fundamental notion underlying this 
grouping of nouns, according to which, it appears, lifeless 
inanimate things were conceived as collective masses of 
material rather than individual objects having individual
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existence. This is very likely due to the extension of the 
logical notion of number, or rather the lack of the notion of 
number as applied to such *mass-nouns* as •water*, *earth*, 
•soil*, *sand', ’grain*, ’gravel* etc. in any language. In 
such a state of affairs, number becomes irrelevant in the 
arithmetical sense as well as the gram, sense with regard to 
nouns thus conceived. And if any gram, number-case 
inflexion is to survive on account of its case function, it 
must be the sg., as the pi. was inadmissible to such a mode 
of thinking. This explains the incidental retention of sg. 
in Inst, and Loc. cases. It is perhaps in these circum
stances that gram, number came to be lost in the inanimate 
noun. What is preserved in inanimate nouns by way of 
inflexions appears to be case in its pure case-aspeot and not 

in its number-aspect. Their character of being sg. appears to 
be more historical and incidental than real. This will 
become clearer when we examine the form employed for Nom.-Acc. 
or Dir.-Obi. case. For the form that was employed for Dir.- 
Obl. case, being identical with the stem form, was devoid of 
any significance of gram, number, but was employed to 
represent one or more inanimate objects without any distinc
tion of numerical singularity or plurality. This leads us to 
the conclusion that number in inscriptional Sinh. like gender, 
is primarily a notional category and secondarily a gram.



category founded on that notion, and the inanimate character 
of that group of substantives is shown not only in gender and 
case, but also in its lack of number [v. § 25a].

Though it is possible that from about the first 
century B.C. the inanimate noun did not possess grammatical 
number, one cannot prove it in the absence of examples.
Clear examples, however, occur from 2nd c. A.D. For from 
that period the same form was employed irrespective of the 
sg. or pi. otherwise required by the context from a logical 
point of view. This oan be seen very clearly in the 
following list of examples arranged and presented chronologi
cally. It is also noteworthy that the form employed for 
Nom.-Acc. sg.-pl. was always identical with the stem form.

Examples of inanimate nouns showing that the same 
form was employed whether referring to one thing or more are 
given below. The term sg. and pi. are used against these 
examples not from the point of view of gram, number but from 
the point of view of the numerical number apparent in the 
context. Grammatically they may be all regarded wither as 
sg. or better as being devoid of * number* altogether.
1st c. B.C. Norn. sg. Aritagama, nom. prop [VtR.]#

dana, *gift* [AndC., 2].
1st c. A.D. Acc. sg. bata (mass-wd.), 'cooked rice* [Mr.].

Acc. pi. yasavasikahatika (P. vassavasika-
sa^ikayo) ’clothes for the spending 
of the rainy season*. [ibid.l.



1st c. a .D. Ac c . Sg.

Loc. sg.

2nd c. A.D. Nom. sg.
Acc. sg.

2nd c. A.D. Acc. pi.

128. >

afli, •canal* [Mv., 1] (cf. P. a^i) 
yaku (mass-wdp •gruel1 [Mr.] (P. yagu).

A  «
-viharahi, ’in the monastery* [Mr.; ,
Mv., 1].
eka kojasa, ’one part* [Pkm.]. 
pita sataka kotasa, * share belonging*
•to the father* [ibid.].
kubura, ’field' fcpR..,, b].
ceta, ’shrine* [ESI.]
daka (mass-wd.), ’water' [T.S.].
Naka-diva. nom. prop (P. Naga-dlpa)
[VpGp.].
pohatakara, ’uposatha hall* [Vg., 1]. 
paribu.lanaka (mass-wd.), 'enjoyment*
[TpS.].
bera, ’drum* [Pkm.].
vlhara, ’monastery* [NpR. , a].
Ali, 'canal* (P. a^i) [HbR. ]. 
daka-pati, 'water share' [Pkm.]. 
vavi, 'tank' [Vg., 1; Vg., 2; Pm.;
NpR., a].
pasu (mass wd.), 'silt' [Vg., 1]. 
paca sahasi kahavana, 'five thousand 
kahapanas' [Pm.].



2nd c. A.D. Acc. pi.

,£nd c. A.D. Loc. sg.

2nd c. A.D. Loc. pi.

3rd c. A.D. Acc. sg.

129.

catara paca, 'four requisites (for 
monks)' [TpS.].
catara dorahi patagafla, 'steps at 
the four entrances* [KSI.]. 
pohatakarahi, 'in the uposatha 
hall* [Vg., 2].
Upalavibajakahi, 'in the division of 
Upala* [Pm.].
Ekadorika-Viharahi, 'in the 
#kadorika monastery' [Vg. , 1]. 

Yasakotasahi eka ko$asa —  dini,
'of Yasa's shares one share (was) 
given' [Pkn.]. 
catara dorahi, 'at the four gates' 
[ESI.].

dakapati^kara, 'tax on the water 
share' [Jv.]. 

kubara, 'field' [ibid.]. 
tela (mass-wd.), 'oil' [ibid.] 
pati«Btariya (mass-wd.), 'repair' [ibid.] 
mula, 'money', 'price' [ibid.]. 
asanahala, 'sitting hall' [ibid.l. 
huti, 'offering' [ibid.].
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3rd c. A.D. Acc. pi. catara ayika, 'four ayikas' [ibid.].
do pati, 'two shares' [ibid.].

3rd c. A.D. Loc. sg. Utaramahacetahi , 'at the Uttaramaha-
cetiya' [ibid.]. 

viharahi, 'at the monastery' [ibid.].
4th c. A.D. Nom. sg. tela (mass-wd.), 'oil*; miliya,

'expense'; Iona, 'salt'; veda, 
vedha, 'interest' [TgR.]; di, 'curd' 
(P. dadhi); pepi, 'honey'; vi, 
'paddy' (P. vlhi, Sk. vrlhi); udi,
'a species of flemingia'; bayali, 
'beans', (? P. bidala, split pea) 
[ibid.].

\  i ■

4th c. A.D. Acc. sg. Ariyavasa, '(ceremony of reciting)
Ariyavaijisa'; kipiya, 'capital' 
[ibid.]; cata, 'umbrella* [VgR&; Rd; 
TgR.];
veda, vedha, 'interest' [TgR.]; 
pati, 'share' or 'tax'; vavi,
'tank' [RG.].

4th c. A.D. Acc. pi. meva[taka] vedhavataka gepa, 'taking
interests from these things' [ThR.].

4th c. A.D. Inst. sg. bevini (mass-wd.), 'by the state (of)*1
i.e. 'on account of»'(cf. Sk. P. 
bhavena). [JvCm.].
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4th c. A.D. Inst. pi. nana maginl, 'by diverse ways' [ibid.].
4th c. A.D. Loc. sg. nakarahi, 'in the city'; niyamatanahi,

'in the guild assembly'; pacanahi, 'in 
the kitchen'; utara-pasahi, 'in the 
northern quarter (or province); 
tipavanaka vasahi, 'in the third year' 
[TgR.].

4th c. A.D. Loc. pi. mevataka vapahi gahekipiya ci^avaya,
'leaving the capital of this much of 
things' [ibid.]

5th c. A.D. Nom. sg. vedha, 'success', 'prosperity',
•happiness• [RvP.].

5th c. A.D. Acc. sg. amapadana, 'sacred food'; mula,
•expense' [MdS.]; veda, 'interest'
[Lg. 1].

5th c. A.D. Acc. pi. ekasataka kahavapa, 'one hundred
kahapanas' [Lg., 1]; 

visiya kahavapa, 'twenty kahapanas'
[Lg., 2].

5th c. A.D. Loc. sg. nakarahi, 'in the city'; niyamatanahi,
'in the guild assembly'; -pasahi, 'in 
the quarter (or province)' [Lg., 1]; 
viharahi, 'in the monastery' [MdS.].

5th c. A.D. Loc. pi. eka sataka kahavapehi, 'on one hundred
kahapanas' [Lg., 1].



6th c. A

6 th c. A,

6th c. A

6th c. A 

6th c. A

7th c. A 
7th c. A

10th c.

D. Nom. sg. reta, 'share', [NgR.]; pala, 'fruit',
[RVg., 1, 4; BPIns. , 6, 8.]. 

bud-bava, 'state of a Buddha' [RVg., 2, 
3]; veva, 'tank'; sara, 'field' 
[NgR.].

D .  A c c .  sg. k u b u r a , 'field' [AnS.]; daruya, ' w o o d *

[RVg., 3]; peta, 'share', [NgR.]; 
v ah aril a," ̂ 'timber' [RVg., 4]; 
vaharala, id. [RVg., 1, 4]; siya, 
hundred [N1D.].

,D. Acc. pi. sayaka kahavapa, 'hundred kahapanas'
[RVg., 4].

,D. Dat. sg. vahirata, 'to the monastery' [AnS.].
D. Dat. pi. cara pacayata, 'for the purpose of

four requisites' [NgR.].
,D. Nom. sg. piya-gata, 'step for feet' [SSI., 4].
,D. Acc. sg. kubura, 'field'; cata, 'umbrella*

[SSI., 1]; pala, 'fruit', [SSI., 4]; 
phala, id. [SSI., 7]; veherala,
. lftimber' [SSI., 3].

l.D. Nom. sg. (a-nouns):
abhaya, 'freedom from fear', 'security' 
[Blv. ]; arogya, 'health' [Mdg.]; 
per*dh%ra, 'immunity' [Avg.].

1See Appendix III, B., p. 350.
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10th c. A

10th c.

10th c.

10th c.

,D. Acc. sg. (a-nouns):
abhaya, 'freedom from fear* [Ng.; Nt.]; 
abhigeka, 'consecration' [Kg.]; akula, 
'disturbance' [StC., 1]; gupa,
'virtue' [AnSk.]; Damb-div-tala,
'Land of Jambu-dvlpa* [Mdg.]; diya, 
'water' [POm.; Bd.; GriD. Avg.]; 
bhaya, 'fear' [Km.]; biya, id. [AnSk.]
manda, 'pride' [AnSk.; VgSDp.];
'

labha, 'profit'; vicara, 'investiga-   --------

tion' [AnSk.]; vibhapga, 'interrup
tion' [K429]; p&r&h&ra, 'immunity'
[Ip.].

. D. Acc. pi. (a-nouns)s
starapasa, 'four requisites' [AnSk.]; 
sailgun siddhanta piya bah&r v&$iya[n], 
'those who went away abandoning the 
traditions of the clergy! [ibid.]

,.D. Nom. sg. (a-nouns):
katika, 'agreement', 'regulation'

[VgSDp.]• 
l. D. Acc. sg. (a-nouns):

ekajfla, 'one rule' [PkCm.]; aniya, 
'injustice' [AnSk.]; {ulalnghana,



10th c. A.D. Acc. sg. (a-nouns):(continued)
•transgression* [Mgd.];; ul*d(gha)na, 
id. [Kg._; tala, fpond' [PIS.]; 
ba, 'share* [GnD.]; saha, 'assis
tance' [Ng. ; PIS.].

10th c. A.D. Acc. pi. (a-nouns):
satarapayala sliha*v atu^ukot, 'within 
the boundaries of the Pour Payala 
(field)' [Rb.]; Posonavulle slma 
atu}.u ko-Ji, 'within the boundaries 
of Posonavulla' [Ip.].

10th c. A.D. Nom. sg. (i-nouns):
siddhi, 'success' [Mdg.].

10th c. A.D. Acc. sg. (i-nouns):
kitti, 'fame' [Blv.]; dihi, 'curd', 

[K429]; -siri, 'glory', 'splendour' 
[AnSk.; VgSDp.; GtP.].

10th c. A.D. Acc. pi. (i-nouns):
kabali, (?) 'allotments' [PkCm.; Kb.; 
Bd.; PcP.].

10th c. A.D. Nom. sg. (u-nouns):
kapu, 'post' [Mg.].

10th c. A.D. Acc. sg. (u-nouns):
kapu, 'post' [VuP.; Kg.; Nt.; Tb.;

Ng.; Km.; Ag.]; pamapu, 'descend-
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10th c. A.D. Acc. sg. (U-nouns): (continued)
ible grant of land' [AnSk.]; -pavu, 
'rock1, 'mountain' [ibid.]; badu, 
'rent' [VmS.]; -mapflulu, 'country' 
[Tb.; PkGm.; Mg.]; , hambu, 'gruel'
[AnSk.; VgSDp.].

10th c. A.D. Acc. pi. (u-nouns):
me hama kata-yutu val&ku vat-himiyan, 
'lords who obstructed all these 
duties' [VgSDp.]; havurudu pata, 
lit. 'looking forward $o years', 
i.e. 'yearly' [Ng.].

10th c. A.D. Acc. sg. (a-nouns):
anna, 'order', 'regulation' [Mg.]; 
sSdMha, 'devotion* [PBu.].

10th c. A.D. Acc. pi. (a-nouns and d-nouns):
maha-puja, 'great offerings' [AnSk.]; 
metuvak da, 'these things' [Blv.].

8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D. Nom. sg. (Cons, nouns):
piya-gat (8th c. A.D.), 'stet> for 
feet* [SSI., 6]; per&h&r, 'immu
nity' [Nt.]; p&r&har, id [Av.]; 
pdrdh&r, id. [Km.; Kb.; Mg.].
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10th c. .D. Acc. sg. (Cons, nouns):
Siri-Lak, nom. prop, of Ceylon [AnSk.]; 
vala.1 (8th c. A.D.), ’use*, •enjoyment*
[RgR, 3]; ra£, •country*; dapfl,
•fine* [AnSk.]; pahap, •stone* [GdR.
A.; Bd.]; mahap, *monk*; kot., *banne
*flag* [AnSk.]; bat, * cooked rice*, 
•food* [GdR., B.; K429; Rb.; Mdg.;
StC., 1]; sat, ’umbrella* (cf. 4th c.
A.D. cata) [Kg.; AnSk.; Blv.; VgSDp.; 
Avg. ; PIS.]; bad, *dam* [Ip.]; ran, 
*gold* [K429]; Bud-ruvan, 'Buddha- 
gem’; viyakhan, ’explanation* [AnSk.];
sasun, ’religion*, ’dispensation’,■
[AnSk.; VgSDp.]; desun, ’teaching*; 
•doctrine* [AnSk.]; kam, ’work* [MuP.; 
AnSk.; VmS.]; dafiflu-vam, ’punishment* 
[AnSk.]; nam, ’name* [PIS.]; him, 
•boundary* [Kb.]; isir, ’domination*, 
•power*, ’supremacy’ [Mdg.]; kir,
•milk* [Rb.]; par&h&r, 'immunity* 
[ibid.]; per&har, id. [Tb.]; per&h&r, 
id. [Ng.]; par&h&r, id. [PkCm. ]; 
pg.rah‘dr, id. [Mg.]; perh&r, id. [Mdg.} 
mahavar, ? 'a land tax* [? Sk.
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10th c. A.D. Acc. sg. (Cons, nouns):(continued)
mahakara-) [GnD.]; -sakar, 'honour1, 
'hospitality' [VgSDp.]; h.ingur,
'ginger* [PcP.]; akusal, 'demerit', 
'sin' [StC., 1; Av. ]; avul, 'confu
sion', 'dispute' [GdR., h.]; tel,
'oil' [Ip.; VgSDp.]; rak-val, 'guard', 
'watch* [Av.]; sal, 'uncooked rice' 
[K429]; ved-hal, 'hospital'; lov,
'world'; pel, 'text* [AnSk.].

10th c. A.D. Nom. pi. (Cons, nouns):
vat-sirit-i (-i: final particle = P.

iti, ti), 'rules', 'observances' [PIS.]
/'

10th c. A.D. Acc. pi. (Cons, nouns):
dad, 'fines* [Tb.]; h'dma-dapd, 'all 

fines* [AnSk.]; simapahap, 'boundary 
stones* [Km.]; r &h&p, 'whips' [PIS.]; 
at, 'hands' [K429]; pet, 'approaches' 
(or approach), 'avenues' (or avenue),
[Bd.]; sirit, 'customs', 'observances'
[Ip.; AnSk.]; kusalan, (?) 'religious 
gifts* [PkCm.]; ge-bim aiti-bim, 
'building sites'and appurtenances'
(or meadows) [Bd.]; sivur-gam, 'robe-
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10th c. A.D. Acc. pi. (Cons, nouns): (continued)
villages* (i.e. villages that 
supplied robes to the monks) [Pis.]; 
soli-tufli-bert ’drums (called) soli 
and tufli* [Tb.]; yamugur, ’iron clubs’ 
(or maces) [GtP.]; davas, ’days’ 
[K429]; gas-kol, ’trees and shrubs’; 
jiyal. (?) ’people* [AnSk.];

(di)yal> id. [VgSDp.].
10th c. A.D. Inst. sg. (-en < -ena):

kulen, ’by line’ (or family) [P13. ]; 
dakup desen, ’by the southern 
direction* [Kb.]; biyen, ’by fear*; 
yesen,’by fame’ [AnSk.]; abhigekayen, 
’by consecration* [Bd.]; vikmen,
’by valour’; sapen, ’by the 
festival’ [AnSk.]; etc.

10th c. A.D. Inst. PI. (-en < -ena): \
satara- pasayen, ’with the four 
requisites’ [ibid.]; satar-slmayen, 
’by the four boundaries’ [Kb.; Mdg.; 
Blv.]; de-de-havurudden, ’by two 
years’, i.e. *bi-yearly’ [AnSk.] etc.
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10th c. A.D. Gren.-Loc. sg. (-hi, -a):
kumburhi, ’in the field' [Bd.]; kushi, ’in 

the womb’ [AnSk.; VgSDp.]; gamhi, ’in the 
village* [Nt.]; guvanhi, 'in the sky' 
[Pis.]; -terhi, 'on the bank’ [RgR., 1]; 
gal-n&vhi, 'of the stone canoe’ [SSI., 7];

1 ' • - %  - v " Ai

mashi, ’in the month' [Av. ; MuP. ; JrP. ; 
Pis.]; atul-nuvar&, ’in the inner city’

v > \  i
[Km.],

10th c. A.D. Gren.-Loc. pi. (-hi, -&):
dasa-at-hi, 'in the ten directions' [GrtP.]; 

sey-bala-k&nhi, 'on the troops of soldiers'; 
rupu-niriftdu-senhi, ’of the armies of the 
hostile kings' [PIS.]; ge-bimhi, ’of the 
building sites'; pitibimhi, 'of the 
meadows’ [Bd.]; nan-deshi, 'of different 
countries’; tun-p-ruvanhi, 'in the Three 
Grems* [PIS.]; veherhi, 'of the monas
teries'; pirivenhi, id.; mehepi-varhi,
’of the nunneries'; de-mul&, ’of the two 
fraternities' [ AnSk.].

10th c. A.D. Dat. sg. (-at):
me kumburat, 'to this field' [Bd.]; raj- 

kulat» 'to the royal family' [AnSk.];
-gamat, 'to the village' [Kg.; Nt.; PvP.;
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10th c. A.D. Dat. sg. (-a$)« (continued)
Tb.; Ng.; PkCm.]; sly al-diyat» 'to the whole
world [PIS.]; satara payalat* 'to the (field
of) Pour Payala' [Rb.]; pirivenat» 'to the
monastery' [Rb.; Ip.; Mg.; Blv.].

10th c. A.D. Dat. pi. (-at)2
de-mula ba.j-tuvak avasat* 'to all the cells
belonging to this fraternity' [AnSk.]; me lepat
beha-lu kufiburat» 'to the fields vested on this
cave1 [ G r d R . ,  B]; mehi abadi-tak gam-bimatt 'to

all the villages and lands belonging to this'
[ PIS.].

37. There are, however, three archaic instances of the
nenter pi. in 2nd c. A.D. which certainly do not represent 
the typical Sinhalese of the period. These old n. pi. forms

which should have been treated as inanimate nouns are the 
following:

(i) Nom.-Acc. pi. pacapi1 in "catiri pacapi pari
[bujanaka ko-fu]", 'for the purpose of enjoying the 
four requisites* [Pin.],

(ii) Inst. pi. pacasate(hi) and 
(iii) Dat. pi. pacasatehiya in the expression " ..Upala- 

dopika vavi paca-sate(hi) kipiya paca-satehiya pasu

^Wick. reads this as 'pacepi*, but as PBPW. points out, 
it may be read in the plate as 'pacapi' which is more likely, 
as it represents P.ppccayani, and accordingly I have adopted 
it.



ovaya biku-sagaha-Jaya dine”, ... •having bought the 
tank Upaladopika for five hundred and removed the silt 
at (an expense of) five hundred gave (it) to the con
fraternity of monks’ [Vg. 1].
Paranavitana doubts whether (ii) is completely 

preserved and thinks it possible that -ya is worn away at the 
end of the line [v. EZ. Ill, I64]• If it is so, that too is 
a Dat. pi. as Para, himself thinks, and is identical with
(iii).

Of these instances (i) appears to correspond to P. 
n. Nom.-Acc. pi. cattari paccayani, but it cannot be a loan 
from P. because of the cerebral £ which points to a Prakritic 
origin. Cf. AMg. n. plurals in -api in the following: 
papapi va bhuyapi va jlvapi va sattapi va [PPkG. § 367]. If 
the reading in (ii) is correct it may be traceable to Ved. 
Inst. pi. *pafloa-satebhib» and (iii), if the reading is 
correct, appears to go back to the Ved. Dat. pi. »paftca- 
satebhiyafr, cf. Sk. -satebhyaft. But this Dat. pi. termina
tion -ebhiyah (-ebhyab) is not preserved in Mid. Ind. except 
in very rate instances in Asokan and Pali where it has become 
-ehi coinciding with -ehi < Inst. pi. -ebhifr [v. Turner: The
Phonetic Weakness of Terminational Elements in Indo-Aryan, 
JRAS. April, 1927, p. 229; B1A., p. 134; also below § 55]; 
and its existence in the second century A.D. in Sinhalese
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inscriptions is highly doubtful in the light of the phonolo
gical developments in Sinhalese. As a matter of fact these 
three forms of pi. appear to be completely isolated in the 
whole history of inscriptional Sinhalese and have never left 
their descendants in the succeeding periods. In the light 
of phonological developments in Sinh. it is extremely doubtful 
whether n. Nom-Acc. pi. in -ani ever existed in Sinhalese.
If it did, there is no reason whatever why it should not have 
been inherited in the later morphology. For the inter
vocalic -n- being stable in Sinh., the terminations with -n-, 
whenever existed, were inherited in later Sinhalese, as seen 
in the Inst. sg. term, -in, -en (<-ena) of the inanimate 
nouns and the Obi. pi. term -un, -an, (< Gen. pi. -anam) of 
the animate nouns.

It is also to be noted that in the above instances 
the plurals occur, (i) in a technical term with a numeral, 
in a sort of formula connected with the monastic life of the 
Buddhist monks, (ii) & (iii) in connection with numerals, 
though such numerals are treated quite differently elsewhere, 
e.g. catiri pacatii in (i) used as n. Acc. pi. in this second 
century inscription may be contrasted with the following 
instance of the same words in the usual numberless inanimate 
form used in Acc. significance occurring in the same formal 
phrase in another inscription of the same century: [ca]tara-

____________________________________________________________________
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paca paribujana ko$u, *for the purpose of enjoying the four 
requisites* [TpS.]. Further, (ii) pacasatehi and (iii) 
pacasatehiya employed in the context as Inst, and Dat. of 
price respectively in the pi. form can be contrasted with the 
more Sinhalese-like method of indicating price in a peri
phrasis in the following example taken from the identical 
inscription of the second century, where the unusual * oatiri 
pacapi* occurs: *pacasaha(si) kahavapa dariya kepavaya,
•having borne (the cost of) five thousand kahapanas and 
caused (it) to be dug' [Pm.].

In the light of this evidence it may be surmised that 
the presence of these apparently non-Sinhalese plurals in 
these records which are all royal grants is due to their 
being imported into Sinhalese through some pedantry of a court 
pandit. In any case they are not of great significance as 
they are isolated and thus cannot be taken as a characteris
tic feature of the language.

38* The examples given in § 36 show that Unscriptional
Sinh. dropped the Old & Mid. Ind. n. pi. inflexions, at least 
from the time when the inanimate gender replaced the neuter 
gender and did not allow the inanimate nouns to admit any pi. 
inflexion [v. § 35]* If it is permissible to compare 
linguistic materialfevidence for which cannot obviously be 
traced as far back as our epigraphical records, it is



interesting to compare a somewhat similar state of affairs 
in certain Dravidian dialects; e.g. in Old Tamil & Kurukh 
(of a much later date) the irrational nouns (the counterpart 
of inanimate in Sinh.) do not possess the plural [v. BSGLD, 
p. 7]. Caldwell states that the number in Tamil nouns, 
particularly of neuter nouns (i.e. irrational nouns) is 
ordinarily indefinite and it depends on the context whether 
any one is to be regarded as sg. or pi. Rational nouns and 
pronouns invariably take pi. suffix and sometimes even 
irrational nouns are used in pi. form in polished literary 
language. But poets and peasants rarely pluralize the 
irrational and use the sg. noun in an indefinite sg.-pl. 
sense without specification of number [v. CCGD., pp. 128 sq.; 
p. 215]* When one examines the examples of the inanimate 
nouns given above, in the light of these remarks, one cannot 
fail to recognize the striking resemblance they have, in 
respect of number or rather the lack of number, with the 
corresponding group in Dravidian, though that group is 
conceived on a different principle.

A trace of the inanimate noun regarded as sg. in 
syntax, although possessing an inflexion afterwards regarded 
as plural, is found in a few examples in RY. It is usually 
known as the idiom of a n. pi. taking a vb. in the sg. e.g.

idhrsuave dhlyate dhana, *to the bold man booty accrues*
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(I. 81, 1.3) [v. MVGS. § 194* A.I.]. It is also usual in
Greek for the n. pi. subject to have the verb in the singular.
This peculiarity of an apparently n. pi. form being regarded
as a sg. in syntactical agreement with the vb. has been
explained as a relic surviving from primitive Indo-European
in which these so-called n. plurals were originally regarded
as f. sg. collective nouns. Whether it is due to the
continuation of this tradition or due to a later development
in Sinh. founded on the notion of the inanimate, a similar
syntactical rule of the inanimate (pi.) subject taking the
sg. verb became a regular feature in Sinh. literature, when
the inanimate noun came to be differentiated as sg. and pi.
by the invention of a special Nom.-Acc. sg. termination -a in
some cases and in others by the introduction of a special pi.
suffix -val. Again, in Tamil too according to Caldwell
even when the neuter subject is pluralized by the addition of
a pi. suffix its predicate is rarely pluralized [CCGD., p.129]

39. There are traces of a new tendency beginning to be
shown in the period 8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D. For at this
time an attempt is made to differentiate the contextual
(Nom.-Acc.) sg. from the corresponding contextual pi. by the
adoption of a special sg. case termination -a, thus leaving
the uninfleBted form identical with the stem, which
functioned earlier as a numberless form, to represent only the 
pi.
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in -a: 
10 th c

8th c.

10th c

Examples of inanimate nouns forming (Nom.-Acc.) sg.

. A.D. Nom. sg. -a:
pahap-a hindvanu ladi, *the stone was set up* 
[Bd.]. cf. pahap hindvanna$, *to set up the 
stone* [Bd.] where pahap is devoid of this sg. 
termination -a; per&h&r-a denu ladi, *immunity 
was granted* [Avg.]; p&raher-a denu ladi, id. 
[PkCm.], cf. Acc. sg. per&h&r [Ng.] devoid of 
this termination; gal-n&v-a, ’stone canoe* 
[StC.] (st. fm. nav-).

A.D. Acc. sg. -a:
Soruyur-payal-a, nom. prop, of a field [RgR, 1] 
as against Kalalv&li-satar-payal, [ibid.], 
devoid of sg. -a termination.

. A.D. do.
me gam-a, this village [Ng.]; 
ml-gas-a, Bassia Latifolia [Kb.]; 
Kitag-bo-pavu-v-a, nom. prop, of a monastery 
[PUS;.];
maftg-a , 'the road' [Kb.];
b&dd-a, 'thicket', 'jungle' [ibid.] (st. fm. 
b&di-);
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10th c. A.D. do.
rad-a, ’kingdom*, ’dominion* [ G r t P . ] ;

vatt-a, ’garden’. [Kb.; Bd.1 (st. fm. vatu-);
Kumbal-hal-a, nom. prop, of a place [ M k P . ] ;

sa-kiri-y-a, ’the field of six kiris’ [Bd.] ( st.
, ’a>—

fm. -kiri-);
pol[i]-y-a, ’interest’, [PcP.] (st. fm. poli-); 
k&b&ll-a, ’portion’, ’allotment’ [PkCra.1 (st. 

fm. kSbali-)..
As for the examples of the use of the form coincident 

with the stem to indicate the pi. idea as opp. to the above
method of indicating the sg., see § 36 under 10th c. A.D.
Nom. ft Acc. pi.

This mode of differentiating between the sg. and the 
pi. in the Nom.-Acc. case of the inanimate noun became the 
well established general rule in the later language excepting 
in the case of a few inanimate nouns which adopted the 
contrary process of adding a special pi. suffix -val [v. 
Appendix at the end of this Chapter] to the stem to form the 
pi., while the form identical with the stem was used as a 
Nom.-Acc. sg. e.g. st. fm. raja- (country), has Nom.-Acc. sg. 
raja, Nom.-Acc. pi. rata-val; st. fm. g§- (house) has Nom.- 
Acc. sg. £©, Nom.-Acc. pi. ge-val* Both these groups of 
inanimate nouns in the t-tenth century and mod. language
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form the Abl.-Inst., Gen.-Loo. and Dat. pi. by the addition 
of the pi. suffix -val to the stem before adding the case 
inflexions which are common both to the sg. and the pi., 
difference being that in the sg. the case inflexion is added 
directly to the stem. It will be recalled that these case 
terminations though historically singular became merely case 
inflexions destitute of any specific number during the

i

inscriptional period [v. §§35, 36]. After this innovation 
of differentiating the pi. from the sg. in the inanimate they 
appear to have regained their original case-number signific
ance in the sg. while remaining mere case inflexions devoid 
of number in the pi., as the special pi. suffix -val performed 
that function.

This system of inanimate inflexion very common in 
mod. language may be illustrated by two typical words belong
ing to the two groups:

(i) st. fm. gas-, tree; (ii) st. fm. ra$a-, country.
sg. Pi.

Nom.-Acc. gas-a, ra$-a; gas ra$a-val
gas-val-in, raja-val-inAbl.-Inst. gas-in, ra$-in;

Dat gas-aJa, ra^a-Ja gas-val-a^a, ra^a-val-a-fa 
gas-val-&, ra$a-valu'dGen.-Loc. gas-ehi, ra$-ehi

gas-§, ra$-5 gas-val-a, raja-val£
gas-a, ra^-a raja-val-hi.
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40.

40a.

Although this is the generalised system of indicating
sg. and pi. of the inanimate noun in the mod. language, any
instance of this type is very rarely met with in the limited
material of the inscriptions. So far as I know the pi.

thesuffix -val is met with for the first time in^Badulla Pillar 
Inscription of the late 10th c. or of the early 11th c. in 
the word val-val-&» in the forests [EZ. Ill, 77] where val-* 
(forest): noun-stern,-val-: pi. suffix, Loc. term. It is
again found in the Polonnaruva Galpota Inscription of the 
12th c. in vihara-val-a, in the monasteries [EX, II, 111]
[v. Appendix at the end of this Chapter on Number].

In the following I have attempted to trace case by 
case the persistence of the sg. and the pi. number in the 
group of animate substantives in contrast to that of 
inanimate nouns, as seen in the long course of their history. 

The Singular Number in the Animate Substantive (m.):- 
(i) Nominative Case:

In the Norn. Case form,the gram. sg. of the masculine
• * ’ •> * 

animate substantives occurs from 2nd c. B.C. up to the 5th c.
d$x A.D. first in the form of -e from 2nd c. B.C. to

2nd c. A.D. and then in the reduced form of -î  from 2nd c.
A.D. to 5th xoxx&th c. A.D.
Norn. Sg. in -e:
2nd c. B.C. pute, 'son* [CJSc. II, No. 465]*
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Bahike, nom. prop. : Pusagute, id. ; Mite, id. ;
Tise, id. [VtR.].

Abaye, nom. prop.; pute, ’son' [Mv. 1; Mr.]; 
raje, ’king* [Mv.>, 2; Mr.]; marumakapakane» 
•grandson’ [Mr.J.

-rade♦ ’king’ [Vg. , 1; Pkn. ; Vg. , 2]; £ute,
•son’ [Vg., 2; HbR.]; tere, ’Elder* [KSI.]; 
Abaye, nom. prop. [NpR., b.]; amete 
Isigiraye, ’minister Isigiraya’ [VpGp.];
Nake, nom. prop.; marumanake, ’grandson* [HbR.J

Nom. ŝ . in -i:
2nd c. A.D. puji, ’son’ [Rm.; TpS.] (of. pute above).

-rani, ’king' [Pkm.; Pm.; TpS.; NpR.]
(of. raje above.)

3rd c. A.D. -raji, id. ]Jv.].
3rd or 4th c. A.D. -ra.ji, id. ]VgRS.]
5th c. A.D. ’ S[iIrinakayi, nom. prop. [Vg., 1]; Sivayi,

nom. prop. [Lg., 2].
6th or 7th c. A.D. -raji (see above); Apayihi, nom. prop.

or title? [N1D.].

After this period there are no instances of the sg. 
of the Nom. in this form in inscriptions. It is however

1st c. B.C.

1st c. A.D.

2nd c. A.D.
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possible that this lasted till about 5th c. A.D. when the 
form became consonantal or contracted-vowel—ending by the 
dropping of the final -i, in accordance with the phonetical 
tendency of the period as seen in the case of original I-, I- 
stems, These generally became consonantal or contracted-vowel 
ending by the dropping of the final vowel [v. §§ 7e; 8c; 9c;
10 a ii, d, 1]. Thus historically inherited Nom. sg. form

may have lost its number, case and identity by 8th c. A.D. 
and become identical with the historically evolved stem form 
as well as the historically evolved Acc. sg. form which 
itself should have lost its case termination and become 
consonantal-ending or contracted-vowel-ending according to 
the phonological tendencies of the time. Though there* are 
no such instances of common nouns in Nom. function recorded 
in the inscriptions of this period, there are a few instances
of proper nouns functioning as Nom. whose form, devoid of any

9

number-case inflexion, may be due to such a development,
Kit, Mihindu, Sata [Mdg.]1, Sivu, Mayidand [MkP.]2.

These examples, however, being proper nouns, are not very 
clear proof of such a development, as we notice that there is

■^Asaholu Mihindu isa Sumera-gamu Sata isa ... KuJgasalS 
Kit Stu^a-va ... rad-kol-samdaruvamo me att£pi-perh&r 
dunmaha, 'we, lordships Asaholu Mihindu and Sumeragamu SSta 
and Ku^^asala Kit, gave this council-warrant of immunity'. 
[Mdg.]

Mekappar Pilavi-J, Mayidand ca Kojaba Sivu ca api de-dena- 
mo .. attnpi-perahara dunmaha-yi, 'We two, Bodyguard Pilavi-J, 
Mayidand and Ko^aba Sivu gave the council-warrant * [MkP. ].
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evidence in the inscriptions from 2nd c. A.D. to show that
the treatment of the proper noun functioning as subject in the
sentence was sometimes a little loose and slightly different
from that of the ordinary common nouns. For there are
instances of proper nouns used as subject in a form identical
with the st. fm. of the period from 2nd c. A.D. side by side
with the legitimately inflected Nom. sg. form, e.g.
2nd c. A.D. Abava, in Gamipi Abaya ----  dina, ' G. A. —

donated* [TpS.];
Abeya, in Gamipi Abeya ----  dini, id. [Pm.];

bth c. A.D. Aba, Da}.ameya ]RVg. , 4];
6th or 7th c. A.D. Aparna, Ganayama [BPIns.].

Not only pure proper nouns like the above but also 
title words like maharaja 7th or 8th c. A.D. in Vahaka- 
raaharaja [SSI., l] and -upasaka, 10th c. A.D. in Vanpulla 
upasaka [VgSDp.], which are a sort of quasi-proper noun, 
have been used as subject in a form identical with the stem, 
with no number-case sign. There is however clear evidence 
in the literature of the 10th century for the occurrence of 
the ordinary animate nouns as subject with no indication of 
number-case sign surviving but presumably descended from 
their prorotype in -_i < -e, e.g. put (< puti < pute) as in 
e dev-put kfyi [P. so (deva-putto) aha], that young deity 
8aid [DhpAGp., 20, 1. 31].

Thus in the Nom. sg. the grammatical number appears
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to have disappeared owing to phonetic decay about 8th c. A.D. 
along with the case inflexion. It is however restored later 
on in the literary period by the extension of the general 
Obi. sg. in -a to the Nom. sg. as well and in the mod. 
language it is firmly established.

40a. (ii) Accusative Case:
No Acc. sg. of the animate noun occurs before the 9th 

century. The form that is found in 9th c. A.D. functioning 
as an Acc. sg. is -raj in the expression 'Salamevan raj 
va[nda], having saluted King Salamevan1 [KvP.]. This appears 
to be the result of the phonetical development of Mid. Ind.
-rajaip [ cf. AMg. , JM. rayap, PPkG. § 399; P. attaip GPLL. § 92],
which should have appeared in early inscriptions as *raja and 
later in 8th c. A.D. as *raj in accordance with the graphical 
representation of the phonology of the respective periods.
Thus it is seen that the historical Acc. sg. raj coincides 
with the historical Nom. sg. raj < raji < -raje < -rajah as 
well as with the st. f. raj- < raja- < rajan-, and the gram, 
number is lost. This deficiency, however, appears to be 
supplied very soon by the extension of the sg. of the histori

cal Gen. in -a or -hu to cover all the animate oblique cases 
in general, such as Acc. sg., Obi. of Agency sg., and thus the
sg. number lost in animate noun is restored, e.g. Acc. sg. in
-a: 10th c. A.D. unupova (?) 'youth of tender age*, in the
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expression unupova mahap. nokaranu isa, ’and not to enrobe 
unupova’ [AnSk., 1. 48]; Acc, sg. in -hus 10th c. A.D. 
siri-sara-hu, in the expression Mihind Mahaya siri-sarahu
pinisa-1-   d&n&, ’born on account of Mihind Mahaya,
the most illustrious1 [PIS., 1•31•

40a. (iii) Gen. Case:
The only gram. sg. form that has persisted in the 

animate noun is the Gen. sg. of the original a-nouns. 
Instances of the sg. in Gen. are seen from 3rd c. B.C. up to 
10th c. A.D. undergoing in course of time phonetical modifi- 
cations, yet still persisting, e.g.
3rd c. B.C. [De]vana[pi]yaia, Dusatara^a [CJSc. II, No.618]

Sivaia [CJSc. II, No. 619]; putaia, ’of the son*
[CJSc. II, Nos. 618, 656, 486], nagasa [CJSc. II, No.
322]. Etc. For\*farther exx. see § 49b.

2nd c. B.C. Harumasa lepe, ’Haruma’s cave* [VgRBC., 9];Jir _I1
Tisaha lepe, ’Tissa’s cave' [VgRBC., 7]- 

1st c. B.C. Tisa-terasa lepe, ’the cave of the Elder Tissa’

[AndC., 4];
Abayaha lepe, ’Abaya’s cave’ [AndC., l];
Tisaha puta, ’Tissa’s son£ [ibid.].

•^pipisa (P. pa^icca) takes the Acc. case, cf. P 
marapaiji pa^icca.
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1st c. A.D. Tisa-rnaharajaha marumakapaka, ’the grandson of the 
great king Tissa’ [Mv. , l].

2nd c. A.D. Tisa-mahara.jaha puti, ’the son of the great king
Tissa' [TpB.]; vahabayaha manuraaraka, ’the grandson of 
His Highness Yahaba' [Pm.].

3rd c. A.D. Tisa maharajaha puta, ’the son of the great king
Tissa* [VgRS.].

4th c. A.D. Sivayaha puta, ’the son of His Highness Siva’[TgR.],
5th c. A.D. Sagayaha puta, ’the son of His Highness Sangha’

[Lg., 1]; Sumanayaha puta [RvP.].
8th c. A.D. raja-pay-ha gehi, ’in the house of His Majesty’ 

the King [Ng.l; Siri Saip-bo-mapurmuk-a tun-vanne, ’in 
the third (year) of the King Siri Saqi-bo’ [ GdR. ];
Sen-hu vajanin, ’by the order of Sen’ [RgR. ].

9th c. A.D. Siri Saxp-boy-mapurmuka pajamuvannehi, ’in the 
first (year) of the king Siri Saip-boy’ [VuP.].

10th c. A.D. Siri Safig-bo-mapurmuka ekoJ.osvanne, ’in the 
eleventh (year) of the king Siri Sapg-bo’ [Km.];
Abha Sala mevan maharad-hu sohovur, ’brother of the great 
king Abha Salamevan’ [Tb.].

(Sg. Termination -a < -aha < -asa < -Mid. Ind. -assa < 
Sk. -asya, see § 49*]•

This sg. form thus preserved has survived as the general 
Obi. sg. in the inscriptions as well as in the later language 
up to the present.
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Plural number in the animate noun, m.;
The gram. pi. of the animate noun in the Nom. as well as

in the general Obi. case has been preserved in the inscrjjptional 
Sinh. and survives even in the mod. language. However within 
the limitations of the subject matter of the inscriptions 
before the 8th c. , the occurrence of either of these animate 
plurals is extremely rare.

(i) Nom. Case:
In the early inscriptions there is only one instance 

which may be regarded as a Nom. pi. It occurs in the form
puta (1st c. B.C.), very probably the graphical representation
of putta at that time. For Bamadata-puta, ’sons of Brahmadatta 
is pi. in the sentence "Mahamata Bamadata-puta purumaka Bahike 
purumaka Pusagute Purumake Mite purumaka Tise. Etehi karite 
Ari-fa-mahagama”, ’The sons of the Prime Minister (are) His 
Eminence Bahika, His Eminence Pusaguta, His Eminence Mita, His 
Eminence Tisa. By these (is) built Arita-gama’ [VtR.]. This 
however is not a very clear instance as there is nothing in the 
graphical form to show us now that it is definitely a gram, pi., 
though there is the pi. significance in the context.

After this there does not occur any instance of animate
■

Nom. pi. till about 8th or 9th c. A.D. Even during that 
comparatively late period of 8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D. there 
are only two instances of the inflected Gram. pi. in the Nom.
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They ares
8th or 9th c. A.D. Sav sat-hu in 'sav sat-hu bud vet-vay',

'May all beings become enlightened' [SSI., 7];
10th c. A.D. -purumuvo, (hon. pi.) in 'apa purumuvo --  me

sirit t&bKvfthu,' 'our great king ---  enacted these
regulations'. [AnSk. 11. 12 - 14]•

There are a few instances in the inscriptions of 8th\c.
A.D. - 10th c. A.D. of animate nouns numerically pi. in the 
context and employed as predicative complements to the pi. 
subject joined by the copulative verb venu (to become') in 
benedictive mood, yet devoid of any number-case inflexion. 
According to the normal syntactical rules of Aryan they should 
be in the Nom. pi. form. But their being used in the zero 
form destitute of any sign for number and case appears to be 
due not to the loss of gram, number, but to a syntactical rule 
peculiar to this sort of construction in Sinhalese, as their 
function is adjectival^being subjective complement, t in 
origin these words are substantives. The adj. in Sinh., it-

t wu

may.be remarked, is invariable. The words in question are:-. V • " + .
1 ' V. I  . ' I

8th c. A.D. balu kavudu ('dogs and crows') in "me le$at baha-
lu kumbura-Ji avul ka^a kenek --  para danmaye balu
kavudu vet-vay, 'may those who caused disturbance to the
fields donated to this cave --  become dogs and crows
in the next birth!' [GdR., B. 2 - 5]«
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10th c. A.D. kavudu balu vaha-yi, ’may (they) become crows A 
dogs!’ [Mdg.],
kavudu balu vet-va, ’may (they) become crow^A ]

||
kavudu balu vanu-yi, id. [Ng. 1.

The stem final -u in these examples is not related to 
a historical case terra, but is prob. derived from -uka- and 
-aka- in their prototypes [v. § 103] as balu - Sk. bhalluka-, 
’dog*, ’bear’jand kavudu -̂ appears to be a Sinhalised loan from 
a Pk. form *kaga-da- or*kaga-da-ka- (Sk. kaka4ta4ka-) in 
which -da- and -ka- are diminutive or ’svartha’ suffixes, 
cf. Ap. dihada- (Sk. divasa-*ta-), desa£a- (Sk. desa4ta-), 
manusada- (Sk. raanu§a4ta-), mittada- (Sk. mitra+^a-) and 
kannadaa- (Sk. karpa4ta4ka-), duadaa ( S k .  duta4ta4-ka-) etc. 
[P P k G r . §  599]; there is also a cognate form of kavudu in Guj. 
kagado [v. MGED. s.v.] Hin. kagda [v. BLM. Index]. cf. also 
Guj. Pan. Hin. Nep. kag as opp. to Sinh. lw. kaka-, kak-ka 
(Sk. kaka-).

40b. (ii) Oblique Case:
The only pi. form of the animate Obi. cases that 

appears and is preserved in the inscriptions is that of the

1According to Geiger kavudu < Mid. Ind. *kavuddhaka- <‘Sk. 
♦Jtad-vyddhaka-, ’badly grown up* [v. GEGSL. §§ 1786, 581;
GGSL. §§ 26, 2; 42, 1. 1; 97* l]« But if Guj. kagado is a 
cognate of Sinh. kavudu this derivation is inadmissible.
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Gen. case. Though in origin it is Gen. pi. , it serves in 
the inscriptions not only as a Gen. pi. but also as a general 
animate Obi. pi. at least as far as the evidence goes, from 
about 2nd c. A.D. and it survives to the present dav as a living 
pi. form of the general animate Obi. case.

Examples of the Gen. pi. in -ana (w. for ana), -an, -uns 
2nd or 1st c. B.C. putana, batikana in Parumaka Sumana putana 

paca batikana lepe, ’the cave of the five brothers, sons 
of the Chief Sumana* [CJSc. II, No. 502] (cf. P. puttanaiji, 
bhatikanaip).

1st c. A.D. Devana-piya, in Devana-piya Ti[ samahajrajaha 
marumakapakane, *the grandson of the Great King Tisa, 
beloved of the gods * [Mr.].
hamanana (w. for hamapana) in "bikusagaha visiti 
hamapana(ya) yaku ca bata ca —  dine”, gave gruel and 
cooked rice to twenty monks of the Confraternity of 
Bhikkhus [Mr.].

4th c. A.D. hamapana mata avita bevini, 'as the doctrines
of the monks are unsettled* [jvCm.].
biku-sagana, *of the communities of monks* [ibid.].

*10th c. A.D. rupu-varapan, in rupuvarapan Sgli manda sindd,
•having subdued the intoxication of pride of the elephant- 
like-enemies * [AnSk.].

-  M  M10th c. A.D. nayan in n&yan satar denaku no vadna isa, 'and 
four persons of the relations not to enter' [ibid.].
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fr >»10th c. A.D. minisun in mehi had mini sum meheyaj; isa, 'to
the service of the men who are employed here1 [ibid.].

sangun in *s5figun do^os denak ha$ satava pasa suvada-k&ra*
'having provided the four requisites (necessary for
monks) to twelve persons of the monks' [Pis., 1.17].

1 PanSi-radun (hon. pi.) in ^Utur Pafifli radun vadarmen a
yKolva Sihi, 'Kolva Sihi who came by the command of utut 

Pap<Ji rad* [PkCm, C 10 - 141 •
The extension of this pi. to the Acc. is found in 

2nd c. A.D. bikuj ay ana; Akuja(ka) bikujarana samatavaya
catara dorahi patagada atagli, 'laid the steog at the 
four entrances having caused the chief monks of Akujaka 
to consult together' (i.e. by consultation with the chief 
monks) [KSI.].

8th c. A.D. samjarvan: hapasa samjarvan ek-t&n ko$, 'having 
had the gentlemen of the neighbourhood assembled 
together' [VuP.].

10th c. A.D. kukulan: mala eju-kukulan veher ved-halat baha- 
lanu koj, 'to bestow to the hospital of the monastery, 
the dead goats and fowls' [Mdg.].
saturan: siya vikmen saturan m&$£a, 'having subdued
the enemies by his own valour' [AnSk.].
kMmiyan: gon enna-J dun k&miyan-ud tumanat gat k|mivan-
ud mehevin pahakaranu isa, 'and to dismiss from service
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10th c. A.D.
the officers who gave the csttle to others and also 
the officers who appropriated (the cattle) for 
themselves * [AnSk., 1. 45]-
sangun: sangun vasavay, ’having caused the monks to 
reside* [AnSk., 1.19].
sorun: sorun ko$ha-van no ganna ko$, *not to take 
thieves and murderers’ [Rb.l.

indicated hy the vb. form when it is not the subject [v. § 60b. 
8t cf. SSkSyn. §§ 66, 129];
7th c. A.D. Da1a-na-hamiyana (hon. pi.): Dala-na-hamiyana 

karu piya-g3$a, ’f o ot-step s e t  up by Lord Dalha-naga

8th c. A.D. Mihid Mahapapan: (hon. pi.): Mihid Mahapapan ..
gombiyen --  dun kiriyak kumbur, ’one kiriya of fields
from --  gombiva given by the heir-apparent (mahapa)
Mihid’ [GdR., A].
B nd-mah am alun: Bud-mahamalun Mahabodepiyen dun depayak
kumbur, ’two ’’payas" of field from Mahabodepiva given 
by Bud-mahamal* [GdR. A].

9th c. A.D. Mihindal Mahapapan: Mihindal Mahapapan vajSieyin, 
’having been ordered by the heir-apparent Mihindal *[ VuP.] 

10th c. A.D. radolan: radolan--t51 an mlvan no kapanu isa, ’arfl 
palm trees and ml trees not to be cut by ro ' ^ficers ’.

It is also extended to the agent of the action

[SSI., 4].
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10th c. A.D. dayakayan: dayakayan kaj.a niyata pamapin,
’according to the scale prescribed bv the donors’1

[AnSk., 1.40]; '
balatun: dunuva balatun no vadna ko$, ’not to be

entered by archers and guardsmen’ [PkCm.].
etc., etc.

For further details regarding the development of the 
above terminations see §§ 56, 71.

Prom the above instances it is clear that in respect 
of the animate noun, gram. pi. number has been preserved not 
only in the Nom. but also in the general Obi. case although 
some number-case inflexions (e.g. Inst, and Loc.) were com
pletely absent. There are a few instances of animate nouns 
occurring in the 10th century inscriptions, in which the above 
pi. inflexion of the Obi. case is absent and the form employed 
is identical with the stem, though standing for the Obi. pi.
It is remarkable that they occur mostly in non-Aryan loan" - 
words of the period found in the nomenclature of the officials, 
as (10th c. A.D.): melatti [Tb.; Ng.], melStsi [Blv.; PIS.],
melatsi [Ip.], melatti [Mdg.], melatsi [Ag. ; AnSk.]; perenattu 
[Ng.; PkCm.; Pis.], perenatu (Bd.], peranattiyam [Kg.], 
perenattiyam [Nt.; PGm.: Phsk]; Avg.; GtP.], perenattiya [Ag.], 
perenattuvam [MkP.; Mg.] (both these words signify certain 
officers of the state. See Par. EZ. Ill, pp. 110 sq.; ibid, 
p. 1451* All these instances occur in the function of agent 
of action denoted by the verbal form ’vadna’ in the phrase
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•melatti (or perenattu) no vadna kot, ’not to be entered by 

Melatti (or perenattu) '•
There are also nouns in a collective sense, employed 

in the same way e.g. dena, ’people* in phrases like metuvak 
dena no vadna ko$, ’not to be entered by these people * [MkP.]. 
Similar instances of the contextual pi. devoid of a number-case 
termination, indicating a collective sense or constituting 
’dvandva’ cpds. are also found in the Acc. function of direct 
object. e.g. gon1, bulls (collective) in "gam-gon no ganna isa 
’and not to appropriate village bulls’ [PIS., 1. 26], kiri-geri 
gam-gon no ganna isa, ’and not to appropriate milk cows and 
village bulls * [Avg.]; gam-gon kiri-geri no ganna ko$ isa ’and 
so as not to appropriate village bulls and milk cows’ [MgP.,
D 7 - 8]; Hel- kuli Demel-kull g&l mlvun gam-gon no ganna isa, 
’and not to appropriate Sinhalese coolies and Tamil coolies, 
casts, buffaloes and village bulls* [Rb.l.

There are a few other instances of ’animate’ nouns of 
a different type having a contextual sense of a numerical pi. 
in the Abl. case, though employed in the zero form.identical

Igon. < P. Pk. gona- (ox, bullock); cf. Sk. gopa- from 
P. Pk., according to ,MWSkD. Perhaps, P. Pk. st. fm. gopa- 
< Ved. Gen. pi. gonam; whatever be the origin of P. Pk.
*gopa-’, Sinh. st. fm. gon (10th c. A.D.), is not regarded as 
having a number-case morpheme as it is derived from a form 
already regarded in Mid. Ind. as a stem. This is supported 
by the fact that this st. gon- is inflected in Sinh. as gon-a, 
’the bull*, gon-nu (< gon-hu) gon-un, ’bulls’.
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with the stem. They are of verbal origin, being perf. part.
employed in an active sense as an agent noun indicating past
action. In Sinhalese th e y  have a function comparable to that
of perf. part, active in Sk. & P. formed with the morpheme
-ta-vant [v. WSkG. § 960; HSIVP. p.10]. e.g.
10th c. A.D. kabhali-lad no vadna ca, ’and not to be entered

by those who have received kabh&li (? allotments)* [MkP.].
sorun koJS van no ganna ko$, so as not to arrest the thieves

and those w^o have entered after committing murder’
[Rb.; Ip.].

mini koja me gain van no ganna ko$, ’so as not to arrest
those who entered this village after committing murder*

[Ng.].
It is important to notice that the above instances 

formed from a primary verbal derivative, the perf. part, 
employed as an active agent indicating past action have their 
regularly inflected Obi. plurals formed from the enlarged form 
of the perf. part, in the 10th c. A.D. e.g. the above lad 
(those who have received) in kabh%li-lad may be contrasted with 
the inflected pi. 1add-an in pas-laddan, ’those who have 
received Provinces’ (i.e. those who are in charge of Privinces), 
sada-laddan and mahapufu-laddan, in the same inscription, or 
with the alternative Obi. pi. laduvan in pas-1aduvan [Km.; Mg.], 
all formed from the extended form of the perf. part, ladu < 
*labdha-ka-. Also the zero form van (those who have entered)
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in koja van may be contrasted with the inflected pi. vanu-v-an 
in abhaya sandaha vanuvan, ’Those who have entered for security’ 
[Nt.j, and the alternative vann-an in abhaya sand-ha vannan 
[ Kin. 1 and kotS vannan [ Ag. ].

Thus the above evidence demonstrates that the animate 
noun, while generally preserving the sg. and the pi. number in 
the Direct as well as the Obi. case has in the 10th c. A.D. 
very few instances of the zero form functioning in the context 
as Dir. and Obi. cases both in the sg. and the pi.

Number in the Animate Noun (feminine):
The above study of number in the animate noun has of 

course been confined to the masculine, as the material available

in the inscriptions of the f. animate nouns is too meagre to 
enable us to make a careful and detailed study. There are 
preserved in these inscriptions only a few f. proper nouns and 
common nouns having any morphological character and they are 
all sg. contextually. However two of them (sg. numerically) 
found in 10th c. A.D. are inflected in the pi., only for 
honorific reasons.

Within the limitations of our meagre evidence we
notice that the Mid. Ind. sg. of the Gen. survives in the f.
a- and I- nouns at least up to 1st c. A.D.

(i) Examples of f. a-nouns (Gen. sg.):
2nd c. B.C. Citava lepe, ’cave of Citta* [VgRBC., 2b]

(cf. P. Cittaya).
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2nd c. B.C. Ti(sa)ya lepe, ’cave of Tissa’ [VgRBC., l] (cf.
P. Tissaya).

Paretaya lene, * do.of Pareta* [VgRBC., 11].
(Samaria)ya lene, ’do. of Samapa’ [VgRBC., 6]. 
Upalaya lepe, ’do. of Uppala’ [CJSc. II, No.537].

(ii) Examples of f. I- nouns (Gen. sg.):
3rd c. B.C. Roniyas Upasika Roniya lepe, ’the cave of female

devotee RopT* [CJSc. II, 653].
Deviya: Tisa-Deviya lene [ibid. 756], (cf. P.

deviyaj.
2nd c. B.C. Samaniya: Revati Samaniya lepe [ibid. 516].

Anuradiya: Aya Abhayasa jhita Abi Anuradiva
[ibid." 465T-

1st c. B.C. Anufliya: Parumaka Anufliva da(na) [AndC., 2].

1st c. A.D. do. : Pigala Anudiya lepe [CJSc. II, 480].
But in the light of phonological developments in 

Sinhalese this sg. morpheme of the Gen. could not have survived 
long. Considering the fact that Cetiya (shrine) > ceta [KSlJ 
by 2nd c. A.D., the Mid. Ind. Abl.-Dat.-Gen.-Loc. sg. -ya 
(cf. P.) of a- and I- (f) nouns, even if all these cases 
existed in the Sinh. animate noun, should have disappeared by 
2nd c. A.D. as the result of reduction into a single form that 
coincided with the stem of the period. Even in Old and Mid. 
Ind. the sg. of the Nom. of these nouns was not distinguishable 
from their stem. And there is no evidence that the nasal 
character at the end of the Acc. sg. found in Mid. Ind was
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preserved in Sinh. inscriptions. Thus there is no doubt that
the animate f. noun unlike the m., reduced all the sg. cases
at a very early date to a single form identical with the stem.
prom 1st c. A.D. to 4th c. A.D. there are no examples of
animate f. nouns in the inscriptions under consideration. But
all the examples that occur from 4th c. A.D. to 10th c. A.D.
appear to be the result of such a development as described
above. For they all have forms identical with the stems of
their respective periods, though having contextually different
case functions in the sg. e.g.

i4th c. A.D. Anujabi (Nom. sg. function) in Mitayaha jita
Anujabi —  vavi dini, ’Anujabi (? Sk. 
*Anulamba) , the daughter of the prince Mitta —

" ■'' "l£r*- <‘r

gave the tank’ [RG.].
5th c. A.D. Aba (Obi. sg. of indirect Agent) in ... jitra

Kama[la] Aba Karavika $abi, ’the pillar caused 
to be set up by Kamala Aba (P. Kamala Abhaya), 
the daughter ...’ [RvP.]

. • * . 4  - *  /  - "• ' : V  - i

6th c. A.D. rei (e)na (Nom. sg. function) in Tirimaha ... Saba
rej(e)na m(e) d(e) kariha kubura ... vihara^a
dina, ’the Queen Tirimaha ... saba gave to
the monastery --  this field of two karlsas .

[ AnS.].
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10th c. A.D. mehe(sa)na (Gen. sg. function) in Lak-div-poj.0-
i

mehe(sa)na parapuren himi mapurum Buddas-Siri-
• '  ̂ \Sang-boy Abahay maharaj-ha$ da, ’born unto His

Majesty the Great King Buddas Siri-Sang-boy
Abahay, the Lord of the Queen of the land of
Lak-div (the Island of Lanka) by (the right of)
descent’ [VgSDp.].

mehesana (Gen. sg. function) in Lak-div-poJ.o-
mehesana parapuren him! Buddas Siri Saftg-boy
Abahay maharaj-ha$ da [AnSk.].

r‘djna (Gen. sg. function) in Kita rajna kusin
dana, ’having been born from the womb of the
Queen Kita* [PIS.].

rajna (w. for rajna?) (Gen. sg. function) in Deva
rajna kushi hev’d, ’having lain in the womb of
the Queen Deva* [VgSDp.].

yon (Gen. sg. function) in Lak-div-polo-yon
parapuren himi-vu, ’being the Lord, by (the
right of) descent, of the damsel of the Land of
Lak-div (the Island of Lanka)* [Blv.].

This does not, however, amount to a total loss of 
number in the animate feminine nouns as in the case of 
inanimate nouns, because the pi. appears to have been preserved 
in inflexion as against the sg. of the above type. In such a
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state of affairs distinction of number could still exist, for 
the sg. morpheme becomes zero as against the positive pi. 
morpheme, inherited or otherwise. Of course there are no 
recorded instances of the pi. form until the 10th c. A.D.
The instances found in the 10th century are Obi. pi. forms 
inherited from the Old Gen. pi. The two instances given 
below contain pi. morphemes introduced for honorific purpose 
as they denote numerically single individuals.

Examples of f. pi.:
10th c. A.D. mani-y-an (function of Obi. of indirect agent)

<<■ - )»in vadura Araksamapan maniyan laha-batak isa, ’and one
ticket meal (was given) by the mother of Vadura Araksa-
mapa* [K429, C 18 - 21].

r§.,1 napi-v-an (Gen. function) in rapa bisev
f)r»ainaniyan kushi hev'd, ’having lain in the womb of our

f
annointed Queen’. [AnSk, 1.4].
The Obi. pi. inherited from Gen. pi. could not be lost 

altogether since this inflexion contained the phonologically 
stable intervocalic -n-. This Obi. pi. -an as well as the 
alternative -un are common to both m. and f., as the old Gen. 
pi. termination -anam was common to both m. and f. in Old and 
Mid. Ind. [v. §§ 40 b(ii); 56; 69], and they still survive in 
the mod. language.

As for the Nom. or Dir. pi. inflexion of the f. nouns
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there is not a single example recorded in the inscriptions up 
to the 10th century. However, the form that exists in 
literature up to the present is exactly the same as that of the 
ra. animate viz. -5 or -hu [v. § 68 ]. It is possible that it 
was extended from animate m. to the f. But under what 
circumstances and during what period this extension took place 
cannot be determined in the absence of any evidence in the 
inscriptions.

Further it is necessary to point out that the zero sg. 
of the Dir.-Obi. case of the f., whose development we noticed 
above [b], was replaced by a special f. sg. inflexion -a 
introduced according to inscriptional evidence about 10th c.
A.D. for the first time. e.g. yon-a (Gen. sg. function in the 
context) in Lak-div-poJ.o-yona parapuren himi, ’the Lord of the 
damsel of the Land of Lak-div (the Island of Lanka) by [the 
right of] descent* [Av.], as opposed to yon given above [§ 41b], 
This inflexion is clearly noticeable in the case of consonantal 
stems like the above. The innovation of a general f. (animate' 
sg. in -a to differentiate the sg. Dir.-Obi. case from the 
stem recalls the parallel introduction of the term -a in the 
10th c. to the inanimate noun to differentiate the sg. from

the stem as well as the pi. [v. § 39]-
Besides there is another sg. termination -hu added to 

the f. nouns in Obi. case. It occurs only once in a tenth
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century inscription though found more commonly in the later 

literary period, e.g. de-bisev-hu (Gen. sg. function in the 
context) in Madhura dunu maha-rad-hu de-hisev-hu da 
Abha-salamevan mapurmuka* ’of His Majesty Abha-sala-mevan born 
of the twice consecrated Queen of the great king who conquered 

Madhura’ [Mdg., 11. A 7 - 121. This f. Obi. sg. -hu is 
apparently an extension from the masculine Obi. sg. -hu derived 
from the Mid. Ind. Gen. sg. -assa [v. §§ 63, 63c.1. These
two sg. morphemes of the f. noun, though each found only once 
in the 10th c. inscriptions, are firmly established in the 
later literature.
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Appendix to Chanter III on Number.

Inanimate plural suffix -val:
The origin of this pi. suffix -val which is never met 

with until the end of the 10th c. A.D. and found even after 
that date extremely rarely in inscriptions though so common in 
the mod. language is very obscure indeed, and it has provided 
a number of scholars with a fertile ground for speculation.
Ed. Mttller while seeing no objection on phonological grounds to 
its derivation from P. vans- (forest) as Childers suggested, 
doubted its possibility semantically, and incorrectly thought 
that the 10th c. A.D. inscription^] form vcr, (which he again 
wrongly derived from Sk. Vpddhi-, ’increase*), in da-var and 
gaman-var was its prototype. As an alternative to this he 
further suggested a possibility of the Sinhalese people 
borrowing this suffix from Tamil pi. suffix ’-kal*, in their 
"further increasing apathy ... in every respect. ** Geiger 
[GGSL. § 111] assuming that it must mean something like ’mass, 
’multitude’, appears to be tempted first to accept Childer’s 
suggestion of identifying it with ’’val, forest = P. vana”, 
only to abandon it immediately in favour of following Mftller 
in tracing it to var in instances like da-var and gaman-var 
which he incorrectly translates as ’days’ and ’errands’ 
respectively. Giiger unlike Ed. MtTller derives this var from
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Sk. vara-, •multitude' [v. GEGSL § 235?].

There are thus three suggestions made as to the origin 
of the pi. suffix -val, viz. (i) Sk. P. vana-, 'forest',
(ii) var < Sk. vara-, 'multitude' and (iii) T. pi. suffix

-Ml/-gal«
(i) There is a Sinh. word vrl meaning (adj.) 'wild*, 'savage' 

'beastly' 'wicked'; (s.) 'forest', 'jungle', 'thicket', 'under
wood' etc. apart from the pi. suffix -val, as is seen in the 
inscriptional instance val-val-a, 'in the forests' [EZ. Ill, 77] 
where the first val- means 'forest' and the second -val- is the 
pi. suffix, and in mod. val aliva, 'wild elephant', val sata, 
'wild animal', val mygaya, 'wild beast'. Its derivation from 
Sk. P. vana- [AIC., p. 9-5 GGSL. § 60, l] and identification 
with the pi. suffix -val [GGSL § 111] are highly doubtful.
In spite of Childers, IVlUller and Geiger there are phonological 
objections to its derivation from Sk. P. vana-, according to 
Geiger's own phonological laws. For as he correctly states
the original "bisyllabic stems (i.e. consisting of two short
syllables) remain bisyllabic" in Sinhalese [v. GGSL. § 29; also 
above § 6a] and hence 'vana-' consisting of two short syllables 
could not be reduced to a single syllable val. Secondly,
-n->-l in this word is also very doubtful. As a matter of fact 
the inherited form of Sk. P. vana- is found in Sinh. as 'vana' 
in the disyllabic fofm. Cf. also Sk. P. jana-> dana, 'people';
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Sk. stana-, P. thana- > tana, 'breast1; P. mena- > mana,
'inind'.

In my opinion Sinh. val ('wild', 'jungle') < Mid. Ind. 
"vala- < Sk. vyala- (adj.) ' wicked', 'vicious'; (s.) 'beast of 
prey'; 'vicious elephant'; 'snakg ; 'lion'; 'tiger'; 'hunting 
leopard'; [v. MWSkD. s.v.]. Though in Sk. it does not mean 
exactly 'forest' it is possible to see bow this semantic 
development cotUd have easily taken place from the meanings 
given to it in Sk. In all the above meanings given to Sk. 
vyala- there is the association of forest in its terrible 
aspect as constituting an enemy to man. In this semantic 
development we seem to have an instance similar to that of 
metonymy. For, a common name for a number of wild beasts which 
are an attribute of the forest appears to be substituted for the 
'forest' itself. Sinh. noun val thus appears to have first 
meant 'forest' or 'jungle' with association of ideas hostile to 
man, rather than just a multitudinous growth of trees, and later 
extended to mean 'jungle' in general, as well as 'thicket', 
'underwood', 'tangled growth of vegetation' etc. This view is 
supported by the meanings given to this word when it is 
employed as an adj. e.g. 'wild', 'savage', 'wicked', 'beastly', 
etc.

There is no evidence to support the conjectured 
identification of this Sinh. word val with the pi. suffix -val,
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which MUller rejected and Geiger abandoned in preference to 
tracing it to the 10th c. -var. For there is no reason why 
val meaning ’jungle*, ’underwood*, ’thicket’, etc. should be 
used with the inanimate noun at this time as a pi. morpheme.

(ii) The second derivation of this suffix *-val* from 
’-var* which Geiger traces to Sk. vara- is really still worse 
and cannot be accepted for the following three reasons. First, 
following MUller, Geiger has misunderstood the meaning of ’-var* 
in the quoted instances. This -var occurs not only in d£.-var 
(in the text it is ’tun-da-var*) and gaman-var, but also in

9

expressions like mal-var , ’flower-turn’ [EZ. I, 96, P. 35], 
kiri-var, ’milk-turn’, tel-var, *oil-turn’ [EZ. Ill, 104,
C. 1. 5], etc.

Wickramasinghe explains the significance of var as 
’service by turn’, deriving it from Sk. vara- (turn) [EZ. I,
105 fn. 3]* Paranavitana too has the same view [EZ. Ill, 112; 
ibid IV, 191 fn. 2]. This sense seems to fit in with all the 
relevant occurrences according to the context. The two 
instances that MUller and Geiger refer to occur in the 
following: tun-da-var mut pohomagul ay sesu-var no gata yutu,
"excepting the three days* ’service by turn’ no other ’service 
by turn* such as that at the uposatha festival shall be exacted” 
[Wick. EZ. I, 93 A, 1. 44]; gaman-var giya salayak-ha^, ”to a 
servant who goes on errands” [Wick. EZ. I, 95 B 1. 241* In
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the above rendering Wick, has abbreviated the sense of gaman-var 
which should have been strictly rendered as ”errand-fservice by 
turn1”. It is impossible to regard -var in tel-var and kiri- 
var as pi. suffixes as tel, •oil* and kiri, ’milk* cannot have 
plural. Secondly, apart from their mistaking the sense of this 
word, MUller and Geiger are historically inaccurate when they 
say that var is earlier than -val. For -da-var and gaman-var 
quoted by them occur in the Tablets of Mahinda IV (1015 - 1031) 
where as -val-, in val-val-a (in the forests) occurs in the 
Badulla Pillar Inscription of the reign of Udaya III (1003 - 
1011) who reigned earlier than Mahinda IV. The third objection 
is on the grounds of phonology. For there is no evidence any
where that -r- > -1- in Sinh. at this time.

(iii) The third suggestion that the pi. suffix -val is a loan 
from Tamil pi. suffix -kal/-gal is also not free from doubts and 
difficulties. It is true that there is a remarkable 
resemblance of this scheme of pi. inflexion to that in 
Dravidian. Caldwell [CCGD., p. 131] observes ”They (i.e. pi. 
suffixes) are added directly to the crude base of the noun and 
are the same in each of the Obi. cases as in the Nom. The 
signs of case are the same in the plural as in the singular, the 
only real difference being that in the singular they are 
suffixed to the crude noun itself.” This observation will 
equally well describe the same phenomenon in mod. Sinh.
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inanimate nouns of the type, 'ra^a’ (country). The resemblance 
of the mode in Sinh. to that in Tamil is brought home strikingly 
in the comparison of the following typical examples:

Sinh. ge-, ’house*;
S£^

Sinh. T.

T. manei-, ’house*
ELl

Sinh. T.
Nom. ge, geya: 
Acc. M ”
Inst.

Dat.

ge-y-in,
ge-n:

ge-$a
etc.

manei. ge-val:
manei-y-ei " 
manei-y-al ge-val-in

manei-y-kku ge-val-air 
etc.

manei-gal
manet-gal-ei
manei-gal-gl

manei-gal-lkku

In spite of the striking resemblance in the method of 
employment of the two pi. suffixes, Sinh. -val & T. -kal/-gal 
there are difficulties in identifying the first as a loan from 
the second. Paranavitana objects to this identification on 
orthographical grounds saying that Sinh. 1 is dental and in T. 
it is cerebral \ [EZ. Ill, 97]. If this is the only objection, 
it is not a very serious one, considering the fact that there 
is no evidence that the words borrowed from T. or other 
Dravidian sources were treated in Sinh. orthographv with such 
fine accuracy. In fact, the evidence is reallv to the 
contrary. There are instances of words borrowed from 
Dravidian sources which have been very loosely treated in 
inscriptional orthography as well as in later Sinh. ortho
graphy, particularly when they contained sounds unfamiliar to
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the Sinhalese. Furthermore this is admitted by Para, himself 
when he says elsewhere in connection with the treatment of T. 
cerebral \ as a Sinh. dental -1-: "This irregularity in
spelling is a marked feature in words of Tamil origin" [EZ. Ill, 
144 ]• Note the treatment of T. in ulvaflu [GrtP.] and
ujvaflu [Badulla Pillar, EZ. Ill, 94 - 95] < T. ulpaflan, ’a 
temple official entrusted with temple funds etc.* [EZ. Ill,
94 - 95; 144]* T. pulli, ’spot*, is written in mod. Sinh. as 
pulli. There is no difference between ^ and 1 in pronunciation 
in Sinh. and the distinction maintained in orthography is only 
an artificial convention of scholars not supported by any 
distinction in pronunciation. In such circumstances it is not 
surprising if T. cerebral -i_ were represented in Sinh. ortho
graphy as dental -1.

As far as I can see the real phonological difficulty of 
the identification of T. -kal/-gal with Sinh. suffix -val lies 
in the presumed change of ka-/ga- to va- in its position. For 
there is no definite evidence that ka-/ga- in that position 
following a consonant (in consonantal stems) or any vowel 
except u, i(rarely) and (?)a ever became va. It is therefore
very difficult to connect the Sinh. suffix -val with T. suffix 
-kal/-gal. Apart from this it should be borne in mind that 
morphemes are not borrowed from other languages unless they



are found in a large number of loan words. Cf. Eng. -age 
in espionage, cellarage, baronage, bondage, ft -ess in authoress, 
etc. I know of no case in which pi. morphemes alone are 
borrowed apart from the loan-words. It is possible, however, 
that there is a functional loan from Dravidian in the 
formation of this sort of pi. in the Sinh. inanimate nouns.
For this mode of forming the pi. by k special suffix is not 
Aryan and has remarkable affinity with Dravidian as can be 
seen in the illustrations given above.
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C H A P T E R  F O U R  

Case
There appear to he several causes underlying the gradual 

disappearance in Mid. Ind. of a number of Old Ind. case 
inflexions. It seems to be due partly to the phonetic decay 
which brought about convergence of different case inflexions and
partly to the popular tendency of analogy at work and last but

* ; ■ * !not least to the increasing multiplicity of syntactical equi
valents already prevailing in Sk. [v. BIA, p. 156; BLM. § 183; 
SVedSkSyn. §§ 53 - 55; 73 - 74; 82; 84; SSkSyn. §§ 42; 61; 62;
66; 70; 72 - 74-1* The multiplicity of syntactical equivalents
led to the weakening and decadence of case functions ultimately 
resulting in the disuse of some of them in preference to others. 
For instance the Gen. which begins to assume the functions of 
the Dat. in Sk. nearly completely ousts the Dat. in Mid. Ind.
It is the same decadence of case functions that led to the 
development and increasing use of 'periphrastic expressions of 
case relations by means of noun-cases, participles, gerunds, etc. 
Ir Ceylon these tendencies are at an even further stage of 
development in the earliest period of lithic records in 3rd c.
B.C. owing to similar causes operating on a wider scale. By 
reason of the limited material in our inscriptions, we cannot 
make a detailed and comprehensive study of all the cases in
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in their evolution from the Mid. Ind. Pk. stage of 3rd c. B.C. 
to the later vernacular stage found in the 8th - 10th c. A.D.
As the material available for the early period is confined to 
the very brief cave inscriptions of donations consisting of a 
few words with recurring formula-like phrases, that period is 
particularly poor in this respect. Whatever meagre material 
we have during the early period ( i 3rd c. B.C. - 2nd c. A.D.) 
indicates that the general pattern of cases and their inflexions 
were very much like those of Mid. Ind. Pks. like E. Asok., Amg., 
Mg. etc. But in some respects morphological forms of 
Inscriptional Sinhalese appear to be more advanced than the 
recorded Mid. Ind. Pks. of the corresponding periods, in India. 
This may be due to the fact that the language in these 
inscriptions is a comparatively more faithful representation of 
the spoken vernacular of the people, whereas the Mid. Ind. Pks. 
of India are literary languages.

As gender is the key to the case inflexions either in 
the Old, Mid. or Mod. Ind. stage, it will be convenient to 
divide the Sinh. inscriptions into two periods according to the 
gender. They are the period of grammatical gender from 3rd c.
B.C. to 2nd c. A.D. and that of natural or notional gender 
[v. § 17d.1 from 2nd c. A.D. onwards. The case inflexions of 
the early period (3rd c. B.C. - 2nd c. A.D.) are based on the 
Mid. Ind. grammatical gender and thus are a direct continuation
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44a-

of the Mid. Ind. case forms together with the Mid. Ind. gender. 
The period that follows apnears to bring about several 
innovations in inflexion along with the development of the 
animate-inanimate gender in the place of old grammatical gender. 
The modification of the inflexional system in accordance with 
the new notion of gender must have already begun long before 
2nd c. A.D. and slowly but steadily developed in the speech of 
the people though not readily admitted in the recorded language. 
However from 2nd c. A.D. the development that has been taking 
place was strong enough to assert itself even in the written 
language which in the inscriptions appears to have been not 
very far removed f^om the spoken language of the time, though 
of course there are several instances of what might be called 
archaic literary forms.

Part I.
Period of Grammatical Gender.

The following are the inflexional terminations of the 
early period of Mid. Ind. grammatical gender in Inscriotional 
Sinh.:-

Singular terminations of m. n. a-nouns. 
m. n. Norn.

n. Acc. : zero (no instances of m. recorded)
-ena. (no instances of n. recorded)
-£a, -sa, -ha

m. n. Inst, 
m. n. Gen.
ra. n. Dat.-G°n. * ~4r, -sa
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44e.

44f.

183.

m. n. Dat. s -ay a
1

m. n. Comp. • Dat. : -hataye, -haiaya, -hafe
m. n. Abl. •m

n. Loc. t -si, -hi, -e, -ehi (no instances of 
animate nouns recorded).

Plural terminations of m. n. a-nouns
m. Nom. •• -a (w. for -a?)
m. Acc. • --

n. Nom.-Acc • • -api (once only)
m. Inst. --

m. Inst. -ehi (once only).
m. Dat. --

n. Dat. -ebiya (once only)
m. n. Gen. -ana (no instance of n. recorded during this 

period)
m. n. Abl. •• --

m. n. Loc. •• --

Singular terminations of f. -a nouns (animate and
Gen. •• -Z2.

inanimate)

Plural terminations of f. a-nouns
Acc. •• -a (for -a)? (once only)

Singular terminations of m. i- and u- nouns
Gen. • -va

Singular terminations of f. i-nouns
Acc. •• zero
Gen. •• -za
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45a.

45b.

Singular Inflexion of a-nouns 
.-n., Nom. sg. -e:

In the early period the m. and n. appear to have no 
distinction in the Nom. sg., as both are merged in the same form 
ending in -e. Thus the Nom. sg. -e of this period agrees with 
that of the Asokan dialect1' represented in D. & J. and extended 
to other Asok. dialects, and also with that of Mg. ; AMg. and old
inscriptional Mg. Cf. Asok.: acariye, upasake, eflake etc.
kayane, dane, phale, vjjite etc. [v. WATG. §§ 3, 4; HIA. , (G.) , 
pp. Ixii; (K.) Ixxvi; (Sh.) xc; (D.J.) civ]; Mg. AMg. putte 
[PPkG. § 363], AMg. thane, Mg. clvale [ibid. § 357]; Old
Inscriptional Mg. Devadinne, lupadake [Sutanuka Ins. CODB. § 40].
Instances found in the Ceylon inscriptions date from 3rd c. B.C. 
to 2nd c. A.D. Kowever the n. (inanimate) instances found date 
from 3rd c. B.C. to 1st c. A.D. and those of m. (animate) from 
2nd c. B.C. to 2nd c. A.D. (Though the terms animate and 
inanimate are used here for convenience in view of later 
development they do not appear to have a special significance 
during this period).

It should be noted that the original m. an-noun rgjan- 
(king) has been treated as an a-noun, perhaps because in all its 
occurrences it is found as a cpd. noun with the adj. maha- or a

^Woolner calls this dialect ’Eastern* [WATG. pt. I, p.xxvi]
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proper name added to it e.g. Naka-maha-ra.1e, Saba-ra.je etc.
Even in Sk. this noun is allowed to be transferred to the 
a-declension when it constitutes the last member of a compound 
[v. WSkG. §§ 429a, 4 37]. The practice has not only continued 
in P. A Pk. but has also influenced sometimes the declensional 
forms of the uncompounded [v. GPLL., p. 131, 131 fn. 1]. In 
Pk. there are a large number of an-nouns that have been 
transferred to a-declension [v. P P k G r .  §§ 358, 399]. It is, < 
therefore,possible that even the uncompounded r£;jan and its 
like were inflected in this period of Ins. Sinh. as a-nouns, 
particularly because Sinh. appears to represent a more 
developed form of speech.

Examples of m. (animate) Nom. sg. in -e (2nd c. B.C. -
2nd c. AD.):

pute (2nd c. B.C.) son [CJSc. II, No. 465]; Bahike, nom. prop., 
PuSagute, id., Tiset id, [VtR.]; Abaye, nom. prop. [Mv. , 1,
NpR, b.]; pute, ’son’ [Mv, 1; Mr. 5 Vg. , 2; HbR. ]; -ra.je, ’king* 
[Mv. , 2; Mr.; Vg. , 1, Pkn. , Vg. , 2]; majrumakariakane, ’grandson1 
[Mr.]; marumaneke, id. UHbR.]; -tere, ’Elder’ [KSI.]; amete, 
'minister'; Isigiraye, nom. prop. [VpCpJ; Nake, nom. prop.[HbR.]

Examples of n. (inanimate) Nom. sg. in -e (3rd c. B.C. -
1st c. A.D.)

ekanatake ? [CJSc. II, No. 615]; patake ? [CJSc. II, Nos. 
618 - 621]; Mahasuda^ane, Nora. prop, of a cave [CJSc. II, Nos.



467, 469]; senasane. 'lodging* [CJSc. II, No. 46B]; tube.
'tope' [VtC., CJSc. II, No.527]; dane, 'gift' [CJSc. II, Nos. 
619; 672; 522; AndC., 4a; 4b; 8a; NpC.; CJSc. II, No.535]; 
lepe, 'cave' [CJSc. II, Nos. 543; 544; 551; 388; 463; 477;
506; 516 - 518; 522; 620; 621; 630; 653 - 656; 661; 671; 672; 
674; 681; 682; VgRBC. 1; 2a; 2b; 3; 4; 6; 7; 9; 10; 11; 12; 
VgRCC. 6; 8; CJSc. II, Nos. 467; 469; 502; 613; AndC. 1; 3; 6;
7; 8b, 9; 10a; KhC.; CJSc. II, Nos. 480; 483; 486; 532; 535; 
537.].

m. Acc. sg.:
There are no instances of m. (animate) Acc. sg. 

occurring during this period. Even if they occurred the 
graphical representation of the ra.-n. Acc. sg. of this period 
could not differ frota that of the following period of animate- 
inanimate declension, because the anusvara was never recorded 
whether it existed or not in pronunciation. Nor can we be cer
tain that the Mid. Ind. anusvara of the m.-n. Acc. sg. ever 
existed even in the early period in Ceylon, as we have no 
means of finding it out definitely. It is interesting to note 
in this connection that even in India there are instances in 
Asokan and P k .  inscriptions, of the final anusvara not being 
recorded, side by side with those in which the anusvara has 
been recorded [v. WATGr.  § 5; M H G r l P k .  § 53 (ii)]«



n. (inanimate) Nom.-Acc. sg. zero:
While n. (inanimate) Nom. sg. in -e like lepe occurred 

from 3rd c. B.C. to 1st c. A.D., there appears to have been 
also instances of Nom. sg. forms like lepa which may represent 
either (a) lena(ip) (cf. Mid. Ind. Nom.-Acc. sg. legaqi) , where 
the anusvara was not graphically represented though perhaps it 
existed in pronunciation, or (b) lepa < lepa^, or (c) lega with 
zero inflexion identical with the st. fm., developed in the 
spoken dialect on the analogy of Nom.-Acc. sg. of n. athematic 
stems and i-, u-nouns which lacked any termination from the 
Old Ind. period (v. BIA. p. 116). In any case (b) A (c) give 
the same result and hence the difference is not very important. 
I am inclined to believe that what is found in our records is 
more likely (b) or (c) than (a),as "Sinh. in these records 
appear to represent a popular form of a spoken, dialect as 
opposed to the lit. Pks. of India. Instances of a similar 
nature with zero inflexion are found not only in Asokan & 
subsequent Pk. inscriptions of India, but also in some literary 
Pks. like AMg. Mg. side by side with the regularly inflected 
classical foms, perhaps due to the influence of contemporary 
spoken dialects, e.g.
Nom. sg. Asok. karabhikara[Ma.1, dhramaghoga [Sb.l, jana [ibid)

W. Ind. thupa [Bhaja 3> BCTWI. , p. 24-]; gharamugha
[Karle 4, BCTWI., p. 29], dare. [Karle 7,
BCTWI., P.31]> deyadhama [Karle 15, BCTWI.,

p. 35] etc.



Nom. sg. AMg. pavaya (for pavayo), Buddhaputta
Mg. gama, cagflala, nala, sila [PPkG., § 364]*
Such forms with zero inflexion, having not only Nom. 

but also Acc. function appear in Sinhalese inscriptions from 
2nd c. B.C. and are particularly important, as the n. Nom. sg. 
forms like lege disappear altogether after 1st c. A.D. and 
these Nom.-Acc. sg. zero forms take their place till the tenth 
century, while becoming one of the distinguishing characteris
tics of the inanimate noun in the succeeding period.

Examples of n. Nom. sg. in zero inflexion (2nd c. B.C. - 
1st c. B.C.): lega, ’cave' [CJSc. II, No. 402], gama, 'village'
[VtR.], da(na), 'gift' [AndC., 2]

Examples of n. Acc. sg. in Zero inflexion, 1st c. A.D.: 
bata, 'rice' [Mr.].

The instances after 1st c. A.D. will be taken up in 
the treatment of case in the succeeding period, as they appear 
properly to belong to the period of natural or notional gender 
[v. §§ 73, 73a, b].

m.-n. Inst. sg. -ena:
Thiis Old Ind. termination which continues in Asok. P. & 

Pks. [v. WSkG. § 327c; MVG. § 97; MSkG. § 97; WATG. § 7, GPLL.
§ 78; PPkG. §§ 182, 363, 364] is found in the Sinh. inscriptions 
of this period. There are a few instances of m. (animate) 
nouns. Though no instances of n. (inanimate) are recorded
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during this period, it is certain that the Inst, of the n. 
existed at this time as its modified form appears in the 
inanimate nouns of the succeeding period. It is interesting 
to note that the Inst, of the animate noun disappears altogether 
after about 1st c. B.C. while it continues in the inanimate 
noun up to the present day.* Though the Inst, of the Agent is 
the function found in the following examples of animate nouns 
employed with pp. adjectives, it is replaced from 2nd c. A.D. 
by the Gen. which appears to have become the general Obi. case 
by that time [v. § 60a, b].

Examples of m. (animate) Inst. sg. (of Agent)
(2nd c. B.C. - 1st c. B.C.):

Maha-tisa-Ayena karite, *caused to be built by Prince
Mahe.-tisa’ [CJSc. II, 4*56 j;

Mitena mapita —  senasane, ’dwelling —  erected by Mita’
[ibid. 468];

ISatena karita —  lepe, *th^ cave —  caused to be built
by Sata* [ibid. 469];

Pu&agutena karita —  tube, ’the tope —  caused to be
---------- built by Pu^aguta’ [VtC.].

49. m. - n. Gen. sg. -sa, -sa, -ha: 
a. The Old Ind. Gen. sg. term, -a-sya [WSkG. § 327f;

MVG. §§ 97, 110] becomes P. -a-ssa [GPL1. § 78], Asok. -a-sa 
(w. for -a-ssa?) [WATG. § 9], Ins. Mg. -a-sa (w. for -a-i^a) 
[CODB. § 40], Pk. -a-ssa. Mg. -a-ssa, -a-ha, Ap. -a-ssu, -a-su,
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-e-ha, -a-hg, -1-hl, -u-hu, [PPkG. §§ 264, 315, 366, 425-]
In Ceylon inscriptions it appears as (i) -a-Aa  ̂ (w. for -a-£&a?) 
(3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. B.C.); (ii) -a-sa -̂ (w. for -a-ssa?)
(2nd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D.) (iii) -a-ha (w. for a-ha?) (3rd c. 
B.C. - 8th c. A.D.) The occurrence of the two Gen. forms 
-a-^a & -a-ha side by side with each other from the earliest 
times has a remarkable resemblance to Mg. -a-^a and -a-ha.
It appears that Mg. Gen. -a-ha is as old as Asvagho^a's dramas 
[v. LBBD., pp. 34 - 36].

With regard to the inter-relation between -a-ssa and 
-a-ha scholars appear to be wavering. For instance Chatterji

1 tfinds it difficult to explain the change of -a-ssa into -a-ha 
as -ss-, -ss- > -s-, -s- > -h- in Mid. Ind. "continues to be 
obscure”. [CODB. §§ 299, 502]. Apparently the same problem is 
met with in two other inflexions in Mid. Ind. viz. (i) Loc. sg. : 
Mg. -a-him occurring side by side with pronominal -e-^^im, e*g. 
kulaftim & tassim, Old Ins. Sinh. -a-hi side by side with -a-£i, 
e.g. gamahi ft gamahi and Ap. -a-hl e.g. desahl, (ii) Mid. Ind. 
future suffix -ha- or -hi- as opposed to Mid. Ind. -ssa- < Old 
Ind. -sya- e.g. P. Pk. kah&mi, kahlmi < * kSr^yami, With 
regard to the Mg. Gen. sg. -a-ha ft Loc. sg. a-hiip Pischel 
appears to hold the view that the Old Ind. Gen. sg. -a-sya- > 
*a-sa > Mg. a-ha, Ap. , Mg. -a-ha, a-hg [PPkG. § 426] and Old

-a-£a and -a-sa are probably the graphical representations 
of -a-ssa and -a-ssa [v. WPSI. § 52, 2b].
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Ind Loc. sg. -a-smin > »asirii > Mg. ahiip [PPkG § 63, 65, 264, 
366a]. As regards the Mid. Ind. dialectical future forms like 
k ah ami, kahlmi, kahaip dahEmi etc., both Pischel and Geiger 
agree that t h e y  are derived from the Old Ind. future suffix 
-sva- through -ss- > -s- > -h- e.g. *kargyami > P. Pk. kas3ami 
> *kasami > kahami [v. GPLL. §§ 54, 153? PPkG. §§ 263; 315? 
533]* Prof. Bloch opines that the Mg. -ghiip is due to either 
(a) the opening of the sibilants in -a££i?ii < -a-smin as the 
Gen. sg. kamaha can result from -as^a- or (b) due to the 
prolongation of the Sk. type dakgipahi [v. BIA. p. 141].

Prof. Turner [JRAS., 1927, pp. 231 - 235] on the other 
hand explains the change of double -ss- to -b- in the Mid. Ind. 
terminations by demonstrating that the double -ss- in termina
tions is treated differently from that in the body of a word.
He points out that while double -ss- was maintained in the body 
of a word it became single -s- in terminations and this single 
-s- had the same evolution as an original single -s-.

I am inclined to believe that the phonological problem 
in the above three inflexions, viz. Gen. sg., Loc. sg. and 
f’uture suffix is essentially one and the same and therefore 
should be considered together. In my opinion the double 
treatment of -a-sya in (i) - a- ̂ a/-a-ssa and (ii) 5ha, end of 
-a-smin in (i) -a-^^im (ii) -a-hiip/-a-hi in certain Mid. Ind. 
languages was due originally to a dialectal variation, or else
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it demonstrates a literary adaptation of 8 lower stratum of 
one and the same language, the forms w’ith sibilant groups 
nrobably representing the conservative polished literary form 
confined to a higher social class, and those with -h-, the 
ordinary popular spoken form prevalent in a lower social class.

v

What we see in literary Pks. like Mg. is due to the standard
isation of these blends bv grammarians, after the popular 
spoken forms had pushed themselves into the literary dialects. 
Thus the occurrence in Ceylon, of the Gen. sg. -sa/-sa side by 
side with -ha, Loc. sg. -si side by side with -hi from* the 
earliest times (3rd c. B.C.), and the complete disappearance 
of the Gen. -sa-/-sa- and Loc. sg. -si after 1st c. A.D. 
yielding to the common popular form in -ha fr -hi appear to 
point to the same state of affairs in Ceylon. For the Gen. in 
-£a/-sa (for -iiti?) appear to represent the conservative lit. 
forms derived from Old Ind. -sya and -smin, whereas the forms 
in -ha and -hi represent the still more developed but contem
porary colloquial treatment of -sya- and -smin through -ssa & 
-ssi. If I may draw from the modern language a somewhat 
parallel instance by way of comparison, of a similar phoretical 
phenomenon, the occurrence of miniha in the colloquial language 
as opposed to minisa, ’man’ (< manusya-) in the literary 
language of to-day may be pointed out. It is interesting to
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note that the very people who do not fail to write the lit. 
minisa in their writings never pronounce it as minisa, but 
mini ha. in their spoken language. Now, however, a certain class 
of popular writing does not appear to mind adopting even 
colloquial forms like miniha, while the scholars do not dare 
use such forms in their writings.

The uninterrupted persistence through the centuries up 
to the modern times, of the popular forms in -he. & -hi point 
to their being from the early times genuine living forms found 
in the living spoken language, unlike the dead literary forms 
in -£a and -sd which could not survive even in the written 
language of the inscriptions after 1st c. A.D. The popular 
character of our cave inscrintions too supports this view.

49c. (i) Examples of m. Gen. sg. in -£a (3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D.'
anagata^a 1 (anagata-, ’not come', ’future’) [CJSc. II, 620]; 

Abavaia, nom. prop. [ibid. 465]; Ti£a£a, id. [ibid. 7441; 
Tisagutasa, id. [ibid. 7531; terasa, ’of the Elder'
[ibid. 463; 467; AncC., 4a]; tera(^a), id. [VgRBC., 1]; 
Dusatarasa, nom. prop. [CJSc. II, 618]; Duhatarasa, id.
[ibid. 544]; fDe]vana[pilya^a, id. [ibid. 618]; Nagaia, id. 
[ibid. 522]; putasa, ’the son's’ [ibid. 618; 656; 486]; 
Majhimasa, id. [ibid. 693]; Mitapala&a, id. [ibid. 516];

t f i tM .. le$e agata anagatasa catu dusi sagasa dune.” This 
example anagatasa occurring in 3rd c. B.C. is the only instance 
of an inflected adj. I have come across in Sinh. It indicates 
the Mid. Ind. character of the language of the period.
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VisakaSa, id. [ibid. 686]; Vi^adeva^a, id. [ibid. 745];
£ivasa, nom. prop. [ibid. 619; 620; 744]; &umanasa. id.
[ibid. 672; 753]; £onasa, id. [AndC., 10a].

49c. (ii) Example of n. Gen. sg. in -£a (2nd c. B.C.):
kula^a, 'of the family' [CJSc. II, 522].

Cf. the above (i) and (ii) with the Ins. Mg. Agapalase
(Pre-Maurya (?) Patna BrahmT Seal), Mokhalika^a. (2nd c. B.C.
Buddhagaya Seal), Nandivaflhasa (2nd c. B.C.Kandiva^ha Seal)
[CODB. § 40, p. 59]; and also literary Mg. C aludattaA^a,
puttasAa [PPkG. § 366].

49d. Examples of m.-n. Gen. sg. in -sa (2nd c. B.C. -
1st c. A.D. ) :

Palikadasa, nom. prop. [VgRBC., 2b]; sagasa, 'to the 
community (of monks)' [VgRBC., 2a; 4; 12]; &aghasa, id. 
[CJSc. II, 695]; sagasa, id. [ibid. 480; 522; AndC., 3;
Mv. 2]; Harumasa, nom. prop. [VgRBC., 2a, 4].

Cf. Asok. janasa [Sh., Ma.]; P. Pk. puttassa.
49e* (i) Examples of m. Gen. sg. in -ha (3rd c. B.C. onwards):

(The following examples are taken from the period 3rd c. 
B.C. to 1st c. A.D.)

Anuradaha, nom. prop. [CJSc. II, 532]; Abayaha, id.
[ibid. 518; AndC., 1]; Ayimaraha, id. [CJSc. II, 513]; 
Ptaraha, id. [ibid. 61]; Upasonaha, id. [ibid. 506]; 
Kasapaha, id. [ibid. 518; AndC., 1]; Citagutaha, id.
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[ibid. 732]; Citaha, id. [ibid. 659]; Tisaha , id. [ibid. 
517; 532; 655; 671]; teraha, of the Elder [ibid. 747; 751; 
AndC., 4b; NpC.]; Datakaha, nom. prop. [CJSc. I I ,  754];
Dataha, id. [ibid. 402; VgRBC., 10]; Pahakaha, id.
[CJSc. I I ,  631]; Devaha, id. [ibid. 477; VgRBC., 3];
Nagaha, id. [VgRBC., 10]; Nadaha, id. [AndC. 5]; Paceka- 
Budaha, 'of the Silent Buddha' p'CJSc. I I ,  527]; Pal aha, 
nom. prop. [VgRBC., 8]; pitaha, 'of the father' [VgRBC., l] 
put ah a, 'of the son* [CJSc. I I ,  483; 754]; Pus agutaha, 
nom. prop. [AndC., 6]; Pu^aha, id. [CJSc. I I ,  656];
Budaha, 'of the Enlightened One' [ibid. 527]; Majhimaha, 
nom. prop. [ibid. 674; AndC., 8b]; Mahadataha, id. [CJSc. 
II, 747]; Mitadevaha, id. [ibid. 631]; Yakadataha, id. 
[ibid. 483]; -rajaha, 'of the kking' [Mv., 1; Mr.];

CJSc. II, 483]; Sagaha, 'of the community' 
Sivaha, nom. prop. [CJSc. II, 659]; 

[AndC. 7]; Sumapaha, id. [VgRBC., 2]; 
ibid. 7]; Sopaha, id. [AndC., 10];
[VgRBC., 7]; Somaha, id. [CJSc. II, 631]; 

VgRBC., 6].
(ii) Example of n. Gen. sg. in -ha (2nd c. B.C) 

kulaha, 'of the family' [VgRBC., 7]; cf. above 
kulasa [49c (ii)].

There is another rare instance of this n. (inanimate)

Vahabeha, id. 
(of monks) [Mr 
Sivagutaha, id 
Sumapaha, id. 
£oputaraha, id 
Harumaha, id.
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Gen. sg. in -ha in the 3rd c. A.D. , viz. mahauakavata-ha♦ fof 
the regular great refection' [Jv] if the date ascribed to Jv. 
is correct. There ere also a few other instances of inanimate 
substantives with the termination -ha occurring in the 
subsequent, period, but they are not really Gen. [v. § 77a].

Cf. the above instances (i) & (ii) with Mg. Gen. sg. 
Caludattaha, kamaha, eklraha, sal akaha, putt ah a etc. besides 
Caludattassa etc. [PPkG. §§ 63* 264, 315, 366]; An. Gen. sg. 
kapaaha, Caudal ah a, kawaha, kamah^, sesah.5, kantahft besides 
parassu, suanassu [PPkG. §§ 264, 366] and also pronoin. tassu, 
tasu, tasu, tah5 etc. [ibid. ? 4 25]*

Gen. sg. in Zero;
There are some instances of nouns in at. fm. or zero 

termination having a Gen. function, particularly when they are 
used in apposition to other nouns in Gen. Case. They do not 
appear to constitute parts of determinant (tatpuru^a) 
compounds made with syntactically connected substantives.
This use of the noun in the st. fm. to signify the Gen. in 
apposition is not found in any Mid. Ind. literary language 
like P. or Pks. But it is possible that such a use of zero 
form originated in the spoken forms of Mid. Ind. as opposed 
to the literary forms, partly due to the influence of 
determinative compounds, as well as to a tendency in the 
colloquial language to minimise the use of variable noun
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conveyed through word order, position, intonation and rhythm 
of the phrase and sentence. Thus the use of nouns devoid of 
case morphemes yet conveying syntactical relations through 
other means, during this early period of inscriptions 
representing Mid. Ind., when the case morphemes did not 
completely disappear owing to phonological reasons, is to be 
regarded as a short form of expression prob. originated in 
popular speech.

Examples of Gen. sg. in zero;
2nd c. B.C. -puta: Parumaka Palikada puta upasaka Harumasa

lepe, 'the cave of the devotee Haruma, the son of the 
Chief Palikada' [VgRBC., 2a].
The same use of puta is found in VgRBC., 3, 4, 6, 9, 12 
and in AndC.,1, 3, 8 (1st c. B.C.)

1st c. B.C. Devanapiya mahara.lha Garnini Tisa puta Devanapjya 
Tisa A[bayalha lepe, 'the cave of Tisa Abaya, beloved of 
gods, the son of Gamini Tisa, the great king, the 
beloved of gods' [AndC.,l].
Sagha with the Dat.-Gen. significance found in Budarakita 
teraha £agha dane [NpCj, may be due to the same tendency, 
though it may be regarded also as being compounded with 
dane *
The employment of the above type of Zero Genitives which
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continues in the succeeding period is in a striking contrast
% ■ | 

with the exclusive use of inflexional Genitives in the
cor-resnonding positions in similar cave inscriptions of W. India.

*J ^ .

e.g. cf. . . Vi.1 aygya putasa mahabhojasa marpdavasa Kha^dapalitasa 
upajlvlnaiji siilasadatasa utaradataya ca putanaip bhat&naip 
lekhaka . . sivabhutimha kanejhasa sivamasa deyadhajjrniaiji , 
’gift of Sivama, youngest after the writer Sivabhuti 
among the sons of Sulasadata and Utaradata, brothers and 
servants of Mahabho'^a Mandava Khandapalita, the son of 
Vijaya’ [BCTWI. Kuda Ins., 9, p. 9].

Maharathisa kosiklputasa viphudatasa deyadhama .., 
’the gift of Viphudata, son of KosakI, a great warrior*, 
[ibid., Bhaja 2, p. 24]*

Anadasa se^hisa putasa pusapakasa dana, 1 the gift 
of Pusanaka, son of Anada se$hi* [ibid., Bedsa 3, p. 27].

Maharajhisa gotiputrasa Agimitrapakasa siha-thabho, 
’the lion pillar of Agimitrapaka, son of Goti, e great 
warrior’ [ibid., Karle 2, p. 28].

See.also (ibid.) Kuda 1, p. 4; No. 9, p.9; Karle II, 
p. 32; Karle 13, P- 33; Pitalkhora 1, p. 39; no. 6, p. 40; 
Junnar 4, p. 42; no. 23, p. 51; no. 26, p. 52; Kanheri 2,
p. 60.

There are a few strange instances of apparently Nom. sg. 
forms in^e* employed with Gen. significance, in apposition to
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nouns with Gen. inflexion and significance, e.g. in ^oputara- - 
kulaha marumakane Sumanaha pute Soputaraha lepe, ’the cave of 
Soputara, the son of Sumana, the grandson of the Soputara 
family* [VgRBC., 7], marumakane and pute used in apposition to 
Soputaraha appear to have Gen. significance in the context, 
though they resemble the Norn, in inflexion. This practice does 
not appear to be peculiar to Ceylon inscriptions as similar 
instances are found also in Mathura and Sanchi inscriptions 
[v. Eplnd. I, p. 375; II, P* 90]. Although these forms have 
a Gen. significance in their context, they appear to be 
employed in the place of the stem form of the noun, as the st. 
fm. was generally employed, as seen above [f.] with Gen. 
significance, when in apposition to Gen. substantives.

This confusion of the Nom. sg. with the st. fm. is 

perhaps due again to the influence of the spoken language. 

Further it may be the result of such circumstances as the use 

of the zero form of a noun when in apposition to a subject side 

by side with the employment of Nom. sg. in - £  in a similar 

capacity in relation to the subject. Such circumstances may 

lead to the equations st. fm. ■ Nom. sg. in -£, when 

apnositional in popular usage. This is borne out by the fact 

that there are recorded instances of the Nom. sg. in -S used 

side by side with the st. fm. when in apposition to the main
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• subject, though the attested instances belong to 1st c. A.D. 
Compare Nom. sg. forms in -e employed in apposition to the 
subject in the sentence, Devanapiya Ti[sa mahal rajaha maru 
marumakapakane devanapiya pu^akapa Camipi Abhaye maharajaha 
pute devanapiya Naka maharaje ... dine, ’the great king Naka, 
beloved of the gods, son-* of the great king, Pu^akapa Gamipi 
Abhaya, the beloved of the gods, the grandson of the great king, 
Tisa, the beloved of the gods ... donated’ .. [Mr.1 with the 
stem forms employed in the same capacity in the following 
sentence: Devanapiya Tisa maharajaha marumapaka, Kuflakapa
rajaha je-Jia pute raja Abaye ... niyate, ’the King Abaya, the 
eldest son of the king Ku$akapa, the grandson of the great king 
Tisa, the beloved of the gods .. donated’ [Mv. , l"|.

Though these examples belong to 1st c. A.D., it is 
possible that the same tendency existed in the earlier language, 
thus leading to the anomalous use of the Nom. in -e, as a st. 
fm.

50. Dative Case
The primary function of the Dat. is that of destination 

which could be further subdivided into the Dat. of concern or 
interest and the Dat. of purpose or aim. In Sk. the Dat. of 
concern or so-called remote object was often replaced by the 
Gen. [v. SSkSyn. §§ 79, 129, 132]. In Mid. Ind. this 
tendency became the rule and ousted the Dat. of the remote
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object. Thus Pali £ Pk. developed a Dat.-Gen. case at the cost c 
of the Dat. of the r^cioient [v. PPkG. § 361, BIA. , P.13?, 157]. 
The only Dat. that appears to have survived in Mid. Ind. is that 
of purpose. Hence the only Dat. morpheme preserved in the Mid. 
Ind. is that of the sg. as purpose was generally expressed in 
the sg.

In the early cave inscriptions (3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D.] 
in Ceylon the Mid. Ind. Dat.-Gen. in -s_a, -s_a is used in place 
of the Dat. of the recipient with verbs of giving etc. e.g. 
sagasa *to +he community (of monks)* [CJSc. II, 463; 486; 502;

532; 535; 537; 543; 544; 620; 630; 654; 745; 747; 753; 754; 756; ! 
VgRBC., 1; 2b; 3; AndC., 1, 2, 4a; 8a; 8b; 9; 10a; 10b];
^agaia, id. [CJSc. II, 518; 615; 618; 632; 672]; Sagasa, id.
[VgRBC., 2a; 12; 4]; sagasa, id. [AndC., 3; Mv., 2].

This Dat.-Gen. (of the recipient) went out of vogue in 
2nd c. A.D. when Gen. of possession in -sa disappeared altogether 
leaving only the forms in -h_a as the usual Gen. sg. which does 
not appear as a rule to have been employed as a Dat.-Gen.

There is one rare instance of Dat. sg. in -aya 
employed as Dat. of the recipient or interest in 1st c. A.D.
Raja Abaya ... a<ji bikusagaya ... niyate, *the king Abaya ... 
granted the canal . . . to the community of monks . . * [Mv. , 1].
This is in quite contrast to the practice in early cave 
inscriptions where sagasa or Sagasa or sagasa was invariably 
used in such syntax.
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This termination - ay a also occurs in Dat. (of purpose) 
af ay a (Sk. artheya, P. Pk. at|haya, Asok. af.haya [ru.], a$haye 
[K. , D. , J. ] a^haye [Sh.]) in the phrase: sagasa afaya, ’for 
the benefit of the sangha (community)* (circa 3rd c. B.C.) 
[CJSc. II, 553].

However Dat. sg. in -aya did not last long owing to 
phonological reasons. Por the final ^ya disappeared in 2nd c.
A.D. [v. WPSI. § 43, 3b]. A relic of this form is seen in 
2nd c. A.D. in the contracted forms: saga (< sagaya <
sanghaya) and ata (< #ataya < hat 1h ay a < hastaya) employed in 
the sense of Dat. of the recipient or interest in their 
context. They are found in:-

(i) Gamipi Abaye Kubura saga dine; 'Gamipi Abaya donated 
the field to the sangha (community)' [NpR., b];

(ii) [Lajjaka Tisa maharaji Abadalaka-vavi saga dini,
'the great king Lajaka Tisa donated the tank 
Abadalake to the sangha (community)' [ibid., a];

(iii) daka ata pa^avaya, 'having poured water to the hand*
[TpS.l

But this contracted Dat. sg. being identical with the 
contemporary st. fm. could not survive long as it was likely 
to lead to morphological and syntactical vagueness. Probably 
under such circumstances arises the wide use of the composite
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Dat. formed by joining the postp. or rether quasi— term ataya, 
ataya, ate or its later modifications to the Gen. form and 
employed in the sense of the Dat. of the recipient. Compare 
the corresponding formation of Dat. pi. [v. § 70, 70a, b, c, d, 
e]. The practice of forming periph. Datives employed 
exclusively in the place of Dat. of purpose begins in Sk. and

continues in P. and Pk. [v. SSkSyn. § 87, PPkff. § 361; BIA,, 
p.1591* This type of periph. Dat. becomes a composite Dat. 
in Sinh. and is extended in 2nd c. A.D. to cover the Dat. of 
the recipient with verbs of ’giving* etc. The stage that 
preceded this composite formation in Sinh. is probably marked 
by instances such as above &aga£a ataya of the 3rd c. B.C., 
and the earliest occurrence of ataya as a Dat. postp. or quasi
term is found in viharah^ataya *to the monastery* (circa 1st c.
B.C.) [CJSc. II, 409] where ataya and the preceding Gen. are 
welded together in contrast with the instance given above.
This welding is a sign that ataya is becoming a quasi-term.

The following instance^of comp. Dat. relate to the 
period under discussion and for examples of the subsequent, 
period both animate and inanimate see §§ 65, 65a, b, c, d;
76, 76a, b, c, d.
1st c. A.D. bikusagah^ateye, *to the community of monks*

[NpR., a]
2nd c. A.D. bikusagah^ataya, id. [Vg. , 1, 2; Pkn. ; £pS. ] 

yakuh^eta> *for the purpose of gruel* [Pkm.].



It should be noted that as the inanimate nouns generally 
dropped the Gen. case after the animate-inanimate division in 
the succeeding period, their composite Dat. was then formed by 
joining the Dat. postp. or rather quasi-term, ^ajaya, -ata, -ta 
or -a£ directly to the noun st. [v. § 76, 76a, b, c, d.l. 
Locative Case.

One striking feature of the Loc. case in the 
inscriptional language from the earliest times, is the conspi
cuous absence of any animate noun with the Loc. inflexion. 
Although the Loc. inflexion appears definitely to be confined 
to the inanimate noun and was employed as a Gen.-Loc. at least 
from the time of the emergence of natural or notional gender 
(circa 2nd c. A.D.) [v. §§ 22, 77], it is difficult to say 
whether or not the Loc. inflexion existed in animate nouns in 
this period of grammatical gender. The absence of any recorded 
form in this period is not conclusive proof that it did not 
exist in the animate noun. For it could very well be that 
there was no occasion for such a form to be recorded within the 
limited subject matter of those early cave inscriptions, even 
if it actually existed at the time. We have no evidence 
whatever as to how the Loc. idea in the case of animate nouns 
was expressed. It should be, however, noted that animate 
nouns have not as much occasion for Loc. as inanimate nouns 
and periphrastic constructions are normal for animate nouns^in

i ’
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51a.

this respect; in popular speech; cf. expressions like haste, 
samlpe, etc. in popular Sk. *

There are four Loc. sg. morphemes recorded in the 
inscriptions of this period, viz. -£i, -hi, -e, -ehi. Of 
these four -si & -hi are found from 3rd c. B.C. side by side 
with each other, sî  being the commonest form in the earliest 
cave inscriptions, but disappearing altogether from about 1st c. 
A.D., leaving -hi to be the commonest Loc. form thereafter, 
just as Gen. sg. -sa/-sa disappeared about the same time 
leaving Gen. sg. -ha to take its place. The recorded 
instances of Loc. sg. in -e & -ehi, in the inscriptions under 
consideration begin from 2nd c. A.D. and continue till the 
10th century A.D. side by side with those in -hi.

The inter-relation between -si and -hi and their 
ultimate origin in Old Ind. pronominal Loc. sg. -smin have been 
already discussed in the above § 49b.

If one examines the geographical distribution of the 
Loc. forms in Asokan, one notices that the standard type is -si 
which is the exclusive form found in the east. The typical 
forms of the west are -mhi and -e and those of the north west 
are -e, -si and -s~nj. This may be illustrated by giving 
divers versions of a phrase with a number of typical Loc. forms 
found in the?Rock Edict VI, e.g.
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51b.

olcriflhanasi gabhagalasi vacasi vinitasi uvanasi ... [D. J.K. ].
Orodhanamhi gabhagaramhi vacamhi va vinltamhi ca uyanesu

ca ... [0].
Pro dh anas pi grabhagarasrd vracaspi vinitas’nj uyanaspi . . [ Sb. ] 
Orodhane grabhagasasi vracaspi vinitaspi uyan:i>agi3i . . [Ma. ].

In view of this evidence tbe Loc. -sri in the early 
inscriptional language, appears to be connected with the 
eastern dialect of Asokan. It also has affinities with the 
literary Pks. like Mg. AMg. and £., as the pronominal Loc. 
singulars in these Pks. arc -jMtjji, -tsi, -ssiip respectively 
[v. PPkG. §§ 425, 426,. 428, 430, 4331- Further in AMg. there 
are also ordinary nouns having the same Loc. termination 
besides those in -e, e.g. puttamsi» logaipsi [v. PPkC. §§ 363, 
366a].

•Examples of Loc. sg. in -jH (for -a6i?) (3rd c. B.C. -
1st c. A.D.):

upaligamasi [CJSc. II, No. 618.1; anama-gamasi [jbid. No. 615]; 
(Bataea)-nagarasi [ibid. 615]; nela-gamasi [ibid. 681];
Dusatara-gamasi [ibid. 619]; Cema-gama^i [ibid. 620]; 
Nilaya-nagarasi [ibid. 620]; £alivayasi [ibid. 6201.

Cf. Asokan: afhasi, kalasi, janasi, dlpasi, etc.
[ w a t c  . § i r n

S. pron. tassim, edassim, kassigi, imassim, parassiip.
Mg. w tassim, edassirp, kassi^t imassim;
AMg. " tarnsi, evamsi, kaqisi, imamsi» paramsi

[v. PPkC. §? 425, 426, 428, 430,^433].
Also AMg. puttaipsi» logamsi etc. [v. PPkG. §§ 363, 366a].
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51c. Examples of Loc. sg. in -hi (?rd c. B.C. - 2nd c. A.D.):
Oema-gamahi [CJSc. II, No. 621]; Ataragagahi [Mv., 1]; 
vihirabi j akahi [Mr.]; Yiharahi [Mv., 1, Mv. ]; nakara(hi)f TpS.1\ 
pohatakarahi [Yg. , 2]; dorahi [KSI.]; upalavibaiakahi [Pin.]; 
viharahi [Pkn., Yg., 1, 2; TpS.; HbR.1.

This type continues in the succeeding period; 
cf. Mg. puttahim* kulahirji, pavanShim etc. , side by side with 
pronom. Loc. sg. in -ssirji, Ap. desahl, gharahl, etc. [v. PPkO.
§§ 363, 366al.

51d. Loc. sg. in -e (2nd c. A.D.):
Commenting on 6th c. A.D. vahere (in the monastery), 

[NgR.], Paranavitana states "This termination has not been 
found in earlier records in which the Loc. ends in -£i or -hi .« 
We should not be justified in assuming, on account of the fact 
that it has not been found in any earlier document that this 
termination came to the Sinhalese language in the fifth or 
sixth century" [v. EZ. IY, p. 120]. Paranavitana*s assumption 
that this termination is not found in earlier records is based 
on inaccurate data, as it is found in records dating from 
2nd c. A.D., though not so frequently as the other Loc. 
terminations, e.g. Tiragama-atane, 2nd c. A.D. [Pkm.]; ate 
3rd c. A.D. [YgRs.], divas[ e] 4th c. A.D. [R G r .  ], haflate, 4th c. 
A.D. [jvCm.] etc. As the earliest Ins. Sinh. possesses 
affinities with the Eastern dialects of Mid. Ind. and its Loc.
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sg. in -si appears to agree with E. Asokan -si [v. § 51b1 and 
the Loc. sg. in -e is conspicuous by its complete absence in 
both the dialects, the rare inscriptional forms in -e, found 
from 2nd c. A.D. are perhaps a later introduction to Sinhalese 
from Pali. Even in India, the later extension of Loc. in -e 
to areas like Central, Southern and Eastern parts of India 
where it does not appear to have existed in Asokan times, is 
seen in Post-Asokan Ins. Pks. of India [v. MHGIPk. pp. 91, 137, 
174, 197] as well as in literary Pks. like Mg. AMg. etc. [v.
PPkC. § 366a]. The later history of Loc. sg. in -e will be 
discussed in the treatment of cases in the succeeding period 
[v. §§ 77c, d, g, h].

51e. Loc. sg. in -ehi:
Along with the Loc. sg. in -e, another new but unusual 

Loc. sg. form in -ehi appears in 2nd c. A.D. Judging from its 
incidence in inscriptions, it appears to be comparatively more 
popular than that in -£, although the most prominent Loc. sg. 
is still -hi., derived from old -£i. Geiger who does not 
notice the Loc. sg. in -^i, -hi ft -e, probably because he was 
not concerned so much with the inscriptional language, suggests 
that this -ehi is developed and generalised in Sinh. from the 
Loc. sg. of as-stems of the type manasi in Sk. P. Pk. as he 
does not find it possible to compare it with P. Loc. sg. -amhi 
which according to him should have become -am in Sinhalese.

& !
___________________________ i
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Geiger's suggestion, however, cannot be taken seriously.
It appears to aim at explaining -hi rather than -ehi, as he is 
silent regarding the initial -e- of this termination. There 
is no evidence that the Old Ind. stems in -as preserved at all 
their historical Inst, and Loc. case forms in Sinhalese, not 
to speak of their being generalised in Sinh. Even the 
termination -hi in Ins. Sinh. as we have already seen is not 
derived from the Loc. of as-nouns, but developed from the 
earlier -£i which has affinities with E. Asok. -si, and the Loc. 
-ssi, -ssi, -qisi of the Pks. [v. §§ 49b, 51a]. The termination 
-ehi appears to be the result of a combination of two Loc. 
terminations -e ft -tai* It looks as though, when the Loc sg.
-e was introduced newly about 2nd c. A.D. owing to the 
influence of Pali or W. Pks., the well established, all 
powerful Loc. -hi encroached on it, thus producing a double 
Loc. in -ehi.

Hettiaratchi, who objects to the above suggestion of 
Geiger's makes two alternative suggestions by way of explaining 
the Loc. ending, -ehi, viz. (i) that it is a double Loc. ending, 
or (ii) that -e- of ehi "was caused by Umlaut", as "the final 
-a of a nominal stem, when followed by -rpsi or -ssim or -jsjtirp < 
-smin could have developed an -e_. " [v. Some Notes on Geiger's 
Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, UCR. Vol. I, p. 83]. His 
second alternative is not acceptable for the following reasons.
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First, there is no evidence that the umlaut vowel -£ (for a?) < 
(heavy) a-i as early as 2nd c. A.D., as there are no examples 
of this development before 4th c. A.D. PBFW. observes that
pre-2nd c. A.D. a + double consonant > a -*• single cons, in 2nd c
A.D. & the resulting g-i > a-i in 4th c, A.D. [v. WPSI. §§ 10. 1
50* 3]- Secondly, if -£- of -ehi is the umlaut vowel, it
should have remained constant as -e/a in the succeeding period
and should have completely replaced pre-umlaut -a-hi, as we see 
in all other instances of the umlaut vowel. The evidence in 
the inscriptions shows quite definitely that the form in -ehi 
is verymre and exceptional whereas the form in -a-hi is the 
commonest up to 8th c. A.D., thus proving that this termination 
-ahi has never produced the umlaut vowel -.e-/-&-.

Though double inflexions are not unknown to Pks.,
[v. Hettiaratehi op.cit.1 Inscriptional Sinhalese of this period 
appears to be the only Prakritic language which has such a 
double Loc. however a similar double Loc. is noticed in 
certain BSk. texts; cf. -esmim in the following instances ir 
Fah&vastu given by E. Senart, as variant readings in his 
editions pascimesmim [p.4, fn. 2], Kalasutresmim [p.12, fn. 5], 
sanighatesmirn fp. 13, fn. 11], rauravesmim [p. 14, fn. 5], 
pra,1 valitesmim [p. 14, fn. 6]. See also BIA. p. 133, MahaVastu 
p. XVII. The resemblance of oî r Loc. sg. in -ehi, to such 
rare instances as sastehi (on the day), tivasehi in Kfaarosjhi
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documents from Chinese Turkistan [v. BLKD. § SB, p. 24-] is only 
apparent but not real.

Ap. Inst.-Loc. pi. -ehi, -ehi, -ehiip. (beside -ahI) 
which is extended also to Loc. sg. is apparently not connected 
with the above. Sinh. double Loc. sg. -ehi as Ap. -ehi, -ehi, 
-ehiip appears to be derived from Old Inst. pi. -ehhifr and later 
extended to the Loc. pi. as well as sg. while the Sinh. Loc.
-ehi never had a pi. significance as the inanimate nouns to 
which Loc. was exclusively confined had no pi. number, nor was 
this termination ever used with Inst, significance in Sinhalese. 
Examples of Loc. in -ehi (2nd c. A.D.):

Badakara-atanehi nom. prop, of a place [VpOp.], 
Amera-tanehi, id. [Pkm.], Tihalaka-karisehi , id. [ibid.l, 
ra.jehi, in the kingdom [VpGp.].

This form of double Loc. in -ehi continues till the 
modern period.

Plural Inflexion of a-nouns
On account of the limited nature of the subject matter 

pi. forms are extremely rare in early inscriptions. The only
occurrences found are the following:-

*
1st c. B.C. m. Nom. pi. puta, in ’Mahamata Bamadata puta

parumaka Bahike parurnaka Puiagute parumaka Mite, parumaka 
Tise*, "the sons of the prime minister Bamadata (are) the 
Chief Bahika, the Chief Puiaguta, the Chief Mita, the
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Tisa" [VtR.1, stands prob. for Mid. Ind. putts as it is
pi. in the context and could represent graphically putta
at the time [v. GrGSL. § 8; WPSI. § 1 . 1 1. However similar
m. Nom. pi. forms are represented in Asok. in short -a
side by side with long -a; cf. paiaijiija, puluva [K. ],
nagalaka, mahSmata [D.J.], abhlta, ayaka, ka$a pujita,

imahain[a]ta [PE.] [v. HIA. pp. Ixxvi, civ, cxvi].
Exceptional n. Nom.-Acc. pi. in -api:

Old Ind. n. Nom.-Acc. pi. in -a and -ani generally
continued in Mid. Ind. [v. MVedG. § 97, la, p.78; WATG. §§ 12,
15, 16; GPLL. § 78; HIA. pp. lxii, lxxvi, xc, civ, cxvi, cxxvi,
cxxx; PPkG. § 357]• In Sinh. inscriptions under consideration
there is only one instance of n. pi. in -api (w. for -api?)
2nd c. A.D. in "catiri pacapi paribujanka ko$u", "in order to
enjoy the four requisites [Pm.]. The above pacapi which
corresponds to P. paccayani, but prob. a Prakritic loan [v. § 37] 
appears already archaic in 2nd c. A.D. and these pi. forms

based on gram, gender completely disappear in the succeeding - 
period not owing to phonological reasons but owing to the 
development of the inanimate gender [v. § 25a, bl. It is 
difficult to say in the absence of any definite evidence whether 
or not there existed the n. Nom.-Acc. pi. in -a in early Sinh. 
The contextual plurals like kahavapa [Pm.], paca (P. paccaya-) 
[TpS.] and pata-ga<ja, "steps* [KSI.] used in Acc. significance

1Kausatnbi Pillar Edict
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i n  2nd c. A.D. do not appear to represent Old Ind. n. pi. in -a, 
but the zero number of the inanimate period [v. § 35] •

54 • Inst. pi. in -ehi :
The Old Ind. Inst. pi. termination -ebhis became Mid.

Ind. -eM ft -ehin [GPLL. § 78, PPkG. §§ the
reading is correct we have a unique instance of this Inst. pi.’

/ V 'preserved in 2nd c. A.D. pacasate(hi) [Vg.fl] (P. paftcasatehi,
Sk. paflca^atebhilj). This isolated instance has been already 
discussed [ §§ 25t>» 37] and it completely disappears in the 

* succeeding period.
55* Dat. pi. in -ehiya;

The Old Ind. Dat. pi. term -ebhiyas t (Sk. -ebhyas) 
does not appear to survive in Mid. Ind. as the Gen. encroached 
on the Dat. functions and took over them almost completely, 
barring the Dat. of purpose which was generally in the sg.
Hence is the development of a Mid. Ind. Dat.-Gen. case in place 
of old Dat. However in Asokan there are a few rare instances 
ending in -ehi, e.g. mahgmatrehi [Ma. 1 samanehi [D.J.], 
aiivakehi [bb., ng.], used in Dat. pi. function of the recipient, 
which are not only reminiscent of, but also derived from the 
Old Dat. pi. in -»ebhiyas, though Woolner thinks that they are 
Inst. pi. used for Dat. Por there is no evidence to show that 
Inst, was used elsewhere either in Old or Mid. Ind. as a 
substitute for the Dat. of recipient. Besides, it is difficult
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to see how the notions and uses associated with the Inst, could 
be extended to cover the Dat. of recipient. Hultzsch [HIA.] j 
on the other hand thinks that mahamatr e]hi [K. ] (p. lxxvi), 
mahamatehi, samanehi [D.J.] (p. civ) and [ajlvijkehi [bb.]
(p. cxxvi) are Dat. pi. Prof. Turner says that Dat. pi.
-ebhyab (-ebhivafr) appears as -ehi in Asok. and P. [JRAS. 1927 
p. 229]. But -ebhiyas appears nowhere as -ehiya in Mid. Ind. 
However if the reading is correct, 2nd c. A.D. pacasatehiya 
[Vg.,1], may represent Ved. Dat. pi. *paftcasatebhiy'£fci, 
syntactically in the context as it is employed for the Dat. of 
price [v. SSkSyn. § 70. 2, p. 52] and even phonetically it can 
be regarded not as a genuine Sinh. form of the period, but as 
a pedantic archaic loan. This form, however, has no signifi
cance in Sinhalese, as it is an isolated single instance 
without any relation to Sinhalese either preceding or following 
[v. §§ 25b; 37]
Gen. pi. in -ana (w. for -ana?)

The Old Ind. Gen. pi. in -anam > p. -anâ i, Asok. -anajji, 
-ana, Pk. -anem, -ana [v. MVG. § 97, BPLL. § 78, WATG. §§ 12,
18, PPkG. § 370].

In the early Sinh. inscriptions the ending is written 
as -ana probably to be pronounced as -ana. The instances 
found, though rare, appear from 2nd c. or 1st c. B.C. This is 
one of the most important case morphemes in Sinh. as it
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survives to the present day as the general Oblique pi. 
termination, which function it assumes, as it will be shown 
later, fairly earlv in Sinhalese. The tyre of examples given 
below continues after this period and becomes the general Obi . 
pi. in the succeeding period [v. § 69] as in Mod. Ind. Hin.
(xu;j. Mar. etc.

vExamples of Gen. pi. in -ana:
2nd or 1st c. B.C. putana, batikana in ’Parumaka Sumana putana 

paca batikana lepe’, ’the cave of the five brothers, the 
sons of the Chief Sumana’ [CJSc. II, No. 502];

1st c. A.D. Devana, ’of the gods’ in ’Devana-piya* [Mr.], 
hamgpana (w. for hamapana), ’of the monks’ [ibid.].

cf. Mid. Ind. Gen. pi. in -ana: Asok. pasagana, 
mf alnuganf a] bajpbhanana [K. ], abhiratana, mahamatr ana, 
hramanana, sremapana [Sh.l [HIA. pp. Ixxvi, xc], Ins. Pk. 
Bhayatana Dhamutarayana (hor pi.) [Karle no. 8], 
paviiltana [ibid. no. 13] [v. BCTWT. pp. 31, 33]* Even 
in Clas. Pks. Gen. pi. forms without the final anusvara are 
found side by side with those ending in the anusvSra, e.g. 
gapapa maapa etc. [v. PPkG. § 370].

Masculine i- ft -a-nouns:
There are a few strange proper names of males ending 

in -i. and -u occurring in the period about 3**d c. B.C. - 1st c. 
A..D. They are found either in the st. fm. as the first
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57a.

member of a compd. e.g. Anodi-puta [CJSc. II, no. 752], TJti-puta 
[ibid. no. 465i AndC 10b], Raki-puta [ibid. no. 543] ft 
Varali-putasa [ibid. no. 186] or in the Gen. sg. form. What 
is remarkable and unique about their Gen. inflexion is that 
the,r are all inflected with the sg. termination -va which 
properly belongs to the Inst.-Abl.-Gen.-Loc. sg. of the Mid. Ind. 
(speciaHyP.) J- ft &- nouns, ultimately traceable to the Old 
Ind. Gen. sg. -as of the f. T-nouns; cf. P. Inst.-Abl.-Gen.- 
Loc. sg. -Tya ft Pk. Inst.-Abl.-Gen.-Loc. sg. -la, -la, [MVG.
§ 100, p. 87; GPLL. §§ 86, 87; PPkG. § 385]. This extension of 
the f. Gen. sg. termination to the m. i- ft. u- nouns is further 
evidence for the degeneration and decay of the old grammatical 
gender during this period, as Gen. sg. -ya appears to have been 
recognised as a termination that is added to any noun ending 
in -f, irrespective of gender. This termination of course does 
not survive after this period.

Examples of m. Gen. sg. in -va (3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D .)
Azaliya: Parumaka Aialiya lepe, ’the cave of the chief

Aiali’, [CJSc. II, no. 551].
Agiya: Agiya lepe, ’the cave of Agi’ [CJSc. II, 683]*
Utiya: Upasaka Utiya lepe, ’the cave of the devotee

Uti’ [CJSC. II, 486].
Tihaliya: Gapati Tihaliya . lepe, 'the cave of the

householder Tihali’ [CJSc. II, 517].
Nagaliva Bata Nagaliya lepe, ’the cave of the venerable

Nagali’ [CJSc. II, 715].
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Muliya: Garniks Muliya lene, ’the cave of the villager
Muli’ [CJSc. II, 630].

Rakiya: Gamika Rakiva lene, ’the cave of the villager
Raki* [CJSc. II, 752].

(cf. the Gen. sg. of f. i-nouns in § 58b II)
Veluya: Upa^aka Veluya lepe, ’the cave of the devotee

Velu’ [CJSc. II, 520].
57b. Acc. sg.

There is only one instance of an ordinary Old and Mid. 
Ind. n. noun (inanimate) ending in -u viz., 2nd c. A.D. pasu 
(cf. P. paipsu, Sk. papsu) which occurs in Acc. sg. , in f’pasu 
ovaya”, ’having removed the soil* [Vg. 1]. It is not quite 
certain whether this is used in inanimate inflexion or in the 
inflexion of gram, gender, as there is no difference between 
them in graphical representation.

58. Peminine nouns in -a, -I, -u. -tp:
Singular number:

Inflexted forms preserved a^e confined to the Acc. and 
Gen. Both the animate and inanimate nouns appear to follow the 
same inflexions without any distinction.

58a. Acc. sg.
Only i- ft u- nnuns have a few rare instances of the 

accusative, the recorded form of which is identical with the 
st. fra. There is no means of finding out whether the graphical 
form represented a zero inflexional form or a form ending in 
the anusvara,. as generally found in the Mid. Ind. Acc. sg.
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Because Sinhalese from the earlv times shows the signs of being 
a popular speech more developed than any in the subcontinent, ir 
respect of inflexions, the final anusvara in the Acc. sg. is
likely to have disappeared or become optional in the pronunci
ation from the early times, just as it appears to have 
happened in the Gen. pi. also. In India too there are certain 
instances in inscriptional Pks. recorded without the final 
anusvara, side by side with those with the anusvara. [See 
above § § 46, 47, 56].

Examples of Acc. sg. (1st c. A.D. - 2nd c. A.D.):
1st c. A.D. afli Raja Abaye .. afli .. bikusagaya-niyate. '

’The King Abaya donated the canalto the 
community of monks* [Mv., 1]

yaku Naka maharaje .. (ya) yaku ca bata ca dine.
’The great king Naka donated rice gruel
and rice * [Mr.].

2nd c. A.D. pati Vahaba maharaji ... daka-pati .. dine,
’The great king Vahaba .. donated the 
water-share [Pkm.]
Nakara vaviya daka-pati parivavaja ko$u 
dine, ’donated the water-share of the 
tank Nakara in exchange* [TpS.]. 

vavi: Saharaje .. upaladopika-vavi kipiya
sagaha$aya dine, *the king Saba, having 
bought the tank Upaladopika .. donated (it) 
to the community (of monks)* [Vg., l].
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vavi: Garni pi Abaraje —  upaladopika-yavi pa^idine,
•the king Gamipi Aba — • redonated the tank 
Upaladopika [Vg., 2l.
Gamipi Abaya Vajamanaka-vavi —  dini,
Gamipi Abaya donated the tank Va$amanaka [Pm.] 
Tisa maharaji Abadalaka-vavi saga dini,
The great king Tisa donated to the community 
(of monks) the tank Abada^aka [NpR.].

58b. Gen. sg. in -ya:
The instances of f. Gen. sg. in -ya recorded in the

vperiod are confined to the Old. Ind. f. nouns in -a, -I and 
-tp and represent the early Mid. Ind. morphological treatment 
of these nouns. The Gen. sg. -ya which is extended to all f. 
nouns in Mid. Ind. is traceable as has been already pointed out, 
to the Old Ind. Gen. sg. -as of T-nouns [v. § 57].

(i) Examples of Gen. sg. of f. a-nouns (2nd c. B.C. -
1st c. A.D.):

2nd c. B.C. Citava: Upasika Citaya lepe, 'the cave of the
female devotee Citta' [VgRBC., 2b].

Ti (sa)ya: [lT]pasika Ti(sa)ya lepe, 'the cave of 
the female devotee Tissa' [VgRBC., 1].

Paretaya; Upasika Pa(reta)ya lepe, 'the cave of
the female devotee Paret"', [VgRBC., 11].

I 1  | /5 amapaya: Yahasini-(Samapa)ya lepe, 'the cave of
Yahasini Ssmapa [VgRBC., 6].
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1st c. A.D. Upalaya: TTpasika TTpalaya lepe, ’the cave of the
female devotee TTopala’ [CJSd. TI, no. 537]

(ii) Example c f f. Gen. sg. of ?-nouns (3rd c. B.C. -
3rd c. A.D.):

(Animate)
3rd c. B.C. Ropiya: TTpnsika Ropiya lepe, ’the cave of the

female devotee Ropi [CJSc. II, 633].
-deviya: Tisa-deviya lepe, ’the cave of Tissa-devf’

[ibid. 736].

2nd c. B.C. Samapiya: Revati Samapiya lepe, ’the cave of the
nun Revati’ [ibid. 3161.

Anuradlya: Aya Abavasa jhita Abi Anuradiya,
’(the cave) of the princess ? Anuradi, the
daughter of the prince ? Abhaya’ [ibid.

463].
1st c. B.C. Anufliya: Parumaka Anufliya dan(a), ’the gift of

the (lady) chief Anu^i• [AndC., 2].
1st c. A.D. " Pigala Anufliya lepe, ’the cave of Pingala

Anu^f [CJSc. II, 480]
(Inanimate)

2nd c. A.D. -Vaviya: Palinakare-vaviya dakapati, ’the water
share o^ the tank Palinakara’ [Pkm.].

” Nakera-vrdye. dakapat' , ’the water share
of the tank Nekara (city)’ [TpS.]

3rd c. A.D. -patiya: -daka-patiya ca bh ( ji  ) vn-patiya ca kara
kaflaya, ’haring freed from the tax of ’daka- 
xpati ’ and ’bo.jiya-pati ’ * [JV.]



(ii i) Examples of Gen. sg. of f. tr-nouns:
The Old Ind. f. stems of relationship in -tp appear to 

have been reduced to 5-stems probably based on their nom. sg. 
form in -a. The instances of these nouns reduced to a-stems 
are already found even in Pali, e.g. (1) as first member of e 

compound in P. mat a-pit Phi, mata-pitusu, mStS-pitfi; (2.) as the 
inflected forms, Gen. sg. mataya, dhltaya, Nom. pi. dhlta,
Inst. pi. dh.Ttahi, Gen. pi. dhTtanam* Loc. pi. dhltasu [v. GPLL. 
§ 91, P.30]. In the same tradition are the following 
Sinhalese inscriptional instances of (1) the st. fm. adopted 
from the Old Nom. sg. in -a, (but written -8) , and (2) Gen. sg. 
in ya.
(1) Stems in -a (w.  for -a) (2nd c. B.C.);

I
jhita; Sirikita jhita upasika Citaya lepe, ’the cave of 

the female devotee Citta, the daughter of
Sirikita’ [VgRBC., 2b].
H.
IJitapalasa jhita Revati Samapiya lepe, ’the cave
of the nun Revati, the daughter of MittapSla

[CJSc. II, 516].
Aya Abayasa .jhita Abi Anuradiya, ’(the cave) of
the princess Anuradi, the daughter of the prince
Abhaya’ [CJSc. II, no. 463].

(2) Gen. sg. -ya (3rd c. B.C. - 1st c. A.D.):
,j hit ay a: f-Sivaputa majhimay^asa jhitaya Tisadeviya lepe,

’the cave of Tissa-devT, the daughter of prince 
Majjhima, the son of Siva’ [CJSc. II, 734].



d-uhitaya: aya duhitaya lepe, ’the cave of the daughter 
of Aya * (the prince?) [CJSc. II, 535]- 

For the etymology of jhita see § 30.
Feminine Plural Inflexions.

^here are no instances of f. nou^s in pi. inflexions 
recorded during the period under discussion. There is, however, 
one Old and Mid. Ind. f. a-noun (inanimate) which is apparently 
used in pi. significance in its context. If the graphical 
short a represents a long a in pronunciation, besides the short 
a, it is possible that vasavasika-hatika (1st c. A.D.) in 
"Nakaraaharaje vasavasika-hatika .. dine”, ’the great king gave 
clothes for observing the vassa (rainy season)1 [Mr.] 
represents Mid. Ind. Acc. pi. in -a. cf. P. vassavasika-s5tika, 
Sk. latika & P. Nom.-Acc. pi. kafifla [v. GPLL. § 81]. But the 
Dhammapeda't'fhakatha has the Acc. pi. "vassavasikasa^ake", 
[Colombo edition p. 151], from a m. a-noun st., sSjika- [v. EZ. 
I, p. 65 & fn. 1]. It is therefore not quite certain whether 
hajika in the inscription is to be regarded as f. Acc. pi. of 
an a noun or Acc. pi. of an a-noun or even Sinh. inanimate 
Nom.-Acc. sg.-pl. in zero termination.
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60 a.

C H A P T E R  F I V E

Case (concluded)
Part II.

Period of Natural or Notional Gender:
The chief characteristics of the morphology of this 

period are the disappearance of Inst, (and Loc. inflexions) in 
the animate noun and the introduction of historical Gen. as a 
general Obi. case to take the functions first, of the Inst, of 
agent (kartp) (2nd c. A.D. ) and later the Acc. of object, 
besides its being used with the post-positions and quasi-term, 
to express Agent, Dat. Abl. Gen. and Loc. case relations in 
respect of the animate noun.

In contrast with the animate noun, the inanimate retains 
tne Inst, and the Loc. inflexions and drops the Gen. inflexion. 
The Inst, has the additional function of serving as the Abl. 
also, as the Abl. has completely disappeared from the earliest 
period. The beginning of the Inst, functioning as the Abl. is 
seen in the use of Inst, of separation concurrent with the Abl. 
of separation in Sk. [v. SSkSyn. § 62]. In the inanimate noun 
the Loc. has completely replaced the Gen.

An increasing use of zero inflexional forms in a variety 
of syntactical functions, depending probably on word order and 
intonation is also witnessed both in animate and inanimate 
towards the 10th century. Apart from the paucity of
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occurrences of Obi. cases in the early inscriptions, from the 
evidence of phonological laws and what has come to stay as 
historical case inflexions it may be plausibly surmised that 
in earlv spoken Sinhalese, which must have been the basis of 
the inflexional structure of this period of natural or 
notional gender of Ins. Sinhalese beginning from 2nd c. A.D., 
very few Old or Mid. Ind. case inflexions were used. This was 
particularly so with regard to inanimate nouns. Besides, the 
inflexional system appears to have closely related to the 
animate and the inanimate notion underlying the noun. Other
wise it is difficult to explain the disappearance of all the 
Mid. Ind. n. pi. case inflexions in the inanimate noun as well 
as that of the historical Inst. & Loc. inflexions in the 
animate noun, which should have been preserved phonologically 
as in the inanimate group, as both m. and n. (irrespective of 
animate & inanimate) possessed a common form in Old & Mid. Ind.
in respect of these two cases.

The retention of the Inst, in the inanimate and its 
disappearance in the animate is evidently due to the fact that 
distinction was made with regard to the inanimate instrument of 
action and the animate agent of action, when the new notion of 
gender was established. Thus the Inst, was confined through 
its long association with such matters, only to the impersonal 
inanimate objects used as instrument of action, as well as to
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its adverbial use, while the animate agent of action, when it 
is not the subject of the sentence, was expressed by the 
Gen.-Obi. The use of the Gen. of agent instead of Inst, of 
agent is as old as Sk., in certain participial constructions. 
For the Gen. was employed for the agent of the future pas. 
part. [v. SSkSyn. § 66] as well as that of the pp. in -ta, 
when it was used in the present sense [ibid. § 129].

The use of the Gen. (-Obi.) for the Agent from 2nd c. 
A.D. as opposed to the Inst, of Agent employed in similar 
context? in inscriptions of the preceding period [v. § 48] 
perhaps marks the beginning of the employment of the Gen. as a 
common Oblique case in animate nouns, and this development in 
2nd c. A.D. appears to synchronise with the emergence of 
animate-inanimate distinction in gender. The view that the 
Gen. came to be employed as a general Obi. of the animate noun 
at this time along with the emergence of animate-inanimate 
distinction is further supported by the fact that in the only 
occurrence of an animate noun as a direct Object in this 
century Gen. (pi.) fm. is employed instead of the Acc. (pi.) 
[v. § 69]. The extended use of the Gen. as a general Obi. 
accompanied by itspbonetic modification has led to its further 
degeneration as a case, thus necessitating tbe wide use of 
post-positions added to it to express various syntactical 
relations.
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No less remarkable is the contrary disappearance of the 
Gen. in the inanimate group and its most common adnominal 
functions being assumed by the Loc. which is another exclusive 
inanimate case. Again the reason for this phenomenon lies in 
the inanimate and impersonal notion underlying nouns of this 
group. For the Gen. being primarily the case of possession, 
presupposing a possessor, i.e. an animate personal being, it 
could not properly be used with those nouns which indicate 
impersonal inanimate objects. Thus the inanimate noun came to 
lose the Gen. because it could not be conceived as being a 
possessor of an Object and the Loc. was established in its 
place, as it meant ’in' or •on* some place or thing and as such 
could express the syntactical relationship it bears to another 
noun without implying the idea of a possessor. Cf. the 
retention of the Possessive case in »s in animate substantives 
and its general loss in inanimate substantives in English.

Perhaps owing to this exclusive association of the Loc. 
with the inanimate supported by its primary notion of location, 
the animate noun appears to have lost the Loc. altogether from 
the very early times. Though it is not very clear as to how

the Loc. notion was expressed in the animate noun in the early 
times, in the later period it was expressed through the 
periphrastic device of employing post-positions, after the 
general Obi. case.
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6la.

The following are the inflexional terminations of the 
animate nouns recorded in the inscriptions during the period 
2nd c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D. The different forms of the general 
Obi., all of which excepting the zero form are inherited f^om 
the old Gen., are given indicating their functions and the 
period in which the examoles are found. The composite Dat. 
term, which is a combination of the historical Gen. and afaya, 
at a or a1 is given here because it appears to have already 
assumed the character of a quasWinflexional termination rather 
than a post-position.

Masculine Singular
-i (< Mom. sg. -e) (2nd c. A.D. - 5th c. A.D.) 
-ha

(i) of possession (2nd c. A.D. - 8th c. A.D. 
(ii) of agency (2nd c. A.D. - 6th c. A.D.)

-hi
(i) of possession (10th c. A.D.)
(ii) of agency (6th or 7th c. A.D. - 10th c.

A.D. )

Direct. 
Oblique (a)

(b)

(c) -hu
(i) of possession (8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.I})
(ii) of agency (10th c. A.D.)

(iii) of dir. Obj. (10th c. A.D.)
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Oblique (a) -u

(i) of possession (10th c. A.D.)
(ii) of agency (10th c. A.D.)

(e) -a

(i) Of possession (8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.)
(ii) Of agency (10th c. A.D.)
(iii) of dir. Obj. (10th c. A.D.)

Dir.-Obi. zero
(i) of subject (2nd c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.)

(ii) of possession (4th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.)

(iii) of agency (6th or 7th c. A.D. - 10th c.
A.D.)

(iv) of dir. obj. (9th c. A.D.)
Dative (a) -h*»a$aya (2nd c. A.D. - 3rd c. A.D.)

(b) -ĥ a'Jia (2nd c. A.D. - 6th c. A.D.)
(c) -ĥ a'f (10th c. A.D. )

Feminine Singular
Dir.-Obi. zero

(i) of subject (4th c. A.D. - 6th c. A.D.)

(ii) of possession (10th c. A.D. )

(iii) of agency (5th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.)
Obi.
Obi.

-a of possession (10th c. A.D.) 
•hu of possession (10th c. A.D.)
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61 c. Masculine-Feminine Plural
There is no difference in the terminations of the m. 

and the f. However no Dir. pi. of the f. is recorded and the 
examples of Obi. pi. of the f. are found only in the 10th c.A.D.

Direct (a)
(b)
(c)

-hu
-o

8th or 9th c. A.D. 
10th c. A.D.

Oblique (a)

zero 8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D. (nouns in
subjective complement only)

-ana (continued from the Gen. pi. of the 
preceding period)

(b) -i

(c) -1

(<a)

(i of possession 4 th c. A.D.
(ii of agency 7 th c. A.D. - 8th c.
(iii of dir. ob j. . 2nd c. A.D.
an

(i of possession 10th c. A.D.
(ii of agency 8 th c. A.D. - 10th c.
(iii of dir. obj. 10th c. A.D.
un

(i of possession 8 th c. A.D. - 10th c.

(ii of recipiency 10th c. A.D.
(iii of agency 8th c. A.D. - 10th c.

(iv , Of dir. obj. 8th c. A.D. - 10th c.
in

(i of agency 8th c. A.D. - 10th c.
(ii -of dir. obj. 10th c. A.D.
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Dir.-Obi.

Dative

zero

(i) of subject (8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.)
(ii) of agency 10th c. A.D.

(iii) dir. obj. 10th c. A.D.
(a) -an^afa 5 th c. A.D. - 8th c. A.D.
(b) -n<*at 8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(c) -an-at 8th or 9th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(d) -an-ta 10th c. A.D.
(e) -in-a| 10th c. A.D.

Masculine (animate) Singulars 
Direct (or Nora.) sg. in -i which appears in 2nd c. A.D.

is the reduced form of the Nora. sg. in -e of the preceding
period [v. § 45a]. Though this form is noticed only till 
about 5th XHTxiftfcfc c. A.D., it is likely to have existed till the 
8th c. A.D. , when the word^final generally dropped or became

contracted.
Examples:

2nd c. A.D. -ra.ji, ’king* [Pkra., Pm., TpS. , NpR. ]; cf. -raje 
etc. [v. §§ 45b, c].
puti, ’son’ [Pm.; TpS.]; cf. pute [§ 45c].

3rd c. A.D. -ra.ji, see above -ra.ji [jv. ].
3rd or 4th c. A.D. -ra.ji, id. [VgRS. ]
5th c. A.D. S[iIri-nakayi, nom. prop. [Lg., l]

Sivayi, id. [Lg., 2].
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It is interesting to note that this transformation of 
Nom. sg. -£ into -i_ is reached in India, according to Chatterji, 
during the Apabhraipia stage which takes place in circa 8th c. 
A.D. He quotes the 17th c. grammarian Markapgleya to prove 
the existence of Nom. sg. -e, -i in Mg. and Sabarl dialect of 
Mg. [v. CODE. § 497, pp. 740 - 7411. Cf. also Mg. Nom. Sg. 
lili for £ile and £akki for lakke (Sk. âkya.lj) [PPkG. § 364]. 
Chatterji thinks that the Nom. sg. in -i existed in Old. Beng. 
and early Oriya [op. cit.]. What is important to note with 
regard to the Indian parallels is that in Mg. (which is highly 
artificial) etc. this form of Nom. exists for both m. and n. 
whereas in Ceylon it was confined to only the animate m. nouns, 
as the restilt of the early development of natural gender in 
place of the gram, gender of the preceding period when its 
prototype Nom. sg. in -e was common to both m. and n. a-nouns 
[v. §§ 45a, c, d].

Oblique sg. in ( i) -ha, (ii) -hi, (iii) -hu, (iv) -u,
(v.) -a:

The Gen. sg. -ha which began to appear in 3rd c. B.C. 
side by side with -£a/sa [v. §§ 49a, b, c, d, e] assumes a new 
character during this period in becoming a general Obi. term, 
of the animate substantive. Besides its inherited function 
of indicating the possessor it has replaced the Inst, of Agent 
of the preceding period [v. §§ 48, 60b]. Although there are
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no recorded instances of the Obi. sg. of the dir. obj.
(animate) before the 10th c. A.D. its employment for this 
function may have begun much earlier as there is one instance 
of the Obi. pi. (inherited from Gen. pi.) employed in 2nd c. 
A.D. for the dir. obj. (animate) [v. § 69]. This Obi. sg. 
term. -ha appears to last till the 8th c. A. P.

In the 6th or 7th c. A.D. , however, the final -a of 
this termination appears to show signs of weakening in 
pronunciation and developing into a neutral vowel, as there are 
instances exhibiting a hesitation between -ha and -hi.. The 
form in -hi has been kept up till about 10th c. A.D. , though 
not occurring so frequently as other phonetic modifications of 
-ha that came into existence in 8th c. A.D. and ousted it 
completely in 10th c. A.D.

The term, -ha which has persisted since 3rd c. B.C. 
undergoes a phonetic modification in 8th c. A.D. and becomes 
either (i) -a by the loss of -h- and contraction of -a-a or
(ii) is reduced to -hu* -u7 Cf. the reduction of Ap. Gen. sg.
(i) -ha to -hd, -hi, -hu and (ii) -ssa to -ssu, -su. e.g. Ap. 
Canflala-ha, kanta-hfi, kei-hi, guru-hu, parassu, rukkhasu 
[v. PPkG. § 366, AHP., p.145]. This phonetic change in Sinh. 
appears to have further enhanced the general Obi. character of 
this case by reducing it to a mere general Obi. case without
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having special leaning to a particular case like the Gen. 
because it has led to the complete forgetting of its earlier 
Gen. origin and character. Thus the need arises about this 
time to evolve the Gen. postp. ge and join it to this case 
form in order to indicate the possessor [v. § 71c, g].
Purther, this case form appears henceforth with a variety of 
other post-positions to indicate various syntactical relations 
expressed through different cases during the Old and Mid.Ind. 
period. The pattern fixed at this time, of the Obi. case of 
the animate noun and post-positions added to it continues to 
be the same even in the mod. language. The Obi. sg. in -a 
appears to have been later extended to cover the Dir. case as 
well.

Examples of Obi, sg. in -ha
(i) of possession 

2nd c. A.D. Ayisayiha, nom. prop. [Pkm.], Asalayaha, (Dat.- 
Gen.?), Ti s a-mahar aj ah a [TpS.; Pm.], Tisa-raiaha [Vg.2], 
maha-rajaha [Pm.], vahaba-rajaha [Vg.2], Vahaba-maha- 
rajaha [HbR.], Utara-maha-rajaha [ibid.], Batakayaha [Pkm." 
, Yahabayaha [Pm.], f Yahalbayaha [TpS."!, Vah ayah a [VpGp.];

3rd c. A.D. N ak a-mah a- r a j ah a [Jv. ], Tie a-m aha-ra 1 aha [VgRS.]
4-th c.,A.D. Maha-sena-maha raj ah a, Sivayahfe [TgR.],

Mitayaha [RG*];
5th c. A.D. Sagayaha [Lg., l], Sivayaha, Sumanayaha [RvP.],

Sfu]manayaha [Lg., 2], Saratarayaha [MdS.];
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8th c. A.D. r a.la-pay-ha [SSI., 5 ] •
(ii) of Agency:

2nd c. A.D. Saba-rajaha dineka, ’given by the king Saba* [Vg.,
2];

4th c. A.D. Aba-maha-ra.lsha cata legitaka tipavanaka vasahi, 
’in the third year of raising the (royal) umbrella by 
the great king Aba* [TgR.]; Abayaha cata legitaka [Rd] 
Devayaha ... nava vaharakehi dina, ’given to the new 
monastery ... by the Prince Deva* [TgR.];

6 th c. A.D. Mahakumaratasa-ra.j a-Ap ay a [ha ] .. dinaka, ’given 
by His Majesty the King, great Kumaratasa .. • [NgR.].

63b. Examples of Obi, sg. in -hi:
(i) of possession:

10th c. A.D. Kalavali Udahi batak isa, ’and a meal of Kalavali 
Uda> [K429].

(ii) of agency;
6th or 7th c. A.D. Mahara.ji Apayihi cata lagi a|ama avanaka 

vasihi, ’in the eighth year of raising the umbrella by 
His Majesty the great King’ [N1D.]; Buyudeviyavihi, nom. 
orop. [ibid.l, Sivigorahi» id. [ibid.];

10th c. A.D. (Udahi), id. [Km.], Sihi, id. [PkCm.l.

63c. Examples of Qbl. sg. in -hn:
( i )  of possession

8th c. A.D. Sen-hu vajanin, ’by the order of Sen [RgR., 1]
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10th c. A.D. Haharad-hu, ’of the great king’ [Tb., Av. , PkCm;
Mg.; PCm.; Mdg. ; Blv. ; GtP.], apahu, ’of the *ipa*
(governor) [PIS.]; Buda-hu, nom. prop. [PcP.];
Mihindya-hu, id. [jvP.].

(ii) of agency:
10 th c. A.D. Siri Saftg-bo mahared-hu sat naftgu nava vara

havuruduyehi, ’in the ninth year of the raising of the
umbrella by the great king Siri Sang-bo’ [Blv.],
•maharad-hu [PIS.; Avg.; MgP.; JrP.; VmS.], maharaj-hu

[ VgSDp. T-
(iii) of object governed by gerundial post-position.

10th c. A.D. pipisa ( P. paticca: ’on account of’):
Mihind-Mahaya Sirisarahn pipisa .. kite. r&ina kusin 
d&nB, ’having been born from the womb of the queen Kita, 
on account of.Mihind Mahaya, the Illustrious [PIS.].

63d. Examples of Obi, sg. in -u:
(i) of possession:

10th c. A.D. Senevi-ra.l-u var£, ’in the service of Senevi-raj* 
[Mg.], Sen-u, nom. prop. [Av.; PCm.; MgP.], Vijurag-u, 
id. [Bd.], Danulu, id. [Mdg.l.

(ii) of agency:
10th c. A.D. denak-u: nayan satar denaku no vasanu, 'four

(people of the) relatives not to reside’ [AnSk.]; saftgun 
dolos denaku vasanu, 'for twelve (people of the) monks to
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reside' [PIS.]; visit-devu, nora. prop. [Km.; Ag.; PkCm.]; 
Devu, id. [PkCm. ; CnD. ], mitu, id. [Km.], Senu, id.
[Km.; Ag.; PkCm.]

63e. Examples of Obi. sg. in -a:
(i) of possession!

Rth c. A.D. Siri Saipbo mapu[r]muka tun-vanne, 'in the third 
(year) of His Majesty Siri Saipbo' [GrdR., A].

9th c. A.D. Siri Samhoy mapurmuka palamu-vannehi, 'in the • 
first (year) of His Majesty Siri Sarpboy* [VuP.].

10th c. A.D. mapurumaka, [Ip. ], mapurmuka [PvP.; K429-; Rb. ; 
Nt.; Tb.; Ng.; Km.; Kb.; Mg.; Bd.; Mdg.; Ag.; Blv.;
PQm. ; GrnD. ].
Mahale Kasba varin a, 'come from the service of the Chief 
Secretary Kasba' [Kg.], Kasba [Blv.], vadura, nom.prop. 
[Kg.; Mg.], Nimula, id. [Tb.], papula, id. [MkP.],
Mahaya [PIS.].

(ii) of agency:
10th c. A.D. mapurmuka sat nangu de-vana havuruduyehi, 'in the 

second year of raising the umbrella by His Majesty' [Kg.] 
Kappa, nom. prop. [Km.], Kasba, id. [MuP.], Kotta, id. 
[Mg.], Nila, id. [Km.]; elu~m*aruva, 'by the kille~ of 
goats' [Av.], Madiya, nom. prop. [Nt.], Mabanugugay(a) 
[ibid.], Yasaya [PCm.], dena, 'people* (collective sg.) 
[Bd.; Mdg.; Blv.].
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(iii) of dir, obj.:
10th c. A.D. unupova mahap no karanu isa, 'and not to ordain 

unupova (youth of tender age?) a monk' [AnSk.l.

64. Dir.-Obi, sg. in zero inflexional form:
Apart from the above instances of the sg. inflexional 

forms of the animate noun there are some occurrences of the 
zero form identical with the stem, employed not only as Obi. sg. 
but also as Dir. sg. during this period. Te have already 
seen a tendency for this development during the preceding 
period, and the possible circumstances in which a Den. in zero 
inflexion could have developed have been already discussed 
[v. § 49f]« Instances of the n. (inanimate) nouns in zero 
inflexion employed as Nom.-Acc. dicing the preceding period 
have also been discussed giving Mid. Ind. parallels [v. § 471. 
The development of the zero inflexional form as a Dir.-Obi. 
case during this period (though the instances are not many), 
may be due to a further extension of the* tendencies evinced 
during the preceding period.

64a* Examples of Dir.-Obi, in zero
(i) of subject;

2nd c. A.D. Maha[raja Vahalbayaha rmalrumapaka Tisa-maha
raj aha putl Maharaji (rami pi Abaya . . daka-pati ca bo j aka 
pati ca .. dine, 'The great king Tisa (and) grandson of
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the great king Vahaba .. gave the water rates and royal 
dues . .' [TpS.], Abeya (w. for Abaya), nom. prop., 
mapumaraka, 'grandson* [Pm. 1 

3rd c. A.D. puta, 'son' [Jv.]
5th c. A.D. puta, id. [MdS., Lg., 1, 2].
6th c. A.D. Aba, nom. prop. Dala-meya, id. [RVg. 41
6th or 7th c. A.D. Apama, id. [BPIns. 1, 2, 4, 7]

G-apayama, id. [ibid., l]
7th or 8th c. A.D. maharaja, great king* [SSI., ll 
10th c. A.D. upasaka, 'devotee' [VgSDp.], Kit, nom. prop. 

Sata, id. [Mdg.], Sivu, id. Mayidand, id. [MkP.].
(ii) of possession (in apposition to the Obi. of possession 

in -ha or compounded with the following):
4th c. A.D. Mahasena maharajaha puta, Sarimeka-vapa Aba

maharajaha cata legitaka, 'umbrella raised by the great 
king Sarimekavapa Aba, the son of the great king 
Mahasena' [TgR.].

5th c. A.D. Sumanavaha puta, Sivayaha, 'of the prince Siva, 
the son of the prince Sumana' [RvP.];

10th c. A.D. mahasapg m&ndfl, 'in the midst of the great 
community >(of monks)' [AnSk.1.

(iii) of agency;
6th or 7th c. A.D. siya di vaherila cidivi Buyiperi Saba,

’by giving hundred, "vaherila" (timber. )^was caused to

^See Appendix III, pp. 350 sq.
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be cut by Buviperi Saba* [N1D. ], Bada Aba, nom. prop., 
Cadi boya Aba, id. [ibid.].

10th c. A.D. dena (collective sg.)s me tuvak dena no vadna 
ko-f; 'not to be entered by all these people' [MkP. ], 
also dena [Kb.] Mulavadasakara, nom. prop. [Mg.],
Namiija(rili) , id. [Ag. ], Mihind, id. [Bd.], Kit, id.

[Mdg.].
(iv) of dir, obj.:

9th c. A.D. Sala-mevan raj v&[nd&], 'having saluted the king 
Salamevan' [KvP.].
It is possible that above Obi. sg. raj, though 

apparently in zero inflexion at this time, is the result of 
the phonetical development of Mid. Ind. Acc. sg. -rajap 
[v. § 40a (ii)].

65* Dative Case;
The Dat. formed by the addition of the quasi-term* 

-ataya, -ata or -a£ to the Gen. (-Obi.) sg. in -ha is only the 
continuation of the practice started during the preceding 
period. The origin of the above quasi—term, and the 
circumstances in which such a formation of Dat. was evolved 
have been already discussed [v. § 50d]. It is a noteworthv 
fact that the above quasi-*term, was added in the case of the 
animate noun invariably to the Gen. sg. in -ha in contra
distinction with the method of its being joined to the st. fm. 
in respect of the inanimate noun which had lost its Gen.
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inflexion by this time [v. § 76]. This practice of welding 
-ataya -ata etc. to the Gen. in -ha leads to a tendency of 
regarding -h^atava, -h^aja -h^at as the Dat. term, of the 
animate substantive [v. § 65d] as opposed to -ataya, -ata, -at 
of the inanimate substantive [v. § 76].

This quasi—term -h^at^ya is already contracted to 
-h*ata about the end of 2nd c. A.D. in keeping with the 
phonological laws of the period. Hence the single instance 
of Dat. in -h^ataya found in Jv. (3rd c. A.D.) must be archaic 
for that period if the date ascribed to Jv. is correct. The 
quasi terra, -h^ata is likelv to have continued until the 8th c. 
A.D. when the final -a generally dropped. While the Dat. in 
-si of the inanimate substantive is attested from the 8th c. 
A.D. [v. § 76c] there are no instances of the Dat. in -h^at 
of the animate substantive until the 10th c. A.D.

65a. Examples of Dat. sg. in -h^ataya:
2nd c. A.D. Upala-dopika-vavi bikusaga-h-^ataya dini, 'gave

the tank Upala-dopika to the community of monks' [Vg. , 1] 
b i k us aga- h ̂a f ay a [Pkn.; Pm.; Vg., 2; TpS.].

3rd c. A.D. bikusaga-h^atayg [Jv.]
65b. Examples of Dat. sg. in -h^afa:

2nd or 3rd c. A.D. b i k us a ga- h **a t a [HbR.]
4th c. A.D. maha-bikusaga-h^afa, 'to the great community of 

monks' [TgR.l; bukusaga-h^a ta [RG.]
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5th c. A.D. mapurumaka-h^ata, to His Majesty [RvP.]
6th c. A.D. bikasaga-h^ata [NgRj

maharaja A payah*ata, 'to His Majesty the great King'
[AnS.]

65c. Examples of Dat. sg. in -h^at:
10th c. A.D. Kitambva-h^at, to Kitambv'd [Ng. 1

maharaj-h^at, 'to the great king [AnSk.; VgSDp.]
maharaf d]-h^af, id. [GtP.].
do^os denak-h^at. ’to twelve people' [PIS.]

65d. The loss of the vowel preceding -h- in examples like
maharaj'hat and the occurrence of -raj elsewhere as a st. fm. 
as well as a word in zero inflexion helps to establish more 
firmly the tendency of regarding the Dat. term, of the animate 
substantive as hat with the preceding -h- which is only e 
petrified remnant of the Gen. sg. -ha grafted on to it (cf. the 
similar evolution of a new Dat. pi. term, -nat-a [v. § 70b. 1). 
This can be seen more clearly in instances of the Dat. sg. of 
the indef. form of the collective noun dena-, 'people',
'persons' (indef. denek, dena.k-) : 10th c. A.D. d e nsk-hat, in

sergun dolos-d enak-hat, 'to twelve (persons of) the monks' [PIS. 

During the literary period this element appears as hat-a by the 

addition of the auxiliary vowel -a and is sometimes regarded 

as an independent post-positional Dat. particle that can be 

employed not only with the Obi. sg. but also with the Obi. p i . , 

e.g. piy" h a t a » 'to the father', putu hata, 'to the son',
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yannahu hata, 'to the one who goes', mahatun hata, 'to the 
gentlemen' [v. KSidatV., p. 205]* Its independent character 
as a pci. is further proved by the fact that its position can 
be even inversed in verses, e.g. in 'me nam vetT dSn& ganne 
ha fa gurulu', 'Know that these are the names for gurn}u' (a 
mythical bird, Sk. garufla-) [ibid.], hata gurulu instead of- 
gurulu hata; also hata dev-rade instead of dev-rada hata, 'to 
the king of gods' [KMSV. , ver. 4].

Feminine (animate) Singular 
66. Dir.-Obi, in zero inflexional form:

During the period under revi ew very few f. nouns occur 
in the inscriptions. All the instances of sg. excepting two 
lack any visible case termination and are confined contextually 
either to the Dir. case of the subject or to the Obi. of 
possession and of agency. The loss of termination in the sg. 
may be due to the phonological causes as the final -ya which 
is the early Mid. Ind. Obi. sg. term, of the f. noun as seen in 
P. and attested in our inscriptions in the preceding period 
[v. § 58b.l, disappeared generally in 2nd c. A.D. as the result 
of phonetic decajr.

66a. Examples of Dir.-Obi, in zero
(i) of subject

(a) Original a-nouns 
4th c. A.D. Anujabi, nom. prop. [Mid. Ind. *AnuJ.emba (?); for 

-a > -i see § 7b also § 28c.] in Mitayaha jita Anule.bi ..
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matara majibika-pati ... dini, 'the princess Anu^a the 
daughter of the prince Mita ... donated the 'matara 
majibike' share .. ' [RG.].

(b) Original 31-nouns
6th c. A.D. r (e) jana. rej(e)na, 'queen' [Sk. rajhT, v. § 29] 

in Tirimaha ... Saba rej(e)na m(e) dekariha kubura .. 
dina, 'the queen, Tirimaha ... Saba donated this field 
of two karisas' [AnS.].

(c) Original tp-nouns
4th c. A.D. jita, 'daughter' (in apposition to the subject)

[*jhitp? cf. P. dhlta; see § 30] in Mitayaha jita 
Anujabi .. dini, 'the princess Anu}.a, the daughter of 
the prince Mita donated .. ' [RG.].

(ii) of possession
(a) Original a-nouns

10th c. A.D. mehesana, 'queen' [Mid. Ind. *raahes5n$, v. § 28d(i)" 
in Lak-div-polo-mehesana parapuren himi Buddas Siri 
Saftg-boy Abayaha maharaj-hst, 'to the great king Buddas 
Siri Saftg-boy Abayaha, the inheritor of the Queen-of-the- 
land-of-the-Island-of-Lanka' [AnSk.]. 
mehe(sa)na, id. [VgSDp.].
yon, 'damsel' [Mid.Ind. *yuvsna, v. § 28d (ii)] in
Lak-div-polo-yon parapuren himi-vu, 'being the inheritor
of the damsel-of-the-land-of-the-Island-of-Lanka' [Blv.1

id. [MgP., Avg.].



de-biseva 'twice annointed (queen)' [< *abhisekika, 
v. § 10 i] in de-biseva da Abe Salamevan, 'Aba Salamevan 
born of the twice annointed queen' [Blv.].

(b) Original T-nouns;
10t.h c. A.D. Kita-rajna, 'Queen Kita' [see above r(e)iana &

§ 29] in Kita r&jna kusin d&n8, 'having; been born from 
the womb of the Queen Kita' [PIS.].
DevS-rajna (w. for -rajna), 'Queen Deva* in Deva-raina
kushi heva, 'having lain in the womb of the Queen Deva'

[VgSDp.].
/

(iii) of agency
Original I-nouns 

10th c. A.D. raina, 'queen' [see above r(e)jana & § 29] in 
Maha[ sangba] raina .. put pemin v&<Ju .. Kasup mah8p3- 
radapan, 'His Royal Highness Kasup MahSpa .. brought up 
with filial love .. by the Queen Maha[sapgha]' [jrP.]. 

Original tp-nouns 
9th c. A.D. iitra 'daughter' (in apposition to the agent)

(see above jita) in ... jitra Kamafla] Aba karavika $abi, 
'the pillar caused to be built up by the princess 
Kama[lal, the daughter .. ' [RvP.].

Obi, sg. in -a, -hu.
Apart from the above instances of the Dir.-Obi. sg. zero 

form of the f. substantive, there are two instances inflected 
with the terminations -a and -hu and employed as Obi. sg. of
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67a.

67b.

possession in the 10th c. Though these inflexions appear to 
be optional at this time, they mark the beginning of a new 
tendency of adding case terminations of a positive character 
to the f. substantives.

The origin of the Dir.-Obi. sg. -a of the f. 
substantive is obscure. However it parallels with a similar 
Dir.-Obi. sg. -a added to the consonantal inanimate noun at 
this time [v. §§ 39, 74, 74a, b]. This -a which appears from 
the 10th c. and establishes itself more firfaly during the 
literary period has survived up to the present day. The only 
instance found in inscriptions of the 10th c. illustrates its 
Obi. use signifying possession.
Example of Obi. sg. in -a:
10th c. A.D. yon-a [cf. above Obi. sg. yon, § 66a (ii)] in

Lak-div-po].o-yona parapuren himi, * the inheritor of the 
damsel-of-the-land-of-the-Island-of Lanka* [Av.].
In the later language this form in -a is found both as 

Dir. 8r general Obi.
In the Obi. sg. terra, -hu that came to be added to the 

f. substantive in 10th c. we notice an extension of the m. Obi. 
sg. -hu of Gen. origin [v. §§ 63, 63c] to the f. This 
extension was apparently possible because there was no real 
grammatical distinction between m. and f. nouns, after the loss 
of gram, gender and the ‘characteristic f. suffixes owing to the
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phonetic decay, the real morphological distinction being 
between the animate and the inanimate. Unlike the term, -a, 
this Obi. sg. term, -hu is not extended in the later language 
to cover the Dir. case of the subject either in f. or m. 
probably because there is already a Dir. pi. -hu of different 
origin [v. §§ 68a, b].
Example of Obi, sg. in -hu:
10th c. A.D. de-bisev-hu in de-bisev-hu da Abhaselamevan,

’Abhasalamevan, born of the twice-annointed queen'
[Mdg.]

Animate Plural Inflexion
68. Direct Case
68a. In the limited material of-the inscriptions, the

occurrence of Nom. or Dir. pi. of the animate substantive is 
extremely rare. There are however two forms of the animate 
(m) Dir. pi. inflexion preserved in the inscriptions during 
the period 8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D. The Dir. pi. inflexions 
recorded in these are i. -hu, ii.-o_ (writing for o?). Both 
these forms survive in the later literary period.

Geiger thinks that the Dir. pi. -hu is a shortened 
form of -ahu which he traces to the Mid.Ind. *-aso. P. ase.
He also considers -o to be a contraction of -ahu [GGSL. § 95,2]. 
Prof. Bloch says that the Sinh. m. pi. terminations -ahu and -o
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68b.
are reminiscent of Mg. [BLM. p. 21*1.

In the absence of any earlier forms of Dir.-pi. in 
Sinhalese it is difficult to determine the exact origin of the 
terminations -hu * o. It may however be possible to take 
Voc. pi. Mg. a-ho, a-hu # Ap. -ho, -ho as the Indian 
representatives of the prototype which gave rise to the Btb or 
9th c. A.D. inscriptional Dir. pi. -hu cf. Voc. pi. Mg. puttSho 

bamhapahu, Ap. puttaho, puttahS [PPkG. §? 363, 372]. Lassen 
thinks that the Mg. Voc. pi. -ahP, -ahu are traceable to the 
Vedic Nom.-Voc. pi. double ending -asas, [LILP. p. 399]•
While admitting that this is quite a possibility, I wish to 
suggest another possibility that the Mg. puttaho, puttahu &
Ap. puttaho, puttaho may be the result of Mid. Ind. Voc. pci. 
ho (cf. Voc. pci. Sk. ho) being agglutinated with the 
preceding Voc. form putta, putta. Whatever be the origin of 
Mg. & Ap. vocatives, the Sinh. Dir, pi. in - (a)-hu is either 
an extension from Mid. Ind. Voc. pi. or a historical 
preservation of the Ved. Nom. pi. double ending -asas (cf. 

putrasalj).
Example of Dir, pi. in -hu:
8th or 9th c. A.D. Sav-sat-hu, 'all beings * in Sav-sat-hu 

bud vet-vay, 'may all beings become Buddhas' (i.e. 
enlightened) [SSI., 7].
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68c. Dir. pi. -ft:
There is a (m.) Norn. pi. -o in AMg. puttao. This is 

perhaps due to an extension from Pk. f. Norn. pi. malao, P. 
malayo, which in itself is an extension from the declension of 
the i-nouns, (cf. P. aggi-: Nom. pi. aggayo, Sk. agpayalj).
This Pk. m. Norn.* pi. -o, however, is not likely to have 
siu*vived in the 10th century ft later Sinhalese. It is quite 
possible that the Sinh. Norn. pi. -o is a contraction of -a-hu 
< Ved. Norn. pi. -asas or < Mid. Ind. Voc. *aho, -ahu. It is 
interesting to note the circumstances in which such a 
contraction took place, ultimately producing two Dir. termina
tions. There are generally two types of stems in Sinh. with 
regard to Dir. ft Obi. inflexions. Type 1, generally ending 
in consonants makes the Dir. pi. exclusively with -hu, while 
the type 2, generally ending in a vowel makes the Nom. pi. 
exclusively with -o. The earliest forms of the latter are 
also found in -ahu preserving the stage before its contraction 
to -o, e.g. daruvahu/daruvo ( children):

bamupahu/bamupo [v. G rS S L . § 98, 2].
It is also significant that the t^pe which forms the 

Dir. pi. in -hu makes the Obi. pi. in -un < -anaip ft the type 
that makes the Dir. pi. in -o makes the Obi. pi. in -an <
-anaip [v. § 69bl. Therefore it is clear that the phonological 
laws underlying the reduction of Ved. Nom. pi. -asas, or Mid. 
Ind. -aho to the Sin. Di^. pi. -hu ft -o are the same as those
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which underly the reduction of Ved. Gen. pi. -anan or Mid. Ind. 
-anajp to Sinh. Ohl. pi. -un ft -an. This development may be 
shown thus:

1. Ved. »satvasafr > Mid. Ind. »sattaho > »satahu >
Sinh. sat-hu, »corasah > #coraho > »corahu > Sinh. 
sorahu.

2. Ved. darakasafr > Mid. Ind. »derakaho > Sinh. daruvahu > 
daruvS.
This shows that when the syllable preceding -»aho is 

heavy and followed by a double consonant or a stable consonant, 
-aho > - (a)hu. Hence sattaho > sat-hu ft coraho > sorahu.
On the other hand when the syllable preceding -5ho is light 
followed by a single unstable consonant, -aho > -#ahu > -o. 
Hence darakaho > daruvahu > daruvo.
Example of Dir. pi. in -o:
1st c. A.D. purumuvo (hon. pi.) in purumuvo .. mesirit

tabSvfthu, ’His Majesty ... set up these observances*.
[AnSk.1.

Both these Dir. pi. terminations are common to m. and 
f. nouns as can be seen in the language of the literary period. 
However, no instances of f. nouns in the Dir. pi. have been 
recorded in the inscriptions of this period on account of the 
limited material.

All the animate substantives used as complements to 

the verb venu (to become) in the inscriptions are found to be
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in zero inflexional form. This appears to be due to the fact 
that their function is adjectival being subjective complement 
in the construction and the adj. in Sinh. is invariable 
[v. § 40b (i) ].
8th c. A.D. balu kavuflu: kumbura$ avul kaja kenek ... para

danmaye balu kavudu. vet-vav, fMay those who made dispute 
to the field ... become dogs and crows in the next 
birth." [GrdR. ]

8th or 9th c. A.D. savsat-hu bud vet-vay, ’May all beings- 
become Buddhasf * [SSI., 7].

10th c. A.D. kavudu balu:
[ulalftg-hana kaj.a [ke]nek kavudu. balu vaha-yi, ’May those 
who made transgression become crows and dogs?’ [Mdg.] 
me annS ulaghapa ka^a kenek At nam ftavudu balu vet-va,
’If there be those who made transgression in this order, 
may they become crows and dogs !' [Mg.]
meya-J; aniya ka^ahu kavudu balu vet-va, ’those who made 
violation to this may become crows and dogs’ [Av.]. 
meya-} ulafigna ka^a kenekun Sta, kavudu balu vanu-yi,
’If there be those who made transgression to this,
(they) will become crows and dogs [Wg.].

Oblique Case
Gen. pi. in -ana, discussed in § 56, continues in this 

period in the same form probably till 8th c. A.D., when the
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final -a drops as is generally the case with words ending in -£. 
What is remarkable about this Gen. pi. inflexion is that it has 
already in 2nd c. A.D. developed beyond the sphere of Gen. in 
its application and function, and become the general Obi. pi. 
form. For there is an instance of this case form employed 
in 2nd c. A.D. as the Acc. pi., e.g. bikujarana (Mid. Ind. 
*bhikkhu acariyanaiji), in Akuja(ka) bikujarana samatavaya, 
’having caused the venerable monks at Akujaka, to hold a 
council* [KSI•]• Therefore this inflexional termination may 
be regarded thenceforth as the general Obi. pi. form, rather 
than Gen. pi.

It is also to be noted that this Obi. pi. termination
is common to both the m. and the f., as the Gen. pi. termination
in the Old and Mid. Ind., from which it has developed was the
same for both the genders.

69a. Examples of Obi, pi. in -ana:
(i) of possession

4th c. A.D. hamapana, *of the monks* [jvCm.]; cf. hamapana,
1st c. A.D. in § 56.

** bikusagana (hon. pi.) *of the community of monks*
• [ibid.]

(ii) of agency: y
7th c. A.D. Dala-na-hamiyana karu (w. for khru), *built by 

Ds}.anahami* (hnn. pi.) [SSI. 4].
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8tb c. A.D. Fad a maflabiyana, (hon. pi.) by Kr^a m"^ambi
[ibid. 3].

The -v- preceding the termination in the above may 
represent -k- of the pleonastic suffix -ka. added to Mid. Ind. 
stems ending in -i, e.g. hamiyana < Iw. Mid. Ind. SSmikanaiji-

(iii) of dir, obj.:
See above § 69.
In the case of inherited words the Obi. pi. term.

-era > (i) -an or (ii) -un in 8th c. A.D. It has already b^en 
pointed out that these two forms -an and -un of the Ob?. pi. 
correspond to the two forms -5 and -hu respectively of the 
Dir. pi. and the phonological principle underlying both 
changes is one and the same [v. § 68c] It appears thus that 
when the syllable preceding the term, -ana (< -“naip) is 
light/unaccented, -ana > -an, e.g. Mid. Ind. varapfnaijr (of the 
elephants) > pre-8th c. *varspana > 8th c. varapan; when the 
preceding vowel is heavy/accented -ana > -un because the 
vowel of the syllable following a heavy/accented syllable is 
reduced to a neutral vowel or disappears altogether, e.g.
Mid. Ind. jettĥ .nâ i (of the elders) > pre-8th c. *iefana >
8th c. 2etur.
Examples of Obi, pi. in -an:

(i) of possession;
10th c. A.D. Araksemap-an, nom. prop. (hon. pi.) [K4?9.]* 

w Raksama(nan), id. (hon. pi.) [Rb.].
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10th c. A.D. Raksamari-an, id. (hon. pi.) [ip.; Av. ; Np. ; Mdg. ] 
” me.hapar.-en, title (hon. pi.) [Ng. ]
" varan-an, 'of the elephant* [AnSk.j.

When the stem final is -i or -a, the glide -y- is added 
between the stem and the termination. With regard to the 
origin of - v-, see § 69a (ii); e.g.
10th c. A.D. vat—himi-y-an (hon. pi. ) fof the lord'

[K429; PIS-.]
Mnflabi-v-an, nom. prop. (hon. pi.) [K4?9]
n’d-y-an, »of the relatives* [AnSk.]

When the stem final is -a, -v- comes as a glide
between the termination and the stem. However historically
this -v- may represent -k-, after the contracted -a < -aya-, in
navan < n£Lyak2lnaip, e.g.
10th c. A.D. Sangel-na-v-an, nom. prop. (hon. pi.) [PiS . 1

Uda-na-v-an, nom. prop. (hon. pi.) [VmS.]
(ii) of agency.

8th c. A.D. mahapar-an .. dun, *given .. by Mehapf.pa*,
(hon. pi.) [GdR., A].

9th c. A.D. mah apart-an va^aleyin, ’being ordered by
mahapapa*, (hon. pi.) [vUP.1

10th c. A.D. S e nevi r ad an-an, nom. prop. (hon. pi.)
"T^b.; Ip.; Km.; Ag.]

mm ♦mahapf.radanan, title (hon. pi.) [jvP.]/
radol-an, 'by the officers of the royal household*

[PIS. ].
mahapan-an, title, (hon. pi.) [VmS.] 
dunnmandl-or, ’by bandsjof bowmen* [Kg.]
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The glide -y- comes between the stem and the termina
tion in the case of full loan stems in -a or -i.
Examples; (a-nouns):
10th c. B.C. kusala-y-an, 'by experts' [Kb.].

GrUff amah ar ad a— y- a n, non. prop. (hon. pi.) [ibid.]
dunupabala-y-an, 'by archers and foot soldiers'

[Mg. ]

acarvy-an (w. for acaryya-yen) [Bd. ]
Harse-^-an (w. for Harsa-y-an) [ibid.l. 
dagflansyaka-y-an 'by judges', [AnSk.]. 
dayaka-y-an, 'by supporters' [ibid.]

(i-nouns):
8th c. A.D. vat-himi-y-an, 'by lord, His Highness' (hon. pi.)

[RgR. 3].
10th c. A.D. vat-himi-y-an, id. [VuP., PrP.; Kg.; Bd.; YgSDp.1

kami-^-an, 'by officers *, [Rb. ; Ip.; Kg.; Ng.;
Km.; MkP.; PCm.; AnSk.; Blv.; Avg.]

The glide -v- comes between the stem and the termina
tion in the case of stems ending in -S or -u.
Examples; (a-nouns):
10th c. A.D. Sangalna-v-an, Nom. prop. (hon. pi.) [Blv.]

YaTflulna-v-an, 'by master carpenter' (hon. pi.)
[StC.]

The glide -v- in the case of u*-nouns represents 
historically -k- of the pleonastic suffix -ka of the Mid. Ind.
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extended stem e.g. karu-v-an < kara-l-£tnaip.
Examples:
10th c. A.D. mehe-karn-v-an, ’by servants* [MuP. ]

gatu-v-an, *by those who have taken* [Ar.Sk.;
Avg.; GktP.]

govu-v-an, *hy protectors* [CnD.1
sandpru-v-anf *bv the lord* (hon. pi.) or ’lords*

[KvP.; Nt. ; Km.; PCm. ; Mdg.; Ag. ; 
AnSk.; PIS.; VmS.]

dunn-v-an, 'hy those who have given* [AnSk.]
mu[ nu 1 mbu-v-an (w. for murujRburu-v-an? )

’grandsons'* [PCP.l
ladu-v-an (P. 1 addbakauaip) *by those who have

received* [Nt.; Km.; PCm.* Ag.;
Mg. 5 AnSk.J.

vadaranu-v-an. ’by those who supervise*? [Nt.;
Km.; PCm.; Ag.]

vaierdnu-v-an, id. [Mg.]
valandu-v~an, *by those wh^ have ^r^cyed* [AnSk.] 
pitiisvu-v-an, *by those who have learnt* [ibid.T

In the above type, when the stem final -u drops by 
contraction, the consonants thus brought together are 
assimilated, in the case of assimilable consonants, producing, 
consequent^, a double consonant before the termination -an. 
Examples:
10th c. A.D. gatt-an (< gatu-v-an, see above), *by those who

have taken* [Ag.; Avg. ]
maflull-an (< *ma$ulu-v-an) *by grouns, bands’ '

[VuP. ]
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9 th - lOtb c. A.?». Iadd-an (< ladu-v-an, see above) *bv
those who have received* [KvP.; PkCm. ; 
MkP.; Mdg.; AnSk.; Avg.1

10th c. A.P. vad.grann-an (< vadgranu-v-an, see above) . ’by
supervisors* [Rb. ; Ip.; MgP. ; Avg.]

vann-an (< vanu-v-an, see below (iii), ’by those 
who have entered* [GtP.]

(iii) of dir, obi.
10 th c. A. P. kuknl - an: [ma]ja e^u kukuj.an - ved-halat bah a

lanu koj., fto give the dead goats and fowl
to the hospital .. ’ [Mdg.]

niv-an noganng isa, *and not to take the
buffaloes * [Nt.]

satnr-an mapp'd, ’ha v i n g  subdued the enemies*
[AnSk.1

arT-pansfTy-an vasavay, ’having installed five
hundred noble monks* [ibid.l

(i-nouns with the glide -y-)
10th c. A.P. vddi-y-an, ’those who have gone* [AnSk.].

vgri-y-an , ’servants’? [Rb. ; Ip.; Tb. ; L!dg. ;
Ag.; AnSk.]

himi-y-an, ’lords* [AnSk.1 
kami-y-an, ’officers’ [ibid.]

(u-nouns with the glide -v-)
10th c. A.P. samdarn-v-an, ’lords’ [AnSk.]

vanu-v-an, ’those who have entered* [Nt.]
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(u-nouns contracted):
8th c. A.D. sam.jar-v-an, ’lords* [TuP.], cf. above samdaruvan
10th c. A.P. vann-an (< vanu-v-an, see above) ’those who have

entered’ [Km.; GnP.]
69c. Examples of Qbl. pi. in -un:

(i) of possession (with or without the post-position)
8th c. A.P. -jet-un: Val-jet-un ge (hon. pi.) ’of Valietu’

[SSI., 6].
10th c. A.P. -det-un: Bosat— defun vara (hon. pi.) ’in the

service of Bosat-deju’ [GnP.]
b&lat-un, ’of retainers’ rPlS.l
rad-un, (hon. pi.) ’of the king’ [PkCm.; Blv.;

MgP. ]
sang-un, ’of the monks’ [PIS. 1 

10th c. A.P. vanna-v-un, ’those who have entered’, [AnSk.], is 
apparently formed out of a popular stem vanna- extracted 
from the contracted Obi. pi. vannan < vanuvan (v. above 
b iii).

(ii) of recipiency
The following example of Obi. pi. of the recipiency in

, i

-un is reminiscent of the Mid. Ind. Pai.-flen. pi.
10th c. A.P. munumbin*a-v-un: movun munumburavun —

saha denu isa, and .. ’to give help ... fo
* 7 , #

his grandsons’ [PIS..]
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(iii) of Agency:
The following examples of Obi, pi. of agency in -un 

are reminiscent of old Gen. of agent:
8th c. A.D. B ud-Mah ama1un .. dim depayak kumbur isa, 'and a

field of two 'payas* .. given by Bud-Mahamal' 
(hon. pi.) [GdR.]

10th c. A.D. balat-un, fby guards* [PkCm.; PCm.; Avg.; GtP. ] 
bud-un (hon. pi.) ’Buddha* [K429]. 
minis-un, *by men* [POP.] 
sang-un, *by monks* [AnSk.; YgSDp.] 
kaja-v-un, *by those who have done* [AnSk.] 
yedupa-v-nn, *by those who are engaged* [Bd. ]

(iv) of dir, obi.:
10th c. A.D. pitat-un: radolat pitatun g&nS la no rakna i[s§],

*and not to keep in the village and protect 
those who are outside the royal family* [GtP.]

r *
minis-un, *men* [PIS. ]
miv-un, 'buffaloes* [Rb. ; Ip.; Km.; Mg.; Mdg. ; Ag. ;

AnSk.; Blv.]
sang-un, 'monks' [AnSk.] 
sor-un, 'thieves* [Rb.; Ip.]

8th c. A.D. samdaru-y-un, ' lords' [SSI., 5], is very unusual 
and difficult to be explained, as the expected form is 
Sam-daruvan < -darakSnaip, as is found occurring so 
frequently in the tenth century, see above b(ii), (iii).
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There are a few instances of the Obi. pi. with the 
termination -i-n, found in the case of i-nouns, which are 
generally loan stems. This termination could develop from the 
Mid. Ind. £en. pi. »-x-na, P. Pk. -T-na^, Sk. -T-nam, of the
w

I-nouns, cf. M. Amg. JM. agglpa [PPkG. § 377]- 
Examples of Obi. pi. in -in:

(i) of agency:
8th c. A.D. danapati-n: danapatin — me lena-J baha lu kumbura-f,

•to the fields, endowed by the liberal donors .
to this cave’ [GdR. , 1].

10th c. A.D. tolpattin, by tolpattis (some officers?) [Ag.]
melatsin, *by mela-Jisis (some officers?) [Rb.; Ip. 1, 

melasin, id. [Eg.]; melattin, id. [Km.]; 
melaksln, id. [Mg.]. 

pirimin, ’by men’ [JrP.l
(ii) of dir, obj.:

10th c. A.D. jay-in: nan j&y-in nan sey Bud-band karay, lit.
’having by diverse wavs, made different
peoples attached to the Buddha’, i.e. having, 
by diverse ways, converted different 
communities to Buddhism. [AnSk.].

There are only two instancesjof f. nouns in Obi. pi. and 
they both have the same term, -an- There is no doubt that 
other alternative forms of Obi. pi. too existed at this time 
in respect of the f. nouns, although they are not recorded.
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Examples of f. nouns in Obi, pi. -an:
Of Possession:

10th c. A.D. m&pi-y-an (hon. pi.): mMpiyan lahabatak, fa
ticket meal of the mother* [K429] 

ralngpi-y-an (hon. pi.): bisev-r%jngpiyan
kushi, ’in the womb of the annointed queen’j

69f. There are also some instances of zero inflexional forms
employed as Obi. pi. in the context.
Examples of Obi, pi. in zero:

(i) of agency:
10th c. A.D. melatti: melatti no vadna ko*f, ’not to be

entered by Helattis (a class of state 
officers) [Tb.; Ng.]; also mel^jsi [Blv.; 
PIS.], melafsi [Ag. AnSk.], melotsi [Sp.], 
melatti [Mdg.]; cf. Obi. pi. melafsin etc. 
[§ 69d].

10th c. A.D. perenaftiya; perenaj-fiyp no vadna isa, ’and not
to be entered by perenat^iyas (some state 
officers) [Ag.]; perenatu [Bd.l; perenattnf
[Ng. ; PkCm.; P1S.1; perenat-J.uvrm [MkP. ; Mg. ] 

kftbali-1ad, ’those who have received allotments1 
[MkP.], cf. Obi. pi. ladu-var [§ 69b (ii)], 
in pas-1aduvan, ’those who have received 
provinces* [Km.; Mg.]



10th c. A.D. balat, (guards): balgt rS.toHpl?. gasa no vadna kof
isa, ’and not to be entered by the guards

- '.^ -i ■■ i —  ■ ■ ■ > — — —

cracking the^r chips’ [OrD. ].
(ii) of dir, obi. :

10th c. A.D. geri: geri no gann£ kot, ’not to take catt l'e1
[MgP.]

psmili, ’foot servants’ (P. pSdamftlika-) [CtP.].
vftrl t ’servants’ [Nt.]
kulT, ’labourers’ [Rb.; Ip.]
gon, ’bulls’ [Rb. ; Ip.; Mdg. ; AnSk.; Avg.; P"!S . ] 
das, ’salves’ [PIS.]
van, ’those who have entered’ (cf. vanuvan,

vannan [§§ 6Pb (ii), (iii)]. mini kota me
gam yen no ganne kof isa, ’and not to arrest
those who have entered this village after
coioraitting murder’ [Ng.].

van, id. [Rb.; Ip.]
Comp. Pat, pi. in (a) -annate., (b) -rvpf, (c) »

(d) -an-ta, (e) -in-at:
Although there are no Dat. pi. forms recorded d\iring 

the preceding period excepting the doubtful isolated instance in 
-ehiva [v. § 55]» in this period there are occurrences of 
composite Dat. pi. formed by joining the quasi-term, -ata, -at 
or -fa to the Obi. pi. form of den. origin [v. ?§ 69, 69a, b, c, 
d, e]. Compare the corresnonding formation of comp. Dat. sg. 
[v. §§ 50d, 65, 65a, b, c]. Instances of comp. Dat. pi. begin



to appear from 5th c. A.D. and they are all employed as Dat. 
of the recipient. The quasi~term. -a fa (< -afaya) becomes 
-si in 8th c. A.D. It also appears sometimes as -fa.

70a.Examples of comp. Dat. in -an^afa;
5th c. A.D. Satan^afa1 ; sava satanafa peta anumovatu,

’may rejoicing in merit be to all beings [RvP.] 
6th c. A.D. satan^afal, id. [RVg.]
6th or 7th c. A.D. satan^afa^, id. [BPIns., 1, 4, 6, 7, 8]
8th c. A.D. satan#afa: mehi pala sava satanafa demi, *1 give

the fruit (merit) of this to all beings 
[SSI., 4].

70b. In the course of the 8th c. the above form undergoes
a phonetical change and is contracted to sat'n^af (and later it 
becomes sat’naf-a by the addition of auxiliary -a). The 
reason for the elision of the medial -a- in the second syllable 
is that it is a neutral vowel after the preceding heavy 
accented syllable and as such it is either reduced to -u or 
elided at this time [v. GGSD. § 26. 2l. This sort of 
contraction has given rise to the evolution of a new term.
-nafa which has been regarded by the grammarians of Clas. Sinh. 
as a Dat. pi. term. [v. Sidat., p. 80; KSidatV., p. 205],
because -naf or -nafa appeared as an indivisible unit in view

>  — .—  ------------------------ _ i

■^Presumably this is to be read as satanafa till the 
8th c. A.D. [v. WPSI. § 6. 1, 2a] as it is derived from Mid.
Ind. sattana ■+ affaya.
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of the stem set (< satta- < satva-) preceding it, although n- 
in -nat(-a) is only a petrified remnant of the old r̂ en. pi. 
-anam. This recalls the evolution of the new Dat. sg. term. 
haja (which later became a post-positional pci.) under similar 
circumstances [v. § 65dl.
Examples of comp. Dat. pi. in -n^at:
8th c. A.D. sat-'n*at? gal-navhi phala sava sat *nat din-mi,

'I gave the fruit (merit) of the stone canoe 
to all beings [SSI., 7 ].

10th c. A.D. safig-*n*at, 'to the monks' [K429]» 
minis-*n^at» 'to men' [AnSk.]

However, when the syllable preceding -nn*a$a of pre- 
8th c. A.D. is a light unaccented one, only the final vowel -a 
is elided and -a- of -an- preceding -aja remains intact because 
it is not a neutral vowel in this case.
Examples of comp. Dat. pi. in -an-at;
8th c. A.D. vat-himi-y-an-at, 'to the lords' [RgR., 1, ?1 
10th c. A.D. id. [VgSDp., PIS.].

k&mi-y-an-at, 'to the officers' [Kb. , Ng. ]. 
ball-an-at, 'to the dogs' [K429]. 
mehe-karu-v-an-at> 'to the servants' [AnSk.]. 
ladu-v-an-at> 'to those who have received* [ibid.] 

Sometimes pre-8th c. A.D. -annate is contracted invthe 
later period to an-ts by the elision of the initial -a- of -ata
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as an alternative to the dropping of the final -a.
Example of comp. Dat. pi. in an-fa:
10th c. A.D. Mugayin var ad a rC, an-1 a t * to the sub-king,

Mugayin1 [ GnD. ].
Although there are no recorded instances of the comp.

Dat. pi. formed by the addition of -ata etc. to Obi. pi. in
-un, there is no doubt that this form existed at this time.
For the Obi. pi. in -un occurs at this time side by side with
that in -an [v. § 69c1 and the Dat. pi. fo^m in -un-fa occurs
in the later language [v. KSidatV., p. 205].

However there is one instance of comp. Dat. pi. formed
by the addition of -a£ to the Obi. pi. in -in, e.g.
10th c. A.D. sesu kuflin-af aniya no karanu isa, * and not to

do any wrong to the other tenants1 [AnSk.l.
Periphrastic Oases and the Post Positions of the

animate noun
Employment of post positions to denote case relations 

is a device found in Indo-Aryan as well as Dravidien and 
Mup<Ja. Perhaps the increasing multiplicity of syntactical 
equivalents of cases which led to the decadence of case 
functions (v. BIA., p. 156) brought about an increasing number 
of periphrastic formations of case relations, through noun 
cases and verbal forms in classical Sanskrit. During the 
Mid. Ind. period when case inflexions were wearing out through 
phonetic decay there was an added reason for their growth in
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number and increase in employment. This ultimately led to the 
firm establishment in Mod. Ind. of the analytical but 
periphrastic device of denoting case relations through the 
employment of post-positions added to a general Oblique case or 
compounded with the preceding noun, in place of the old 
inflexional and synthetic method of indicating syntactical 
relations.

In Sinhalese the periphrastic device of indicating 
syntactical relations is confined generally to the animate noun. 
Tha animate noun appears to have d^o^pfi +he Inst. Ah? . and Loc. 
inflexions very early [v. §§ 48, 60a]. It is possible that 
since the time it abandoned the old inflected forms of the 
Inst. Abl. and Loc., the periphrastic device of employing post
positions to indicate those case relations must have heen in 
existence, though not attested in the inscriptions before the 
8th or the 9th century A.D.

The case relations in the animate noun that ere 
expressed through the post-positions added to the general animate 
Obi. case are the followings 1. Agent of the infinite verb- 
forms, 2. Agent of cense, J. AM. of separation, 4. Oen. of 
possession, 5* Dat. of goal (person) with verbs indicating 
motion. The Dn' at. of recipient with its quasi-inflexional 
termination -h^ata, -v *>•?.; or -hc*ta (< -atthaya) has been 
already dealt with [v. §§ 65, 65b, c, d] along with the ordinary



Inflexional forms of the animate noun, because this post
position 3 become i 3±—termiiwitian durir. this period, 
losing its character as a post-position altogether in its 
employment, unlike the post-positions discussed below.

The following are the post-positions emplojred with the 
animate Obi. case, and the syntactical relations expressed by 
them.

(i) agency of infinite verb-forms and passive verbal
forms: Obi. 4 visin

(ii) agency of cause: n 4 pipisa
(iii) Abl. of separation: ** 4 atir
(iv) den. of possession: ” 4 ge
(v) Dat. of destination with

vbs. of ’motion*. ” 4 kara."

The above periphrastic cases with their post-positions 
remain even in the Mod. language. Besides these, it is 
possible that the following post-positions, found in the Mod. 
language and attested in the early 11th centurj7- inscriptions 
were also in vogue in the 10th century A.D., though not actuall 
recorded in the inscriptions under consideration.

(i) Abl. of separation: Obi. 4 keren
(ii) Loc. Obi. -► kerehi, kere

As an alternative to the post-position keren, the post
position gen is available in the Mod. language to express the
Obi. of separation.
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The above post-positions except pipisff. are all 
fossilised old historical case forms of inanimate nouns and 
pipfs£ is a fossilized gerund.

(i) visin < Inst. sg. Mid. Ind. vasena, Sk. va^ena, 'by
the power*.

(ii) pipis^ < G-er. Mid. Ind. *pa|icci3ra formed on the
analogy of other Gerunds in -iya, cf. P. Ger. 
an cca **on account of”.

(iii) a tin < Abl.-Inst. sg. Mid. Ind. hatthena (by or) from
the hand (cf. Sk. Inst. sg. hastens).

(iv) (w. for* ge) < Loc. sg. ge-hi, »in the house*, cf.
P. gehs-, 'house*.

(v) kara < Dat. sg. Mid. Ind. karaya - lit. "to the hand*
i.e. towards, close to, near, cf. Sk. P.
kara- *hand*.

(vi) keren < Abl.-Inst. sg. Mid. Ind. karena, 'from (or by)
the hand'.

(vii) kere, kerehi, Loc. of kara-, 'in the hand', i.e.
'in* or 'on' etc.

(viii) gen, < Abl.-Inst. sg. Mid. Ind. gehena, ”from (or by)
the house”. cf. above keren and ge.

It should be noted that the above post—positions are 
always employed with the Obi. case form of the noun with which 
they are connected and never compounded with it.
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It is interesting to note that what may be taken as 
the prototype of the Gen. post-position ge is found in 8th c.
A.D. gehi in "Apa rajapayha gehi samdaruyan", ’the lords in the
house of His Majesty, our king1 [SSI., 5] and 10th c. A.D. ge
in "MahayS ge balatun dahasa", ’the thousand retainers in the 
house of Mahaya’ [PIS.1, wherein gehi & ge can be alternatively 
interpreted as the Gen. post-position without seriously altering 
the sense of the sentence. In the context of the two 
sentences, therefore, the use of the words gehi and ge appears 
to be almost half way between the sense of ’house’ and that of 
the Gen. post-position.
Examples of periphrastic cases:

Agency of the infin. vb. fm. or pas. predicate,
Obi. ■» -visin:

10th c. A.D. (pl.)s balatun dahasa (a)ttan viein, —  sah£
denu isa, ’and the help .. to be given .. by
those who belonged to the thousand retainers .*ms. i
Sasun vff-siyan visin karapa vijravulak 8ta,
’if there be (any) dispute caused by those who 
live in the Sasana (i.e. Buddhist Order)’ [ibid.] 
Samdaruvan visin .. me perSh’dr denu ladi,
’this immunity .. is given .. by the lords (of 
the royal office)* [Nt.]
Samdaruvan visin [Km.; PCm.; Ag. ]
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71e. Agency of cause, Obi, -f (i) visin, (ii) pipis?;
(i) 10th c. A.D. Sungun visin vu akulayak 3ta, ’if there

be any dispute .. by the monks * [PIS. 1 
samdaruvan visin .. vu ’akulayak *dta, ’if there 
be (any) dispute by the lords *fibid.1.

(ii) 10th c. A.D. (Sg.) Mihind Mahaya Sirisarahu pipis? .. 
Kita r?jna kusin dan?, ’having been born from the 
womb of the queen Kita .. on account of Mihind 
Mahaya, the illustrious, [ibid.].

71f. Abl. of separation (i.e. cor. to Old fr Mid. Ind. Abl. of 
separation), Obi. atin:

10th c. A.D. (pi.) mahap-vannavun atin yam kaveri vatak no 
ganna isa, ’and not to take any object whatever,
from (lit. from the hand of) those who become
monks’ [AnSk.].

71g. Gen of possession, Obi. ■+ ge.
Rth c. A.D. (hon. pi.) Valjefun ge piyagdj, ’the step of 

Veljetm’ [SSI. 6]
10th c. A.D. (hon. pi.), Ko^gam S(I)sen vathimiyan ge

laha-batak, ’a ticket meal of (lit. at the house of?) 
the lord Kot.gam SIsen’ [K429]
Bosa.t~pa.rian ge rakaval r’dka, ’having protected the 
guard posts of his lordship Bosat* [PCm.]
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71h. Dat. of destination. Obi. + kara:
10th c. A.D. (pi.) gampa'J.'Ja valanduvan Sangun kara vana,

’if those who enjoyed gamp9$$a came to the monks*
[AnSk.].

71i. Examples for the use of post-positions keren, kere, kerehi are
found in the early 11th century A.D.

71j. Abl. of separation (i.e. cor. to Old & Mid. Ind. Abl. of 
separation), Obi. -f keren:
11th c. A.D. (pi.) k&miyan keren, ’from the officers' fTablets

of Mahinda IV, EZ. I, 92]
71k. Loc. Obi. + (i) kere, (ii) kerehi

11th c. A.D. maha sangun vshanse kere p?h?d&, ’having been
pleased with (lit. in) the greate Order of monks’ 
[Eppavala, EZ. Ill, 193].
sangun kere .. ’on the monks’ [Buddhist Railing, 
EZ. Ill, 227].

12th c. A.D. ruriu rajayehi attavim kerehi karupayen kiyamha,
’We declare with compassion on the people of the 
kingdom of Ruhuna* [Ka$ugaha-galge Pillar Ins.
EZ. Ill, 329 A.4]•

Inflexion of the Inanimate Noun 
72. The following are the inflexional terminetiors of the

inanimate noun recorded during 2nd c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
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Dir.-Oil, .(a) (sg.-pl.) in zero:
(i) of s u b 2nd c. A.D - 10tb c. A.D.
(ii) of dir. obi. loth c. A.D.
(iii) of agent of the infin. vb. 10th c. A.D.
(iv) of ’destination* with vbs. of ’giving’

and of ’motion’, 6th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D
(v) of Loc. sense of time and place, 2nd c. A.D.

- 10th c. A.D.
(b) def. sg. in -as

(i) of sub;). 10th c. A.D.

(ii) of di'r'. obj. 10th c. A.D.
-pl.) in

(i) -ni, 1st c. A.D. - 4th c. A.D. (?)
(ii) -eni, 4th c. A.D.
(iii) -ini, 4th c. A.D.
(iv) -in, 10tb c. A.D.
(v) -en, 10th c. A.D.

(vi) -£n., 10th c. A.D.
(vii) -nen, 10th c. A.D.

pi.) in
(i) -ataya, 5th c. A.D. - 6th c. A.D.

(ii) -eta, 6th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(iii) 8th c. 4.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(iv) -t, 10th c. A.D.

1 T^is tern (sg. - pi.) is employed to indicate that there 
is no gran, distinction of number. Whenever the term. (pi-.) is 
used against an inanimate noun (below) it does not mean that it 
is gram. pi. but it indicates numerical plurality in the 
context.
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Loc. (sg. - pi.) in (i) -ahi, 2nd c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(ii) -e, 2nd c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(iii) -3, 7th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(iv) -ehi , 2nd c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.
(v) -ahi, 10th c. A.D.
(vi) -i, 3rd c. A.D. - 7th c. A.D.
(vii) -a (< a), 10th c. A.D.
(viii) -ha [w. for -hi (?) 1 3rd or 4th c. A.D.

- 6th or 7th c. A.D.
N.B. The Dat. quasi-terms -ajaya, -aja, -at fr -t are
traceable to the Mid. Ind. Dat. form aj^haya (cf. P. a^thaya)
of the noun a-Ĵ ha- Sk. artha- [v. §§ 50d, 65]. As they are no
longer felt to be independent words or post-positions in their
employment, but quasi-terminations, during this period, they
are given here as Dat. terminations.

The special character of the above inanimate inflexions
becomes obvious if one compares them with those of the animate
noun. [v. §§ 6la, b, c].
Dir.-Obi, (sg. - pi.) in zero:

The zero inflexion of the inanimate noun noticed as
early as 2nd c. B.O. [v. § 47] not only continues during this
period but also widens its sphere of functions. This is
probably due to the convergence of inflexions as the result of
phonetic decay as well as other causes such as the tendency of
spoken dialects to minimise the use of inflected forms of

nouns [v. §§ 47, 60a].
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73a. Exx. of Dir.-Obi, in zero functioning as subj:
(i) Original a-nouns:

2nd c. A.D. (eka) kotasa .. dini, ’one share .. (is) given*
[Pkm. 1

4th c. A.D. tela, ’oil’, miliya, *price*; lopa, ’salt*;
-vata, ’regular supply*; vetayala, ’turmeric*; hayali, 
’split pea*; udi, a species of flemingia; joeni,
•honey* [TgR.].

5th c. A.D. tahi, ’post’ [RvP.].
10th c. A.D. perahar, ’immunity* [Nt.]; p%r8har, id. [Av.]; 

pgrff.hffr, id. [Km.; Kb. ; Mg.]; parah*dr, id. [Ag. ]; 
sirit-i (pi.), ’observances’, ’conventions* (-i is the 
final element to mark the end of the sentence) [PIS-.]. 

10th c. A.D. (Iww.): abhaya, ’freedom’, ’security* [Blv.1; 
arogya, 'health* [Mdg.].
(ii) Original a-nouns ('lww.)

10th c. A.D. katike, ’agreement’ [VgSDp.1
(iii) Original i-nouns:

2nd c. A.D. (kani) (Sk. khani) ’cave* [VgR., 1].
4th c. A.D. di (Sk. dadhi-), ’curd*; vi (Sk. vrihi-, P. v?hi-)

’paddy* [TgR.]; ve^a, veflha (Sk. vpddhi-, P. vatfdhi-) 
’interest*, [ibid.].

5th c. A.D. veflha, ’success’, ’welfare’; peta, (Sk. prapti-, 
P. patti), ’share’ (of merit) [RvP.].
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6th c. A.D. peta, (Sk. pr?ipti-, P. patti-), ’share’ [NgR.]
veva, (Sk. P. vapi-), ’tank’ [ibid.l.

7th c. A.D. piya-gSta (Sk. granthi- P. gepthi-), ’sten for 
feet’ [SSI., 4].

8th c. A.D. piya-gat, id. [ibid., 61.
73b. Bxx. of Dir.-Obi, in zero functioning as dir, obi.:

(i) original a-nouns
2nd c. A.D. kolasa: Vahabamaharaji ... pitasataka kolasa ..

dini, ’the great king Vahaba .. gave .. the share
belonging to the father ..’ [Pkm.]; kubura, ’field*
[NpR., b]; ceta, ’shrine’ [KSI.l; jipa, ’decay’ [Yg., 2]; 
daka, ’water’ [TpS.l; Fakadiva (P. Nagadlpa-), [VpGp.]; 
paribujana- ka, ’enjoyment’ [TpS.]; pohatakara 
(P. uposatha-Cgara-), ’uposatha hall’ [Vg., 1]; bera, 
’drum’; mataramajibaka, or buka, ’a tax’? (v. EZ. IV,
228 fn. 4); majibika, id. [Pkm.]; vihara, monastery 
[VpGp.; NpR., a].

3rd c. A.D. ayika (pi.), ’facades’ (?); kara, ’tax’;
-karihi (pi.) (P. karTsa-), measure of land; kubura, 
’field’; tela, ’oil’; palisatariva, ’repair*’; mula,
’price’ [Jv.1.

4th c. A.D. Ariyavasa, a sutta, festival connected with the 
preaching of Ariyavasa [TgR.]; aluvala, ’confusion’(?) 
[jvCm.]; kipiya, ’capital*(?) [TgR.]; cata, ’umbrella* 
[VgRS.; RG. ; TgR.]; cava, ’disturbance’(?) [JvCm.].
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5 th c. A.D. Amapadana, ’offering of sacred food»(?) [MdS.];
uvanikeva, ’deposit* [Lg. , 1, 2]; -mula', ’price’ [MdS.] 

6th c. A.D. kubura, ’field’ [AnS.]; nava thama (pi.), ’nine 
pillars'(?) [ibid.]; daruya, ’log’1 ’ [RYg., 3]5 
vaharika, ’timber'1 [ibid. 4]; vnharaln. id. [ibid., 1; 
BPIns. 1, 2, 4, 7jj vaherila, id. vjjnrgila, id. [N1D. ]; 
siya, hundred [ibid.].

8th c. A.D. ceta, ’umbrella’ [SSI., l]; piala, ’fruit’
[ibid. 4]; phala, id. [ibid. 7]; veherala, (= vaherila, 
viherile, vaherila, vaharol?) [SSi., 3]; 
valaj, 'partaking*, ’enjoyment’ [RgR., 3]; 
pahap, ’stone’ [GdR., Al; bat, ’food’, ’cooked rice’ 
[ibid., B1; avul, ’dispute’ [ibid.].

10th c. A.D. abhaya, ’freedom from fear’ [Ng., Ft.]:
abhigeka, ’ consecration’ [kg.l; Skula, ’disturbance’
[StC.]; ulaghena, ’trans, ressior’ [Mg.]; kalaha,
’dispute’ [ArSk.]; gupa, ’virtue’ [ibid.l; -tela, ’land’ 
[Mdg. ; AnSk. ; YgSDp. ]: diys , ’water’ [PCi. ; Bd. ; G^D. ; 
Avg. ]; sat^m-pasa (pi.), ’four requisites’ [AnSk.: PIS*. 1 
bhaya, ’fear' [Km. I; biyc., id. [AnSk*]; manda, 
’elephants', ’rut', (cf. Sk. made-) [ArSk.; YgSDp.]; 
la.bha, ’profit’ [AnSk.]; vicara, ’enquiry’ [ibid.]; 
vibhanga, 'transgression’ [K429]; siddh&nta (pi.), 
’settled doctrines’, 'dogmas' [ArSk.].

^See Appendix III (p. 350 sq. )
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10th c. A.D. kftru, (cf. Pk. khapuka-), ’post* [TuP.; Kg. • prt. 

Tb.; Ng.; 'Em.; Ag.].
pa -iapu (cf. Sk. pravepi-ka-), ’descendible grant*, [Kg. 
ArSk.; GrnD. ]; pavu, (cf. Sk. parvata-); ’rock*, ’hill* 
[AnSk.]; b&du, ’rent* [Kg.; Vms.]; mapflulu, ’province’ 
[Tb.; PkCm.; Mg*]; hambu, ’gruel’ [AnSk.; VgSDp.]. 
vabare, ’rain* [PIS-.]
i sir’d, ’splendour*, ’glory*, ’prosperity’ (< issarlya) 
[PkCm. ]; perah’drg, ’immunity* (< 1116. Ind. *pariba- 
riya < Sk. pariharika) [MkP.].
v a r a 3 » ’o f f e r e e ’ [AnSk.]; r a j , ’district’ , ’cou n t r y ’ 

[ibid.; Blv. ; Avg. ]; dap.fl, ’f i n e ’ [AnSk.]; p a h a p , 

’s t o n e ’ [Bd.]; m a h a r , ’m o n k ’ [AnSk.]; k o t , ’standard* 

(cf. Sk. kunta) [ibid.]; bat, ’food', ’cooked r i c e ’ 

[K429; Rb.; Mdg.; StC.]; s a t , ’u m b r e l l a ’ [Kg.; AnSk.; 

Blv.; VgSDp. ; Avg.; PIS.]; bad, ’dam* [ip.]; kusalan, 

(pi.), ’religious gifts*(?) [PkCrn. ]; desun, ’preaching ’ 

[AnSk.]; r a n , ’gold* [K429]; r u v a n , ’g e m ’ [AnSk.]; 

v i y a k h a n , ’exege s i s ’ [ibid.l; s a s u n , ’dispensation’ 

[ibid.; VgSDp.]; kam, ’w o r k ’, ’d u t i e s ’, ’ser v i c e ’, 

’o f f i c e ’ [MuP.; A ^ S k . ; VmS.]; dapfluvam, ’punishment’
i >

[AnSk.]; ram, ’name* [Pig. 1; isir, ’power’, ’supremacy’ 
[Ndg. ]; ki r, ’milk’ [Rb.]; p*d-r*dhbr, ’immunity* [ibid.]; 
perahar, id. [Tb.]; perahtdr, id. [kg.]; pardhdr, id.
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[PkCm.]j ^arahffrt id. [Mg.]; prrh&rt id. [Mdg. ]; 
mahavarf a land tax (?) [GnD.]; sakar, ’hospitality* 
[VgSDp.]; sivur, ’robe* [ibid.]; hungiir, ’ginger* [PcP.]; 
akusal, ’demerit*, ’sin’ [StC.; Av. ]; tel, ’oil’
[VgSDp.]; rokval, ’protection’, ’guard post* [Av.1; 
sal, ’uncooked rice* [K429];
mangdiv pediv, ’an impost(?) [Mg.]; lov, ’world’ [AnSk.;
VgSDp.]; jiysl, ’people•(?) [AnSk.]; diyal, id. [VgSDp.]. 
(ii) Original a-nouns:

3rd c. A.D. hala, [w. for hala(?) v. WPSI. § 1. 8d] (P. sale 
Sk. £ala) ’hall’ [Jv.].

10th. c. A.D. a.jfta (Sk. ajfta), ’order’ [PkOm.]; ennd, id. [Mg.]; 
sniya, ’injustice’, ’wrong’ [AnSk.]; [ulalghan.a,
’transgression’ [Ndg.]; ulfl(gha)na, id. [Kg.]; sfm5,
’boundary’ (Sk. sfma) [Rb.]; sdd?*h% (P. saddha) ,
’devotion’, ’faith* [P1;S.]; r*dh&p*d (Sk. ra£an£)> ’rope’ 
[GrnD. ]; Siri Lak, SrT Lapka, N of Ceylon [AnSk.]; 
him, ’boundary’ (see above sTm") [Kb.]; -hal, ’hall’
(see above -hala) [AnSk.].

(iii) Original i-nouns:
2nd c. A.D. eji (cf. P. a}.i-, ali-; Sk. ali-), ’canal’ (see

1st c. A.D. a£i) [HbR.]; pati (P. patti-, Sk. prapti-), 
’share’ [Pkm.; TpS.]; yavi, (P. vapi-), ’tank’ [Vg., 1; 
Pm. ; Vg. , 2; NpR. ]
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3rd c. A.D. do-pati, (pi.) (see above 2nd c. A.D. pati)
’two shares* [Jv.}; huti-, ’oblation*(?) [ibid.l;

4th c. A.D. pati (see above pati) [RG.]; vavi , ’tank’ [ibid.];
(If the date of RG. is correct, pati ft vavi are archaic 
for 4th c. A.D., as they should have become peta ft veva 
in 4th o. A.D., cf. ve$a below).
vefla (P. va<J<jha, Sk. vpddhi) ’success*, ’welfare* 
[JvCm.]; veflha, ’interest’ [TgR.].

5th c. A.D. vefla, id. [Lg. , l].
(iv) original u-nouns:

2nd c. A.D. pasu (P. pa^isu), ’soil’, ’silt’, ’earth* [Vg. , l]. 
cf. Mod. pas.

73c. Exx. Dir.-Obi, in zero, functioning as agent of infin. vb. :
10th c. A.D. diya: (Yalaraka)-he^-gamu diva van gamisahi,

•at the hfcad of the village entered (i.e. irrigated) 
by the waters of (the village) Valaraka-he^-gamu’ [Nt. ] 
radol: me ki-d&yin ekak-ud radol no yedmen ke}.8 
kenekun, ’Those who have done even one of those’ things 
(above) mentioned, without being ordered (lit. without 
the ordering) by the king’s household* [AnSk.l. 
Alternatively this may be rendered as ’those who have 
done even one of those things (above) mentioned without 
the employment (i.e. orders) of the king’s household*.
In this case radol is a zero form employed as adjunct 
in the sense of possession.
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10th c. A.D. kalaha: kalaha yana varadak &ta, *if there he
any offence by which a dispute arises*[AnSk.].
Here kalaha is the agent of the verbal form yana which 
qualifies varadak; alternatively it may be rendered 
as: **If there be any offence which leads to a dispute**;
In that case, kalaha is a zero form functioning in the 
sense of Dat. of * destination’.

73d. Dir. - Qbl. in zero, functioning as Dat. of destination:
There are a few instances of apparent zero forms 

having the Dat. function of destination in their context, 
forming the so-called Indirect object with verbs like denu (to 
give) and yavanu (to send, lit. to cause to go) and the 
intransitive verb vadinu (to enter). They may be either the 
result of the continuation of the old historical Dat. in -aya 
with its phonological modification resulting in a convergence 
with the stem of the period, as was seen in 2nd c. A.D. saga ft 
ata [v. § 50c], or pure inanimate zero inflexional forms.
Words J_ike gam div and des used with verbs of motion like 
vadinu (to enter) and vr.vanu (to send) in the following 
examples may either be just Dir.-Obi. in zero form or go back 
to a historical Acc. sg. in Mid. Ind. -a-rp ft Old Ind. -a-m 
used with verbs indicating motion, though this Acc. was 
replaced in Sinhalese with the comp. Dat. of destination 
[v. § 76], Thus **ved-hal-vassan gam v'd.de," ’people of the



hospital having entered the village*, given below may be
contrasted with "Samdaruvan gam at vad'd, " *the lords having
entered the village*, occurring in the same inscription Mdg.,
where gamat is the inflected form of the comp. Dat. of
destination, with the quasi—terminate on -at added to it.
Whatever be their ultimate origin, they a^e treated here as
Dir.-Obi. in zero as there is no distinction in morphological
form to treat them otherwise at this time. However it must
be understood their function is clearly that of Dat. as
attratod by the rumerous examples of inflexted Datives in
similar syntactical position and with the same verbs.
Bxx. of Dir.-Obi, in zero, functioning in the sense of Dat.

of destination:
6th c. A.D. vaharr: Kasabagiriye yphara sayaka kahavapa di,

•having given hundred kahapanas to the monastery at 
Kasabagiriya*. [RVg.,4]- 

6th or 7th c. A.D. vaha[ra]: Apahayagara vaha[ra] . . eka
sayaka kahava[pa] da, * gave one hundred kahapanas .. to 
Abhayagiri Monastery* [BPIns.7l].
As opposed to the above one finds the actual inflected 

Dat. -vaharata in the similar contextual and syntactical 
position [v. § 76b].
Other examples;
10th c. A.D. gam: ved-hal-v&ssan gam v£d&, ’Hospital people

having entered the village* [Mdg.1; kota vannan gam
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v8d3 no ganna isa, fand those who have committed 
(murder) not to ente^ the village1 [GtP.];
-div: mini ko-fa van kenekun .. damb-div vavannat, ’to
send to India (Damb-div) those who entered after 
committing murder’ [AnSk.];
des: biyen van kenekun .. des no yavanu isg, ’and not 
to send abroad to a (foreign) land, those who have 
entered out of fear’ [ibid.]

73e« Dir.-Obi, in zero, functioning in the sense of Loc. of time
and place:

In spite of the fact that the Loc. is the richest case 
in its variety of alternative terminations [v. § 72], Dir.-Obi 
zero inflexional form has been employed from the early times, 
side by side with the' inflected Loc. forms, to exnress the Loc 
sense of time and place. This may be due to the influence 
of cpd. nouns wherein the nouns in Loc. case normally employed 
as adjuncts were compounded with those qualified by them.
There is also the possibility that when the scribes were 
doubtful of the ending of the word, thev left the last 
(syllabic) letter with its inherent -a, without adding any 
vowel sign.
Examples:
2nd c. A.D. Tubaraba: Va^amanaka-vavi .. Tubaraba

bikusagahataya dini, ’gave ... the tank Vagi am an aka ..
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4 th c

5th c

6 th c

7 th c

8 th c

to the community of monks, at Tubaraba’ (« Tbftparama)
[Pm. ] ;

patanagala: patenagala hiya jinapatisata-riya-kama,
’the work of repair of the decay occurring in the 
meditation hall* (P. padhana-ghara-) [Pkrn.].

. A.D. cada; Nikamaniya cada punamasa; divasa: 
do^osapaka divasa [A]riyavasa karana masa 
mahabiku-sagahata, ’to the community of monks, 
performing Ariyavasa (ceremony) on the twelfth 
day (divasa) of the fortnight of the bright moon
(masa) in the month (cada) of Nikamaniya* [TgR.].

vl; dehakaija dasa amanaka vi pi^ada^a hasahi ve^a,
’the interest on pady for the harvest season of
pitadada’ [ibid.]. cf. Udi-hi vefla, ’interest on the 
pulse udi’ [ibid.l.

. A.D. Nijalavitiys sivayi, ’the prince Siva of 
Nitalavi-Jiya *, (Sinh. idiom requires Loc. of 
Nitalavi'fiya) [Lg. , 2 ] ;

. A.D. Purus a va vasane uluva<Ju Boyagonu-la-mi, ’I, 
Boyagonul a residing at Din* us a va [RVg. , 2 ];

. A.D. Pirivesikuta Da^ana-h ami yana, ’the lord Dayana 
(= P. DS-fhSnaga) of Pirivesikuta’ [SSI., 4].

. A.D. Tambatikala Mihindal-mi, ’I, Mihindal of 
Tambat.ika;a’ [SSI., 5];
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10th c. A.D. Kerala Sende-im, *1, Sende of K el si a’ [Rb.]; me 
gam him, ’(that) lived . . in this village’ [MkP.]; 
Gulugamu Araleim, ’I, Arale of Gulugamu’ [Rb.l;
Damb-div dimu, ’born in India’ [OdR., A];
deruvana dekam-t£n v&ssan, ’occupants of (the departments 
of) Deruvanft dekamtSn’ [PCm.l; davas: Ase}.3 pura 
dasapak davas, ’on the 10th day of the bright fortnight 
of Ase^a' [Kg.], cf. 3rd c. A.D. divasi, 6th c. A.D. 
davasi [§ 77g.]. Similarly davas, ’on the day’ [PvP.; 
K429; Rb.; Ip.; Nt.; Tb.; Av.; Ng.; Km.; MuP.5 Bd.;
Blv.; PcP.; MgP.; VgSDp.? JrP.; GrD.; PIS.; GtP.; VmS.1 

74. Dir.-Obi, def. sg. in -a:
As is clear from the foregoing the inanimate noun in 

Ins. Sinh. lacked any Dir.-Obi. case-number termination from 
the early times up to the 10th century [v. §§ 34, 35 » 36]. 
Therefore the occurrence of some instances of a Dir.-Obi. sg. 
termination -a, in the 10th century marks the beginning of a 
new feature in the inanimate noun which was hitherto devoid 
of grammatical number. This innovation appears to be the 
result of a new tendency not only of discriminating between the 
sg. and the pi. but also of distinguishing the definite from 
the indefinite. Por this termination has the simultaneous 
functions of marking the inanimate Dir.-Obi. sg. as well as 
indicating the definite as opposed to the indefinite sg. which
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is denoted by the suffix -ak [v. § 81a].
This termination -a may thus he described as inanimate 

Dir.-Obi. def, sg. and its function is partly similar to that 
of the def. article *the1 in English and wlew in French. This 
innovation introduced in the 10th century A.D. is of great 
importance in the history of the language as it has been 
playing ever since a vital part in Sinhalese morphology.
In the light of the historical evolution of case morphemes in 
Sinhalese, as attested in the Ins. Sinh. of the preceding 
period, the origin of this termination appears to be obscure, 
though according to (reiger who does not appear to take into 
consideration its function as the definite form as opposed to 
the indefinite -ak, "It is obvious that it corresponds to Old. 
and Mid. Ind. -aiji" [v. GGSL. § 107, 1]* There is no evidence 
that the Old and Mid. Ind. n. Nom.-Acc. sg. -a-̂ i of a-rouns 
survived in Sinhalese as a case termination. As a matter of 
fact, it was, as was seen above, the zero inflexional form that 
was used in Sinh. inanimate noun as the Nom.-Acc. or Dir.-Obi. 
form, without distinction of number from the first century 8.C. 
and the final vowel of this form disapoea-red in the course of 
time (this was complete in 8th c. A.D.) excepting in the case of 
disyllabic nouns of two short syllables in accordance with the 
phonological laws in Sinhalese. Eurther, this 7^ o 
inflexion0! inanimate ^orm was never regarded as containing a
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sg. termination -a inherent in it, as there was no notion of 
number in relation to the inanima+e noun,, rrd +he name zero 
inflexional form was employed irrespective of number [v. §? 34 
- 361. Therefore Geiger’s conjecture that the inanimate 
Dir.-Qhi. sg. in -a (of the 10th century) is the result of 
forming a Nom.-Acc. sg. -a modelling on Sinh. pala, on the 
assumption that Sinh. pala had exactly the same grammatical 
value as Mid. Ind. Nom.-Acc. sg. pbalam, cannot be accented. 
Sinh. pala in the inscrlptional language is identical with 
the stem pala- and could mean ’fruit1 or ’fruits’, according 
to the context, e.g. pal^ (pi.) ’fruits’ [Mg. B d . ] ;  (sg.) 
’fruit’, ’benefit’, ’result’ [RVg., 1 - 4]« Therefore in 
the later language when the sg. def. and the sg. indef. and 
the pi. began to be distinguished in the inanimate noun, pala- 
(inherited and loan) forned the Dir.-Obi. def. sg. as pal-a, 
pal a-y-e (the fruit), Dir.-Obi. indef. sg. as pal-ak, 
p s l a - y - a k  (a fruit) and Dir.-Obi. def.-indef. pi. as pala 
(fruits) with the zero inflexion.

It should be noted that this newly introduced Dir.- 
Obl. def. sg. -a is not extended to cover the functions of 
the Loc., unlike the above Dir.-Obi. zero form. The Loc. in 
-a found in the mod. popular language and also attested in 
the 10th century, though apparently identical, is of diffpreni 
origin [v. § 77h].
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74a. Exx. of Dir.-Obi, def. sg. in -a functioning os suhj.s
(Tbe termination is added directly to a cons, stem.) 

10 th c. A.D. pah ap-as me samvata pah ana hindvanu la.di,
’this (?) edictal stone was set up* [Ed.]; 

per*dhft.r-p: me attapi-ner^hbra denu ladi, ’this 
councll-immtitiity was granted’ [Avg. ]; 

also offraher-p, ’immunity’ [PkCm.]; 
nftv-a> ’ship’, ’trough’ [StC.]

74b. Exx. of Dir.-Obi. def. sg. in -a functioning as dir. obi.:
■ ■ — — —  ■■ ■ m M M  II M l — ■ ■■ I . ■■ ■ ■■ W  . . - —  I   I ■   1 M  —  . ■ . ■ I mk I

10th c. A.D. parahar-a: me attapf-pgr&h&ra dunu-maha, ’we
have granted this co^mci 1-immunity’ [Ip.]; 

gas-a: dakup desen m“i gasa him koj, ’having 
made the ml tree the boundary on the southern- 
side* [Kb.]. 

pavu-v-a; Uda-Kitag-bo-pavuva-1 df, ’having 
also dedicated the (monastery) Uda-Eitag-bo- 
Fill’ [PIS.] 

rad-a: rada ka^a Siri Saftg-bo Llaharad-hu, ’the 
great king Siri Sapg-bo who ruled the 
kingdom’ [GrtP. ]; 

also maftg-a, the road [ibid.];
Kuflbal-hpl-a, nom. prop, of a village [MkP. ]

The glide -y- is enfixed between the termination and 
the stem when the stem final is -i.
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10th c. A.D. sa-kiri-y-a [Bd. ] Name of a field, lit. M3ix-
kiriyas ";

pol[i[-y-a [PcP.] ’the interest’ (cf. T. poli-, 
’to increase’).

Sometimes the stem final -i or -u drops as the result 
of contraction and the consonants thus brought together are 
assimilated:
10th c. A.D. kghall-a (< *kab*&li-y-a, cf. st. fm. k£b£li-),

•the block’, ’allotment* [PcP.; PkCm.]. 
vatt-a, (< *vatu-v-a, cf. st. fm. vatu-), ’the 

garden* [Bd.; Kb.] 
badd-a, (< *b*ddi-y-a, cf. st. fm. bMdi-) , ’the 

thicket’ [Kb.1
74c. Ex. of Dir.-Obi, def. sg. in -a, functioning as Dat. of

destination:
10th c. A.D. gam-a: mini ko$a me gama van no ganna ko$ isa,

’and not to arrest those who entered this 
village after committing murder’ [Ng.]; 
cf. gam-at v£dfl and gam v*ddg in § 73d.

74d. There are a few instances of Acc. sg. in -a as a variant
of those in -a. They are not historically important as they 
do not survive.
10th c. A.D. vet-a kiyena himiĵ an, ’the lords who assign the

duty’ [AnSk.]; cf. St. fm. vat- [AnSk.; RgR.]
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10th c. A.D. vat-a kiyena vat-himiyan (hon. pi.), ’venerable
teacher (master) that assigns the duty’ [PIS.] 

tufliy~a soli-y-a gasa no vadna kot, ’not to enter 
beating tu$i and so\l (drums)’ [GnD.]. 

Alternatively the last instance may be a Loc. sg. in 
, -a [v. § 77d] in which case it may be rendered as ’not to 

enter beating on the (drums) tufli and soli’.
N.B. However, in the following examples used as Acc. (sg.- 

pl.) in the context, the final -a may not be an inflexional 
termination as in the above, but the contracted stem final 
[v. § 10 i].
10th c. A.D. isira (< issariya-), ’glory’ [PkCm.]

per‘dh%r*d (< *parihariya- < Sk. parihsrika-), 
’immunity* [MkP. ]; s3d8h& (< *saddaha- 
< P. saddha-), ’faith’, ’devotion’ [ PI S ]; 

rffhapa (< #rahap£, cf. Sk. ralana-) , ’rope’, 
’whip* [GnD.]; eka-£nna (< *anna, cf. Sk. 
ajfia, ’o^der’, ’rule’) ’single rule’ [Mg.]. 

Instrumental Case
It has been already pointed out that the Inst, became 

a characteristic inanimate case during this period and was 
extended to assume the functions of the Abl. of separation of 
the Old and Mid. Ind. period, [v. § 66b]. The beginning of
the substitution of Inst, for the Abl. is met with in Sk.
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[v. SSkSyn. § 62]. The Inst, case appears during this period 
in a number of variant terminations, of which the earliest 
recorded in the inanimate noun is -ni.

75a. Inst, (sg. - pi.) in -ni:
This termination appears to be a little obscure in its 

origin. Apparently it has no connection with the Mod. Ind. 
postp. Mar. neiji ’by’, Gui . ne ’for*, Raj. re, nad ’for’, ’by’, 
Pan. nai ’by’, Hin. ’ne’ •by’, Con. n, na, ni ’to’, because 
these forms are comparatively very mod. and the only Irst. 
post-positions found in Mod. Sinh. are visin (< vasena) and 
karapa kofa or karapa kofa gena. Besides the suggested 
etymology of the postp. neiji, ne etc. is Sk. nayena [BLM. § 201] 
which becomes Sinh. niyen and it is not employed as a postp. 
of cases.

|t is however possible that the Sinh. Inst, (sg.) term,
-ni attested from 1st or 2nd c. A.D. is developed from the Old
and Mid. Ind. Inst. sg. term, -na of the i- and u-nouns, e.g.
P* aggina > Sinh. * agini (2nd c. A.D.) (the form agini as an 
Inst, is found during the literary period). Evidently by 
-generalisation this term, -ni appears to have been extended to
nouns other than those ending in -i and -u.
Examples:
1st c. A.D. koturu-(ni), fbv the pitcher’ [Mv., 1]
2nd c. A.D. kutara-ni, id. [TpS.] (cf. Sk. kuntara-, kuntala-,

’drinking cup’)
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7?b. Old ft Mid. Indian Inst. sg. ~ena:  . . . — , —  ...... . ,-r_ , . ,-rri-=-B__

The Old ft Mid. Indian Inst. sg. termination -ena of 
e-nouns appears to have produced two parallel developments in 
-ini ft -erri. according to the phonological lavs. Tbese are
attested for the first time in the 4th c. A.D. It appears
that when the preceding syllable is a heavy accented one, -era 
> -ini and when it is an unaccented light one, -ena > -eni, 
e.g. (i) bhavena > beyjni 4th c. A.D.; maggena > magini etc.
(ii) *avyayak§*ayapiyena > a.viyaki pi yen! 4th c. A.D. ; k'llena > 
*kuleni etc. , cf. the change of Old Oen. pi. -anam > (i) -an,
(ii) ^un under similar circumstances [v. § 69b1. In 8th c. 
A.D., these two terminations became -in and -en, i.e. conson
antal ending according to the law of phono! ogy of the period. 
Later on these two terminations appear to have been generalised 
as two independent Inst, terminations that could he added to 
any stem irrespective of the character of the preceding stem 
syllable. Thus while kulen < #kuleni < kulena is historical!y 
correct, desen < d££ena is historically incorrect as it should 
have been prope^l3r de^ena > *desini > desin, which occurs side 
by side with analogical desen, though not attested in the 
inscriptions under consideration. Similarly analogical kulir 
could be found side by side with historical^ accurate kulen.

(i) Examples of Inst, in -ini:
4th c. A.D. bevini., (< bhavena) 'by the state’, ’condition'

[JvCm.]
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(ii)
8 th c.

10th c.

(iii) 
Abl. of 
10th c.

291.

D. magini (pi.) (< P. maggena Sk. margena) , nana 
magini, by diverse ways [jvCm.l.

Examples of Inst, in -in (< -ini):
l . D .  Vdvin [ G r d R . ,  P] Yajeinin, fby the order’ [RgR. ,

1, 2, 3].
A.D. udahasin, ’by wrath’, ’anger’ [AnSk.l.

gimin, ’by the drought’; tedin, ’by the heat’
[pis-];

dorin, ’by the door’ [E4?9]; pamapin, ’by the 
extent* [AnSk.l; pemin, ’by the love’, ’affection* 
[jrP.l; mutpanin ? [K429]; mujin, ’by the 
multitude*, ’group’ [PIS. 1; va.ianin, see above 
[PcP.]; vasggin < P. vassaggena ? [AnSk.;
VgSDp.]; s&mffngin, ’by the unity* [AnSk.l; 
seyin, ’by the manner’ [PIS.]; hasin, ’with or 
by the seal* [Ng.; OnD.].

Abl.-Inst, in -in in the sense of Old & Mid. Ind.
separation:
A.D. avasin, ’from the lodging’, ’abode’ [AnSk.);

de-asanin, (pi.) ’from the two seats* [ibid.l; 
de-karalih (pi.), ’from the two harvests* [VmS.]; 
kusin, ’from the womb* [PIS.]; gamin, ’from the 
village’ [Nt.; Ng.; Mdg.]; dgyin (pi.), ’from 
the things* [AnSk.]; mehevin, ’from the service’, 
•employ’ [ibid.]; gam-bimin (pi.), ’from the
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75c.

10th c. A.D.
estates and lands* [ibid.]; retin, *from the country* 
[VmS.]; vatin, ’from the practice*, ’observance*, ’duty’, 
[AnSk.]; varin, ’from the service* [Mdg.; Kg.]; okavasin, 
’from the line of Okkaka’ [Mdg.]; veherin, ’from the 
. vlhara’ [Pis]; rat-himin, ’from the border of the 
country’ [VmS.].

(i) Example of Inst, in -eni:
4th c. A.D. aviyakiiii-y-eni, ’so as not to be soent or reduced’

[TgR.]-
(ii) Examples of Inst, in -en (< -eni):

10th c. A.D. kulen, ’in respect of the family’, ’line’ [PIS.], 
-desen: p&dum-desen, ’by the eastern direction* [Kb.]; 
para-puren, ’by descent’ [Av.; AnSk.; Blv.; VgSDp.; Avg.1: 
par&kmen, ’by valour’ [AnSk.; Pis.]; biyen, ’by fear* 
[AnSk.]; Ag-bisov-mundnen, *by the supremely annointed 
head’ [VmS.]; yedmen, ’by the engagement’, ’order’ [AnSk.]' 
ye sen, ’by fame* [Mdg.]; gupa-vaturen, ’by the flood of 
virtues’ [AnSk.]; vadajen, (cf. below vai^eyin), ’by 
(it) having being ordered’ [Ip.]; vikmen, ’by valour* 
[AnSk.]; s&pen, ’by the festival’ [ibid.].
In the following examples -y- preceding the termination 

-en, is either a historical survival of an unstable consonant 
or a glide between the stem final and the termination, 
particularly in the case of loan words:
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10t.h c. A.D. abhi^eka-y-en, ’by the consecration’ [Bd.];
anna-y-en, ’by the order* [PkCn.]; is^reyen, ’with the 
prosperity’ [AnSk.l; karapa-y-en, ’by the matter’ ? 
[■£429]; s a t e r- p as a- en (pi.), ’by the four requisites’ 
[AnSk.]; ek-t&n-sami-y-en, ’with the unanimous assent’ 
[PkCm.; Kg.; Ng.; Mdg.; Ag.; Blv.]; sat ar-s Ima-y-en, 
(pi.), ’by the four boundaries’ [Kb.; Mdg.; Blv.; MkP.1; 
lahasu-y-en, ’by the lahasu’ (a measure) [PcP.].
Sometimes the stem final drops and the two consonants 

thus brought together are assimilated.
10th c. A.D. havurudd-en, (< havurudu-^-en) de d_e hgvarudden

(pi.), *in every two years’ [AnSk.].
(iii) The termination -en is sometimes represented as -3n,

perhaps owing to the weakening of -e-:
10th c. A.D. ati-y-an (cf. Clas. Sinh. e/Jiyen) , ’with the

desire* (or purpose) [MuP.; PcP.].
(iv) Abl.-Inst, in -en in the sense of Old & Mid. Ind.

Abl. of separation (cf. above b, iii):
10th c. A.D. kolen: raj-kolen baha .. dun, ’donated .. from

the royal household’ [AnSk,]; parapuren, ’from the
line* [Blv.; Avg. ; PIS.]; Mahama^a(len) , ’from the
Mahamandrla* rIp.l; radol-en, ’from the royal household’

* ‘ ' [AnSk.]
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Examples with the glide -y- between the stem and the 
termination:
8th c. A.D. Mahabo-depi-y-en, ’from the Mahabo-depiya ’

[Gd.R. A]; Mihinnari-y-en, ’from Mihinnariya' [ibid.]. 
Gombi-y-en, ’from Gombiy-a' [ibid.].

10th c. A.D. anva-y-en, ’from the line’ [AnSk.];
Meha(menflale-y-en) [ cf. above "ehamapda(len)1, ’from 
the Mahapdalaya’ [ip.J; Sabha-y-en, ’from the Assembly* 
[Km.: Ag. ; Blv.]; hoy-en, ’from the stream’ [Pern.].

75d. The termination -%-y-in appears to be the -result of
contamination between -en and -in:
10th c. A.D. va.jal-e-y-tn (? contamination between v.njalen 

end »va.1~lir) , ’by (it) having been ordered’ (i.e. as 
the result of being ordered) [Mg.].; vadal-e-y-in, id. 
[PvP. ; Mg.; Kb.]; wadal-cir, 1 d. (twice) [Rh*] (cf. 
vadalen in above c. ii).

79e. Inst, in -nen:
This termination which appears for the fi^st time in 

the 10th century continues in the classical period of litera
ture. It appears to be an analogical formation based on a 
form like sasn-en < P. sasan-ena, Sk. sasan-ena, where -n- 
preceding the termination -en historically belongs to the stem. 
The occurrence of doublets like sasna (< Sk. ^asana-, ’order’, 
’commnd*) -?nd *&ps < Sk. sasa-, ’order’, ’command’) side by
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by side with each other has apparently given rise to the notion 
that -nen in sasn-en is the instrumental termination and sas- 
is the stem to which it is added, whereas historically it should 
be analysed as: sasn(a) ■* en. The termination -nen, sprung
in such circumstances, has been generalised in the following 
instances:
10th c. A.D. nay-nen: vajan bera-si-nsyney, ’by the terrific

lion-roar of (his) commands’ [AnSk.]; [na]-nen, id. 
[YgSDp.]; dol-nen, ’by the strong desire’ [AnSk.]; 
pilivela-nen, ’in due course’ (or order) [YgSDp.]; 
siya-bas-nen, ’by his own (Sinhalese) language’; 
perebund-nen, ’by (the measure) perebund’ [E429]; 
hir-sand-nen, ’by the sun and the moon’ [YgSDp.].

76. Dative Case:
Before the division of nouns into the animate and the 

inanimate groups, the Dat. was formed generally by the addition 
of -afaya or its variants to the Gen. case form of a-nouns 
irrespective of any gender [v. § 50, d]. After this division 
was definitely established in 2nd c. A.D. the quasi—inflex, 
term, -afaya or its variants were no longer added to the Gen., 
but to the stem form of the inanimate, as the inanimate lost the 
Gen. inflexion, while the animate noun continued to fowm the 
Dat. by the addition of this quasi-inflex. term, to the Gen. 
(-*0bl.) [v. §§ 60c, 65]. In the following examples (in
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vafafaya, and vaherafaya) -a-fays. is definitely archaic for the 
5th century and the 6th century, as it became contracted to 
afa in 2nd c. A.D. [v. §§ 69, 65b].

76a. Examnles of the Dat. (inanimate) in -afaya:
5th c. A.D. vatafaya (Dat. of purpose): Ariyavasa-vefafaya 

’for the maintenance of Ariyavaipsa ceremony’ [Lg. , 1]. 
6th c. A.D. vaherafaya (Dat. of interest or concern):

[Bamauaga]-riya-vaherafaya .. dinaka, ’given .. to the 
monastery at Bamapagariya* [NgR.].

76b. Examples of Dat. (inanimate) in -afa:
6th c. A.D. pacayafa (Dat. of purpose): oara-pacayafa, ’for

the purpose of the four requisites’ [NgR.]; vahirafa
(Dat. of interest or concern): vahirafa dina .. ’given 
to the monastery' .. [AnS•]•

6th or 7th c. A.D. vaharafa, ’to the monastery’ [BPIns.; N1D.] 
10th c. A.D. tanata (pi.), me kuliyft avu tak, t&nafa, ’to all 

the pieces belonging to this division’ (kuliya) [GnD.]. 
navamata, ’for the new work’ [StC.]; vattafa, ’to the 
land* [Kb. ].

76c. Examples of the Dat. (inanimate) in -at (< -afa):
(i) In the following examples the termination is added 

directly to the stem:
8th c. A.D. kumburaf, (pi.), lepat: me lepaf baha lu kumburaf,

’to the fields donated to this cave * [GdR., B].
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10th c. A.D. evasaf, (pi.): me me nakay abadl tak avasaf,
* to all the lodges that belong to each of these sects’ 
[AnSk.l; kan.daf: gang-kandaf, ’to the embankment of the 
river* [Nt.]; kumburaf, ’to the field* [Bd.]; kulaf,
’to the line*, ’family* [AnSk.; YmS.]; gamaf, ’to the 
village’ [Kg.; Nt.; PvP.; Tb.; Ng.; Mdg.]; me gamaf,
’to this estate’ [v. EZ. Ill, 270 fn. 1) [PkCm.]; 
fdnaf, ’to the place’ [Mdg.; AnSk.]; tel-af, ’for the 
oil* [YgSDp.]; diyaf, ’to the world* [PIS.]; -divaf, ’to 
the island’ [Mdg.]; navamaf, [=navamafa (b)* 1 [AnSk.]; 
Paspayalaf, ’to the (field)’, "Five-Payala" [Ag.];
Satara-pavalaf, ’to (the field) ”Pour-Payala" [Rb.]; 
pirivenaf, ’to the monastery* [Rb. ; Ip.; Tb. ; Big.; Blv.]; 
badorat, ’to the treasury’ [YmS.]; bataf, ’for the meal’ 
[IC429; YgSDp.]; Maha-pelaf, ’to the Great Pali*’ [StC.]; 
bimat, (pi.), ’lands’ [PIS.; AnSk.]; mahahimat, 'to the 
main boundaries’ [PkCm.]; milgyaf, ’for the price’, i.e. 
expenses [AnSk.]; radolaf, ’to the royal family’ [GtP.]; 
ranaf, ’for the gold* (Dat. of price) [YgSDp.]; r&kmsf, 
’for the protection’ [PIS.]; -veheraf, ’to the hospital’ 
[AnSk.]; siritaf, ’to the observances’ [Pis.];
Siri-Lake, t, ’to S^T Lanka’ [ibid.].

(ii) In stems of loan-words ending in -a, -y- is infixed 
between the stem and the termination.
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10th c. A.D. sthana-y-at» (p i • ) 5 at m a h a - sthanayat 8tuJ.a vu, 

'belonging to the eight great places* [Mg.].

(iii) Stems ending in -u or -a have the glide -v- added 

as liaison between the stem and the termination.

10th c. A.D. p am a r m - (v - a t ) , 'to the pamapu (land)', i.e. 

'heritable l a n d 1 [V m S . ].

slma-v-af (pl.)% 'to the boundaries', 'limits' [Rh.1

(iv) Sometimes the stem final -i or -u drops and the glide 

-v- or -v- is assimilated by the preceding consonant, after 

contraction, when it can occur ^s a double consonant.

Example in which the stem final -i drops and the glide -y- is 

assimilated:

10th c. A.D. [lr%1b&ll-afr (< *k£b8l-i-y-a,$a) : de-k*db&llat-,

'for the two allotments' [PcP.].

Examples in which the steTii final -u drops and the glide -v- 

is assimilated:

10th c. A.D. vatt-at (< *vatu-v-at) 'to the land' [Kb.];

Poaonavull-rt (< *Posonavulu-v-a$), 'to Posonavulla*
[ I p . ].

(v) The following verbal nouns with the Dat. i n f l e x i o n ’ 

and employed as Dat. of purpose (= infinitive of purpose) 

belong to the above type in contraction:

10th c. A.D. dennat (< denu-v-ata), 'to give' [R b . ; Ip.] 

(bandva^nnai (< bandavanu-v-a$a), 'to construct', 

'build' [Ip.].
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10th c. A.D. hindvann-nt, (< *hindavann-v-ata), 'to erect', 
'plant' [Kg.].

76d. Examples of Pat. In -t (< -a$) :
10th c. A.D. -gef: behed-gef,'to the hospital [Kb.].

timbiri-gef, to the lying-in-home' [pkCm. ]
77. Locative Case;

During this period, the Loc. case not only is confined 
to the inar“.mate, but al30 replaces the Gen. of the inanimate 
noun which existed during the preceding period, [v. §§ 49c (ii), 
49e (ii)]. Thus the Loc. of the preceding period becomes a 
Gen.-Loc. of the inanimate during this period.

77^.* There are however a few apparent exceptions to this
,

rule, if the dates ascribed to Jv. 3rd c. A.D. and MdS., 5th c.
A.D. are correct. Por the following instances of the

inanimate have apparently Gen. sg. termination -ha;
3rd c. A.D. mahapakevataha (uvana)ka kotu, to make preparations

for "(i.e. maintenance of) the continuity of the Great

Refection [Jv.]; (ava)rspeha ca dakapati, 'and tbe water
share of the ?aniout' [ibid.];

5th c. A.D. h a pi-vafeha, 'of the lamps of clarified butter'
[MdS.];

6th or 7th c. A.D. Mar ay a- vah ah ana- g am a yah a vasana ulavaflha 
sadeva Ganayama, 'the brick-layer (?) Sadeva Ganayama 
residing in the village of Maraya-vahahapa* [EPIns., 1].
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6 th or 7th c. A.D. Gutakadarafra vasana Pa(lama) darna Apama, 
'Palama-dama Apama, residing in Gntakadare^ ' [ihid. i2], 
Mahadaragalaha vasana Pajana Adasana Vasadavayama, 
'Pajana Adasana (and) Vasadavayama, residing in 
Mahadaragala' [ibid., 3]> Erayaha vasana (Da)va Kaja 
Savayama, 'Dava Ka}.a (and) Savayama residing in Eraya*, 
[ibid., 5]? ••• marayu-mahape-gamayaha vasana 
Panapalata ... daya-gamaya, 'Panapalata .. daya-gamaya 
residing in the village of ... marayu-mahapa’ [ibid., 6] 
On closer examination it will* however, be found that 

-e- preceding -ha in 3rd c. A.D. avarapeha 5th c. A.D. 
hapi-vateha cannot be explained if they represent the Gen. 
inflexion. Por this reason PBPW. following Wickramasinghe 
[EZ. I, 255 fn. 3] thinks that avaraneha is due to a clerical 
error for avaranahanard vateha is error for vajiha or vefaha, 
assuming them to be Gen. in -ha, [v. Index to WPSI.].
However, as the Gen. in -ha of the inanimate noun is replaced 
by the Loc. during this oeriod, it is more plausible to take 
them as Loc. forms in the double termination -ehi [v. § 51c], 
written as -eha owing to the indistinct pronunciation of the 
final -i of the termination. If this conjecture is correct, 
-e- preceding -ha is not a clerical error, but a part of the * 
double termination -ehi.

As for the above instances like -gamayaha,
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Gutakad»raha, , Mahadaragalaha, & Erayaha, [BPIns. 1 all 
syntactically connected with the verbal adj. vasana, (residing), 
the Gen. cose of these place nouns or names is not possible 
syntactically in the contexts in which they occur, as the Gen. 
of place has never been used with the verbal form vasana (/Vas- 
to live), before or after, or even in the Old on Mid. Indian, 
the appropriate case in Sinh. being Loc. or zero case form.
Cf. for instance, the following examples belonging to the same 
period as those given above: (i) 6th c. A.D. Abagamayahi
vasana Patisalala-mi, 'I, Patisalala residing in the village of 
Aba * [RVg., 2] where the Loc. gamayahi is enmlnyed with the 
verbal form vasana, (ii) Parusava vasana uluva^u Boyagonula-mi, 
•I, Boyagonula, residing in Durusava* [RVg., 3l> where the 
zero Loc. D^irusava is employed with the verbal form vasana.

It may, therefore, be concluded quite plausibly that 
if the readings are correct, the apparent -ha in the above 
instances does not mark the Gen. but is merely a graphical 
representation of the Loc. -hi, owing perhaps to the indistinct 
nature in the pronunciation of the final -i. It is also 
noteworthy that this peculiarity of spelling is confined only 
to one group of inscriptions of the same date and place all 
having the same character in language, style, purpose and 
subject matter, and a marked tendency for unusual and perhaps
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careless treatment of medial vowels in general is shown in the
orthography of this group. Paranavitana who has noted this
peciiLiaritv thus comments: "As regards orthography, we notice
in the records a tendency to substitute a for the medial
vowels :L, u, e <9* o. Compare, for example, -gara in
Apahaya-gara, ulava^ha, kata & vahara^a which oc our in earlier 
inscriptions as giri, uluvaflu, kotu and veherate.ya. In the 
later language, however, these words are found as giri, 
uluvaflu, ko-fa and veherata. It is, therefore, not certain 
whether the change of nearly all the other medial vowels to a 
was a peculiarity of the language of this pe-riod or whether 
the forms appearing in these inscriptions are due to the 
careless system of writing which was prevalent at the time”,
[v. EZ. IV, p. 138]« The above examples given by 
Paranevitana to illustrate this peculiarity of orthography by 
no means exhaust such instances found in the BPIns. group/ 
garp fpr giri which occurs eight times in this group has not 
been explained by PBPW., who remarks that dajahasa [BPIns., 3l 
is clerical error for de-jahasa (» two thousand). The writing 
of -ha for the Loc.*. -hi which neither Paranavitana nor PBPW. 
notices, is therefore a part of a general tendency of 
orthography evinced in this group of BPInss., if it is not due 
to the indistinct nature of the pronunciation of the final -i. 
at this time.
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The remaining instance mahaoaka-vataha 3 rd c. A.D. [Jv. J 
may he an archaic instance of the Gen. in -ha in the inanimate 
noun surviving from the pre-2nd c. period, provided the date of i 
Jv. is not earlier than 3rd c. A.D. (

Apart from the continuation of the three Loo. 
terminations —hi , — ê St —ehi which appeared in the ot*p ceding 
period [v. §§ 31a, c, d, e], new Loc. morphemes like -î , 
and -ehi which are the phonetic modifications of the earlier 
ones come to existence side by side with the earlier ones 
during the latter part of this period.

(i) Loo* in -a-hj:
The history of this termination is already given in 

§ 49b. Examples continue from 3rd c. 3.0. [v. § pic.].
Examples:
2nd c. A.D. nakars(hi), pohatakarahi, dorahi, vth-rahi

[v. § 51 c T

3rd c. A.D. TT-pgla-ke+rikHki, 'in the field IJnale' [Jv. 1-
— m+am- ■■■■ ■ ■ ■» ■ ■■ ■  ■ —  ' »  -  #

TTtaramahacetabj , 1 at the TTterr mahacetiya * [ibid.];

Aba^mMri mahnviharabi, ’at the great moh^sterv   ̂ ^

Abbeyagiri1 [ibid.]; ata.keri M , M.n the Eight Karieas*
( ? field) [ibid.1;

4th c. A.D. nakarahl, *in the city* [TgR. ]; Kelrhnnanaka- 
niyamata.nahi , ’at the guil dhall (?) of Kalehumana-ka* 
[ibid.]: p-canahi, ’in the kitchen*(?) [ibid.]; 
pedioasahi♦ *in the Western Province* [VgHS.1j
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4 th c. A. D.
ITtara-pesahi, ’in the Northern Province* [TgR.]; 
potahi, ’in the books* [jvCm.]; mevatoka-vanahi» *of 
this much of things1 [TgR.]; ato-vnsahi , *in the rainy 
season* [ibid.]; vasahi, *in the year* [TgR.- JvCm. 1; 
veherpkahi, * to the monastery* (Loc. of recipient 
instead of Dat. of recipient^ TgR. ]; -vihg.rahi, *in the 
monastery’ [RG.]; sagahi, *in the community* [JvCm.]; 
-has ah 1. , *at the harvest’ [TgR.].
There a^e two i-ending stems taking the termination 

-hi in the same century.
4th c. A.D. udi-hj, ’on udi* (a kind of pulse) [TgR.]:

bayali-hi, *on bayali’ (a kind of pulse, split pea)
[ibid.1

5th c. A.D. nakarahi, »in the city* [Tg., 1]; niyamata(nahi),
*in the guildhall* [ibid.]; pa.jinapasahi, *in the
Eastern Province* [ibid.]; 7(i)harahi t *in the
monastery* [Lg., 21; Viharahi, id. [MdS.].

6th c. A.D. Abayamayahi, ’in the village Aba* [R7g., 5];
Latakala(hi), *in Latakala* [HYg., 1].

6th or 7th c. A.D. cadahl, *in the month* (lit. moor) [N1D. ]
10th c. A.D. (ga)misahi, *at the upper end of the village*

[Nt. ]
Danadak-darahi , *at. Danadak-dera* [Bd. ]

(ii) After the noun stems became corsonertal in 8th c. A.D.



the termination -hi ip added directly to the consonantal stem.
8th c A.D. ter-ht, ’on the hank’ [RgR., 1];
8th or 9th c. A.D. gal-nav-hi, ’of the stone trough’ [SSI., 7]
10th c. A.D. dase-at-hi (pi.) ’in the ten directions* ['GrtP. ]; 

dorasan-hi, ’in the vicinity of the gate* [AnSk.]; 
kumhur-hj f ’in the field* [Bd.]; kus-hi , ’in the womb’ 
[AnSk.; VgSDp.l: bale.-kan-hi, ’on the multitude of 
troops* [PIS-]; gam-hi, *in the village* [Ft.; Km.]; 
ra;n—hi , id. [Bd. ; Mg.; GrD.]; guvan-hi, *iu the sky* 
[PIS.]; tan-hi, *in the place* [ibid.]; dagab-hi, ’in 
the relic-chamber * [AnSk.]; Lak-div-hi, *in the Island 
of Lanka* [Tb.; Mg.]; Damb-di^r-hi, *in JambudvT^a*
(India) [GrtP.]; deshi, (pi.) *in countries* [PIS.];
piyangal-hi, *ir the meditation bell* (P. padhanaghara-) 
[AnSk.]; piriven-hi, ’in the cell’, ’monaster^* [-bid.]; 
purat-hi, *in front’ [MuP.]; Tapa-bim-hi, *in Tapabima* 
(’Grassland*) [Ng.]; ge-bim-hi (pi.), *ir building 
sites* [Bd.]; Mahamipila-bim-hi t *in Mahamipil'd-biina* 
[GnD.]; mas-bi, ’in the month’, [Av.; MuP.; JrP.; Pis.; 
VnS.]; mehepi-varhi, *in the nunnery’ [AnSk.]; vat-hi, 
’in the country*, ’district’ [Tb.; Bd.l; tunn-ruvan-h!, 
Jpl.) 'in the Three Gems* [PlS.]; Yalvit-hi, *in 
Val-vita* [PkCm.l; Abhayagiri-veher-hi, ’in the 
Monastery of Abhayagiri* [Mg.; AnSk.]; Sey-giri-veher-bi 
*in the Monastery of Cetiyagiri’ [AnSk.]; veher-hi, (pi.)
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f J • 1 - ,10th c. A.D. (continued)
fin the monasteries* [ibid.]; rajamaha-veher-hi, *in
the great Royal Monastery* [ibid.]; sand-hi t *in the
month* [VmS.]; Sen-hi, (pi.), *in respect of armies*

[PI & ].
(iii) Stems that came to end in a vowel as the result of 

vowel contraction ir 8th c. A.D. also have the terminations 
added directly:
8th or 9th c. A.D. ge-hi, ’in the house* [SSI., 5];
10th c. A.D. ge-hi, id. [Ng.; AnSk.; PIS.; StC.];

paha-hi: Ruvan-pahahi, *in the Ruvan-pahS*
(P. Ratana-pasada- = 'Jewel-Mansion’) [An.Sk.l. 

(iv) The following instances of Loc. ££,.(= in the house) 
appear to be the result of contraction of Loc. ge-hi. This 
form of £e contracted from Loc. gehi became Gen. postp. at 
this time [v. §§ 71c, g].
8th c. A.D. himt-ge ek-t3n ko-J;, ’having assembled together 

(the chief men of the district) at the house of the 
Lord’ [RgR., 2l;

10th c. A.D. m ah ay a ge balPtun dahasa, ’the thousand guards 
ir the house of Mahaya* [PIS.]; bat-ge pis’d bat denu
is", ’and to give rice, having cooked in the kitchen’
(lit. in the bouse of food) [K429]- 

77c. Loc. in -e:
This Loc. form, which appears for the first time in
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2nd c. A.D., has been already discussed in § 31d. It
continues during this period.

(i) 2nd c. A.D. -ptprte, ’in the locality’, ’site' [Pkm.l;
cf. -atanehi [v. §§ Sle, 77s1.

3rd c. A.D. Majata-gamaria-kirt(ye), ’in Majatagamana-kiriya1
[Jv.];

3rd or 4-th c. A.D. me ate, ’in this direction' [VgRS. ]
(cf. P. anta-)

4th c. A.D. divas[e], ’on the day' [RG.]; hamate, ’in the 
heart’ [JvCm.];

6th c. A.D. Kabube, ’in Kabuba* [NgR.]; Kasaba-giriye, '©t
Kasabagiri' [RVg., 4]; -vahere, ’in the monastery’ 
[NgR.; RVg.]; -sime, ’in the boundary' [NgR.];

8th c. A.D. kapakale t 'in the period of aeon' [GdR., bl;
10th c. A.D. sale: de-[ya]$manak sale bat, meals (cooked) of 

two a^mana of rice (Gen.-Loc.) [K429]. 
diye: d l y e  bedum, distribution of water, (Gen.-Loc.)

p e t t -
(ii) The stems of lww. ending in -a, -a, -i etc. or stems 

ending in contracted vowels have the glide -y- added between 
the termination -e and the stem.
8th c. A.D. danma-y-e; pare-danmaye, ’in the next birth’

[GdR., bl;
10Jh c. A.D. sabha-y-e, 'in the assembly* [Nt.]; saba-y-e, id.

[PcP ]; kara-y-e , Eufl akadaviika-y-e: uturu-karaye
Kuflakadavukaye, 'at Kudakadavuka on the Northern coast’

[MkP.];
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10th c. A.D. Snmadfltiy-e, 'at SamadStiya' [PCm.]; Mahare.-ki-y-e, 
'at Maharaklya1 [PcP.l; RanetlsP.-y-e, *at Ranetislya'

[aide.].
(iii) Sometimes the final vowel of the stem drops and the

glide -y- is assimilated by the preceding consonant:
8th c. A.D. Digr(pi du)l.le (< *Digapidulu-y-e), 'at D.f

[RgR., 1];
ITalatte, (< atu-y-e), at M. [ibid., 3] 5 -varne ,
(< *vanu-y-e) (Loc. of the post-position added to the
rjuneral to makr xhe ordinal), tm-vannet in third (year)

[idR•, A1 •
10th c. A.D. Dnrutte, (< Durutu-y-e) in the (month of)

Durutu [Blv.]; Posonrvulle, (< *Posqnavulu-y-e), at 
Posonavulla [lp.]> -vanne, see above -v^nne, [K4?9; Rb. ; 
Ip. ; Nt. ; Ng. ; Km. ; Kb. ; Tig. ; GnD. 1.

77d. Loc. in :
Loc. in -a which begins to appear from about the 7th c. 

A.D. , seems to be the result of weakening of the Loc. in -e, in 
its final position, to -g, cf. the weakening of final -e to 
-£, -i in Pk. 8: Ap. [v. PPkG. § 85]- This change of -£ to -a, 
however, has not completely done awa}r with the use of the Loc. 
in -e, as can be seen in the above instances occurring in the 
8th and the 10th c. A.D. The instances of Loc. ir -8, which 
rre hot frequent in the 7th, 8th and 9th centuries become 
very abundant in the 10th centiiry, as well be seen in the 
following examples:

r - *  ; :  « . • -  -  *  • ■*, ■ ••
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(i)7 th c.

Rth c.

9th c.

10th c

A.D. Gralavehera .. karu piyn-gata, 'footstair, huilt .. 
at Galavehp^n» [SSI., 4]?
A.D. Piliy~hft, *at Piliyana* [ihid., 61; -veher8, *et 
the monastery* [RgR., 1].
A.D. Ase^S, *in the (month of) Asa^a* [VuP.] (Sk. 
a§£dhl, P. SsSflhl); Sihigiri-bime, *in the land of 
Sihigiri* [ibid.l; S^gutta-panhala, *in the monastery, 
S§gupa* [ihid.l;
A.D. anusesa: Budusasnehi anusas£, in the teaching 
of the Buddhist dispensation, (Sk. *enu£asa-, cf. Sk. 
anu^asana; Sk. ^asa-, sa£ana-) [AnSk.]; akekg, *of akak* 
(Gen.-Loc.), a measure of weight [VgSDp.]; As el a, *in 
the (month of) Ase^a* [PvP. , Ag.]; *dkff, of *Aka*, a 
measure of weight [VgSDp.]; &tu~L&, *inside*, •within*, 
[Mg.]; Aseja, (=» above Asel& 9th c. A.D. & asel% 10th c. 
A.D.) [Kg.]; kusa, *^n the womb* [ G r t P . ] ;  h.oya-kofla, ‘on
or across the water_course(?) of the stream* [Ip.];
gal%, *in the abode1, *hall*; S^giriy# gal?, *in the
abode at sfgiriya* [Bd.]; pi yen-gal?., *in the meditation 
hall* (cf. P. padhana-ghara-) [ M k P . , Mdg.]; Snlirraru- 
g? m?, *in the village, Sulinnaru* [Ip.]; Muhguneluva-
g?m?, *in the village, Muftguneluva* [Nt.];
Ko(layunu)g?m? f *in the village Kolayunu* [Ng.];
Kof-g&n?, *in the village KoJ' [PcP.]; tan?, *in the
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10th c. A.D.
place* [PIS. ]; dppfl?, ’in or concerning fines* [Ar.Sk.l; 
ati-nakar?, ’within the city* (?) (cf. P. anto-nagare) , 
or in Hasti-Nagara [AnSk.]; nnvar?, *in the city* [Km.]; 
satara-payal?, *in the **Pour Payalas” (name of a field) 
[Rb.]; pal?-pas?t *in the Western Province* [Kin.]; 
pahay?, ’in the mansion* [VgSDp.]; piriven?, *in the 
cell’ [Mg.; AnSk.]; pifat?, *on the outside* [Kb.; Mg.]; 
-pet?, ’in the range* [Mg.]; Poson?, *in the (month) of 
Poson* [K429; Fg. ; Mg.; Bd.]; B?g?, ’in the (month of) 
B?g» (cf. Mod. Bak.) [GnD.]; B?m?, ’of Bama(?)’ (Gen.- 
Loc.) [Blv.]; M?fldtndin?, *in the (month of) M^ndin-dina* 
[Kin.]; M?ndimas?, ’in the month of Mandi ’ (= Ma?dindina) 
[VgSDp.1; mul?, ’in the group*, ’fraternity* [AnSk.]; 
van?, *in the service* [Rb. ; Ip.; Kg.; N't.; Tb. ; Av. ;
Fg. ; Bd.; Ag.]; vas?, ’of the family*. (Gen.-Loc.) [Blv.1 
-vila; Lohulu-vil?, ’in Loholu-vila* [Ag.]; vey?, *in 
the street* (Mangul-maha-vey?) [ibid.]; vel?, *in the 
field* [Mdg.]; ves?g?, *in the (month of) Yesak* [Tb.]: 
vehere, *in the monastery1 [K429; Rb. ; I1̂. ; Ng.; AnSk.; 
Blv.; GnD.; Avg.; PIS.]; v?k?, *on the day of the 
fortnight* (P. pakkha-, Sk. pak^a-) [Mg.; Ag.]; Van?,
’in the (month of) Yap’ {P. vappa-) [Ip.; Ft.; Av.]; 
sand?: Asel-sand?, *in the. month (lit. moon) of Asela* 
[PIS.]; s?ng?, *in the community’' (of monks)* [AnSk.l;



10th c,. A.D. sand?, ’in the time1, ’period* [K4?9]; -hal?, ’in 
the hall’, [Km.; AnSk.l; has?, ’at the harvest’ [ GnD. 1; 
Hil?, ’in the (month of) Hil ’ [Rb.l.

(ii) Stems ending in -i have -y- as a glide between the 
termination and the stem vowel.
10th c. A.D. kiri-y-a; dojos-kiriy? (Gen.-Loc.) 'of the

’’Twelve-kiriyn.s”’ (name of a field) [ip.]; knli-y-?,
•in the division’ [GnD.]; Naglri-y-?, ’at NSgiriya’ [Bd. ] 
Sagirl^y-a, ’at Sagiriya* [ibid.]; Nikinni-:'-?, ’in the 
(month of) Nikinni* [VgSDp.]; viseni-y-[ a], ’on the 
fifth (lunar) day*[Mdg.].

(iii) Stems ending in -e ft -o change -a, -eft -o beck 
to their prototypes -ay, -ev ft -oy before the termination -?.
-y- in +bese instances represents an earlier unstable corsonant. 
10th c. A.D. nekay-a, 'in the sect’ (St. fm. naka- < nakay <

nikaya) [PcP]; pahoy-a, ’in the mansion* (st. fm. paha- 
< pahay- < pasada-) [VgSDp.1; vey-?, 'in the street'
(st. fm. vp - *vev? cf. Sk. vlthi-) [Ag.]; pohoy-?, ’on 
the (day of) Uposatha’ Jst. fm. poho < pohojr < yosathp-)

W[VgSDp.]; mehey-?, 'in the service' (st. fm. msh? - 
mehey - < ?) [MkP. ].

(iv) Sometimes/the stem final -i on -u drops and the -y- is 
assimilated by the preceding consonant in contact with it.
8th c. A.D. Galav?!!-?, (< *Galav?li-y-~) ’at G^mvrlla’

[HcR., ?]
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10th c. A.D. Plyavail-? (< *Diyav?li-y-a) 1 °t Diyav?lla'
[PoP.; MuP.]; -vgtt? , (< *vatu-y-3); Sang-vatt?, 'at 
gq̂ rr-vp tip ' (vetta - lit. ’land’) [B^.l 

77e. Loc. in -ehi:
The possible origin of this termination hpg been rlready 

discussed ir § 51e. It appears first ir 2nd c. A.D. and 
continues in the Mod. language.

(i) Examples:
?nd c. A.D. -etarehi, -karisebi,, raiehi [v. § el;
3rd c. A.D. Rahpnaka-galiy-ebi; at Rahandka-galiya [Jv.1
4th c. A.D. ata^ - "'tr , ’in between', ’among* [JvCm.];

Kaflubala-gamakehi, at K^^ubala-gamaka, [TgR.];
-vaherekchi , 'in the monastery' [ibid.]

10th c. A.D. nr-ehi, 'ir the bosom’ [jrP.l; tanatur-ehj, 'in
the office*, 'post* [ibid.]; Muhurd-ohl, 'of or rear the
sea* [PvP.];-sasr-ehi, »ir the dispensation', 'order'

[AnSk.1.
/ x °f(ii) Stems^lv’ . ending in -r, and the stems erding in -i_ or 

-u have the glide -y- added between the stem and the 
termination -ehi.
10th c. A.D. avasana-y-ehi, ’at the end' [VgSDp.]

kala-y-e-hj t »pt the time’, ’period' [ibid.]; 
lnbha-y-ehi, ’in the, acquisition’ [AnSk.];
Sa-kiri-y-ehi, 'in (the field) Six-kiriya* [Bd.]
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10th c. A.D. -knli-y-ehf, tin the division’ [Kg. Av. ; Mg.;
Mdg. ; Ag. ; GtP.]; Ga.nr.gamj-y-ehi, ’at G8nage-miya’ 
[PkCm.], danfcvl -y-ehj , ’division’ [VmS. ; PcP. ];
Meha-vuti-y-ehi . ’at Mahavutiyo’ [StC. ]; Mrhavoti-y-ehi . 
at Mahavo^iye* [Pen.]; hamu-y-ehi t ’in front’ [AnSk.]; 
havurud u- y- e h1, ’in the year’ [Kg.; AnSk.; Blv.; POP.; 
VgSDp.; JrP.; Avg.; PIS.; GtP.; VmS.].

(iii) Stems ending in -£ have the glide -v- added between 
the stem and the termination -ehi.
10th c. A.D. (avanna-v-ehi), ’in the tract of land’(?) [Kg.].

(iv) Sometimes the stem final -u drops by contraction, and
the glide -y- is assimilated the preceding consonant.
9th c. A.D. -vann-ehi < vanu-y-ehi [Loc. of the post-position

added to the numeral to form the ordinal; cf. -venne
in above c (iii)]; pslamu-vannehi, ’in the first (year)’

[VuP. ]
10 th c. A.D. -vennehi, id. [Tb.; PvP. ]

77f. Loc. in -"hi:
This termination which appears in a few irctances in the 

10th c. A.D. seems to be a double termination formed of a 
combination of the termination -£ [v. § 77d] a-ntf the termination 
-hi [v. § 77b (ii)], if it is not a variant of the termination 
-ehi with the -e- weakened to This termination does not
survive after this period.
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Examples:
10th c. A.D. ggm-ahi ’in the village’ [Tb.] (cf. -gSmS [§ 77d 

(1)]; gam-hi, gam-hi [§ 77b(ii)]; sap’dhi, ’at the 
moment’ [VgSDr.; ArSk.; Pis.]

77g. Loc. in -1:
When pre-2nd century Norn. sg. in -e (animate), 

underwent phonological modification in 2nd c. A.D. and became 
-i, it is quite logical to have expected the Loc. in -e also 
to hFve similarly changed to -i [cf. Ap. Loc. sg. -i in kari 
(< kare), tali (< tale) etc. [PPkG. 366a)]. However for some 
reason or other the Loc. in -e, which is attested from the 
2nd c. A.D., continues to be written as -e till the 10th c. A.D, 
though it produced its variant -a in the 7th c. A.D. [v. § 77d]. 
If the presence of three examples dating from 3rd or 4th c.
A.D. may be taken as adequate evidence, it appears that the 
Loc. in -e has actually been modified to -i at a certain period. 
Its occurrence in only three instances and its disappearance 
after 6th or 7th c. A.D. show that the Loc. in -i was not much 
favoured and was later completely abandoned, in nreference to 
its earlier form -e and the other alternative Loc. formations: 
Examples:
3rd or 4th c. A.D. divasi: Bagu cada avamasa tatiya-paka

divasi, ’on the third day of this dark fortnight of the 
month of Bagu* [VgRs.]
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6th or 7th c. A.D. davasi: Vesa[ka] ceda(hn ) [Almeve[sipoh]oyi
davasi, ’on the day of the New Moon uposatha of the
month of Vesak’ [N1D.]; arami (if this is not a st. fm.
derived from arama-); Tisa-arami rajimahavahara-Ja,
’to the great Royal Monastery in Tissa-arama* [ibid.]
The last example is not quite definite, as arami 

(< aramg-) can be even the stem form itself with the stem final 
weakened to -i on account of the preceding long vowel [v. § lOd] 

77h. Loc. in -a:
The Loc. termination -a [v. above d] which was preserved

as £ also in the medieval classical language became -a in the
later popular language and exists in the Mod. language as -a. 
This phonetical change of -£ to -a is, however, attested in the
10th c. A.D. itself in a few examples, if they are not due to
clerical errors:
10th c. A.D. -vela yut pas-dena, ’five people engaged in the 

fi elds’ [AnSk.]. Here vel-a = vel-a; cf. vela yut 
pas-dena [Mdg.].
Gomap.dl-a (= Gomap^l-#d), Gomep^la satar-payalat, ’to 
the "Four Payala" at Gomap^la’ [Rb.].

78. Formation of the Periphrastic case in the Inanimate Noun
Periphrastic formation of cases with post-positions is 

a device gene-rally confined in Sinhalese to the animate noun 
[v. § 71b, c]. There is however one exception to this rule,



if we exclude the quasi --inflexional Dat. which could hardly he
regarded as a periphrastic formation either in the animate or
in the inanimate during this period in view of the quasi
inflexional character of its termination [v. §5 65, 761. it
will be remembered that the Abl. is a case that did not appear
in Sinhalese from the earliest times. While the inanimate
noun employs the Inst, case form, for this purpose [§§ 75,
75b (Iii)], the animate noun records from about the 11th c. A.D.
the employment of the post-position kerer, (in itself an
inanimate Abl.-Inst, form), with the general Oblique case
[§ 71c]. Besides the use of the Inst, to indicate the
syntactical function of the Abl. of separation, the inanimate
noun employs a periphrastic device for this purpose,
particularly when the noun is one of place. This device is toA
use the gerund slfa (lit. ’having stood* or ’remained*, sitinu, 
♦to stand*) as e post-position along with the Loc. of the noun 
of place.
Example:
10th c. A.D. ga.m&hi (sita) .. gat da<J, *the fires taken from 

the village [Tb.].
Here g&nghi sita = Abl.-Inst, gamen, which is an 

alternative construction.
The above periphrastic equivalent of the Abl.-Inst, of 

the inanimate is verv common in the mod. colloquial language.
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Tt is also found very commonly in Ap. , Old and Mod. Guj.- and 
also in Dravidian languages like Tamil.

I am indebted to Mr. Master for this information,
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C H A P T E R  S I X

Other M o rohernes
«— ^  ■ ■■ ami »  .1 I ■dfr— — ■ i.» ■ ■ ■ . ■

I-n-fieyion .\nl nrtp Substanti ves Ir the first person sg.
* * ^

There appears from J-Vr 5th o. \.D. a unique phenomenon
of first personal enclitic suffixes being added to the animate 
substantive (mostlj*- the proper noun) in the subjective Nom. 
function pf agent, or in apposition to the subject (agent), when 
the substantive in question refers to the first person. It is 
so frequently met with in the formula-like phraseology of the 
pillar inscriptions recording grants of immunities from the 
8th c. A.D. onwards. It occurs in both the sg. and the pi. 
number. The sg. is formed generally by the addition of the 
first pens. sg. enclitic suffix -mi, -i-m or -e-m, [< Sk. asm!
P. amhi (= I am). cf. Pk. enclitic pron. Nom. sg. amhi, ammi, 
mmi (= I) & Acc. sg. ammi, mi (= me) (< Sk. asmi'O v. PPkS.
§5 415, 417] to the stem or rarely to the Nom. sg. while the pi. 
is formed by the addition of the pi. enclitic suffix -mo 
[< Sk. snah (= we are)* cf. Pk. enclitic pron. Nom. pi. amho,
(= we)l to the stem.

In the sg. and pi. it is intended to mean "I so and so”
or "we so and so". The following examples win illustrate the
morphological and the syntactical function of these forms of



substantives inflected in the first per»s.
6tb c. A.D. .. Puyagouula-mi .. vaharala1 cidavi, . . *1,

Puyagonula .. caused to cut timber• [RVg., ll.
8th c. A.D. .. yTrankurr-mi sit liyavT-mi, *1, VTraijikura,

having stood (i.e. being present) caused to be written
[HgH., 1].

" Mihidal-roi apa raj-pay-ha gehi ra jol-snmdaruyun vand-mi, 
*1, Mihidal, salute the royal lords of the house of His 
Majesty, our King. [SSI., §].

10th c. A.D. .. Dalana-mi ne bat din-mi. 1I, Dale-na gave 
this meal [K429]*
. . . Mekappar Guligamu Araley-im isa Mek£ppar kelala 
Sendey-im isa . . Kudasala Sang-delim isa metuvak 
dana-mo .. me attapi p&r8h&ra dunnn-maha, ’I, the bodj7-- 
guard Ouligamu Ar^le and 3̂, the bodjr-guard Kelala Sende, 
. . and !T, Kuflasala Sang-delf • * (ap) > these people 
(dana-mo, 1st pi.) .. granted this immunity of the 
council. [Ip.].
... Ma$itila Kili-y-e-m Gangul-husu Ag-boy-i-m .. 
(Kavasila)ftg Gava-y-im . . an metuvak dena-mo . . attapi 
kapu hindvft-maha, I_, Mapitilfi Kili, I_, Gangul-husu 
Ag-boy . . I, Kavasilapg Gaya . . we ('dp) , these people 
(dena-mo) .. set up the pillar of council^(immunity)[Kg.]

1 See Appendix III (,p.338sq. )
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10th c. A.D. .. Mekappar Dami(nnani) Ssk-i-m isa MekSppar
(H&tP Koffflay-im isa . . . Ku$$asala Na(tu-de)t-im isa
g.p metuvak dena-mo .. me attlpi kapu hi(ndvumaha jri.),..
I, the body-guard Daminnani Sak and I, the body-guard
Hat£ Kopda and .. kuf^asala Netu-dej, we, these people
(dena-mo) .. set up this post of council (immunity)

[Tb.1.
H me ma[ha pej/dl bat [galnnatak dena-mo a[pa]lada bat-[ko] 

■fas bat .. dun-mo, We, people (dena-mo), all who take 
meals at this Maha pej.a (P. Mahe-paJ.i) .. gave (dun-mo)
1st pi.) meal-shares received b3/ us .. [StC.].

The nature of the above examples and their contexti;isl 
circumstances lead us to the plausible conclusion that this 
type of morphological formation of substantive in the first 
person is the result both of a phonological and syntactical 
abbreviation or contraction, probably through constant use, of 
an earlier sentence with the first personal copula, (derived 
from Sk. sg. asmi £ pi. smafr), which introduced such formal 
documents bv first announcing the party making the declaration 
as "I am so and so” and then proceeded to make the declaration. 
Two instances of such a prototype are already recorded ir 5th c. 
A.D. & 8th c. A.D. e.g. (i)
5th c. A.D. Saratarayaha puts MahadaJ.i-maha.na raie mi, *1 am 

King MahadaJ.imahana (= P. Mahad^-fha-mahSnSge-), the son
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of Prince Savatara” [MdS.l, where raje mi is not a substantive 
inflected in the first person, but 8 full sentence meaning "I 
am king”, mi being the copula derived from Sk. asmi. cf, AMg 
sipsi, mi; M. j£. S. mhi; JM. mi; Mg. smi.

(ii) 8th c. A.D. Herap Gonnaye mi, I am the novice Gonnaye, 
[SSI., 7], where the Horn. sg. Gonnaye is the subject £ mi is the 
copula. Further, a prototype that could have led into the 
above type of personalisation of the substantive by suffixing 
the enclitic copula is already met with in some popular Sk. 
instances such as "Ramo’smi sarvaip sahe, I, Rama, bp̂ r* all,” 
where, according to Pischel [PPkG. § 41] * smi = I, and hence 
R.amo’smi ® Rama-I. If this grammatical interpretation of 
Remo’siii sarvam sahe is correct, the instances of the 
substantive inflection in the first person serving as Nom. o^ 
subj. in Sinh. (e.g. Sang-de-J-im Ag-boy-im etc.) are further 
developed parallels of the same type. The use of the Mid. Ind. 
enclitic amhi, ammi, mmi, e+c. (< Sk. a smi) in the sense of 
aham (= I), is mome generalised in Pks..[v. PPkG. §§ 415, 417;
I. Alsdorf: BSOS. vol. VIII, pp. - 327]* Thus the Mid.Ind. 
employment of the original first sg. present tense of /ks, as an 
equivalent of fi^st Non. sg. a ham (» I), marks the intermediate 
stage between its origi nal employment as a. verb and the latest 
employment in Sinh. inscriptions as an inflexional suffix in the 
personalisation of the substantive in the Nom. sg.
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79c The substantive suffixed with the first pe^so^al 
terminations, though originally used in agent subjective 
function, equivalent to a Nom., arrears to have beer later 
extended also to the indirect agent (i.e. the agent of the pas 
vb.), without any modification. This grammatically loose 
mode of idiom may have been due to the popular influence in 
the language, e.g.
Exx.
10th c. A.D.

(i) Mekappar Mahan?(va)gam-Kafla-y-im E>1" Mihind-jm isa 
Ku^asala (viset) -gdevu htuj.-vft metuvek dero-mri .. m#3 ?tt"$i 
perahar denu l.adi, this immunity of the Council was granted .

by ne, there people (netuva k dena-mg) (viz.) me, the body 
guard Mahaneve * gam Ka$a, and m£, K°18 Mi hind along with 
JCudasalp Viset-devu .. jAv*].

(ii) .. Far a gam; Ser-^n is“ At£ (Ye) sffy-lm is" .. B"nr 
Bud-1m isa .. Nimul-im is" notu^fk drrr-mc .. red-kol-sam- 
daruva-mo .. me attepikapu phrahar abhaya denu ladi, this 
security of immunity (by the) council—pillar was granted .. by 
us, these people (metuv"v dena-mo), (viz.) me, Karagam Sen and 
me, Ata Yg.sa and .. m<e, Bud and .. me, NimuJ. [Blv. 1.

(1.11) . . lopay-lm lea $anitf*£lS Ki ll.iy-1 m is8 . . Kudreala . . 
isa metuvak dena-mo . . me r.ttSflkapu p&rah&r denu ladi, this
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immunity (by the) oounci 1-piHer was granted .. by us, these 
people (viz,) .. me, Grape, and me, Manitelr Fill end ..
Ku<3,asala . . [MgP.1 •

(iv) [Meka]ppar Tamburugerau ICi t--* m i[sr Lie jkappar .. si,ng-i m 
Fi(lihg)bo Sc[ k-t In isr . . ruf^ssla Si,rg-im pbnl.u-va p.p 
metuvak dera-wo . . me attapi perah^ra denu ladi, the council 
immunity was granted. . . by us, these people (viz,), me, the 
body-guard .. Sing (end) me_, Kili^g-bo Sak ,, along with me, 
Kup<Jasala Sifcg .. [Avg. ].

In most of the examples given in the above 79a & 79c 
the individual proper nouns suffixed with first pers. term, 
are employed in apposition to ananachoristic collective noun 
like dena-mo which is also inflected in the first p^?. pi. 
by the addition of the termination -mo, and which is the direct 
or indirect agent of the finite verb. This, however, is not 
an invariable rule. For there are a few instances of the 
individual proper noun uninflected in the first sg., yet 
employed in apposition to a general anaphoristic collective 
noun like dena-mo etc. inflected ir the first pi. and employed 
as the direct or indirect agent of the finite verb,
Sxy.

(i) Direct agent of active vb.
10th c. A.D. Mekappsr Pilavit Mayidand cs Folob'd Sivu ca

api de-dena-mo .. ettani perahera dun-mahp. yi, We twro
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people (api de-dena-mo), the body-guard Pilrvi-f 
Mayidand and Eo^aba Sivu .. granted the council- 
immunity [MkP.].
.. Mekappar Asaholu Kihirdu isa Sumer-gamu Seta isa .. 
Eu$asala Eit Itu^u-vl . , -red-kol-sam-daruva-m o me 
attapi perhardun-mrhr, .. the body-guard Asaholu Mihindu 
and Sumer-gamu Sate . . along with KujL&sala Eot 
we, the royal lords granted this council immunity [Mdg.].

(ii) Indirect Agent of pas. vb.
10th c. A.D. .. MeykIppar Bendva (ve)lakka isa ... isa ..

Senu isa Nilavasa (Ma)diya isa .. Ku^asala pevu isa .. 
KolvB Si hi §lvQ.[ vll an metuv[,S]k rad-kol -saoidaruvg-mo 
ekse v& me p&rahera denu ladi, this immunity was 

granted jointly by us these royal lords (ap rnd-kol- 
samderuva-roo)# (viz.) .. the body-guard Bendva velakkS 
and .. end Senn and Nilavael I.adiya .. and Ku^esala 
Devu .. along with Kolva Sihi [pkCo.l.
In two of the above examples, it should be noted apt 

dedena-mo (dir. agent Norn. pi. function) & a^ metuvak ^pd-kol- 
samdaruva-mo (indir. agent of the pas. vb.) contain not only 
the first person pi. suffix -mo added ^o the substantive, but. 
also the first pers. pi. pror. api & £n (= we) preceding the 
substantive• Yet the individual proper hours in opposition 
to these are rot inflected in the first person.
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79e. In cotyr&st to the above type wherein the apaphorintio
coi i oc + i v: noun i° inflected in the lot pi . wbl 1 e

■ 1 s i?i ' ?o.sitidh to it -rc rot inflected in the

f ^ ~ ^  sg. thfre apd $ few instances in which the individual 
names in apposition are inflected in the fin si eg., while the 

main call ̂ ctive substantive (employed as ir-ih\ agent o;£ the 

pea. vb.) is not suffixed with the'first pi. -mo., but is 

preceded b:̂  the Ir.f pens. pron.. Obi. pi. apa (= nn).
•! *' * “* •. .i‘‘ .• 7-Vji '* >r> I

1.0+h c. A.-\ .. MeltSppara ^bS-vagh^na Belsy-^-.i isa (Ro$u) - 

r-m i . lag Filing Ag-boy-im i&5 ___ tun der.a. me
‘“ + t~pi parlhnr 1 adi (denu...before Irdi is omitted 
inadvertently?) , this council— immunity ewa$ g-̂ rrted . . 
by us, three people (apa tun der.a) , (viz.) me, the 
her- Saba §unna >lcye, and me, Rotu ¥iillayb and
 ? , T'~* ifSfe £g-b dy [.Kb. ].
. . Mekappar (Sang-pah-im) isa .. Mefcappar Fagusu 
Vadur-im i sf Eillpg &piob?gE a Si x - l m  is" ..

K ;• s$l£ M̂ 'hind nbdn-v^ apa fteyatuvfpc deni .. ~ 
samvate pahapa hindvanu ladi, this edictal(?) £ tone was 
set up by us, ihtfjjse people (Pps meyetu-v“k dena? me, 
the be s.rd Sang-p.". and .. me, Filipp ms
Buhstu Siv along with .. Fudr.saln r.ihind [Bd.l.

* ap a tun b^ra" and "opr meya- tnvlk dena" in contr* 
with wapi d.e dena-mo" ortd "ap •• saridarrve-mq" in the earlier
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examples in 79d and also the personal inflexion of the 
individual names unlike those in 79d.

Prom the examples given ahove, it becomes clear that 
the morphological function and the syntactical use of the 
substantives inflected in the first person sg. on pi. was on 
the whole rather loose and though their original function was 
that of the subjective Norn., later the^ were loosely extended 
to function as the irdir. agent of passive verbs; nor were 
they consistently inflected in + ue first-personal terminations.

Although the examples of personalisation of the 
substantive in the limited material of the inscriptions are 
confined only to the first person, sg. & pi., it is not 
unlikely that this practice of inflecting substantives with 
the personal suffixes (of verbal origin) existed in the second 
person sg. 8: pi. as well, This view is supported by the fact 
that there are relics of sich a practice preserved in the 
medieval literary language, in respect of verbal (agent) 
substantives, used as subject or in apposition to the subject. 
For in the classical language of the period, agent noun (of 
verbal origin) employed in apposition to the subj.indicated 
the person of the subject by inflecting it with the personal 
terminations of the first and the second person, in the sg. 8r 

the pi., while the third person subject was indicated by 
leaving it in the normal Norn, form without personal termina
tions. This may be illustrated thus:
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1st. sg. mama duvanne-m vffturiemi
I, running (lit. runner-I) fell.

M pi. api duve.nra-mo v&ty^emu
we running (lit. runner-we) fell.

2nd sg. to duvanne-hi vft^upehi
Thou running (lit. runner-thou) fell.

w pi. tepi dnvanna-hu v&$upahu
You running fell.

3rd sg. he duvann£ v&tup.§-jna
He running fell.

" pl. OW>u duvsnn-o vStupo-ya
They running fell.

Examples of substantives inflected in the first sg. -mi: 
employed as (dir. agent) subj:

I
6th c. A.D. 1 Palisalala-mi [RVg. 3]; Puyagonula-mi [ibid. 1] 

Boyagonula-mi [ i bi d. , 2];
8th c. A.D. Day-mi [RgR-,3]j Mi hi n dal-mi [SSI, 5] 5 

Viraipkura-mi [RgR,l];
9th c. A.D. Kappa-mi, Ravapa-mi [ Vupl 
10th c. A.D. Dalana-mi, ST-mi [K4?9]

Combinations like ra.je-mi (I am king), & Gonnaye-mi 
(I am Gonnaye) have produced by further contraction instances 
like the foilowing where the personal termination -m (< -mi) 
is added to the Norn. sg.
10th c. A.D. Kiliye-m [Kg.]; Pullaye-m [Kb.]
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In the following examples -i- preceding the termination 
-m is either the fossilized Norn. sg. -i < -e or an infix 
between the consonantal stem and the termination -m.

(i) Dir. agent emploj^ed as subj:
10th c. A.D. Ag-boy-i-m [Kg.]; lie tu-det-i-m [Tb.];

Sak-i-m [ibid.]; Safig-dej—i-m [Rb. ; Ip.].
(ii) Indir. agent of p8S. vb.

10th c. A.D. Ka^usu Vadur-i-m [Bd.]; Kit-i-m [Avg.; VmS.];
Devi yal-det-i-m [SnD.]; Nimul-i-m [Blv.]; Pahid-i-m [VmS.]; 
Bnd-i-m [Blv.]: Mihind-i-m [Av.]; Sa(j-i)-ra [Avg.]: 
Saftg-pahri-m [Bd.]; [ Sa]ftg-S[ e ]n-i-m [VmS.]; Sing-i-m 
[Avg.]; Si(v-i)-m [Bd.]; Sen-i-m [Blv.].
Ultimately -im is established as a first sg. inflexional 

termination and is added to even v^wel-ending stems with the 
infix -y- in between.

(i) Dir. agent employed as subj:
10th'c. A.D. Kartfla-y-im [Tb.]; Ga[ve]-y-im [Ng. ];

Gfava-y-im [Kg. ].
(ii) Indir. agent of pas. vb.

10t.h c. A.D. [Killi-y-im, (xapa-y-im [MgP.]; Yas&-y-im [Blv.]
Sometimes the termination -im is added with or without 

the infix -y-:
10th c. A.D. Araje-im, Sende-i_m [Rb.];

Arale-y-im; Sende-y-lm [Ip.].
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80. Inflexion of substantives in the first pi.:
First person pi. termination added to the substantives

is -mo which is derived from 3k. smah (= we are, >Tas). Cf. 
Pk. enclitic pronoun mo, amhp (= we).
Examples:

(i) Dir. agent employed as subj.
10th c. A.D. dana-mo (* lit. people-we) [Hb.; Ip.];

(ii) Indir. agent of pas. vb. (a use extended from theabove):
10th c. A.D. dena-mo [Av. ; Blv.; MgP. $ Avg.; OnD. ]

Samdaruva-mo [PkCm.; Blv.]

or suffixes in Sk. to determine the sense of the substantive, 
eka- sg. ’one’, and eke pi. ’certain*, *some*, are often 
employed in the more popular langua e like that of Atharva 
Veda, Epics and Buddhist Sanskrit and also in Pali works, to 
determine the substantive as indefinite, while the demonstra
tive £0 etc. were used to have a function more or less 
intermediate between that of the demonstrative adjective and 
the definite article. This practice continues in Pali and Pk. 
"This intermediate state between the article and the

dena-mo, id. [Eg.; Tb.; Kg.; MkP.; StC.l.
samdaruva-mo (= lit. lords-we), [Tb.; M*0, *

81 I nd e f i ni t e S uf fi x
81a Though there are no definite and indefinite articles



demonstrative is met with even to-day in more than one 
language" observes Prof. Bloch, "But only one of all the Irido- 
Aryan languages, viz. European Gripsy possesses a true article, 
evidently under the influence of Breek. In do-Aryan noun,
therefore, is generally indifferent to determination" [BIA. IB?] 
TTe however points out that there is ar indirect devi ce of 
differentiating the indefinite from the definite in certain 
instances of some Mod. Ind. languages. Por instance in Hindi, 
Lahnda, Sindhi, Bengali aid mirahi, tic object, when definite, 
is placed in the Obi. case followed by a post-position meaning 
"to" and when indefinite it is put in the Dir. case. As 
opposed to this method, Sinhalese and Nuri add a suffix meaning 
’one1 to the substantive to express the notion of indefinite in 
the sg., a function similar to that o' the indefinite article 
in English, while the substantive in the sg., devoid of this 
suffix has the valu^ of the definite, cf. Sirih. minisek, "a man’ 
minisc, the man; Nuri, inrik, ’a woman’, j~ri, »the woman’.

Sei'ger [ G G r S L . § §  117 - 119] discusses in detail the 
so-called "indefinite article" in Sinhalese and observes "The 
Sinhalese substantive is always definite in sg. ... The 
indefinite article is expressed by adding the numeral ek, "one", 
to the substantive". He further elucidates thi~ on the 
authority of de lanerolle by stating "that from the beginning 
of the medieval period up to the modern time the formation of
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the indefinite substantive was all throughout the sane. A 
differentiation was made between the three genders and between 
the direct case and the Obi. case. The neutral inflexion 
differs from the masc. and fem. inflexions, in the same manner 
as in the declension of the definite substantive: 

m. Dir. Case -ek Obi . -aku
f. " " -ak " -aka
n. ** w -ak, -ek ” ’ -ak. ”
The above vi evr is supported by thp evidence of the 

inscriptions of the period Bth c. A.D. to 10th c. A.D. , as far 
as it goes. For in the limited material of the inscriptions 
all the varying case forms in the three genders with their 
respective indefinite suffix are not represented in the 
inscriptions under consideration. There is however no doubt 
that they all existed 1̂ the 10th c. A.D., as they are met with 
in the literature of this period. For instance Dhampiyatuva- 
ga^a-padaya, 10th c. A.D. provides the following indefinite 
forms:
m. Dir. sg. -ek: pitek, ’a son* 27, 1. 2P; deviyek, ’a
deity’, 22, 1. IB; 4R, 1* 52; vasiyek, ’an inhabitant’, 22,

19; terek, ’an Elder’, 4B, 1.25*
m. Obi, sg. -ak-hu (later 8k-u); adurak-hu, ’r teacher’,
1, 1. 1; surak-hu, 'a god’, 4, 1*14; hnrak-hu, ’r boar*, 40,
1. 30; daruvak-hu, ’a child’ 22, 1.4; put ak-hu, ’a son’,

22, 1.34*
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m. Dat. sg. -ak-hata: tularak-hata, ’to a goldsmith’, 18, 1.20; 
ajarak-hafa, ’to a teacher* 40, 1.4;
f. Dir. sg. -ak: kikiliyak, ’e hen’, 28, 1.10; movadenak, ’a 
hind', 28, 1.10; Yakinnak, *a female deion’, 28, 1.11; 
bSlalak, 'a cat’, 28, 1.7; deviyak, ’a female deity*, 13, 1.23. 
f. Obi. sg. -ak-a: magam-ak-a, *a woman*, 27, 1.27;
Inanimate Dir- sg. ek, -ak: gamek, *a village’, 96, 1.23;
karupek, 'a matter', ’cause’ 39, 1*38; karupak, id. 39, 1.24. 
Inanimate Obi. sg. -ek, -ak: senek, ’a thought', 64, 1.13? 
senjik, id. 64, 1.10; safrgalak, 'a pair' 21, 1.7? ginnak, '©

fire’, 22, 1.8; dhanak, ’a treasure', ’wealth', 30, 1.7.
Inanimate Inst, sg.-pl, -ak-in:
kipa pay-ak-in, 'in a few hours’, 13, 1.24;
Inanimate Oen.-Loc. sg.-pl.: -ek-hi,-ak-c (< ak-a): 
sa-fa gal-ekhi, ’in 60 wagons', 19, 1.1A.
naji-y-ak-a dhanak, a treasure 'of a naji’ (measure), 30, 1.7.

Onljr a few of the above types of indefinite instances 
are represented in the inscriptions. The evidence of the 
inscriptional language before the 8th century does not throw 
any light on the origin and the development of this convention 
of the indefinite suffix, as it is completely absent. Although 
the circumstances in which such a practice arose in Sinb. with 
forms varying according to the gender and case are not quite 
clear the indefinite suffix -ek is traceable to the numeral ek
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< ftk k a « cf. Sk. e k a - , 'one*. How e- of ek became a-

in the f. and inani. Norn, -ak, inani. Obi. -ak, and m. f. inani. 

Obi. -ak- is not quite clear. Though T am not in complete 

agreement with the hypothesis, tentatively put forth by Geiger 

[v. G S L . , § 118], I am not in a position to offer any 

alternative suggestion. The only thing I can point out for the 

present is that the change of e- > a- in the numeral ek on 
which this suffix is based is not unknown in other Indian 

languages, e.g. cf. Ksm. a k , (ore); Hin. agunia < ekftna-vimeati 

( ’n i n e t e e n ’)? Mar. akra (eleven) (< *ekerasa cf. eka-<Jasa, 

ekadasa, te-rasa).

T^e following are the instances of the substantives in 

indefinite forms occurring in the inscriptions under 

consideration.

(i) m. Obi, sg. -ak-u [ (indef.)-ak- 4 (Obi. sg.) -u < -hu,
v. §§ 63c , d . ]

10th c. A.D. day-ak-u; dayaku vasaga no piri he}.a denu isf,

’and vasaga (meals during the rainy season) to be given 

regularly bv.a supporter (lit. a d o n o r ) ’. 

den-ak-u; (dana-/dena- persons, Sk. P. jana-, ’p e o p l e ’, 

is inflected generally in the sg. though plural in sense). 

Sangun do^os denaku vrsanu isa, lit., "and (some) twelve 

personsjof monks to r e s i d e ” [ibid.l. denaku, [AnSk. ].



(ii.) M. Dai. sg. - ak-hat [ (indef.) -ak -f (Dai.) -hat) Jr

fOth c. A.D. den-ek-het; sangur do}, os denak-ba}., to +welve

monks, (lit. ’to some twelve perspnl* Of .^orVc; ♦) [pig.l.

(ill) In&nimatfe Dir* - cbi . (eg. - pi.) - a k :

1 . Howeypp all the recorded instances giver below

are*-employed as . in ±^e±v context.

iGih p.. A.D. n n v a p - a k , fah bye * , ’ 1 ce», ii f a v o u r »
[imp. ; POP* 3 .

hat-e.k: mama-d ... bataA di r- ni
* 1, ‘ . ’ ' ’ -v >  ̂ -'4|v . k

gave a rii'pgl ’ [£4?9].

1 o v- ek * fa worl d f [P-1 1 *
vat.-rk: yam k&ynri vat— ak ̂ * an obie t

Tvh p. t s o e ve v * [ A n S k . ];

•̂srafl-a1- ’a fs u2 t * t ' - oTfOlroer1 [i.bid.l

viysgnr- a k , ’ a di§pute _. [ K 4 ?c> 3 \ r̂ijraVrP - r k , id.
“  lpt£. 1 :

UlLzPJl^ 1" hplpl ['ibid 1 • 
p — -g-aV; yam ka^ari papayak, ’ an object

„---— ..., i Ar o\..]. g a y - a k , ’a t - M u g ’[pig. ];

n aha m e y - a k , 1 a great rain b^pud* [ArSk.l; 

Senfl-ley-ak, ’a crescent (lit. ’l i n e ’) of 

the moon ’ [P'1 S. ];

?• Tn the following -y- viay be s g?i.de between 'the 

stem and the, suffix -ak:

1 0 th c. A.I . akula-y-'t, fe d.is-nte ’ > f a confusion ’ [PIS . ]

’I to o . •



10th c. A.D. giftyiri - y - a k , 'on uproar', 'a dispute' [ArSk.];

v lvodE-y-akt *a dispute', ' r quarrelf [“ibid.];'

3. Ir the following, -a- in air may be due to vowel

contraction:

ICth c. A.D. aniyalt, 'an injustice' [Kb.];

v*ddiye.k, 'an excess' [ArSk. ].

4 . Substantives of measure and mess being apparently

regarded as collective s g . , inani. sg. suffix -ak

is added to them, even when a numeral greater than

unit, qualifies them:

10th c. A.D. satera ak-ak ror, 'four akas of gold* [JLoSk. ].;

ek ak-ak ran., 'one feke of gold* [PcP.]. 

dasa kal afd-nk isf, 'and ten ka}.aftdas' [VgSDpi]: 

tevisi. kala^d-ak ran, 'twenty three ka^a2.das of 

gold [E429]; 

eksiya pan as kalaftd-ak ran, 'ore hundred and 

fifty kelandas of gold' [VmS.]; 

desiya panes kalafd-ak ran, 'two hundred and 

fifty ka^aftdas of gold' [ibid.]; 

visi a.vul p a t a k , 'twenty cakes' [VgSDp.]: 

p a y a l - a k , *s payala (of field)' [ArSk.l; . 

ek_ r>al- ak sud hingur, 'ore pala of dried ginger 

(lit. white ginger)' [PcP.];



Pth c. A.D. de pay-ak kumbur, ’two pay as of flel^* ’ [GdR., A].

10th c. A.D. ek-aflmanek dibi, ’one end a half mania of curd ’
[E429]r

de-y-ad-menak sale bat, ’cooked rice of two and 

h belf manas of r i c e ’ [ibid. 1; 
ek-sepsk bulu, ’ore sepc. of b u l u ’ (i.e. fenugreek, 

trigonella foennm graecumj s e p a , a lend 

measure v. Para., E2., Ill, 14?) [MuP.].

de-sepak bulu, ’two ser.as of b u l u ’ [PcP., G t P . 1;

setnr sepak bulu, ’four sera? of b u l u ’ [Per.];
sa k i r i y a k , ’six k i r i s ’ [ A v , ]:

tun m s s s a k , ’three massas* (a land measure) [ibid. 

cf. G u j . carek = about four, some fo’ir.

5- When.a numeral was taken in a collective sense, it 

couldjbe inflected with the indef. suffix -ak.
' I

Probably the earliest of such an example is found 

in the 5th c. A.D. in sataka (a hundred) where the 

suffix - aka appears to be the prototype o^ l~ter 

-ak.

5th c. A.D. eka sataka kahavapa diri, ’one hundred of

kahavapas was given* [Lg. , l]. 

eke-sataka kahavapa ve£a, ’interest on one 

hundred of kahavapas’ [ibid.]

10th c. A.D. d r hasak: ran dahasak, *a thousand of g o l d ’ [AnSk.

desiyak: deriyek ke^aftd ran, ’two hundred

kalaft&as of g o l d ’ [YgSDp.]
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81 e.

10th c. A.D. s a t a k : lahabatat- dun se$ak isa, *ard a sixty

given for ticket m e a l s 1 [ibid.]; 

v i s s a k : ek-kenek-nat sivur derm ko^ dun vissak 

isa, ’and a twenty given for the purpose Q f 

supplying robes to one person* [ibid.].

(iv) Inanimate Dat. sg. - ak-at [ (indef.) -ak * (Dat.) - a j ] : 

10th c. A.D. tan-ak-at* 'to a place* [PIS.];

de amup-sk-ef, *for two amunas* [Av.]•

ek-davas-ak-aj; *for one day* [AnS'r.];

ek lahasuv-ak-a} *for one lahasu (measure)* [PcP.]
(v) Inanimate Ser. - Loc. sg. -ek-a [(indef.) -ek + (Loc.)

-a].

10th c. A.D. ak-ek-a sakur, lit. 'jaggery of one aka* (i.e. an

aka of jaggery) [VgSDp.]

Substantives devoid of the above special indef. suffix, 

but inflected in the ordinary way may have the value of the 

definite or the general according to the context, e.g. minisa, 

the man (a particular man) or man (in general). there is no

special suffix to indicate either the definite or the

indefinite in the case of rlural substantives. it is the 

context or the pronominal adj. that decides whether they are 

to be taken as definite or indefinite. In other words there 

are no definite-indefinite morphemes for t^e plural.



Appendix III

viherila, vaherila &c.

This is a word that appears in a variety of ortho
graphic forms such as (i) viherila (6 times), (ii) vaherila 
(twice), (iii) vaharila (once), (iv) vaharala (5 times), (v) 
veherala (twice), veheraleya (once), (vi) veharala (once),
(vii) varala (once), (viii) vahala (once) in a number of groups 
of epigraphs such as RVg. (6th c. A.D.), N1D. (6th or 7th c. 
A.D.), BPIns. (6th or 7th c. A.D.) and SSI. (8th c. A.D.).

Paranavitana,s interpretation of this word as 'from 
slavery' [see below (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (12)] 'slaves1 
[see below (6 -vli] and 'slave' [below 1^] is open to
objections from the point of view of the context, grammar and

Accordinglyetymology.^an attempt is made here to examine this question 
with a view to suggesting a plausible interpretation of this 
word, which may fit in with the context, grammar and etymology. 
In order to facilitate this discussion I reproduce below all 
the published occurrences of the word in their context together 
with Paranavitana's renderings.

(1) ... oluva^u Puyagonula-mi ... Kasapi-gari 
raja-maha-vahare siya agana vaharala cidavi ma-pala sava 
satanaja,

'I, Puyagonula, the bricklayer ... caused my wife to



be freed from slavery in the royal monastery of .. . Kasapi-gari. 
[May] the fruit of this [action be] for the benefit of all 
beings.' [RVg., l].

(2) ... uluva^u Boya-gonula-mi daruyana cidavi 
veherala pala sava satanaja vaya vaya ...

'I, Boya-gonula, the brick-layer ... caused [my] 
children to be freed from slavery. May the fruit [of this 
action] be for the benefit of all beings. ...' [ibid., 2].

(3) ••• Patisalala-mi daruya cidavi veharala pala sava 
satanaja ...

•I, Patisalala ... caused [my] ohild to be freed from 
slavery. [May] the fruit [of this action be] for the benefit 
of all beings. ...f [ibid., 3]*

(4) Sahasavarala Dajameya Sakapakana Vesimipiya Aba 
Kasaba-giriye vahara sayaka kahavapa di vaharila cidavayaha 
maha pala sava satana’fca.

'Sahasavarala Da^ameya and Sakapakana Vesimipiya Aba 
gave a hundred kahapapas to the Kasabagiriye monastery and 
freed [themselves] from slavery. May the fruit of this 
[action] be for the benefit of all beings.' [ibid., 4].

(5) ••• Nilagama Tisa-arami raji-maha- vaharala siya 
diyi vaherila cidivi Gala-akari Buyudeviyayihi ica siya di 
vaherila cidivi Buyiperi Saba ica siya di viherila cidivi 
Hi^isela Sivigonahi ica siya di viherila cidivi Bada Aba ica
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siya di viherila cidivi .. dava Aba ica siya di viherila cidivi 
Cadiboya Aba ica siya di viherila cidivi •. . sivi Aba ica siya 
di viherila cidivi Baeli Sivi G[olnayi[ma] ica.

... 'By Gala-araki Buyudeviya a hundred [kahapapas] 
were granted to the great royal monastery [called] Tisa-arami 
at Nilagama and [he] had [himself]1 freed from slavery. And 
Buyiperi Saba gave a hundred and freed [himself]1 from slavery. 
And Hi}j.sela Sivigonahi gave a hundred and freed [himself]1 
from slavery. And Bada Aba gave a hundred and freed [himself]1 
from slavery. And .. divi Aba gave a hundred and freed 
[himself]1 from slavery. And Cadiboya Aba gave a hundred and 
freed [himself]1 from slavery. And ... sivi Aba gave a
hundred and freed [himself]1 from slavery. And by me, Baeli

2 2 Siva a hundred was given and [I] freed [myself] from
slavery.1 [N1D.]

(6) ... ulava^ha Sadeva Ganayama ca Apa .. va ....
Apama ca Apahayagara vaha[ra] vaharala va[$a] ka$a eka sayaka
kahava[pa] da pala sava satanaja.

'I, Sadeva Ganaya, the bricklayer, ... and I, Apa .. va
.... Apa, gave one hundred kahavapas for maintaining slaves at
the Apahayagara monastery. The merit [is given] to all
beings. [BPIns., l].

1 These [] are mine; I have introduced them to indicate 
that there is no corresponding word in the text to warrant 
this translation.2 These []brackets are introduced by Para, to indicate, that the w o r d  bracketed is introduced by himself, tfiough n<5t
foun* in the text.



(7) ... Pa(lama)dama Apama Ap ah aya-gar a-vaharala 
vaharal a va$a ka$a eka-sayaka k ah a v apa daya pala sava 

(sa$ana$a).
'Pa(lama)dama Apa, ... gave one hundred kahavapas to 

the Apahayagara monastery for the maintenance of slaves. The 
merit [is given! to all beingsf [ibid. , 2 i.

(8) ... Pajana Adasana Yasa-davayama Apahayagara-
vahara^a vahala vaja kaja dajahasa kahavapa da pala sava 
sa(tanata).

'We, Pajana, Adasana and Yasadevaya ... gave two 
thousand kahavapas to the Apahayagara monastery for the 
maintenance of slaves. The merit [is given] to all [beings].'
[ibid., 3].

(9) ••• Gana Apama Apahayagara-vaharaja vaharala vaja 
ka’fca eka saya hupa-kahavapa da pala sava satanaja.

'I, G-ana Apa ... gave one hundred huna kahavapas to the 
Apayagara monastery for the maintenance _of slaves. The merit 
[is given] to all beings.' [ibid., 4].

(10) ... Gana Apama Apahayagara vaharala vaharala 
vaja ka$a eka sayaka kahavapa da pala sava-satana^a.

'I, Gana Apa ... gave one hundred kahavapas to the 
Apahayagara monastery for the maintenance of slaves. The 
merit [is given] to all beings'[ibid., 7].

(11) .. Paya-vapara Yahana Adasana Yarayana Ganayama
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Ap ah agar a vaharala varala va$a ka$a eka sayaka kahavapa da maha 
pa[la] sava satanaja.

'We, Paya-vapara, Yahana, Adasana, Varayana and Ganaya .. 
gave one hundred kahavapas to the Apahagara monastery for the 
maintenance of slaves. The merit of this [action is given] to 
all beings.' [ibid., 8].

(12) Mihidala Simi dariyana sid&va veheraleya
'I, Mihidala Si, caused my daughters to be freed from 

slavery.' [SSI., 2].
(13) Ka$a Ma^abiyana veherala ...
'The slave of Ka$a Ma$abi ...' [ibid., 3].
In order to elucidate his interpretations of the word 

viherila, vaherila etc. Paranavitana remarks on its etymology, 
"Professor Geiger derives vahal from Sk. vrsala (P. vasala) 
and it is not impossible that vrgala took the form vaharala in 
the 6th century through the intermediate forms *varasala and 
*varahala. The context shows that in some places where it 
occurs vaharala ought to mean 'slavery' in which case it may be 
taken as going back to a taddhita from vrgala," [EZ. IV, p. 135].

On careful examination of the above occurrences, 
interpretations and the suggested etymology of the word in 
question, one is inclined to raise objections on the grounds of 
(i) incorrect etymology (ii) grammar (iii) undue straining of 
the meanings of words associated with viherila, vaherila etc. and
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(iv) inappropriateness of the interpretation to the context.
(i) It appears that Paranavitana has based his inter

pretation of the word entirely on the etymology he has suggested 
for it, although he himself is not absolutely certain of it.
It is easy to see how his etymology and through it the suggested 
meaning of the word occurred to Paranavitana. Evidently the 
representation of the word as vahala in one occurrence [see
above (8)] led him to believe that this word is identical with
the later Sinh. vahal- ('slave') which has been rightly or 
wrongly traced by Geiger to P. vasala-, Sk. vy§ala- (a little or
contemptible man, low or mean or wicked fellow, a &udra etc.)
[GEGSL., v .s .v . 2388 vahala]. However the solitary occurrence 
of this word as vahala with the omission of the penultimate 
syllable -ra-, as against 19 other occurrences of this word with 
the intervocalic -r- in the same place is obviously due to an 
inadvertent omission on the part of the engraver of the 
epigraph in question. Por the intervocalic -r- being a 
persisting stable consonant in Sinh. never disappeared [GGSL.
§§ 72; 74; 2; 75, 2; WPSI. § 45, 3].

According to the known and well established laws of 
Sinh. phonology it is impossible for Sk. vrgala to become Sinh. 
vaharala through the intermediate forms *varasala and *varahala 
in spite of Paranavitana's surmise, as there is no evidence in 
any of the Mid. or Mod. Indian languages, not to speak of Sinh.,
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that Sk. -y- ever became -ara- as it would be, if vy§ala- > 
*varasala-. On the contrary the evidence is that Sk. -y- >
-a-, -i- or -u- in Mid. and Mod. Indian [v. PPkG. §§ 49 - 51; 
BLM. § 31; Turner: Guj. phonology, § 18, JRAS., 1921]. Sk. -y-

> Sinh. -a-, (less frequently) -i- or -u- [WPSI., § 5]« Apart
from this, there are other phonological problems that cannot be 
explained, if all the orthographic variants are taken into 
consideration in deriving this word from Sk. vy§ala-, e.g. 
there is no explanation for the vowel -e- in the first two 
syllables of the variant veherala (twice), veheraleya (once).

PBPW. who has accepted Para.'s interpretation of the 
word in spite of the questionable process by which he arrived 
at it seems to realise the phonological difficulties involved 
in Para.'s derivation and hence apparently following a 
suggestion made by Para, in his remarks on the derivation of the 
word "creates a highly questionable taddhita from Sk. vy§ala-, 
in the form of *varigala, with an eye to explain the -e- in the 
first two syllables of veherala. Por he gives 'veherala* as 
an example of a —  i > a (written e) [WPSI. § 10, 7a] and then 
as an example of a —  i > a —  a thus, "veherala, veharala 
(error for veherala) i.e. writing for vSh'drala < *v&hirala < 
*vahirala, met. fr. *varisala-, cf. Sk. vargala-" [v. ibid.,
§ 10, 10].
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It will be noticed that PBPW. while regarding veherala 
(found twice) as the correct form (w. for vaharala, according 
to him) and veharala as an error for veherala, has failed, in 
formulating his etymology of this word, to take into considera
tion other orthographical variants of the word found sometimes 
more frequently, e.g. viherila (6 times), vaharala (5 times), 
vaherila (twice), vaharila (once), varala (once) and vahala 
(once). Thus if PBPW.'s approach to its derivation is to be 
regarded as correct,at least phonologically, then we have to 
take veherala (found only twice) as the only correct record of 
this word and reject all the other 16 occurrences found in 
independent records belonging to different periods as being 
due to scribal errors.

Thus it becomes clear that neither of the two 
etymologies that have been suggested can hold water on 
phonological grounds, and hence the meaning attributed to the 
word on grounds of etymology cannot be accepted.

(ii) There are two syntactical objections that may be 
raised against some of the above renderings by Para. Pirst, 
his translation of siya agana vaharala cidavi as 'caused my 
wife to be freed from slavery' [above (1)], daruyana cidavi 
veherala as 'caused [my] children to be freed from slavery 
[above (2)], daruya cidavi veherala, as 'caused [my] child to 
be freed from slavery [above (3)] and also similar translations
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in (4), (5) and (12) demand that vaharala, veherala, etc. in 
those sentences should be in a syntactical case indicating the 
idea of 'separation'. The case that has been employed in 
Sinh. for this purpose is the Inst, as the Mid. Ind. Abl. had 
disappeared from the early times [v. §§ 75, 75b (iii), 75c (iv)]« 
The Inst, ending, before the 8th c. A.D., has been noted as 
-eni, -ini or -ni and from the 8th c. A.D. onwards as -en, -in 
etc. [v. § 72]. Therefore if these instances rendered as 
'from slavery' were meant to convey anything like what Para, 
has attributed to them, the forms, expected to have been 
employed in the syntax of these sentences, would be something 
like*vaharalini,*veheralini, *vaharaleni, "Veheraleni etc. before 
the 8th c. A.D., and*vaharalen,*vaharalin etc. in the 8th c.
A.D. [cf. §§ 75b (iii) & 75c (iv)]. Nowhere do we find in the 
inscriptions the zero inflexional form identical with the stem 
(as is the case in some of the above occurrences of the word) 
employed in the sense of Abl.-Inst, of separation. The case 
form of the inanimate noun inflected in the Inst, is very 
necessary in Sinh. syntax, unless it is compounded, to express 
the idea of separation. But the position of the word in the

above instances translated as "from slavery** leaves no room to 

suspect that it is compounded with any other word connected 
with it except in the two instances where it is followed by



-pala. But in these two instances he does not regard it as 
being compounded with -pala.

Secondly, in sayaka kahavaya di vaharila cidavayaha, 
’gave a hundred kahapayas .. and freed [themselves] from 
slavery* [see above (4)] and similarly in the eight sentences 
in (5) his translation of vaharila etc.' as 'from slavery' 
leaves no dir. obj. for the trs. vbs. cidavayaha and cidavi 
('freed', according to Para.). Para, realising this 
difficulty, introduces, on his own, dir. objects like 'them
selves' [above (4)], 'himself' [above (5)], 'myself' [ibid.] 
in his translations to complete the sense. If this rendering 
is correct, it is strange that there is not a single instance 
of a reflexive pronoun employed as dir. obj., as required by 
the rules of syntax, in the nine sentences thus translated, 
occurring in two independent groups of epigraphs viz. RVg. 
[above (4)] and N1D. [above (5)]*

(iii) Para, also appears to have strained the meaning 
and application of the vb. cidavi etc. to an inordinate degree 
when he translates them as 'freed someone' or 'caused someone 
to be freed' to suit his interpretation of vaharala as 'slavery

The vb. cidavi is the caus. pt. sg. of the vb. *cidavayi; cf. 
P. caus. chindapeti from chindati. Sk. /chid- means 'to cut off 
'cut through', 'chop', 'hew', 'split' [MWSkD., v.s.v.];
P. chindati means 'to cut off', 'to destroy', 'to remove' &c.

[PTSPD., v.s.v.].



Neither in Sk. nor in ?• has it ever been used in the sense of 
setting someone free or of liberating someone, as has been 
interpreted by Para. Nor is it found to have been employed 
elsewhere in Sinh. in the sense of setting someone free. The
vb. that is used in Sinh. in this sense is mudanu, caus.
mudavanu, to release or set free (someone) (cf. P. muflcati, to 
release, deliver, set free).

Para, has translated siya agana as "my wife" taking 
agana to be equivalent to Clas. Sinh. ailgana (Sk. P. angana). 
This is a poetical word in Clas. Sinh. meaning ’woman* and does 
not appear to have ever been employed in the sense of *wife*. 
Considering the strictly’economical use of words in these 
records it is very unlikely that a superfluous adj. like siya 
’one's own' would be used if it was meant to be taken as such
an adj. in this record. . It is also difficult to see how the
same word veherala, vaharala &c. could be interpreted in four 
different ways as 'slave* [above (13)], 'slaves’ [above (6)],
'of slaves' [above (7), (8), (9), (10), (11)] and 'from slavery' 
[above a), (2), (3), (4), (5), (12)].

(iv) As for the objections based on ideological grounds, 
it may be pointed out that the institution of slavery in a 
Buddhist monastery for the purpose of gaining merit which the 
donors wish to share with all beings, side by side with their



emancipation from the service of the monasteries on the payment 
of a sum of money to the monastery for the same end of acquiring 
merit to be shared with all beings, sounds rather paradoxical 
and queer. This is particularly so in the light of the 
principles of Buddhist teachings and practices in spite of the 
explanations given by Para. [v. EZ. IV, p. 135]* It is 
difficult to see how evidently free individuals like bricklayers 
happened to have either the wife or children or daughters under 
slavery in a Buddhist monastery waiting to be freed on the 
payment of a sum of money which apparently buys not only the 
freedom of the members of the family but also religious merit 
to be shared with all beings [above (1), (2), (3)]* Some of 
Para.fs renderings also represent some slaves as buying their 
own freedom from the monasteries and also acquiring religious 
merit in the process, which they offer to all beings [above (4)
& (5)]« As opposed to this there are some individuals who go 
on making money grants to the monasteries in order to perpetuate 
the institution of slavery in them, for the purpose of 
acquiring merit [above (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11)]. There 
appears to be an obvious ideological contradiction in a group 
of people regarding that slavery in a Buddhist monastery is a 
good thing worthy of support and at the same time that it is a 
bad thing that should be removed.

Thus the picture presented here is, in my opinion,



ideologically so incongruous that it is very unlikely that such 
a state of affairs ever existed. Further there is hardly any 
evidence in other historical, religious or literary records of 
the country to support the above picture of social and religious 
conditions.

In view of the reasons I have stated above, I propose 
to suggest another interpretation of the word in question, 
supported by a different etymology along with a new rendering 
of the other words connected with it in the context. In doing 
so I am attempting to avoid undue damage to the laws of 
phonology and rules of grammar and also unnecessary straining 
of meanings of words.

The orthographical variants of this word in the form 
of (i) viherila (6 times), (ii) vaherila (twice), (iii) vaharila 
(once), (iv) vaharala (5 times), (v) veherala (twice), 
veherale.ya (once), (vi) veharala (once) remind us of another 
word in inscriptions, which too has produced a large number of 
variants in its orthographical treatment, which has a striking 
resemblance to this word except for the last syllable -la.
This word is Sk. P. vihara- (monastery) represented in the 
inscriptions as (a) vihara- (1st c. A.D. - 5th c. A.D.) [Mv.; 
Pkn.; Vg.; 1, 2; TpS.; Mr.; Jv.; Lg., 1, 2] (b) vahera- (4th c. 
A.D. - 6th c. A.D.) [TgR.; MdS.; RVg., l]; (c) vahira- (6th c. 
A.D.) [AnS.]; (d) vahara- (6th - 7th c. A.D.) [RVg., 4; BPIns.,



1 - 8 ] ,  (e) vehera- (8th c. A.D. - 10th c. A.D.) [SSI., 4;
K429; Ip*; Rh.5 Ng.; AnSk. ; Blv.]. The resemblance in the 
orthographical treatment of these two words can be seen at a 
glance by comparing (1) with (a), (ii) with (b), (iii) with (c)
(iv) with (d) and (v) with (e). On the grounds of the 
striking similarity of the orthographical treatment of the two 
words, one has reason to suspect that the word in question goes 
back to an original prototype like 1. vihara + suffix -la or
2. Sk. visara + suffix -la which should become *viharala in 
Sinh. at least by 2nd c. A.D., as -s- > -h- by that time 
[v. WPSI. § 46, 3, 4, 5; GGSL. § 80]. As the meaning of Sk. P 
vihara la does not fit in with the contexts in which the word 
occurs it is possible that our word goes back to visara la; 
cf. formations like vaca-la, matu-la, kapi-la, vyga-la, sisu-la 
[v. ilVGr. § 782, 2, p. 263; WSkG. § 1227]. Although in Sk. -la 
is a der. suffix forming adjectives and diminutives, in Pks. 
it is also a pleonastic (Svartha) suffix as well, often 
appearing in the form of -a-lla, -i-lla or -u-lla, and in Ap. 
sometimes it takes the form -a-la, cf. Ap. ekala- (= eka-)
[v. PPkG-. § 495; also CODB. §§ 425, 429]. Therefore it is 
possible that the suffix -la in *viharala is only pleonastic. 
The prototype *viharala (< visara «♦ la) can phonologically or 
orthographically produce practically all the variants of the 
word as can be seen by comparing with the instance of vihara-



(monastery) which is identical with the first three syllables 
of *viharala. However the above (vi) veharala for which there 
is no equivalent in the variants of vihara may be the writing 
for veherala, cf. (v). The form varala represents either a 
contraction of vaharala, by the elision of -h-, or an 
inadvertent omission of -ha- on the part of the engraver. On 
the other hand vahala is an obvious error for vaharala, as the 
persisting stable consonant -r- could not totally disappear in 
Sinh. phonology [v. WPSI. § 45, 3; G-GrSL. §§ 72; 74, 2; 75, 2]. 
The change of -ra- into -ri- in some variants like vaherila 
and vaharila is understandable because this vowel -a- is a 
neutral vowel after the heavy syllable -ha- in *viharala. The 
reduction of the neutral vowel to -i- after the heavy syllable 
is evident first in the 4th c. A.D. e.g. aviya- < avyaya- 
[v. WPSI. § 27, la], cf. also arami (< arama-) 6th or 7th c. A.D 
[N1D.]; also agil (< aggala-, 'aloe'), timbiri (< timbaru, a 
tree) [G-GSL• § 24, 1]. Alternatively, -ila in vaharila may be 
explained as going back to Pk. -i-lla [PPkG. § 495]. In that 
case vaharala and vaharila are doublets formed from visara-.

Thus the derivation of vaherila, vaharala &c. from Sk. 
visara + la appears to satisfy the phonological problems 
involved in the variant forms of the word.

Now it remains to be seen whether the meaning of the 
word visara la will fit in with the various contexts in which



it occurs. Sk. visara- means 'wood1, 'timber' among other 
things [MWSkD., v.s.v.]. Therefore its pleonastic derivative 
*visarala in Mid. Ind. and its Sinh. representatives in 
inscriptions can mean 'timber'. At once it will be seen that 
this meaning fits in remarkably well with the vb. cidavi 
('caused to cut') associated with this word in a number of
instances. This rendering of vaharala and cidavi will require~~ r

a different interpretation of the expressions: siya agana
[above (1)], daruyana [above (2)], daruya [above (3)] and 
dariyana [above (12)] which are rendered as 'my wife',
'children', 'child' and 'daughters' respectively by Para.

In my opinion siya agana may be rendered as 'worth 
hundred', as siya < Sk. sata-, 'hundred'; agana < *agghana, cf.
P. agghanaka-, 'worth1, 'having the value of'; cf. Mod. Sinh. 
agana ('worth', 'of the value of') < P. agghanaka-. (Cf. also 
the expression: siya di vaherila cidavi). The phrases 
daruyana cidavi, dariyana sid&va and daruya cidavi may be 
rendered as 'caused logs to be cut' as daruyana and dariyana 
are the Obi. pi. (of dir. obj.) derived from Mid. Ind. Gen. pi. 
*darukana, cf. P. darukanaijL (of logs). As for the derivation 
of the Obi. pi., from the Gen. pi., and its employment as dir. 
obj. from the 2nd c. A.D., see § 69* The change of -u- to -i- 
in the variant dariyana is easily explained, as it is the neutral 
vowel after the heavy syllable da-. The only unusual feature



about the Obi. pi. inflexion of this word is that in Sinh. of 
this period, this inflexional term, has been confined to the 
animate noun [v. §§ 60, 6lc] while the corresponding inflexion 
in the inanimate noun was zero [§ 73]* This may however be 
explained as being due to a survival of an archaism from the 
pre-2nd c. period in which there was no distinction of animate 
and inanimate inflexion [§§ 19a, b] or being due to a scholarly 
creation by the extension of the animate inflexional termination 
to the inanimate. Three other instances of such Obi. plurals 
of the inanimate noun are also found in the 10th c., viz. 
tal-an 'palm trees’ and mlv-an ’ml trees' (Bassia Latifolia) 
[PIS.], miv-an, id. [Kb.]. On the other hand, we find the 
genuine inanimate (sg. - pl») Dir. - Pbl. form in daruya of 
the expression 'daruya cidavi'.

The word -vata in the expression vaharala-vat a ka$a
[above (6), (7), (9), (10)] appears to be identical with -vata
in d ana-vat a, mi y a-vat a, ataraka ,i a-vat a, pal ah a-vat a [TgR. ] of
the 4th c. A.D. Its prototype in P. may be seen in
expressions such as dana-vatta-, salaka-vatta-. paka-vatta- etc.
According to the PTSPD. vatta- in this context means
'expenditure', 'alms'. But according to the contexts in which
P. terms like dana-vatta occur, it appears to mean at times
something like 'continued supply' or 'recurring series1; cf. Sk.
vytta-,''continued', 'lasted for a time', 'set in motion1

[MWSkD.].



Thus it is possible to translate "vaharala-vata kata" as either 
'for the expenses of timber' or 'for the gift of timber' or 'foi 
the continued supply of timber'.

In the light of these interpretations, the passages 
with the word vaherilr &c. reproduced above from the inscript
ions may be rendered in the following way.

(1) .. oluva^u Puyagonula-mi ... Kasapi-gari 
raja-maha-vahare siya agana vaharala cidavi ma (w. for me?) 
pala sava satanaja [RVg., 1],

'I, Puyagonula, the brick-layer ... caused timber worth 
hundred to be cut for (lit. in) the great royal monastery of 
Kasapi-gari .. [May] the merit (lit. fruit) of this [be] to 
all beings'.

(2) ... uluva^u Boya-gonula-mi daruyana cidavi 
veherala-pala sava satanaja vaya vaya .. [ibid., 2],

'I, Boya-gonula, the brick-layer ... caused logs to be 
cut. May the merit of timber [offered to the monastery]1 be 
to all beings ... *

(3) ••• Patisalala-mi daruya cidavi veherala-pala sava 
satanaja [ibid., 3]*

'I, Patisalala ... caused logs to be cut. [May] the
merit of the timber [offered to the monastery]1 [be] to all

beings.'
1In view of the fact that all the records from (1) - (4) are 

inscribed on the same rock in the site of an ancient monastery 
[v. EZ. IV, p. 128] and in (1) and (4) the monastery is 
mentioned by name as the institution for which timber is cut, it 
may be inferred here too that the timber is cut for the benefit 
of the same monastery, though it is not specifically 
mentioned.
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(4) Sahasavarala Dalameya Sakapakana Vesimipiya Aba 
Kasaba-giriye vahara sayaka kahavapa di vaharila cidav&yaha 
maha (w. for mehi?) pala sava satana$a [ibid. 4].

'Sahasavarala Dalameya and Sakapakana Vesimipiya Aba 
gave a hundred kahapanas to the monastery of Kasaba-giri and 
caused timber to be cut. [May] the merit of this [be] to all 
beings.1

(5) Nilagama Tisa-arami raji-maha-vaharala siya diyi 
vaherila cidivi Gala-akari Buyudeviyayihi ioa siya di vaherila 
cidivi Buyiperi Saba ioa siya di viherila cidivi Hi^isela 
Sivigonahi ica siya di viherila cidivi Bada Aba ica . . . siya di 
viherila cidivi Cadiboya Aba ica siya di viherila cidivi ... 
sivi Aba ica siya di viherila cidivi Baeli Sivi G[o]nayi[ma] 
ica [N1D.]

'To the great royal monastery, Tisa-arami, at Nilagama .. 
by giving hundred [kahapanas], timber is caused to be cut by 
Gala-araki Buyudeviyaya, and by giving hundred, timber is caused 
to be cut by Buyiperi Saba, and by giving hundred, timber is
caused to be cut by HiJ.isela Sivigona, and by giving hundred,
timber is caused to be cut by Bada Aba,.-and by giving hundred,
timber is caused to be cut by Cadiboya Aba, and by giving
hundred, timber is caused to be cut by ... sivi Aba, and by 
giving hundred, timber is caused to be cut by Baeli Sivi 
G[ o]nayi[ma]T.



(6) ... ulavajLha Sadeva Ganayama ca Apa .. va ..
Apama ca Apahayagara vaha[ra] vaharala-vaja ka$a eka sayaka 
kahava[pa] da pala sava satana$a [BPIns. , l].

'Both, Sadeva Ganayama, the briok-layer, and Apa .. va.. 
Apama gave one hundred kahavapas for the expenses (or the gift 
or the continued supply) of timber to the monastery of 
Apahayagara. [May] the merit [be] to all beings.

(7) ••• Pa(lama)dama Apama Ap ah aya-gara- vaharaja 
vaharala-vaja kaja eka sayaka kahavapa daya pala sava 
(satanaja) [ibid., 2].

'Pa(lama)dama Apa, ... gave one hundred kahavapas to 
the monastery of Apahayagara for the expenses (or continued 
supply) of timber. [May] the merit [be] to all (beings)'.

(8) ... Pajana Adasana Vasa-davayama Apahaya-gara- 
vaharaja vaha[ra]la-va$a ka$a dajahasa (w. for dejahasa?) 
kahavapa da pala sava sa(tana^a) [ibid., 3]*

'Pajana Adasana Vasa-davayama ... gave two thousand 
kahavanas to the monastery of Apahayagara for the expenses (or 
continued supply) of timber. [May] the merit [be] to all 
(beings).

(9) ••• Gana Apama Apahayagara-vaharala vaharala-va$a 
ka$a eka saya hupa- kahavapa da pala sava satana^a [ibid., 4],

'Gana Apama ... gave one hundred huna-kahapanas for the 
expenses (or continued supply) of timber. [May] the merit [be] 
to all beings.
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Similarly (10) and (11) may be translated.
(12) Mihidala Simi dariyana sid&va veheraleya (w. for 

veheralaya?)1 [SSI., 2].
'I,. Mihidala Si caused logs to be cut for the purpose 

of timber1.
(13) Ka$a Majlabiyana veherala ... [ibid., 3].
'By (or of) Ka$a Ma$abi the timber ... '
The above interpretation of viherila, vaherila &c. thus 

appears to fit in with all the contexts in which it occurs.
It may be remarked, in conclusion, • that timber was and is 
extensively used in Ceylon as a building material.

sayamala vaharala, alamala vaharala:
Para, in the course of his discussion on vaharala oidavi 

[EZ. IV, 134] mentions the above two phrases as occurring in 
"some records of about sixth century from RajangapS in the 
Kurunegala District" and states "the meaning of the words 
sayamala and alamala is not clear". In the light of the 
interpretation I have put forth, it is possible that the two 
words sayamala and alamala stand for the names of two trees used 
for timber during that period. This conjecture of course 
cannot be settled unless we have access to the full context in

1veheralaya is perhaps an archaic Dat. sg. (of purpose) 
in -aya or the final -ya represents the pleonastic suffix -ka.



which these words occur. If they stand for the names of trees, 
the word sayamala (prob. w. for sayamala) appears to be the

w
prototype of the Mod. Sinh. word siyafibala, •tamarind*, timber of 
which is considered to be of great value. If.sayamala is the 
6th c. prototype of mod. siyafibala, it incidentally helps us to 
trace the origin of this word to a Sk. form like *satamlaka^
(sata ■+ amla-ka-), lit. •hundred-acidity». Although I have not 
yet been able to trace Sk. *satamlaka- in a lexicon as a name for 
tamarind, it is interesting to note that Sk. amla-phala- (m.), 
amia-vykga- and amiaka- are given in MWSkD. as names of the 
tamarind tree. The phonological development of Sk. sata- in 
Sinh. is as follows: Sk. sata- > Sinh. sata- (2nd c. A.D.)
[Vg., 1] > saya-, siya (6th c. A.D.) [RVg., 4; BPIns.; N1D.]; as 
for the change of Sk. -m- to Sinh. -fib-, cf. Sk. amia- > P. 
ambila- > Sinh. ambul-. Hence there appears to be a strong case 
on philological grounds to identify sayamala in sayamala-vaharala

v
with mod. siyaiflbala. If this conjecture is correct, it gives 
further support for the interpretation of vaharala &c. as 
* timber *.


